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INTRODUCTION

One of the most eventful periods of modern Indian history is perhaps the period
covered in this book. It spreads over a period of about 117 years during which
in spite of resistances of Indian rulers to the expansion and deep penetration of
Britishers in India, a trading company could establish its sway almost all over
the country. India lost not only her political freedom but also had to suffer
many humiliations. Nation’s old glorious culture was disfigured and her riches
were drained out of the country. The reformation movements and the Revolt of
1857 were the results of masses suffered from pangs of poverty, exploitation,
illiteracy, and superstitions. Unemployment increased with the passing of every
day. Religious, caste, lingual and regional cleavage were allowed to increase to
a point of no return and it was the policy of British Raj.

The book onHistory of India from 1740 to 1857 A.D. has been written for
the benefit of the history students. For the convenience of the students, different
terminologies are clarified, questions and answers are there to check the
students progress, summary recaps are given, point and sub-points are
highlighted and self assessment questions and answers are also supplied.

In the first unit of the book, vivid description has been made on the
Political trends in the mid 18th century, Anglo-French Conflict in Karnataka,
Third Battle of Panipat, Establishment of East India Company in India. Battle
of Plassey and Buxar, Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Dual Government.
In the subsequent units, focus has been given on the chapters like Growth of
colonial administration – Lord Warren Hastings and Lord Cornwalis,
Regulating Act, Pits India Act, Anglo-Maratha Relation, Anglo-Mysore
Relation, Wellesely and the Subsidiary Alliance, Maharaja Ranjit Singh and
Anglo-Sikh Relations, Lord Hastings and British Paramountcy, Downfall of
Marathas, Anglo-Burmese Relations, Anglo-Afghan Relations, Lord Dalhousie
and the Doctrine of Lapse, His Administration and Reforms, First Freedom
Movement of 1857-Causes, Nature and Results, Role of women in the freedom
– Laxmi Bai, Awanti Bai, Jhalkar Bai, Indian Renaissance, Socio-Religious
Reform Movements- Raja Rammohan Rai and Brahma Samaj, Lord William
Bentinck, Status of women, Growth of Western Education, Modernization of
India, conspiracy of Lord Macaulay, the theory of filtration, British Land
Revenue Settlements : Permanent Settlement, Ryotwari and Mahalwari system,
Condition of peasants, Rural Indebtedness, Commercialization of Agriculture,
Drain ofWealth, Decline of Cottage Industries.

Dr.ManasKumarDas
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

India in the mid 18th century had to endure one of the most chaotic
periods in its entire history. The Mughal Empire, which had dominated the
Indian subcontinent for two centuries, began to decline with internal and
external pressures. Following the decline of the empire, numerous local
powers strived for independence, and foreign powers began to invade
India, further deteriorating the political situation of India and promoting
additional disorder. Throughout the end of the 17th century, Aurangzeb
brought the empire to its greatest extent, but his political and religious
intolerance laid the seeds of its decline. He excluded Hindus from public
office and destructed their schools and temples, while his persecution of
the Sikhs of the Punjab turned the sect against Muslim rule and roused
rebellions among the Rajputs, Sikhs, and Marathas. The heavy taxes he
levied steadily impoverished the farming population, and a steady decay
of the Mughal government was matched by a corresponding economic
decline.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit the learners would be able to:
know the political trends in the mid 18th century
trace in brief about the Anglo-French conflict in Karnataka
understand the Third Battle of Panipat
study the establishment of East India Company in India
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describe the battle of Plassey and Buxar
examine the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa
discuss about the Dual Government

1.2 POLITICAL TRENDS IN THEMID 18TH
CENTURY

It was after Aurangzeb's death in 1707, the empire fell into decline. The
Mughal Emperors progressively declined in power and became mere
figureheads, being initially controlled by various courtiers and later by
rising warlords. Several Mughal Emperors were killed, often after only
briefly occupying the throne. The Marathas, as well as powerful officials
ruling 'Mughal provinces', in theory recognized Mughal sovereignty.
However, in true sense, the Maratha rulers, the Nizam of Hyderabad, the
Nawab of Bengal, the Kingdom of Awadh (Oudh), etc. were independent.
Especially, Marathas overran almost all of northern India after 1748. The
empire also had to suffer from the depredations of invaders like Nadir
Shah of Persia and Ahmed Shah Abdali of Afghanistan, who repeatedly
sacked Delhi, the Mughal capital. Mughal rule was reduced to a small
locality around Delhi, which again passed into the hands of the Marathas
and finally into the hands of the British Raj.

1.2.1 Weak Successors of Mughal Empire and Formation of
Independent States

The death of Aurangzeb created much political trouble and the Mughal
empire started to decline as the successors of the last great Mughal proved
weak. Bahadur shah I ruled after him from 1707 A.D. to 1712 A.D.
Jahadhar Shah ruled from 1712 A.D. to 1713 A.D. and Farrukhsiyar from
1713 to 1719 A.D. During the rule of these weak rulers, the downfall of
the Mughal empire was inevitable which resulted in severe groupism and
rivalry, paralyzing the Mughal Central administration. Consequently,
tendency towards disintegration began to creep in due to the negligence of
the government officials. The successors of Aurangzeb were devoted to
carnal pleasures and squandering the royal money for their own pleasure.
Corruption and chaos were rampant everywhere in the Mughal empire. It
weakened the economic structure and led the empire to a rapid downfall.
The military power of the Mughals also declined rapidly. It was
Muhammad Shah, the successor of Farrukhsiyar ruled over India for 31
years, but he too was a weak and incapable ruler. So, the Mughal empire
began to decline rapidly. The Sikhs and the Marathas grew powerful in
Punjab and Deccan respectively. They began to plunder the Mughal
territory, started collecting taxes from the Mughal states. As the post of
subedar became hereditary, some of the powerful subedars established
their independent states in various parts of the country. The Sikhs of
Punjab were trying to uproot the Mughals completely. Independent states
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like Bengal, Avadh and Hydrabad were established. Different European
powers, looking the political turmoil, were aspiring to gain a foothold in
India and indulged themselves in wars to capture power in India.

1.2.2 Oudh (Avadh)
The founder of the independent principality of Oudh (Avadh) was Saadat
Khan, popularly known as Burhan-ul-Mulk. He was a Shia and descendant
from Saiyids of Nishapur. In 1724 he was appointed as the Governor of
Avadh. He was a capable soldier and wise administrator. When Nadir
Shah invaded India, Sadat Khan was called to Delhi where he committed
suicide in 1732. After the death of Sadat Khan, his nephew and son-in-law
Safdar Jang ascended the throne. He was a very efficient and capable man
who established peace in Avadh and added power and prestige to it.
Though he was the ruler of Avadh, he was called to Delhi to act as Vazir
of the Mughal Emperor in 1748 A.D. but he could not stay in Delhi for a
long time due to the jealousness of his rivals and returned to Avadh in
1753 A.D. He died after a year of coming to Avadh. Shujauddaula, the
most influential and effective ruler of the dynasty, succeeded his father
Safdar Jang. Some important and rapid changes happened during his rule.
But his defeat in Buxar war in 1764 proved fatal and Avadh lost its
importance as an independent state.

1.2.3 Bengal
Murshid Kuli Khan was the founder of the independent state of Bengal.
Ever since the time of Aurangzeb, he held the office of the Diwan ,
Deputy Governor of Bengal and finally became the Governor of Bengal,
Bihar and Odisha. He was a capable administrator and Bengal made great
strides in trade and commerce.

As soon as the Mughal empire declined, Murshid Kuli Khan became
the master of Bengal. As a good administrator he improved the economic
resources of the state. After his death in 1727 A.D., Shuja Khan succeeded
as Subedar of Bengal and his son Sarfaraz Khan assumed the
Governorship of Bengal in 1739 A.D. after the death of Suja Khan. He
was defeated and killed by Ali Vardhi Khan due to his negligence towards
the administration. Ali Vardi Khan was a capable ruler. He ruled the
affairs of the Bengal properly, but he was often subjected to troubles by
the Afghans and the Marathas. However, he continued to control over
Bengal. The people of Bengal lived peacefully during his rule. After his
death, Siraj-ud-daula, his grandson succeeded him. He suppressed his
enemies and showed his strength as an efficient ruler. He opposed the
British who were the enemies of Bengal and strengthened the fortifications
in Calcutta. The Nawab tried to conquer over the British in the Battle of
Plassey in June,1757 A.D. but failed to achieve success and was put to
death by the son of Mir Jafar. After him, Mir Jafar became the Nawab
with the help of British. But he could not manage the affairs of the state.
After Mir Jafar, his son-in-law Mir Kasim became the Nawab. He was an
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independent mind of ruler. He was defeated by the British in the battle of
Buxar in 1764 A.D. Thus, the British established their control over Bengal
province.

1.2.4 Marathas
Perhaps the most formidable challenge to Mughal authority both in
Deccan and the North camps was from the Marathas. They were very
powerful in Maharasthtra. The Maratha kingdom was founded by Shivaji
(1627-80 A.D.). The Marathas had to wage continuous war against the
muslim rulers of Mughals and Bijapur. The rise of the Marathas was both
a regional reaction against the Mughal centralization as well as a
manifestation of the upward mobility of certain classes and castes. The
Mughals never had proper control over the heartland of the Marathas. The
Peshwa or the hereditary Prime Minister of Chatrpati Shahu became quite
powerful under Balaji Biswanath (1713-20 A.D.). During the period of
Peshwa Balaji Biswathath, the Marathas state system attained the status of
a dominant expansionist state. Balaji united the opposing elements in the
Maratha house and channelized the energies of the Marathas into the more
fruitful task of building a Maratha empire.

Balaji Rao was succeeded by his son Baji Rao as Peshwa. He
established Maratha supremacy over a large part of Deccan by defeating
Nizam-ul-Mulk, the Nizam of Hydrabad. He cherished the ambition of
establishing Hindu-Pad-Padshahi or Hindu empire by securing the Mughal
government. Maratha authority was extended over Malwa, Gujrat and
Bundelkhand. Baji Rao was a born leader, astute diplomat and a statesman
of high order. When Balaji Baji Rao became the Peshwa in 1740 A.D., the
Martha kings became the nominal head of the state. The Peshwa emerged
as the real head of the Maratha confederacy (Sindhias, Holkars, Bhonsles,
Gaikowads). The weakness of the Mughal emperors encouraged the
Marathas to intervene in the politics of Delhi. But the Third battle of
Panipat in 1761 between the Marathas and the Afghans was a major
setback to the Marathas and their victory march was halted by the success
of the Afghans in the battle. The defeat of the Marathas gave an
opportunity to the English East India Company to consolidate its power in
Bengal and south India. The fate of India was decided at the Third battle
of Panipat. It facilitated the rising British power to establish its supremacy.
If the battle of Plassey sown the seeds of the British supremacy, the battle
of Panipat afforded the time for their maturing roots in India.

1.2.5 State of Hyderabad
The founder the state of Hydrabad was Chin Qulich Khan. In 1713 A.D.
the Mughal Emperor Farrukhsiyar appointed Mir Qamruddin as the
Governor of Deccan and bestowed the title of Nizam-ul-Mulk in 1724. He
was one of the leading nobles of the post-Aurangzeb era. However, after
achieving a significant victory at Sakhirkhera, he founded his independent
state and the Emperor of Delhi bestowed the title of Asaf Jahan on him.
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After his death in 1748 A.D. no efficient and capable Nizam could hold
this office and the rule of Nizam remained confined only to meeting his
own selfish ends. The Marathas proved to be a great problem for the
Nizam and they collected the Chauth and Sardesmukhi from various Subas
of the south and kept control over the power of Nizam of Hydrabad.

1.2.6 The Sikhs of Punjab
Guru Govind Singh, the tenth Sikh Guru had transferred the Sikhhs into a
militant sect in defense of their religion and liberties. After his death,
Banda Bahadur who assumed the leadership waged war against the
Mughals. But at last the Mughals succeeded in defeating and capturing
Banda, the Sikh leader. In 1716 A.D. the Mughals mercilessly slaughtered
Banda and his Sikh followers. After the death of Banda, the Sikhs were
divided into two parts but soon they were united again. Zakaria Khan, the
Governor of Punjab adopted the policy of torture of the Sikhs. By this time,
the Sikhhs were organized into Khalsa party under the leadership of
Kapoor Singh. In 1748 A.D. the leadership of the Khalsa sect was
transferred from Kapoor Singh to Jassa Singh. During his leadership, the
Khalsa party proved a source of terror for the Mughal empire. In 1739
A.D. the Sikhs made an assault on the rear of the army of Nadir Shah and
plundered it. After this incident, Zakaria Khan, the Governor of Punjab ,
decided to crush the Sikhs completely. The Sikhs were killed everywhere.
They had to take shelter in the hills and forests and attacked the Mughals
repeatedly. The Sikhs occupied Lahore in 1764 A.D. Their influence
spread from Saharanpur to Attock and from Multan to Kangra and Jammu.
Later on, Maharaja Ranjit Singh became the ruler of the Sikhs. He
maintained friendly relationship with the British. He died in 1839 A.D.
The death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh divided the Sikhs and weakened their
power. The Britishh took advantage of the situation and established their
rule over Punjab in 1849 A.D.

1.2.7 The Rajput States
The Rajputs who at one time had been the bulwark of the empire, attitude
towards them and the growing weakness of the later Mughal emperors,
now realized that their interests lay elsewhere than in the Mughal empire.
Internally Rajputna was torn by dissentions between and within its three
principal houses of the Sisodias, the Rathors, and the Kachhwahas.
However, the principal Rajput states took advantage of the growing
weakness of Mughal power. In the reign of Mohammed Shah, the rulers of
Amber and Marwar were appointed governors of important Mughal
provinces such as Agra, Gujrat and Malwa. The most outstanding Rajput
rulers of the 18th century was Raja Sawai Jai Singh of Amber. He founded
the city of Jaipur. The revival of the Rajputs was only temporary.
Sorrowful days of internal disorder and foreign exploitation were in store
for their land.
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1.2.8 Mysore
The kingdom of Mysore was located to the south of Hydrabad. It was not
under the direct control of the Mughals. Mysore was transformed from a
vice-royality of the Vijayanagar empire into an autonomous state by the
wodeyar dynasty. But wodeyar rulers were overthrown to strengthen the
autonomy of the state by Haider Ali and Tipu Sultan during 18th century.
The major threat before Mysore initially came from the Marathas on the
one hand and that of Hydrabad and Karnatak on the other, while the
English were waiting to take advantage of the situation. Starting his career
as junior officer in Mysore army, Haider Ali became its brilliant
commander. He soon recognized the advantage of western military
training and applied it to the troops under his command. He established a
modern arsenal in Dindigul in 1755 A.D. with the help of the French
experts. In 1761 A.D. he overthrew Nanneraj and established his authority
over the Mysore state. Almost from the begingin of the establishment of
his power, he was engaged in wars with the Marathas, the Nizam and the
British. After his death in 1782 A.D. his son Tipu Sultan carried forward
the task of his father till his death.

1.2.9 Politics of Europeans in India
The attack of the Nadir Shah had devastated the political condition of the
Mughals in India. During this period, the Europeans were also trying their
best to capture power in India by taking the mileage of political
disturbance in India. Among the Europeans, the French and the English
were two most rival powers who wanted to establish their rule and colony
in India. It was the Portuguese who inspired the other European nations to
establish their colony and companies in India. The English East India
Company was established by getting a charter from Queen Elizabeth in
1600 A.D. and the Dutch East India Company was established in 1602
A.D. By the end of the 16th century, the Dutch of Holland and the English
East India Company had reached in India. The Dutch defeated the
Portuguese in 1658 A.D. and established their influence in south India.
The Marathas also snatched Salsette and Bassein island from the
Portuguese in 1739 A.D. The position of the Dutch of Holland had never
been quite strong in India. When their influence was increasing, they had
to compete with the English. However, the Dutch could not stand before
the English. In 1845 A.D., the Dutch had to sell their colonies to the
English East India Company.

The French were the last to come to India for establishing colony. The
French East India Company East India Company was established in 1664
A.D. They established their colonies in Surat, Pondicherry and
Mausalipattnam and gradually they occupied Mahi, Karkel, etc. In fact,
the condition of the French began to improve by 1736 A.D. when Dumas
became the Governor of Pondicherry. He was replaced by Dupleix in 1741
A.D. After their victory over the Portuguese and the Dutch, the English
were left with one rival, the French. Both the English and the French
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wanted to establish their control over the trade and commerce of India and
it was possible only when either of the two had been removed from the
political scenario completely. Both were powerful and had fought in
different battles. Finally, the British achieved success and the French had
to leave the political scenario of India in 18th century.

Thus, the above events indicate that by mid 18th century, the political
condition of the entire nation was quite unbalanced and unsure.
Everywhere there was chaos and confusion in India. The Mughal Empire
was declining in a rapid manner. The Governors of Bengal, Deccan,
Avadh, etc. declared themselves as independent. On the other hand, the
Marathas occupied Gujrat and Malwa. The Afghans captured the North-
west province provinces. The Rajputs of Rajputna and Bundelkhand
declared their independence and the power of Jats of Bharatpur reached its
culmination. The native states were fighting with each other as there was
no central administration. European powers also began war of succession
in India in order to prove themselves more powerful. The political
condition of India was declining day by day.

1.2.10 Political Condition on the Eve of Anglo-French
Conflict in India

Each European nation was quite keen that it should have brisk trade with
India and earn from that. It was a time when Mughal empire, after the
death of Emperor Aurangzeb, was completely disintegrating. The whole
empire was being parceled out in small states. There was no central
authority and the princes were busy in merry making and enjoying in their
palaces and indulging in palace intrigues. Most of them had forgotten
defence of the province and administration of the territory under them.
Administration was both corrupt and inefficient. Indian princes were
wasting their energies by quarrelling among themselves not realizing the
danger which was ahead of them by the presence of foreign powers on
Indian soil.

Check Your Progress

1. Who was the founder of the Oudh (Avadh)?
2. Who was Murshid Kuli Khan?
3. Balaji Rao was succeeded by whom?

1.3 ANGLO-FRENCH CONFLICT IN
KARNATAKA

The Anglo-French rivalry was a very interesting episode in the study of
the foundation of the British Empire in India. The tournament between
England and French largely changed the future and fate of India. The
expansion of the British in South India was basically the outcome of the
hostilities between the English and the French East India companies when
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the Mughal central authority weakened and the Mughal viceroy of the
Deccan proved unable to protect the trade of interests of the European
companies against the exactions of his subordinate officials or raids of the
Marathas, the Europeans came to the firm conclusion that in order to
protect their interests, they must be prepared to unsheathe the sword
occasionally. Both the companies were the products of the rise of the
mercantile capitalism in Europe. Both the companies looked for huge
profit margin and to secure this it was necessary to eliminate all
competition of similar companies and get monopolistic control over trade
in India.

Both these Companies had trade rivalries and keen to have brisk trade
activity with India. Both had their trade settlements on the Western coast
and thus, conflict between the two was only a matter of time and that came
when in Europe Austrian War of Succession broke out. In that France and
England fought against each-other. This resulted in acceleration of hostile
activities in India as well. These found expression in Camatic wars.

1.3.1 First Carnatic War (1746-1748)
Both French and British East India Company tried their strength during
First Carnatic War which broke out in 1746. It was the outcome of
Austrian War of Succession in Europe. In India both the Companies were
keen to have their power and supremacy and also to have increased trade
with India without the interference of the other. At that time Dupleix,
French Governor in India, was very capable and competent administrator.
He could capture Madras from the British Company, which in their turn
tried to capture French settlement of Pondicherry but could not succeed in
its efforts. When in Europe, Austrian War of Succession ended with the
treaty of: Aix-La Chappel in 1748 A.D. with that war in India also came to
an end. By the terms of this treaty France agreed to return Madras to the
Britishers, in exchange for some territories in North America.

Significance of the War

The war was of great significance. It established beyond doubt that sea
was of great significance and that it could not be ignored any longer. It
made it clear to the Indian princes that European war methods and
techniques were much superior than those followed by them. It also made
it clear that Indian political system had completely degenerated itself and
that Indian princes were incapable of defending themselves. But worst was
that even now neither they realized the importance of modernization nor
that of unity.

1.3.2 Second Carnatic War (1748-54)
Causes of the War

The First Carnatic War resulted in many strained relations-between the
two warring trading companies. Both the parties also now came to know
military weaknesses and disunity of Indian princes and thus, were very
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keen to interfere in the internal affairs of these issues and gain at their cost.
In 1748 A.D. when Nizam-Ul-Mulk Asaf Jah died, a war of succession
started. More or less at the same time in Camatic war of succession started
in which Dupleix decided to side with Muzaffar Jung and Chanda Sahib,
as against Nawab Anwar Uddin. In 1749, the Nawab was killed at Amber
and his illegitimate son Muhammad Ali took refuge in Trichnopoly fort.
But meantime the Britishers too joined the race in Deccan in which
dispute was between Nasir Jung and Muzaffar Jung. The Britishers
decided to side with the former and could imprison the latter. But
unfortunately the things took such a turn that Nasir Jung was assassinated
by his own soldiers and Muzaffar Jung came on the throne. But he too was
killed in an encounter while on his way to Hyderabad under French
protection. The French then placed third son of Nizarn Ul-Mulk Asaf Jah
on the throne and Bussy, the French Commander, stayed at Hyderabad to
provide protection to the newly installed Nawab. The French also could
install Chanda Sahib in Carnatic.

Events of the War

Obviously all these developments were intolerable for the Britishers.
British forces under Clive proceeded towards Carnatic and captured Arcot,
the capital city of Camatic. He was challenged by the forces of Chanda
Sahib and Clive was besieged. But with the help of the Marathas, Clive
could force Chanda Sahib's forces to lift the seige. Chanda Sahib's son
who was commanding the forces was captured and put to death by Raja of
Tanjore. The Britishers placed Muhammad Ali on the throne of
Hyderabad.

End of the War

The war ended with the Treaty of Pondicherry which was signed by
Godeheu, the successor of Dupleix, on behalf of French side. By this
treaty it was agreed that both the sides will not interfere in each other's
internal affairs and return each other's territories. Bussy will continue to
stay at Hyderabad and the Britishers will get one town in North Carnatic.

Outcome of the War

Much has been said about this treaty. Dupleix went to the extent of saying
that his successor had brought dishonour to his country. The treaty was
definitely to the advantage of East India Company. It got much needed
time to consolidate its position in the East. It also got necessary time to
fight another Carnatic war. P.E. Roberts is, however, of the view that the
treaty was unavoidable because East India Company had vast resources, as
compared with the French Company. Financial position of the French
Company was not good and English forces in India were definitely of
superior quality as compared with the French forces. At that time Admiral
Watson had arrived with his forces and Marathas were extending their
support to the Britishers. As the war ended the French had neither a
sympathetic Nawab on the throne of Hyderabad nor that of Carnatic. The
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East India Company had its sympathisers in the shape of Muhammad Ali
on the throne of Carnatic and Salabat Jung at Hyderabad.

1.3.3 The Third Carnatic War (1758-63)
Causes of the War

The Second Carnatic war had ended with a definite advantage to the
Britishers and to the disadvantage of the French Company. The East India
Company was now not at all prepared to give up what it had gained during
the war. The French were, however, keen to regain their lost ground and
territories. Both were thus preparing for another war. This opportunity
came when Seven Years War broke out in Europe in which both England
and French confronted each-other. This also became responsible for
eruption of war in India as well.

Events of the War

The French government decided to send Count-de-Lally to India with the
instructions to drive the Britishers out of India. He came to India in April
1758 and immediately captured Fort St. David. He also decided to attack
Madras and conquered almost whole of it except Madras town. At this
time he committed a blunder. He called Bussy from Hyderabad. This
provided Britishers an opportunity to capture Northern Sircars. Hyderabad
joined the Company. Lally failed to capture Madras. English forces under
Sir Eyre Coote defeated the French at Wandiwash and could imprison
Bussy. In 1760, they could capture the fort of Jinji and in 1761
Pondicherry was brought under their control.

End of the War

The war ended in 1763 A.D. when Seven Year. War came to an end in
Europe with the Treaty of Paris. One of the terms of treaty was that the
English would return all conquered territories of France in India on the
condition that these would not be fortified again and that the French would
not have any forces in Bengal.

Result of the War

The defeat of France at Wandiwash gave a definite set back to French
trading company. The English could successfully defeat their last rival
from Indian soil and now there was no rival who could check their
political ambitions in India. The French remained only traders and their
activities remained confined only to South India. In Deccan British
supremacy was established beyond all doubts. In the words of P.E.
Roberts, "The fall of Pondicherry sounded the knell of French dominion in
India."
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1.3.4 Factors Responsible for the Defeat of the French in
India

A very pertinent question which arises is as to why the French failed in
their struggle for supremacy against the Britishers. For this, of course,
several causes were responsible.

Prosperity of British Trade in India

First main cause responsible for this was that British trade in India was on
a much higher scale than the French one. This bought more funds and
prosperity to the Britishers as compared with the French. The former could
spend much more in the war as compared with the latter.

Negligence of Trade by the French

Then another cause was that during war days the French practically
neglected their trade whereas the Britishers did not. They continued their
trade activities while at war. Thus, whereas the French saw difficult
financial times during difficult war days the Britishers did not face any
such situation.

Regular Salary and Disciplined British Army

Aanother reason was that the Britishers kept their soldiers satisfied even
during Third Carnatic war period by regularly paying them their-salaries,
ctc., whereas the French soldiers during this period remained dissatisfied,
as they did not get their regular salaries. Obviously much cannot be
expected from dissatisfied soldiers.

Lack of Initiatives by the French Servants

Then another reason was that the French Company was a government
Company in which the servants were paid their fixed dividends. They had
thus no interest in taking initiatives. On the other hand, the British East
India Company was a private concern in which initiative meant more
rewards. Thus, whereas changes in the Home Government affected French
Company's policies, these did not matter much for East India Company.

Lack of French Government Effort

In spite of the fact that French Company was a government owned body
the Government of the country did not take much interest in Company
affairs. On the other hand though East India Company was not a
government Company, yet the British Government took very keen interest
in that and provided all financial assistance and other help needed by it so
that trade in India did not suffer. The British government appreciated the
work of the employees of the Company and suitably rewarded them. This
encouraged the workers. On the other hand, the French Government did
not appreciate the work of its employees in India. The treatment meted out
to Dupleix discouraged many French officers and employees in India and
they stopped taking interest in Company affairs.
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Superior British Officers

The British officers like Clive were much superior to the French officers
in India but worse was that whereas the former cooperated with eachother
the latter did not. Dupleix and La Bourdonnais always quarreled with each
other and did not pull on well even during difficult war days. In 1754 A.D.
French Government decided to recall Dupleix which in itself was
unjustified but misfortune was that he was not replaced by any competent
and capable commander or administrator who could better guide French
forces. In fact, his recall was in itself a blunder and very much lowered the
morale of Company's servants.

Change of Governor During the War Period

Lally who was sent as French Governor General of India during Third
Carnatic war committed the blunder of calling Bussy from Hyderabad.
This heavily cost French Company. The French forces lost their control in
Camatic and Pondicherry had to be surrendered. In addition, Madras could
not be captured. Every chance of the French coming back as a political
power in India was lost and they remained merely as traders.

Role of the Conquest of the Bengal

In the success of the Britishers the conquest of Bengal, which was a
prosperous province, contributed a lot. It was with the help of wealth from
there and man power available in that province that the Britishers could
capture North Sircar and Pondicherry and also defeat the French at
Wandiwash.

Involvement of France in Constant Wars in Europe

In addition, in Europe France got involved in almost every war, whereas
England did not. Thus, whereas France had to divert her material and
manual resources to the wars in Europe, England could save these for
Indian wars. This still more happened after the take over of William Pitt,
the Elder as War Minister in 1758 A.D.

Strong Naval Supremacy

The British had strong naval supremacy. The Britishers developed their
naval base in Bombay whereas the French in Isles of France. Thus,
whereas the Britishers could easily get their ships repaired the French did
not have any such facility.

Weak French Settlement in Deccan and Other Factors

Then one finds that the French concentrated their activities in Deccan
which was less prosperous as compared with Bengal and Bombay which
were far more prosperous provinces and financially rewarding for the
Company. Then one also find that the Britishers had definite naval
superiority over France. The English soldiers were better trained, well
equipped and more disciplined, as compared with the French soldiers and
this definitely proved to be a cause of their success. About naval
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supremacy of Britishers Prof. Dodwell once said, "The main cause of
English success lay in the supremacy which the English Squadron
established at sea, permitting them to receive men, money and provisions
from England, enabling them to transport and cover the operation of their
forces and depriving the French of their supplies."

Thus, all these factors combined together resulted in the success of
British East India Company and failure of rival French Company. In the
ultimate analysis whereas French possessions in India remained only in
Pondicherry, the British East India Company could hand over an empire to
the British Government after the risings of 1857.

Check Your Progress

4. When the First Carnatic War broke out?
5. Who got advantage and who got disadvantage in the Second

Carnatic war?

1.4 THE THIRDBATTLEOF PANIPAT (1761 A.D.)

The Third Battle of Panipat was a significant war in the history of modern
India. This war was fought between Ahmad Shah Abdali, the Afghan ruler
and Sadashiva Rao, the Maratha chief on 14th January 1761. The victory of
the Afghans in this battle crushed the Mughal power completely. It is said
that the beginning and the end of Mughal rule took place in the field of
Panipat. The Mughals established their rule in India in 1526 with the
victory of the battle of Panipat against Ibrahim Lodi and they were crushed
by Ahmad Shah Abdali in the same battlefield of Panipat in 1761 A.D.

1.4.1 Factors Responsible for the Third Battle of Panipat
The following factors were responsible for the outbreak of third battle of
Panipat:

The Political Interference of the Marathas in Mughal Court

The political interference of the Marathas considerably increased in the
Delhi Darbar. In 1752 the Peshwa had concluded a treaty with the Mughal
emperor by which they were authorized to realize Chauth in the whole of
India, They had promised to help the Mughal emperor at the time of need.
Thus, the Marathas were forced to interfere in the politics of northern
India. Gradually, they impressed the Mughal emperors so much that they
supervised the court affairs in the court of the Mughal Emperor. However,
the Afghan and the Persian soldiers failed to digest the increasing power
of the Marathas. Hence, they invited Ahmad Shah Abdali, the ruler of
Afghanistan to attack India. As Ahmad Shah Abdali considered Multan,
Punjab and Kashmir to be the part of his empire, so he interfered in the
politics of Delhi. Therefore, the Third Battle of Panipat was inevitable.
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Rivalry between the Marathas and Ahmad Shah Abdali

The rivalry between Marathas and Ahmad Shah Abdali was another factor
for the war. Ahmad Shah Abdali had established his control over Delhi in
1749. He posted Najibullah as his representative in Delhi but in 1757, the
Marathas conquered Delhi and forced Najibullah to flee from there. Now
they established more influence over the Mughal emperor. The Marathas
devasted Rohilkhand and the ruler of Rohilkhand was a relative of Ahmad
Shah Abdali, so they instigated Ahmad Shah to make an invasion against
the Marathas. The Marathas ousted Timur, the son of Ahmad Shah from
Punjab who considered Punjab to be his province.

Ambitions of Ahmad Shah Abdali

Ahmad Shah Abdali was an ambitious king. He wanted to uphold a huge
army for keeping control over his vast empire. The maintenance of his
huge army was not so easy for him. Therefore, he made a plan to capture
wealth of India after establishing his control over the fertile area of Punjab.

War between two Ambitious Powers and Other Factors

In fact, the third battle of Panipat was inevitable as it was fought between
the two ambitious powers, the Marathas and the Afghans. In addition to
the reasons referred above, the inactive role of Muslims and the non-
Muslims was also not less significant reason for the outbreak of this third
battle of Panipat. While the war weakened the Marathas by their non-
cooperation; it, encouraged the Afghans to wage a war against the
Marathas. Furthermore, both wanted to take advantage of the weaknesses
of the Mughals. Both also wanted to establish themselves as a powerful
race in India. Thus, the war was inevitable.

1.4.2 Events of the Battle
Ahmad Shah conquered Punjab in 1759 by defeating the Maratha ruler
Sabaji Scindia and advanced to Delhi very fast. He had to face Dattaji
Scindia at Launi near Delhi in 1760. Dattaji was killed in this battle and
Ahmad Shah Abdali established his rule over Dehli. Peshwa Balaji Baji
Rao was worried by the loss of Delhi and recovered Delhi in 1760 with the
help of Sadashiva Rao in the absence of Ahmad Shah Abdali. Sadashiva
Rao strengthened his army in order to have a crucial war against the
Afghans. Finally, both the armies arrived the field of Panipat in November
1760. Both sides were handicapped by supplies and negotiated for peace.
Both the parties could not reach for peace. Hence, the third battle of
Panipat war broke out in January 1761. Pitched battles were fought at
various centers between the armies of the Marathas and the Afghans. In
this battle, the Marathas were defeated. Ahmad Shah Abdali entered Delhi
on 24th February 1761 and declared Shah Alam, the emperor of India and
appointed Najib Khan his Mir Bakhshi. In the mean time, the soldiers of
Abdali revolted against him as they were not being paid their salaries since
long and there was no hope of getting wealth from Indian treasury. Both
the parties were disinterested in continuing the war. Hence, a treaty was
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concluded between the two parties after a lot of discussion but before it
could be signed, Peshwa Balaji Baji Rao died. Therefore, the treaty was
delayed due to the anti-treaty activities of Najib Khan for two years.
Finally the treaty was signed in February 1763 between the Marathas and
the Afghans.

1.4.3 Causes of the defeat of the Marathas in the Third
Battle of Panipat

A number of factors were responsible for the defeat of the Marathas and
victory of the Ahmed Shah Abdali.

Big Army of Abdali

The army of the Abdali outnumbered the forces under the command of
Bhauji. The contemporary record shows that Abdali’s army was 60,000 in
number while the number of Maratha soldiers were 45,000.

Famine Condition in Maratha Camps

There was famine conditions prevailed in the Maratha camp at Panipat.
The road to Delhi was cut off by the Afghan war. There was neither any
food for soldiers and nor for the horshes. The carcasses of men and beasts
lying uncreamated and unburied made the Maratha camp a virtual hell.
Till 13th January 1761, there was no grain to eat and the soldiers had not
taken food for last two days. On the other hand, the Afghans kept their
supply line open with the Doab and Delhi region. Hence, the famine
conditions in the Maratha camps compelled them for the defeat.

Autocratic Behaviour of the Maratha Generals

The Maratha General was autocratic and he did not give any importance to
Sadashiva Rao. His autocratic behaviour annoyed the Marathas. Bhao was
obstinate, arrogant, stern and so much self-confident that his influence
proved to have an adverse effect on the Panipat expedition. As he was the
commander of the Maratha force, he was held responsible for the defeat in
the war. Bhau failed to maintain friendly relations with the Sikhs who
were the enemies of Ahmad Shah Abdali. He failed in commanding his
army. Further, he jumped into the war without a solid plan. Some scholars
have come up with three serious allegations, against . Holkar for the defeat
in the third Battle of Panipat. First, he did not check his friend Najib for
his anti-Maratha activities. Secondly, he did not help Bhao in the
battlefield whole heartedly. Thirdly, he ran away from the battlefield with
the help of Najib and left Jankoji unsafe.

Muslim Support for Abdali

While all the Muslim powers of the Northern India rallied behind the side
of Ahmed Shah, the Marathas had to fight alone in the war. The
overbearing attitude of the Marathas and their policy of indiscriminate
plunder had estranged not only the Muslim powers but the Hindu powers
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like the Jats and the Rajputs. Even, the Sikhs, the dead enemies of the
Afghans, did not help the Marathas.

Mutual Jealousies of the Marathas

The mutual jealousies of the Maratha commanders considerably weakened
their side. The Maratha chiefs were individualistic in spirit and their
military tactics. The officers and soldiers defied discipline and disliked
team work which became a cause of their defeat.

Disciplined Army of Abdali

The campaigning, marching and discipline of Abdali’s army was a direct
contrast to that of the Marathas. The entire Afghan troops worked
according to a single plan under strict discipline both in the camp and the
battlefield. Abdali’s troops were not only better organized but better
equipped. While Abali’s trrops used muskets, the Marathas fought mostly
with swords and lances. The heavy artillery of Abdali was better than the
hand to hand fighting of the Marathas. On the other hand, Abdali’s guns
mounted on camel’s back caused havoc.

Military Genius of Abdali

Ahmed Shah Abdali was probably the best General of his times in Asia
and a worthy heir of Nadir Shah in capacity and spirit. His experience and
maturity were great assets. In fact, his superior tactics of war and his
strategy of action foiled all chances of Maratha success.

Thus, the above factors were responsible for the defeat of the
Marathas.

1.4.4 Results and Significance of the War
The Third Battle of Panipat had the following far reaching consequence in
the history modern India.

Great Loss of Man and Money

The Maratha lost in man and money to a great extent. Out of the total
about one lakh persons only a few thousands escaped alive. So great was
the disaster that for nearly three months the Peshwa could not get
authentic details about the casualties and the fate of the military leaders.

Decline of Power in North

The disaster of Panipat certainly lowered the Maratha prestige in Indian
political world. It devastated the dreams of both the Mughals and the
Marathas to maintain their rule. Though, the power of the Marathas was
not crushed completely as they rose soon to power. But it gave a severe
blow to the glory of the Marathas. Their decline in their power in the north
strengthened the Sikhs in the Punjab.
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Control of Punjab by Sikhs

Due to the weakness of the Marathas, Punjab was slipped away from the
hands of the Marathas forever. How could the people who failed to keep a
watch on the territory of Sindhu, slake a claim to be the rulers of territories.
Later on, the Sikhs established their control over this province.

Minimized the Size of the Mughal Empire

The defeat of the Marathas in the battle of Panipat also minimized the size
of the Mughal empire. In 1772 when the Marathas captured Delhi again, it
constituted only Mewat and Haryana. The Marathas fought against
Bundelkhand and Rajputana for the fulfillment of their ambitions. The
scheme of Dattaji could not be executed nor Allahabad, Bengal and Bihar
could be annexed. Owing to this defeat the Marathas not only failed to
realise Tax in Avadh but also they could not impose Chauth on Bengal
and Bihar.

Rise of the British

The most significant consequence of the battle of Panipat was that the
Marathas ended all of a sudden. The decline of the Marathas in the north
led to the rise of the British power in India. When the Marathas tried to
establish themselves in the north they had to struggle against the Britishers
for their survival. In this tug of war for supremacy, the Marathas could not
stand before the British. The Maratha confederation ended and the
powerful persons like Scindia, Holkar, Bhonsle and Gaekwar indulged in
the establishment of their independent states. It is said that the battle of
Plassey sowed the seeds of British Power in India and the battle of Panipat
strengthened it. Both the Mughals and the Marathas received a severe
setback due to this war and their decline also contributed to the rise of
British power in India.

Thus, the Third battle of Panipat in 1761 A.D. indirectly opened the
door for a new participant in the struggle for supremacy in India.

Check Your Progress

6. The Third Battle of Panipat was fought between whom and
when?

7. Why the Third Battle of Panipat was fought?

1.5 ESTABLISHMENT OF EAST INDIA
COMPANY

The Britishers came to India as traders but became the political masters of
the country within a short span of time. Indians failed to check their
advancement, in spite of tough resistance which the invaders had to face in
all parts of the country wherever they wanted to expand. The resistance of
the natives both at Plassey and Buxar on the one hand and of the Marathas
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in Carnatic on the other was quite commendable. The Britishers had to
fight Anglo-Mysore and Anglo-Maratha wars before they could become
the masters of Southern pan of India. Indians failed undoubtedly but for
this several social, economic and political causes combined together were
responsible.

1.5.1 Coming of the Britishers to India
India in the past was known for peace and prosperity. She always had
favourable balance of trade. The wealth of the then known world pumped
into India for the export of consumable goods like perfumes, cosmetics
and spices, etc. The stories of India's wealth had spread throughout Europe
and were source of attraction for them. It was an urge for trade, with India
and to earn out of that that Vascode Gama, a Portuguese trader travelled
all the way long to India. After facing all odds at the high seas, he reached
Calicut on the west coast of India on 22nd April, 1498 via Cape of Good
Hope. Thus, the Portuguese were the first to enter into trade relations with
India and began to earn out of country's wealth. This attracted other
European nations including the Dutch and the Britishers. The Britishers by
now had become the master of the sea by defeating Spanish Armeda and
were quite keen to earn out of Indian trade. They also wanted to have
direct trade route so that commodities were available at cheap rates.

1.5.2 Foundation of East India Company in India
It was with these ends in view that in 1599 A.D. some British traders
decided to have an association to carry on direct trade with India. On the
last day of the year 1600 A.D. they could get a charter of free trade with
India for a period of 15 years from Queen of England. Captain Hawkins
then reached Surat in 1608 A.D. He became successful in getting some
trade concessions for his Company from the then Mughal Emperor
Jahangir. At that time Portuguese had their influence in the Mughal court
and as such East India Company had initial difficulties. But in 1612 A.D.
Portugal was defeated by the Britishers in Europe and this gave a great set
back to their influence in Mughal court as well. The Britishers then
persuaded Emperor Jahangir to allow them to set up a factory in Surat.

1.5.3 Setting up of Company Factories in India
In 1615 A.D. Sir Thomas Roe got permission from Mughal emperor to set
up factory at Surat and other trade concessions. In between 1615 A.D. to
1668 A.D. the Company set up several other factories in this part of the
country, including the one at Ahmedabad and Baroach. But Surat
remained their most important trading centre. In 1668 A.D. Company got
Bombay in gift from Charles II, which he had got in dowry from Portugal.
It was gradually developed as a very important commercial centre. The
Company also set up a factory at Massaulipatnam in 1611 A.D. and
founded one in Fort St. William in 1640 A.D. near which sprang up the
town of Madras. In East India in 1633 A.D. factories at Harihar Pur and
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Balasore were developed. In 1651 A.D. a factory at Hugli was set up. The
factories at Surat, Bombay, Madras and Hugli, however, remained the
most important ones. It also got right to trade with Bengal. Thus, during
this period the Company made rapid progress in establishing its foot-hold
on the soil of India.

1.5.4 Aggressive Policy of the East India Company
During this period the Company continued to follow peaceful policy of
expansion but it felt tempted to follow an aggressive policy when it found
Mughal empire disintegrating. The trouble started when English fleet
bombarded Hugli. This annoyed Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb who ordered
that all British establishments in India should be attacked and captured. As
a result factories at Kasim Bazar and Patna in the East and
Massaulipatnam and Vizagapatnam in the South were raided. Ultimately
the Company realised its weakness and agreed to conclude a peace treaty
with the Emperor by which it assured that in future it would remain
peaceful and also agreed to compensate him by paying a fine of £ 17,000.
The Company had accepted superiority of Emperor Aurangzeb but at the
same time it continued to consolidate its position. In 1690 A.D. a factory
was set up at the modem site of CaIcutta, which was fortified in 1696 A.D.
and named as Fort William.

In 1717 A.D. William Hamilton, a Company surgeon, who had
treated Mughal Emperor Furrukbsiyar, obtained firman from him. It was
significantly important for the Company in more than one way as:
(a) the Company was authored by the Emperor to carry duty free

trade in Bengal and to pay only ` 3000/- annual in lieu thereof;
(b) the servants of the Company could settle anywhere in Bengal;
(c) the Company could get any land on rent around Calcutta;
(d) the Company was exempted from the payment of duties in

Guajrat ahd in lieu was to pay ` 10,000/- annually.
(e) The Company was authorized to mint and circulate its currency.

1.5.5 The Authorizations of the East India Company
The concessions were being given to the company not in India alone. In
1623 A.D. the Company was authorized to punish its own servants for the
offences committed by them in India. It could award even death penalty
provided such a penalty was given by a jury. In 1661 A.D. it got another
authorization. By this it was empowered to send warships and ammunition
to defend its forts and factories. In 1683 A.D. it got still another authority
to declare peace and war and raise its own troops as well. Not very far
thereafter in 1686 A.D. it got the authority of appointing admirals for its
own armies, In this way one after the other, the Company went on getting
concessions, power and authority which helped it in its getting some
freedom from the control of the government. These authorizations also
considerably raised Company's prestige in India. In 1698 A.D. the
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Company was faced with a serious situation. It was during this period that
a new Company in the name of General Society came into being and was
granted exclusive right to trade with East Indies. In order to avoid
competition, both the Companies, however, came to an agreement by
which the old Company was authorized to maintain its independent
existence for a period of 7 years and thereafter, the trade in India was to be
jointly controlled, managed and shared by both the companies. The
formation of new Company and its recognition by the British Government
created difficult situation for the old Company. The situation would have
worsened and one cannot say what would have happened in that situation,
had there been a cut-throat competition between the two. Wisdom,
however, prevailed on both the Companies and these decided to merge and
to unitedly trade and run Indian administration. The arrangement
continued till the first rising against British imperialism in India in the
year 1857, when the Company was forced to transfer the administration of
Indian territories to the Crown in 1858 A.D.

Check Your Progress

8. Who were the first European traders to trade with India?
9. Who got permission from Mughal emperor to set up factory at

Surat and other trade concessions?

1.6 BATTLE OF PLASSEY AND BUXAR

The second half of 18th century witnessed the emergence of a new empire
popularly known as the British Empire in India which ruled India near
about two hundred years. The advent of Europeans in the name of trade
and the subsequent events leading to the political turmoil in the then India
led to the establishment of such an empire. In the race of establishing
colony and empire in India, the other three Europeans like Portuguese,
Dutch and French could not compete with the mighty British. Though the
Dutch, the French and the English all had their settlements in Bengal, yet
the English settlements were in the best position. The English succeeded
against the Nawab and that made them not only the masters of the
provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa but also provided them the capacity
to eliminate the French from the politics of India and by gradual process to
gain the control of the Indian subcontinent. Thus, the foundation and
expansion of British rule in India started with the conquest of Bengal
which was completed after fighting two battles against the Nawabs of
Bengal like (1) the Battle of Plassey and (2) the Battle of Buxar.

1.6.1 Battle of Plessey (1757) and Conquest of Bengal
Political Condition of Bengal on the Eve of the Battle of Plassey

Bengal has always been a prosperous province and rich and fertile in
production. During this period the province consisted of not only of
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Bengal but that of Bihar and Orissa. The political developments in Bengal
following the death of Aurangzeb provided a suitable condition to led the
foundation of British empire in India and its further expansion. Murshid
Quli Khan, who was appointed as the Diwan of Bengal, remained at the
helm of affairs till his death. Murshid Quli Khan shifted his capital from
Dacca to a place which, after him, was named as Murshidabad. After his
death, his son-in-law Suja Khan governed the province till 1739. He was
succeeded by Sarfraz Khan.

Alivardi Khan

During this period Alivardi Khan, the Deputy of the Nawab of Bihar,
managed to kill Sarfraj Khan by a plot. Thereafter, he occupied the throne
of Bengal and proclaimed himself the Nawab with a formal permission
from Mohammad Shah, the titular emperor of Delhi.

Alivardi Khan was a capable administrator and under him Bengal
greatly prospered, so much so, that it was regarded as the "Paradise of
India." He was an able ruler and kept the foreign companies under control.
He never permitted them to fortify their settlements in Bengal. Bengal was
the paradise of India for various reasons. (1) While the rest of India was

distracted by fratricidal wars, (2) Marathas
invasion, (3) Jat uprisings, (4) and Northern
India was devastated by the invasions of
Nadir Shah, Bengal had remained almost
tranquil. The Marathas, raids (1742-52) had,
indeed, been a painful episode, for Orissa
had to be ceded to them. During the early
part of the 18th century there had been a
phenomenal growth of trade in Bengal.
Progress in trade, industry and agriculture
stimulated banking, as is illustrated by the
rise of Jagat Seth. In the sad picture of

dependence and bankruptcy which India presented, Bengal was the only
bright spot where prosperity prevailed. The foreigners who lived amidst
the people had studied closely the strength and weakness of the system.
They entertained a very poor opinion of the Indian rulers’ power. However,
Alivardi Khan appears to have had a dim awareness of this weakness.

Battle of Plassey
Siraj-ud-daula

Nawab Sirajudaula was a young lad of twenty when he succeeded the
throne of Bengal after the death of Alivardi Khan.

Alivardi Khan
(courtesy: Internet)
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By this time the Mughal empire had already collapsed and the East
India Company had established its roots very strongly. Hence, the throne
of Bengal did not prove to be a bed of roses for Sirajuddaula. The British

merchants continued to subject him to
problems. Sirajuddaula had to face various
difficulties. His relations opposed his
succession, but Sirajuddaula faced all these
consiparacies boldly and succeeded in
maintaing his Nawabship by his ability.
Looking at this, he directed his attention
towards the British in order to supress his
rivals. The conflict between Sirajuddaula and
the British reached its climax with battle of
Plassey which was fought in 1757.

1.6.2 Causes of the battle of Plassey
There were several causes which led to the outbreak of the battle of
Plassey are given bellow.

1. Personality of Sirajuddaula

Alivardi died in 1756 and his grandson (Daughter's son) Siraj ascended the
throne of Bengal which created problem for him. Sirajuddaula was a weak
youth with a violent temperament and an unpleasant reputation. He was an
incompetent and vain youth of twenty. According to J.N. Sarkar, "He
came to his long assigned throne in a house divided against itself, with a
hostile faction in the army and a disaffected subject population." Siraj was
not the ruler the time needed. In the words of P. E. Roberts, "Siraj was a
youth with all the weaknesses and vices so often met with the harem
reared princes of the East." However, he desired to use his powers as a
ruler as effectively as were used by his predecessors while the English,
emboldened by their success against the French in the South India, desired
to engage themselves in fresh adventures and, therefore refused to accept
his authority. He felt that the English not only refusing to obey his
commands, but, probably intriguing with his enemies against him.

2. Internal Conflict

The succession of Siraj was not undisputed. He was the son of the
youngest daughter of Alivardi Khan, so he had to face a great deal of
opposition from Saukat Jang, the son of Alivardi's second daughter.
Saukat Jang raised revolt against Siraj at Purnea in collaboration with
Alivardi's eldest daughter Ghasiti Begum and her Diwan Rajballabh.
Ghasiti Begum wanted to place his adopted child on the throne. His cousin
and Subedar of Purnea, Saukat Jung also aspired for the throne. Mir Zafar,
brother-in-law of the late Nawab and Commander-in-Chief of the army
was yet another aspirant He removed Ghasiti Begum to his own palace
and kept her under surveillance. Shaukat Jang was silenced for the time
being by a mere show of threat. Although all these contenders had easily

Siraj-ud-daula
(courtesy: Internet)
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submitted before the new Nawab, he was suspicious of the intrigues
against him and felt that the English were also a party to them.

3. Refusal to Accept the Authority of the Nawab

The behaviour of the English was quite suspicious. The Company did not
give due recognition to the authority of the Nawab. They did not give
presents to the Nawab as was the custom at the time of his coronation. At
one time, the English refused him to give permission to visit their factory.

4. Protection given to the Accused

The relation between the English and Siraj was further strained when the
former rendered support to Krishna Das, son of Rajballabh, who was
formerly punished by the Nawab of Bengal. Krishna Das was a rich
Bengali merchant who incurred the displeasure of the Nawab and was
charged with falsifying of accounts. In order to escape from the
punishment, he took shelter at the court of the English. The Nawab
demanded the return of Krishna Das, but the English refused to hand over
him to Siraj. This enraged Siraj which led to the outbreak of the battle of
Plassey.

5. Imperialist Design of the Company

The East India Company was no longer a mere trading Company. It had
already entered into war in Carnatic. Likewise it wanted to extend its
influence to Bengal province which at that time was considered a very rich
and fertile province. It may be noted that the Bengal province at that time
comprised Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.

6. Misuse of the Royal 'Firman' and Dastak

A 'Farman' was a royal decree issued by the Mughal Emperor. A 'Farman'
of the Mughal Emperor Farrukh Siyar (1717) gave freedom to East India
Company to trade without paying taxes. The Nawab did not like it because
that adversely affected his income and placed the native traders in a
disadvantageous position against the British. Yet he somehow bore with it.
On the other hand, 'Dastak' was a sort of pass issued by the East India
Company to its employees, on the basis of 'Farman', allowing them free
movement of Company's goods. The servants of the East India Company
began to misuse the royal orders. They used to sell Dastakas or free pass
to the Indian traders. That went against the interest of the Nawab. When
the Nawab tried to check this malpractice and attempted to punish the
guilty Indian merchants, the English provided protection to them. The
Nawab tried to have an understanding with the English concerning this
problem but the English showed no interest in it. This was the primary
cause of the resentment of the Nawab against the English.

7. Military Weakness

The English could see the military weakness of the Indian rulers including
Sirajuddaula.The Anglo-French struggle in Carnatic wars had shown the
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military and political weakness of the Indian rulers. Their success and
stronghold in the south encouraged them to establish British rule in Bengal.

8. Fortification of Calcutta by the English

The East India Company had very strongly fortified Calcutta. When Siraj-
Ud-Daula came to power he asked both the French and the British
Companies to demolish their fortifications. Whereas the French complied
with the instructions the East India Company did not, on the plea that this
defensive fortification was needed to save establishment from possible
French attack. The Nawab was, however, not satisfied with this argument
and he decided to completely expel the Britishers out of Bengal. His
argument that the Company was only a trading Company carrying on trade
under his protection and needed no fortification but that did not cut any ice
with the East India Company.

9. Weakness and Unpopularity of the Nawab

The English wanted to take advantage of the new Nawab's weakness and
unpopularity and seize power, if possible. In fact for some years past the
English were aware of the rattan condition of Bengal, had become restive
and were keen to throw off restrictions placed upon them by Alivardi
Khan. By the middle of the 18th century, the English traders in India, and
more particularly in Bengal, had formed vague ambition for territorial
acquisition, which they thought desirable in the interest of their
commercial enterprise, if not in the ultimate object of their policy in India.
Siraj felt the necessity of putting a curb on the activities of the English, if
not of driving them out with bag and baggage from India. So, Siraj-ud-
daula decided to teach them (the English) a lesson and to launch an attack
upon their political settlement of Calcutta.

Events of the Battle of Plassey

When the Nawab found that the Company was in no mood to accept his
commands he decided to attack the British settlements at Calcutta. He
attacked and captured Qasim Bazar factory. Thereafter, on June 16, 1756,
he attacked Calcutta with an army of 50,000 soldiers. The Company was
perhaps not prepared for such an attack. English Governor Drake fled
away to Fulta Island leaving only few soldiers behind. Mr. Holwell did his
best to defend the fort but after 4 days i.e., on June 20, 1756, he
surrendered before the armies of the Nawab.

Black Hole Tragedy

It is here that the controversial Black Hole Tragedy is stated to have
occurred. It is said by some historians that 146 Britishers were shut down
in small room of 18 feet long and 14’ 10’’ wide where there was neither
any ventilation nor light. They were kept there without food and water.
Next morning, when they were taken out as many as 123 had died. There
is much controversy about this tragedy. Many historians believe that no
such tragedy ever took place and that the story was coined simply to
defame the Nawab and win the sympathies of the Britishers against him.
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They argue that the room in no way could accommodate as many as 146
persons and also that no contemporary historian has mentioned about this
tragic event in his accounts.

Capture of Calcutta by the English

When the news of the Black Hole tragedy reached Madras, the English got
angry over the activities of Siraj-ud-daula. On the other hand, the young
Nawab did not realise the necessity of keeping the English away from
Bengal. After his spectacular success against the English and his rival
Saukat Jang, he took no effective step for the safety of his dominions. Nor
did he do anything to win the support of the people. The Nawab retired to
Murshidabad (capital of Bengal) and lived in luxuries. He was unmindful
of the preparations for an avenging expedition by the foreigners in Madras.
The council at Madras decided to send an expedition under Clive, (the
hero of Arcot) and Watson, who commanded the land contingent and navy
respectively. The expedition reached Bengal and it joined the fugitives at
Fulta. Clive wrote to the Nawab to restore their previous rights and also
give them compensation for the losses they had suffered at his hands.
Bribing Manikchand the English captured Calcutta, Siraj marched towards,
Calcutta only to see his expedition ended in fiasco. Siraj acknowledged
defeat and he was forced to sue for peace with the English on 9th February,
1757. He made a treaty with the English popularly known as the Treaty of
Alinagar.

Terms of the Treaty of Alinagar

Both the Britishers and the Nawab were ready to sign such a treaty and
conclude peace at the earliest. The main reason for this was that the
Britishers feared that the Nawab might not conclude a treaty with the
French whereas the Nawab feared an attack from Ahmed Shah Abadali.
The terms of the treaty were quite favourable to the Britishers. By the
treaty:

The Company was given the right to fortify its settlement at
Calcutta.
The Company was also given the right to carry on free trade
within Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
All the factories of the Company won by the Nawab during the
battle were to be returned to it.
The Company was to be suitably compensated for the losses
suffered by it during the war.
The Company was also given the right to mint its own coins.

The treaty was at best a truce. It was definitely favourable for the
Company and to the disadvantage of Nawab, but even then the former was
not happy with what it had got.
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Attack on Chandernagar by the English

During this period the news of the outbreak of seven years war in Europe
reached Calcutta and Clive started preparations for an assault on
Chandernagar. He persuaded the Nawab to remain neutral. Clive decided
to strike in Bengal where fortune awaited him. With this treaty he
embarked upon the career of a statesman as recorded by his biographer.
Watson secured Nawab's permission to attack Chandernagar and the
French surrendered. The Nawab offered them (the French) protection. In
view of the seven years war, the English felt that Siraj might ally himself
with the French and expel the English from Bengal.

Conspiracy Against Siraj

With a view to counteract any such possible design of the Nawab against
the English in Bengal, Clive fostered and joined a conspiracy with the
people from Nawab's Court. The middle man was the merchant Amir
Chand. The nobles of the Nawab were dissatisfied with Siraj-ud-daula and
were planning to place his commander-in-chief Mir Jafar on the throne of
Bengal (Mir Jafar was the brother-in-law of Alivardi Khan). The chief
persons who took part in this conspiracy were Rai Durlabh, treasurer of
the Nawab, Jagat Seth, the richest banker of Bengal and Mir Jafar. It was
agreed that Clive would march to Plassey and Mir Jafar would join him
with all the forces at his command. In return Mir Jafar would be made the
Nawab of Bengal. Mir Jafar was to reward the company with certain
territories and exclude the French from Bengal.

Amir Chand deal

When all details were finalised, Amir Chand threatened that he would
disclose the whole plan to the Nawab unless it was agreed that after
successful execution of the plan he would be paid rupees thirty lakhs and
5% of the booty of Nawab's treasury. For this Clive was not ready but at
the same time he wanted to save the plan. He, therefore, prepared two
treaty documents, one was fictitious whereas the other was real. In the real
document there was no mention of payment to Amir Chand. Watson
refused to sign these documents but Clive forged his signatures and
handed over fictitious treaty to Amir Chand. Though the merchant was not
paid his money and the Nawab was defeated at the battle field Plassey, yet
the way in which documents were forged and whole affair dealt with that
has brought a bad name and disrepute to Clive.
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Plan of Battle of Plassey (courtesy: Internet)

1.6.3 The beginning of the Battle of Plassey

The plot was ready and the English under Clive were looking for a pretext
to declare war against Siraj-ud-daula. They found a pretext, as the Nawab
had given shelter to some French fugitives. But Siraj sent away the
fugitives, and displayed considerable vacillation. But Clive began his
march on to the capital of the Nawab, Murshidabad. Clive reached the
grove of Plassey on the bank of the Bhagirathi on the night of the 22nd of
June. The battle of Plassey was fought on 23rd June 1757. Nothing
happened till 2 0' clock in the afternoon. The morning cannonade had been
followed by a monsoon shower, which resulted in damage to Nawab's
ammunition. Mir Jafar and Rai Durlabh remained standing at the head of
their troops, and took no part in fighting. Only a part of the Nawab's army
under Mohanlal and Mir Madan, engaged the English. Consequently the
plot of Clive became successful and the Nawab was defeated and fled
away. But he was killed by Miran (son of Mir Jafar). Clive obtained a
cheap victory. It was a mere skirmish magnified into a battle on account of
its political consequences.

Battle of Plassey (23rd June, 1757) (courtesy: Internet)
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1.6.4 Results of the Battle of Plassey
After the death of Siraj-ud-daula Mir Jafar was made the Nawab
of Bengal.
Mir Jaffar was forced to give costly gifts not only to the Company
but also to Lord Clive and other officers and servants of the
Company. It is believed that in order to satisfy greed of the
servants of the Company, the new Nawab had to dispose of some
of the house hold articles. It is believed that Clive got 2 million
rupees as compensation and Watson more than a million rupees.
The East India Company received a part of the promised money
and then it was decided that the remainder be paid within the
compass of three years by equal payments every six months.
Amichand was informed of the forgery and was paid nothing.
The East India Company established a mint at Calcutta.
The Company received the Zamindari of 24 Parganas against the
will of the tenants.
The Nawab gave the Company full liberty of trade throughout his
Subah.
After the Battle of Plassey the English became the owners of trade
market in India.

1.6.5 Significance of the Battle of Plassey

Regarding the importance of the battle of K.M. Pannikar writes, “Plassey
was transaction in which the rich bankers of Bengal and Mir Jafar sold out
the Nawab to the English.” The battle of Plassey had the following far
reaching significance.

Political Importance

Politically this battle is one of the most important battles of the world
history. It gave a new turn to the history of India. It led the foundation of
British Empire in India It opened the road for British conquest of Bengal
where from they conquered the whole of India within a century. In the
words of Sir J. N. Sarkar, "On 23rd June 1757, the medieval period of
India ended and the modern period started."

Opened a New Chapter in the History of India and England

The battle of Plassey opened a new chapter in the history of India and
England. According to Admiral Waston, 'The battle of Plessey was of
extra-ordinary importance not only to the Company but to the British
Nation in General."

Paved the Way for Exploitation and further Expansion of the
Company

The conquest of Bengal gave ample confidence to the Company that
Indian rulers could be defeated without much force. This victory became
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the starting point of the British rule over India. One effect of this Battle
was that Clive and the Company came to the conclusion that when-ever
they needed money the best course was to change Nawab in Bengal and
the money would follow. With the wealth and resources now at the
disposal of the Company it could easily expand in the North. It has rightly
been said that Bengal provided key and resources to the East India
Company to expand in the North. The Company got 24 Pargana from the
new Nawab which proved of great value. As regards Anglo-French
relations the balance definitely tilted in favour of East India Company.

Economic Significance

The battle meant the beginning of the untold economic miseries for the
Indian people. The economic exploitation of the Indian people began with
Bengal which, ultimately, reduced India to a pauper country in the world.

The greed of the servants of the Company very much increased. The
East India Company now became supreme political master in India and it
did not remain merely a trading company. The resources of the Company
very much increased. With the finances which the Company got from
Bengal it could defeat the French in Carnatic and in whole of South. Since
Bengal was a rich province and the Company was given the right of free
trade, therefore, the servants of the Company began to enrich themselves
at the cost of the Company whereas the lust for wealth of the servants of
the Company was satisfied, the Company did not suffer any loss.

Military Importance

Militarily, the battle of Plassey had no significance. The larger part of the
Nawab's army had not participated in the battle because of the treachery of
Mir Zafar and Rai Durlabh. The success of the English was not due to
their military strength or skill but because of the result of a conspiracy.
Though from the military point of view the battle of Plassey was nothing
but a mere Skirmish, it ranks with the most decisive battles of Indian
history. It was the first battle in which the English troops fought as
principal forces against a native army.

Increase of Power and Prestige of the English

The prestige of the English Company enhanced immensely after this battle.
The Company had defeated the supposedly very powerful Nawab of
Bengal. It exposed the political weakness of India. It also proved that the
Hindu traders and jagirdars were prepared to support even the foreigners
against the rulers of the decadent Muslim states. Battle of Plassey was in
fact a revolution which brought for the Subah a new Nawab. He was a
mere figure head while the real power passed into the hands of Clive. The
Nawab was to play a puppet in the hands of the English Company. He was
not free any way. From now on whenever a Nawab tried to rid himself of
the Company's clutches, he was deposed.
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The Moral Side of the Battle

The moral effect this victory of the English was undoubtedly very great.
The new Nawab lost all prestige and respect. The loyalty and goodwill of
the people to wars the Nawab disappeared and a scramble for the gaddi
began. The English, too, found this game of making and unmaking
Nawabs very profitable and an easy road to power and pelf.

Other Important Aspects

The battle also proved important in many other respects. The English
Company and its officers and servants drew immense financial advantages.
The Company was granted undisputed right to trade free of tax in Bengal.
Bihar and Orissa. It received the Zamindari of twenty four parganas near
Calcutta by the deposed Nawab, Siraj-ud-daula, The Company opened its
first mint in Calcutta in 1757. The officers of the Company were also paid
huge amounts of money as bribe or reward.

Thus, the success in the Battle of Plassey paved the way for the
British conquest of northern India. The radical weakness of the native
powers became known and the English began to carve out a place for
themselves in the political life of the country. In course of a few years, the
English defeated the Nawab of Bengal, Nawab Shuja-ud-Daula of Awadh
and Shah Alam II, the Emperor of Delhi at Buxar. The English thus, laid
the foundation of the British rule in India.

1.6.5.1 The Battle of Buxar

The battle of Plasssey was not the final round of the struggle between the
English and the Nawabs of Bengal for the complete mastery over these
provinces. There was to be one more battle - the battle of Buxar for the
conquest of Bengal.

Condition of Bengal on the Eve of the Battle of Buxar

The condition of Bengal on the eve of the battle of Buxar was troublesome.
The battle of Buxar fought between the East India Company and the
confederacy of Mir Qasim , Shuja-ud-Daula, the Nawab of Oudh and Shah
Alam II, the Mughal Emperor, was won by the company and it decided
not only the fate of Bengal but also the fate of whole India.

Deposition of Mir Jafar from the Throne

Mir Jaffar had come on the throne with the help of the East India
Company and for all practical purposes he was puppet in their hands. The
Company and its servants financially exploited him and received bribes
from him as well. Mir Jaffar, however, did not prove to be a competent
Nawab. He could not manage the affairs of the state. The people were
dissatisfied with him. All those officers who found favours with the
English continued to occupy high posts in spite of the wishes of the
Nawab not to continue with them.
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The servants and officers of the Company wanted to remove him, so
that they could exploit the new Nawab and bargain with him. But as long
as Clive was in India he did not allow any change and Mir Jaffar

continued to be the Nawab. Situation,
however, changed in 1760 when Clive
left India and Holwell succeeded him for
some-time. He had no liking for Mir
Jaffar and wanted to remove him from the
position of Nawabship. He found support
from his servants, who were ever willing
to see him off. He proposed Mir Jaffar to
hand over nawabship to Mir Qasim and
himself become his deputy. This was not
acceptable to the Nawab. There upon Mir
Jaffar was called to Murad Bagh where
he was charged with many offences. It
was alleged that he was conspiring with
the Dutch and also that he was cruel to

his subjects. Other allegations against him were that he was mismanaging
the affairs of theprovince and violating the treaty concluded by him with
the East India company. He was, therefore, suggested to leave the throne
and hand that over to Mir Qasim. The Nawab found himself helpless. He
was not even allowed to go to his palace. He was thus forced to abdicate
the throne as a helpless person. Mir Jaffar had to remain satisfied only
with a small pension.

Mir Qasim

Mir Qasim became the new Nawab in 1760. The new Nawab signed a
treaty with the Company by which it was
provided that:

The Company will be given the
districts of Chittagong, Burdwan
and Midnapur;
He will clear all the arrears payable
to the Company which the old
Nawab had failed to clear;
He will pay ` 5 lakhs to the
Company to meet the expenses
which the latter had to incur in
Camatic war;
He also agreed to pay £ 530,000 to
Vansittart, £ 27,000 to Holwell and
£ 25,000 to other members of
Calcutta Council.

Mir Qasim

Mir Jaffar
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1.6.5.1.1 Causes of the Battle of Buxar

After his coming to power, he attempted all that was necessary in the
interest of the state. Mir Qasim proved himself as an able ruler. He
properly managed all state affairs and discharged his all obligations
towards the Company.

Personality of Mir Qasim

He was a man of strong character. He had been the Faujdar of Purnea and
Rangpur and thus, possessed an administrative character. He could remove
incompetent officers of the days of previous Nawab. He suppressed the
rebellion of the jagirdars which was continuing from the days of Mir Jaffar.

Administrative Measures taken by Mir Qasim

He forced all officers who had earned ill gotten money during the days of
Mir Jaffar to deposit with him. Not only this but in order to put the
treasury on sound footings he took several economy measures and reduced
palace and court expenses. He even imposed several new taxes. He began
to pay full salaries to the soldiers and the employees, so that they remained
satisfied. In order to reduce the influence of the Company he shifted his
capital from Murshidabad to Monghyr. He ensured that his soldiers were
well equipped, trained and disciplined and accordingly made all
arrangements for their training on European model. He set up factories to
manufacture arms. In fact, he wanted to exert himself as a Nawab
independent and sovereign. He was not prepared to accept the position of
a puppet in the hands of East India Company. This situation was not
acceptable to the Company which wanted a ruler who played to their tunes
and was prepared to surrender whenever they want.

The Conflict for Sovereign Power

The primary cause of conflict between Mir Qasim and the English was the
question as to who was the real power in the state? Since the Company
wanted to have puppet on the throne and Mir Qasim was not prepared to
accept that position, conflict between the two became inevitable. The
Nawab was prepared to go to the extent of agreeing that as a trader the
Company should enjoy all concessions which he had got under the treaty
but it should not have any share in the political power. On the other hand
the Company wanted to have both political as well as trading power
without any hindrance.

Bitterness on the Issue of Shah Allam II

It was during this period that Mughal Emperor Alamgir II was murdered
and his son Shah Alam II declared himself as new Emperor. He was then
in Bihar. The Company wanted to recognise the new Emperor and get
some concessions from him. One possible concession was subedari or
Nawabship of Bengal. The Company desired Mir Qasim to accept Shah
Alam as the new Emperor but the former refused to do. Main reason for
refusal was that if he recognised Shah Alam II as Emperor and the latter
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agreed to hand over Subedari of Bengal to the Company, his position will
be reduced to nothingness. The Nawab was not prepared to accept this
situation. This, however, resulted in bitterness between the Nawab and the
Company.

Ram Narain's Case

Ram Narain, the naib Diwan dismissed from service by Mir Kasim went
over to the camp of the English and sought shelter there. All of Mir
Kasim's requests to deliver the fugitive back to him fell flat with the
English. However, during Governorship of Vansittart, the company
handed over Ram Narain to the Nawab. Although it was a minor event but
indicated the change of policy which the company was adopting so far in
the case of the fugitives. Now he felt his position to be quite safe and
strong and he could gather courage to face the English.

Misuse of Dastaks by the English

The real anger between the two developed on the issue of trade
concessions (misuse of Dastaks). The Company had been given the right
of free trade in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. The Nawab was not opposed to
it. He was, however, bitterly opposed to the misuse of this right. The
servants of the Company were using this right for their private trade and
selling dastak (free trade right) to Indian merchants after getting some
money from them. This put to the Nawab to great financial loss. He
requested the Company to have some settlement on this account, but it
was not prepared for the same.

Abolition of Duties

When all efforts failed, the Nawab in utter frustration decided to abolish
all trade taxes and ordered that all shall have right to free trade. This was
not acceptable to the Company, though the Nawab had taken this decision
knowing that the treasury would be put to a loss. The Company
disapproved this decision because it shall not be in a position to sell
dastaks, its servants shall not be able to carry on illegal trade and
privileged position of the Company will come to an end. The Company,
therefore, demanded that the order of free trade should be withdrawn for
which the Nawab was not prepared.

1.6.5.1.2 Events of the Battle of Buxar

Since the Company was not prepared to have a powerful ruler on the
throne of Bengal and was annoyed with him because the ruler was in
perfect control of the situation, therefore, a war was inevitable. Major
Adams now marched against the Nawab with a force of 5100 troops, while
the Nawab's forces were 1500 strong. Unfortunately the Nawab suffered
successive defeats at Katwah, Murshidabad, Giria. Sooty, Udaynala and
Monghyr, Then he Nawab fled to Patna and massacred all the English
prisoners and Indian officials who were suspected of complicity with the
English.
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The Confederacy

Mir Qasim finally fled to Awadh where he sought military assistance from
Shuja-ud-daula, the Nawab of Awadh and Vazir of the Mughal emperor
on pay ment of rupees eleven lakhs per day. The fate of the Bengal or
rather that of entire North India now depended on the wisdom of Shuja-
ud-daula. Not only Mir Qasim was in his camp but even emperor Shah
Alam was there living under his protection in Awadh, whose name he
could fruitfully utilise to gain support of other native rulers against the
British. But. he failed miserably. He tried to gain advantage only for
himself from this crisis in Bengal and entered in the adventure single-
handed. He behaved most undiplomatically. He gave offence to Mir
Qasim by this behaviour who left his camp before the final battle. He
offended Emperor Shah Alam who entered into secret negotiations with
the English and he foolishly alienated Mir Zafar, the new Nawab of
Bengal by informing him that the Mughal emperor had assigned the
Nawabship of Bengal to his son Asaf-ud-daula. On the other hand, the
English succeeded in winning over many officials and feudatory chiefs of
Shuja-ud-daula to their side. In 1764, Shuja-ud- daula entered the territory
of Bihar, He suffered a reverse against the English army near Patna and
retreated to Buxar here he wasted nearly five months in fruitless
negotiation. The final battle of Buxar took place on October 23, 1764
where the English commander, Hector unro completely defeated him.
Shuja-ud-daula then sought the support of Malhar RaG Holkar but the
joined forces of the two were defeated at Kara on May 3, 1765. That
settled the fate of the Vazir who now surrendered himself to the English.
The Mughal emperor, Shah Alam had already surrendered himself to the
British at Banaras while Mir Qasim saved his life by running away from
the battle of Buxar. He passed the rest of his life as a fugitive where he
died in 1777 under extreme poverty. Thus, the English won the battle of
Buxar.

1.6.5.1.3 Results of the Battle of Buxar

The battle of Buxar had the following far reaching results.
It completed the work of the battle of Plassey, The English now
became the undisputed Masters of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
Mr. Rarnsay Muir remarks: "Buxar finally riveted the shackles of
Company's rule upon Bengal." Besides, it left the seemingly
powerful Nawab of Awadh at the mercy of the English and the
Mughal emperor became their pensioner.
The English now installed the former old Nawab Mir Jafar on the
gaddi of Bengal in 1764. He was forced to sign a treaty which
reimposed the abolished internal duties and made good the losses
suffered by the Company due to the War with Mir Qasim.
Nand Kumar was appointed as Chief Minister but soon he was
suspected of hostile designs and negotiations with the Nawab of
Awadh and the Emperor Shah Alam II.
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Mir Jafar died in 1765. His second son Najam-ud-Daula was
placed on the gaddi of Bengal. He was allowed to keep troops
only for his dignity and for the maintenance of internal peace.
Nand Kumar was imprisoned and the Nawab was asked not to
apply for any Sanads to the Emperor without the permission of
the Company.

Thus, ended the famous battle of Buxar, on which depended the fate
of lndia and which was as gallantly disputed as was important in the
results.

1.6.5.1.4 Importance of the Battle of Buxar

The battle of Buxar was very important in the history of modern India. It
proved an important turning point for the company. The process of
conquest of Bengal which was started at Plassey was virtually completed
at Buxar. It not only added to the influence of the English in Bengal, but
also enabled them to bring the North-West frontier of the Subah also under
their control. The English power began to grow. In 1765 Awadh also came
under the English influence. The Nawab of Bengal now retained a mere
outward show of independence.

Military Significance

The battle of Buxar was important from military point of view. The battle
of Plassey was won over by the English more by their diplomatic skill
than by their strength of arms. But the battle of Buxar was won by them by
their strength and skill in arms. The English with an army of only eight
thousand defeated the army of the Awadh and the Mughal emperor which
consisted of nearly forty to sixty thousand soldiers. Thus, the battle was
the result of the superiority of the English in military skill and the arms.

Political Significance

The new Nawab became a puppet in the hands of the English. The Mughal
emperor became a pensioner. The whole territory from Bengal to
Allahabad lay at the feet of the company and the road to Delhi open.

De facto Ruler of Bengal

The English now became the de facto ruleer of Bengal. In July 1763, they
had placed Mir Zafar on the masnad. He reimposed trade-tax on Indian
merchants and gave huge amount of money to English to fight the battle
ofBuxar, He died on February 5, 1765. The English then raised his minor
son Najm-ud-daula on the masnad of Bengal. The new Nawab surrendered
the right of nominating his officials to the English and also dismissed his
ann)'. Thus, he became solely dependent on the English for all
administrative and military matters.

Thus, the Battle of Buxar completed the work of the Battle of Plassey
and made the Company a sovereign power in India. The battle of Buxar
confirmed the decision of Plassey. The company’s position became
unchallengeable. The battle of Buxar brought for the English greater glory
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and prestige. In the words of John Stephen, “Buxar deserves more than
Plassey to be considered as the origin of British power in India.” The
battle of Plassey gave to the English a place to stand and Buxar a province
to rule.

Check Your Progress

10. Who shifted his capital from Dacca to Murshidabad?
11. What was a 'Farman' ?
12. What is Black Hole Tragedy?
13. Which war completed the work of the battle of Plassey?

1.7 DIWANI OF BENGAL, BIHAR AND ORISSA

Dewani of Bengal was the right of collecting the revenue of Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa and dispensation of civil justice. In lieu of this grant, the
company was to pay the emperor an annual pension of 26 lakhs. By the
acquisition of Dewani, the company’s position as territorial power in
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa was legalized.

1.7.1 Bengal in Pre-Dewani Settlement period
After Mir Jafar's death the Company decided to place a more dependant
Nawab on the throne of Bengal. Accordingly they placed Nazam-ud-daula,
a minor son of Mir Jafar on the Nawab's seat. While recognizing him as
next Nawab they saw to it that he would be much more dependent on the
Company than his predecessors. Abdul Mazid Khan, an eminent scholar,
has shown in his book 'Transition in Bengal,' that Nazam-ud-daula was
nominated as Subahdar of Bengal not by the Mughal court but by the
Company. The Company's Council at Calcutta, thought it wise to control
the Nawab otherwise the Nawab would try to govern the Company-a
position the Company was not ready to tolerate : "For we must either
govern him, or he will us". The Company decided against the Nawab's
growing too strong. To this aim, the Company imposed a treaty on
Nazam-ud-daula.
By this treaty

1. The Nawab had to leave his power in the hands of his Naib
Subahdar. This Naib Subahdar would be appointed by the
Company. Accordingly the Company appointed Reza Khan as
Naib Subahdar. The Nawab would have no power to intervene in
any act of the Subahdar without taking leave from the Company.

2. The Company undertook the responsibility of the Nawab's
defence.

3. The Nawab would be bound to take permission of the Company
prior to the appointment in any other important posts in his
government.
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4. The Company appointed a resident in the Nawab's court to see if
any of the clauses of the treaty was being violated. The resident
had access to the books of accounts and the right to check them.
Being a whole-time resident in the Court he had scope to observe
and interfere in the daily proceedings of the Court.

5. Nazamud-daula was compelled to pay ` 1,66,267 pounds to the
Company's Governor at Calcutta and his men as gifts.

Thus, prior to their getting Dewani Farman, the Company established
its authority over the revenue system and administration of Bengal through
the Naib Subahdar. Nazamud-daula was nothing but a 'puppet' in the
hands of the Company. In order to settle matter properly Bengal after the
battle-of Buxar the Company's Directors in London decided to send Clive
to Bengal one again. They gave peerage to Clive and Robert Clive came to
Bengal for the second time as Governor of the Company.

1.7.2 The Dewani Settlement of Bengal by the Company
and Other Political Settlements

A great change came over Bengal after the battle of Buxar. Both the
Nawab of Lucknow and the Emperor of Delhi were defeated in the battle
of Buxar, This event increased the prestige of the Company. They sent
Lord Clive to make political settlement with them. Clive was entrusted
with the task of curbing corruption amongst the Company's men in Bengal
and thereby increased the business interest of the Company. After arriving
Calcutta in May 1765 Clive saw that the results of the battle of Buxar had
turned the heads of the Council's members. Quite unexpectedly they saw
before them an opportunity to stretch the Company's power from Bengal
through the Oudh up to Delhi.

A section of the Council's members were thinking of introducing
Company's regime in Oudh and also in Delhi. But Clive was wiser than
these power-drunk politicians in the Council. Clive first closely observed
and assessed the then circumstances in the country. He realized that the
Company was not in a position to take over the burden of an empire. After
all, the Company's vital interest was in increasing commercial imperialism
and not territorial imperialism. If the Company attempted at imperial
expansion, it would have to face and fight against the various nationalistic
forces like the Ruhelas, the Afghans, the Sikhs and the formidable
Marathas. The Company's present position was too weak to meet the
challenges of all these forces. It had neither men nor money enough to
take such a desperate step immediately after they defeated Mir Qasim,
Oudh and the Emperor's combined forces in the battle of Buxar. As such,
Clive took the policy of 'go slow'. He contained the imperialistic section of
the Council and desisted them from being rash. He persuaded them by
saying that the Company's authority in England would never approve such
a move in India. The Company's Directors did not support their waging
war against Mir Qasim. Under such situation they would never support the
Company if they turned out the Emperor at Delhi and took over the charge
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of ruling India themselves. Instead of 'grasping all' Clive concentrated in
strengthening and fortifying the 'Company's position and power in the
Bengal Subah for the present. For he knew that if the Company could
infiltrate its root firmly in the Bengal soil it would be in a position in
future to spread its umbrella farther in Northern India. An 'immediate
empire' would be a fatal step to realise the Company's dream of ruling
India in future. With a unique political sagacity Clive ear-marked the area
where the Company would concentrate its resources, He decided that he
would strengthen the Company's position only in Bengal-Bihar-Orissa
Subah.

First Treaty of Allahabad (August 1765)

According to this plan, Clive first made a treaty with the Nawab of Oudh.
In the First Treaty of Allahabad (August 1765) he (1) returned Nawab
Sujaudullah his kingdom. (2) Nawab Sujaudaulla promised to give the
Company ` 5,00,000 as compensation for war. (3) The Nawab left the
districts of Kora and Allahabad to the Company. (4) The Nawab returned
the zamindari land to Balwant Singh, the king of Beneras. (5) The
Company promised to the effect that if there was any aggression by the
Afghans or the Marathas they would give him protection. The Nawab
would, of course be ready to repay the expenses. By this arrangements
Clive made Oudh a 'buffer state' between the British and the Marathas and
thereby ensured the safety of Bengal.

Second Treaty of Allahabad

On 12 August 1765, Lord Clive made another treaty in Allahabad with the
Emperor Shah Alam and made peace with him. By the terms of the Treaty
(1) the Company recognized the honour and prestige of the Emperor.
(2) They returned to the Emperor the provinces of Allahabad and Kora
which they got from the Nawab of Oudh. (3) The Emperor in return of this,
gave the Company for ever the Dewani or revenue collection power in the
Subah of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. (4) The Company agreed to pay the
Emperor 26 lakh of rupees per year. They also agreed to pay to the Nawab
of Bengal ` 53,000,00 per year as cost of maintaining governmental
expenses. (5) Besides these, the Company promised to help the Emperor
in other needs. This Farman was in effect was all "cession of the
sovereignty of these provinces, seeing that it was accession of all the
essentials of sovereignty."

Check Your Progress

14. What is Dewani of Bengal?
15. Who first made a treaty with the Nawab of Oudh in August

1765?
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1.8 DUAL GOVERNMENT

Prior to Clive's second visit to Bengal, the Company made a treaty with
the Nawab Nazam-ud-daula. Clive agreed to abide by the clauses of the
treaty. By this treaty the Nawab surrendered his ruling authority to the
Naib Subahdar, Reza Khan who Government In Bengal was really a
deputy of the Company. From this time the Naib Subhadar's title was
'Naib Nazim.' After the Second treaty of Allahabad though the Company
got the Dewani Farman from the Emperor in the year 1765, they were not
in a position to collect revenue. The Company had no man-power to
collect revenue for themselves. So they bestowed the charge on Reza
Khan. Reza Khan realised revenue for Bengal through his amils and
subordinate zamindars. Sitab Roy was appointed as the 'Naib Nazim' of
Bihar. In the Mursidabad Court the Company's Resident was Robert
Sykes," he used to take delivery of the revenue from Reza Khan. In order
to resist Reza Khan becoming a tyrant, Clive appointed Durlav Roy and
Jagat Seth as Reza Khan's deputies in Bengal. Thus, Clive introduced a
novel revenue system in Bengal, which is known as 'diarchy or dual
government'.

1.8.1 Dewani and Nizamat Power of the Company
This 'Dual Government' introduced by Lord Clive in Bengal is to be
introduced with a reference to Mughal administrative structure prevailing
from the times of Akbar. Mughal administrative system was sharply
divided between two wings: (1) Dewani and (2) Nizamati. Dewani dealt
with the revenue that is all matters concern or related to land power in
Bengal The Dewani and his officers were to deal with all cases relating to
land and its revenue. The Court of the Dewani would judge if there was
any complaint or anomaly or discrepancy in this area. The Dewani was the
supreme authority of this section of administration. The other half of
administration called Fauzdari or Nizamati-carried on duties such as
maintenance of common law and order, military or defence and police
administration. The Subahdar in the provinces was head of this section of
the government. Akbar made this sharp division of power in
administration in the Subahs in order to keep the centre's grip tight on the
rulers of the provinces. Subahdar had the military and police in his hand
but no financial power. The Dewan, on the other hand had revenue in hand
but no armed forces. The Subahdar and the Dewan of different provinces
were often transferred from one province to another. From Aurangzeb's
times we come to see that these two posts-Dewan and Subahdar, are being
given to one and the same person. Murshid Quli Khan became Nawab of
Bengal by virtue of these two posts. He was first Dewan then he became
Subahdar too. The Nawab of Oudh and Alivardi Khan in Bengal were
both Dewan and Subahdar. By bestowing Dewani to the East India
Company Shah Alam revived the old custom of division of power. The
Company held the revenue section and the Nawab looked after general as
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well as police administration. But this was virtually a departure from the
Mughal practice for no other Emperor had ever permitted any foreign
power to control the finance or revenue of the government anywhere in
India. The Company on the other hand got absolute power in Bengal. They
were Dewan by the Shah Alam's Farman. The Company practically ruled
Bengal through Reza Khan-their nominee. The Company appointed him as
'Naib Nazim.' Reza Khan was appointed by the English according to a
treaty they made with Nazam-ud-daula, in which Nazam-ud-daula
surrendered his right to select his own officers without having prior
approval of the Company. The new Naib Nazam Reza Khan was the
Company's man. The Company also undertook the responsibility of
protecting the Nawab. Under such circumstances we can see that the
Company was already enjoying power over the Dewani and Nizamati
wings of the government by virtue of the terms of the treaty they made
with Nazam-ud-daula. The Badshah's Farman only legalised their stand.
From this point of view it may he said that the new role of the Company
was definitely a deviation from the old Mughal custom. The mode of
administration in Bengal that ensued after the treaty with Shah Alam,
known as 'dual-government' introduced by Clive, is in reality a misnomer.
The practice was already there. What Clive did was to make it official.
The Company was in charge of the Revenue or Dewani while the Nawab
conducted administration.

1.8.2 What Led the Company to Accept Dewani in Bengal?
The East India Company received the Badsahi Farman to be the Dewan in
Bengal Subah in 1765. That means they got right to collect revenue in
Bengal and to adjudge cases regarding Mughal Emperor disputes
concerning land and its revenue whereas the responsibility of general and
police administration remained in the hands of the Nawab. It should be
noted Bengal by that the Company got the offer of receiving Dewani
granting the twice in the past, but they declined to accept it. In 1758
Dewani the Court at Delhi made this offer to Clive which he did not
accept then. For he knew that would offend the prestige of the Nawab.
Then after the battle of Buxar the Company got the same offer. But
prudence prevented them to accept it. As there was a great political
turmoil and confusion in the country.
The Company had to settle things with the Nawab of Lucknow and Oudh
and was eager to settle terms with the Emperor. Lastly, when in 1765 the
Company agreed to accept Dewani of Bengal, they had a compulsion to do
so. The Company had suffered great losses in their battle with Mir Qasim.
The Company wanted to raise money from Dewani to meet up its
monetary crisis. Though they agreed to pay the Emperor ` 2.6 millions per
year and Nawab of Bengal 53 lakhs per year, they agreed to accept the
charge. As a result of executing Dewani in Bengal the Company's
monetary position was really secured. Besides economic security, Dewani
in Bengal gave the Company enough political advantage. Though the
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English won in the battle of Plassey, they did not get ruling power.
Dewani in Bengal gave them official recognition as a part of government.
On the other hand, the Nawab's claim over the revenue of Bengal was
limited to 53 lakhs rupees only a year. In fact, the Nawab became a 'titular
head' of the state with a limited pension of 53 lakhs. The most important
feature of the Dewani was that the Britishers acquired this power from the
hands of the Emperor of India, the greatest authority of the country. The
paramountey of the Emperor's power has been explained by Major Brown
in the following lines who wrote 17 years after they got Dewani from the
Emperor- "I take the Shah's authorities to be as much of importance as an
act of parliament in England if supported by as a strong force." The
Company's receiving of Dewani turned the political scene in Bengal.
There was no more any need to change Nawabs for gaining extra
advantage. Hence stability, instead of uncertainty was visible in the state
affairs. Clive himself was very much aware about the consequences of
getting Dewani as he wrote in a letter "Revolutions are no longer to be
apprehended. The means of effecting them in future be wanting to
ambitious Muslman (Muslim)?"

1.8.3 British Achieved the Power through Dewani
A very Significant point about Dewani is that the Britishers achieved this
power by dint of their merits. The Emperor did not bestow it upon them as
charity. In fact, the Badshah Shah Alam n himself depended much on the
merey of the Company. Dewani of Bengal was a climax of the process the
English were persuing for a long time in Bengal. The Battle of Plassey
was the first step towards this goal. Then after the Battle of Buxar and the
fall of Mir Qasim the Company's hold over the government was far more
strong for the Nawab was then reduced to insignificance. By the treaty that
Nazam-ud-daula made with them the Nawab lost his military power. By
appointing Reza Khan their Naib Nazim the Company deprieved the
Nawab of his political power. Hence, the acquisition of Dewani by the
Company through the Shahi Farman in 1765 was nothing but an official
recognition of their power in Bengal which they were already enjoying
though not overtly. In fact, Clive was determined to acquire government
power in Bengal' by any means. In a letter written in 10th April, 1765 he
voiced forth his.desire-"We must indeed become the Nobobs ourselves in
fact if not in name, 'perhaps totally so without disguise." The Shahi
Farman did this job. In such event there might have some strong reaction
from the part of the Muslims and the Company had to face strong
resistance. Instead of applying force they got power in Bengal by
displaying their diplomatic skill and political vision. The Dewani in
Bengal marked the third stage of acquisition of political power of the -
Company and as has been recorded by P.J. Marshall in his book 'The
British Bridgehead Bengal', "In retrospect, the year 1765, when the East
India Company became the Emperor's Dewan, has come to be seen as the
dividing line between Mughal and British Bengal." So the Grant of I)iwani
marked the end of the first part of the process that started in the battle of
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Plassey, In the words of Dodwell. "His (Clive's) settlement marks the end
of the dreams which had long floated before the eyes of both French and
English.

1.8.4 The Outcome of Dewani
Dewani gave an unlimited power to the Company's officials to carry on
free trade in Bengal. The Company itself enhanced land revenue rate to
the maximum. The Company's greed for money was high. rate of
increasing day by day and the Bengal Nawab having revenue under
reduced to the position of a non-entity had no power to put a check on
them. The torturing of peasants the people were carried on by Company's
men and those officers, disastrous who could pay most were appointed by
them. Dr. N.K. Sinha has cited the case of the Purnea district as an
instance to show the rate of increase of revenue by the Company. During.
Alivardi's times the total revenue collected was 4 lakhs. During the
Company's regime the amount increased up to ` 25 lakhs. Even this could
not satisfy the Company. The collection of revenue from Dinajpur during
Alivardi's times was ` 12 lakhs. Under the Company it was raised up to
` 17 lakhs. Even this appeared to be unsatisfactory to the Company. The
state of exploitation was so severe that Reza Khan, the notorious Naib
Nazim of the Company warned the Company by saying that an imminent
disaster would fall on rural Bengal if the Company would continue to
impose such high rate of tax. The hen that gave them golden eggs would
die if she was exploited in such a rate. The Company's acquiring of
Dewani of Bengal let loose unrestrained exploitation on Bengal's economy.
The Company and its men not only looted Bengal through free trade and
land revenue but through Dewani, they also sent the money to their
country. This heavy exodus of money from Bengal by the individual
merchant under the company helped building capital for Industrial
Revolution in England. The Company's officers were so busy with their
own trade that the Company's own business interest was hampered to a
great extent. Arnold Toyenby has ascertained the period from 1760-1780
to be the foundation period of England's Industrial Revolution. The period
coincides with the Company's getting of Diwani of Bengal. After 1765,
the volume of bullion import from England decreased remarkably. The
income of the Company by way of collecting revenue was sufficient for
their investment. Political authority and economic prosperity in Bengal
gave the English an opportunity for expansion in other regions of India.
The security of Dewani gave the English Company an economic
prosperity which paved the way for their military and commercial success
in future.

1.8.5 The Effects of Dual-Government in Bengal
The Nawab of Bengal was ruler by name only. He had no army and no
control over the revenue of Bengal. These were in the hands of the
Company. Yet the Nawab was to carry Nizamati or Civil administration.
The Nawab had the duty to maintain police and judiciary. But he had no
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money. The Company had money and men; but they were exempted from
any duty. As a result of this anarchy prevailed in the society. Reza Khan
who acted as both Deputy Dewan and Deputy Subahdar did nothing to
stop this. He was very much active in raising revenue but did nothing to
keep law and order. Dacoits used to loot civilians in the guise of Sanyasies.
The Company's officials and well to-do zamindars kept forces for their
self defence. The victims were mostly the commoners. Thus under the so-
called dual government (which was virtually the Company's rule) the
officers of the Company proved to be the wicked, inhuman and corrupt
creatures who ever came to rule in any civilised country. The condition of
artisans and traders in Bengal during the period was equally disastrous. As
the British traders and their Indian partners' business flourished by taking
advantage of the 'Dustak' the greater part of the trading community
suffered great losses in the competition. The silk and cotton industry of
Bengal were seriously affected. The Company stopped silk and cotton
piece goods export from Bengal in order to give protection to their own
wearing industry. They forced the weavers to produce silk yams and
bought them at a very low rate. Thus, the prestigious silk and cotton
industry of Bengal was ruined by the British. A very important feature of
Dewani administration introduced by Reza Khan was 'Amildari system'.
Reza Khan and Sitab Roy got charge of collecting revenue from 24
districts of Bengal. The charge of revenue collection of 4 districts i.e., 24
Parganas, Midnapore, Burdwan and Chitagung rested directly in the
Company's Calcutta office. Naib Nazim Reza Khan appointed amils to
collect revenue from the districts. Before he gave appointment to the
amils, he made a contract with them to the effect that they would agree to
give a return of a fixed amount of revenue. These amils were given charge
of revenue collection to those zamindars only who agreed to collect as
much revenue as the amil wanted. The amils were temporary officers,
used to raise further money by imposing extra taxes.

Thus, as a result of amildari system the common people's life became
miserable. Entire agrarian system was tottering to a fall. As a result of this
dual rule in Bengal, a severe famine devastated Bengal in the year 1770,
which is known as ‘Chhttarer Mannwantar’, (according to Bengali era
1176). Due to the dual rule, rural Bengal was under severe economic
depression. Continuous drought for two years emptied its barn to the dregs.
Like the 'Black Death Plague' in England the 'Bengal Famine' too took off
1/3rd of the total population. There is a very vivid and touching account to
the famine in Bankim chandra's novel. 'Ananda Math.' That was the direct
outcome of the dual rule in Bengal.

Check Your Progress

16. Who introduced 'Dual Government' in Bengal with a reference
to Mughal administrative structure prevailing from the times of
Akbar?

17. What do you mean by Dewani?
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1.9 ANSWER TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The founder of the independent principality of Oudh (Avadh) was
Saadat Khan, popularly known as Burhan-ul-Mulk. He was a Shia
and descendant from Saiyids of Nishapur.

2. Murshid Kuli Khan was the founder of the independent state of
Bengal. Ever since the time of Aurangzeb, he held the office of
the Diwan, Deputy Governor of Bengal and finally became the
Governor of Bengal, Bihar and Odisha.

3. Balaji Rao was succeeded by his son Baji Rao as Peshwa. He
established Maratha supremacy over a large part of Deccan by
defeating Nizam-ul-Mulk, the Nizam of Hydrabad. He cherished
the ambition of establishing Hindu-Pad-Padshahi.

4. The First Carnatic War broke out in 1746.
5. The Second Carnatic war had ended with a definite advantage to

the Britishers and to the disadvantage of the French Company.
6. The Third Battle of Panipat was a significant war in the history of

modern India. This war was fought between Ahmad Shah Abdali,
the Afghan ruler and Sadashiva Rao, the Maratha chief on 14th
January 1761.

7. The third battle of Panipat was inevitable as it was fought
between the two ambitious powers, the Marathas and the Afghans.

8. The Portuguese were the first to enter into trade relations with
India and began to earn out of country's wealth.

9. In 1615 A.D Sir Thomas Roe got permission from Mughal
emperor to set up factory at Surat and other trade concessions.

10. Murshid Quli Khan shifted his capital from Dacca to a place
which, after him, was named as Murshidabad.

11. A 'Farman' was a royal decree issued by the Mughal Emperor. A
'Farman' of the Mughal Emperor Farrukh Siyar (1717) gave
freedom to East India Company to trade without paying taxes.

12. It is said by some historians that 146 Britishers were shut down in
small room of 18 feet long and 14’ 10’’ wide where there was
neither any ventilation nor light. They were kept there without
food and water. Next morning, when they were taken out as many
as 123 had died. There is much controversy about this tragedy.
Many historians believe that no such tragedy ever took place and
that the story was coined simply to defame the Nawab and win
the sympathies of the Britishers against him. They argue that the
room in no way could accommodate as many as 146 persons and
also that no contemporary historian has mentioned about this
tragic event in his accounts.
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13. The battle of Buxar completed the work of the battle of Plassey,
The English now became the undisputed Masters of Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa.

14. Dewani of Bengal was the right of collecting the revenue of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and dispensation of civil justice. In lieu
of this grant, the company was to pay the emperor an annual
pension of 26 lakhs.

15. Clive first made First Treaty of Allahabad with the Nawab of
Oudh.

16. Lord Clive 'Dual Government' introduced in Bengal is to be
introduced with a reference to Mughal administrative structure
prevailing from the times of Akbar.

17. Dewani dealt with the revenue that is all matters concern or
related to land and power in Bengal The Dewani and his officers
were to deal with all cases relating to land and its revenue.

1.10 SUMMARY

By mid 18th century, the political condition of the entire nation
was quite unbalanced and unsure. Everywhere there was chaos
and confusion in India.
The Mughal Empire, which had dominated the Indian
subcontinent for two centuries, began to decline with internal and
external pressures.
The Anglo-French rivalry was a very interesting episode in the
study of the foundation of the British Empire in India.
The tournament between England and French largely changed the
future and fate of India.
The Third Battle of Panipat was a significant war in the history of
modern India. This war was fought between Ahmad Shah Abdali,
the Afghan ruler and Sadashiva Rao, the Maratha chief on 14th
January 1761.
The victory of the Afghans in this battle crushed the Mughal
power completely. It is said that the beginning and the end of
Mughal rule took place in the field of Panipat.
The Third Battle of Panipat had the following far reaching
consequence in the history modern India.
The Britishers came to India as traders but became the political
masters of the country within a short span of time. Indians failed
to check their advancement, in spite of tough resistance which the
invaders had to face in all parts of the country wherever they
wanted to expand.
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The foundation and expansion of British rule in India started with
the conquest of Bengal which was completed after fighting two
battles against the Nawabs of Bengal like (1) the Battle of Plassey
and (2) the Battle of Buxar.
Dewani of Bengal was the right of collecting the revenue of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and dispensation of civil justice.
In lieu of this grant, the company was to pay the emperor an
annual pension of 26 lakhs. By the acquisition of Dewani, the
company’s position as territorial power in Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa was legalized.
Clive introduced a novel revenue system in Bengal, which is
known as 'diarchy or dual government'.
This 'Dual Government' introduced by Lord Clive in Bengal is to
be introduced with a reference to Mughal administrative structure
prevailing from the times of Akbar.
Mughal administrative system was sharply divided between two
wings: (1) Dewani and (2) Nizamati.
Dewani dealt with the revenue that is all matters concern or
related to land power in Bengal

1.11 KEY TERMS

Carnatic War: Both French and British East India Company
tried their strength in South India for which they had to fight in
the First, Second and Third battle of Carnatic.
Third Battle of Panipat: The Third Battle of Panipat was a
significant war in the history of modern India. This war was
fought between Ahmad Shah Abdali, the Afghan ruler and
Sadashiva Rao, the Maratha chief on 14th January 1761.
Battle of Plassey: The Battle of Plasse fought in 1757 A.D.,
paved the way for the British conquest of northern India. The
radical weakness of the native powers became known and the
English began to carve out a place for themselves in the political
life of the country. In course of a few years, the English defeated
the Nawab of Bengal, Nawab Shuja-ud-Daula of Awadh and Shah
Alam II, the Emperor of Delhi at Buxar. The English thus laid the
foundation of the British rule in India.
Battle of Buxar: The battle of Plasssey was not the final round of
the struggle between the English and the Nawabs of Bengal for
the complete mastery over these provinces. There was to be one
more battle - the battle of Buxar for the conquest of Bengal which
was fought in 1764 A.D.
Dewani: Dewani of Bengal was the right of collecting the
revenue of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and dispensation of civil
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justice. In lieu of this grant, the company was to pay the emperor
an annual pension of 26 lakhs. By the acquisition of Dewani, the
company’s position as territorial power in Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa was legalized.
Dual Government: Clive introduced a novel revenue system in
Bengal, which is known as 'diarchy or dual government'. Dewani
gave an unlimited power to the Company's officials to carry on
free trade in Bengal.

1.12 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What was the political condition of Bengal in Mid- 18th century?
2. What were the causes of First Carnatic war?
3. What were the outcome of First Carnatic war?
4. Write a short note on the Second Carnatic War.
5. What were the results of the Third Carnatic war?
6. Write a short note on the Third battle of Panipat.
7. What were the causes of the battle of Plassey?
8. What were the results of the battle of Buxar?
9. What do you mean by Diwani?
10. What was Dual Government?

Long Answer Questions

1. Make an analysis on the political condition of Bengal in Mid-18th
Century.

2. Discuss the causes and results of the Carnatic wars.
Highlight the causes and results of the First Carnatic war.

3. Give an account on the Second Carnatic war.
4. What were the causes and significance of the Third battle of

Carnatic?
5. Discuss the causes and outcome of the Third battle of Panipat.
6. Give an account on the battle of Plassey.
7. Highlight the causes and results of the battle of Buxar.
8. What was Diwani? How it was applied to Bengal, Bihar and

Odisha?
9. Write an essay on the Dual Government.
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Unit 2 GROWTH OF COLONIAL
ADMINISTRATION - LORD
WARREN HASTINGS AND LORD
CORNWALIS, REGULATING
ACT. PITTS’S INDIA ACT.
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2.2.3 The Civil Reform of Clive
2.2.4 Army Reforms of Clive

2.3 Warren Hastings (1772-1784)
2.3.1 The Reforms of Warren Hastings
2.3.2 Administrative Reforms
2.3.3 Judicial Reforms
2.3.4 Financial Reforms
2.3.5 Revenue Reforms
2.3.6 Commercial Reforms
2.3.7 Reforms in Police Department
2.3.8 Other Reforms
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2.3.9.4 Administrative Reforms
2.3.9.5 Reforms in Services
2.3.9.6 Decrease in the Administrative expenditure
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2.3.9.9 Police Reforms
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2.5 PITT'S India Act, 1784
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2.6.2 The First Maratha War (1775-1782)
2.6.3 The Second Anglo-Marathas War (1802-1804)
2.6.4 The Third Maratha War (1804-1806)
2.6.5 Fourth Anglo-Maratha War (1817-18)
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2.7.1 First Mysore War (1766-69)
2.7.2 Second Mysore War (1780-84)
2.7.3 The Third Anglo-Mysore War (1790-92)
2.7.4 The Fourth Anglo-Mysore War (1799)

2.8 Lord Wellesley and Subsidiary Alliance
2.8.1 The System of Subsidiary Alliance
2.8.2 Main Provisions of Subsidiary Alliance
2.8.3 Merits of Subsidiary Alliance
2.8.4 Demerits of the Subsidiary Alliance
2.8.5 The Subsidiary Alliance in Practice

2.9 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’
2.10 Summary
2.11 Key Terms
2.12 Self-Assessment Questions and Exercises
2.13 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The colonial administration started in India with the British victory in the
battle of Plassey. India remained as a colony under the British for nearly
200 years. Out of this for about 100 years India remained under the
domination of East India Company. During this long period they followed
the policy of imperialism and territorial expansion. The total system of
imperialist domination of a pre-capitalist country is colonialism. India
under British rule neither resembled capitalist Britain nor was it basically
similar to Mughal India. India as a colony completely subordinated to the
needs of Imperialist Britain. Colonialism is much more than political
control. The colonial interests and policies, colonial state and
administrative institutions, colonial culture and society, all functioned
within the framework of colonial structure.

2.1 OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit the learners would be able to:
know the growth of colonial administration
trace in brief about Lord Warren Hastings
understand the Regulating Act
study the Pits India Act
describe the Anglo-Maratha relations
examine the Anglo-Mysore relations
discuss about Wellesely and the Subsidiary Alliance
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2.2 GROWTH OF COLONIAL
ADMINISTRATION

During the last half of the 18th century, India was conquered by a
monopoly trading corporation i.e. the East India Company. They first
acquired a monopoly of trade with India. They took over governmental
revenues through control over the state power. The company used its
political power to acquire monopolistic control over Indian trade. But the
company made no basic changes in the administration, in judicial system,
in transport and communication etc. in India. Nor were any changes made
in Education, culture and social organization. The only changes made
were in military organization and in the administration at the top of the
structure of revenue collection. The British did not require any basic
socio-economic administrative changes in India. No need was felt by them
to criticize traditional Indian civilisation. Rather, they tried to understand
everything sympathetically so that political control and economic
exploitation could proceed smoothly without arousing opposition from
Indians.

2.2.1 Acts for the Growth of Administration
In the early part of the 19th century, when the company became ruler over
most part of India an intense struggle broke out in Britain to determine
whose interests would the newly acquired colony served. The newly
developing industrial capitalists wanted India to serve as a market for their
goods. To serve their purpose, they wanted that India must be a
subordinate trading partner of Britain, as a market to be exploited and as a
dependent colony to produce and supply the raw materials to the mother
country. The beginning of the growth of administration occurred with the
passing of the Regulating act of 1773, the Pitt's India act of 1784 and the
Charter act of 1813 and 1833.

2.2.2 Changes in the Administrative Structure

The agrarian structure of India was sought to be transformed in a capitalist
direction through the permanent settlement and the Ryotwari system.
Many changes were also brought about in administrative fields. Legal and
judicial structure of India was overhauled to promote capitalist
commercial relations. Modern education was introduced basically with the
objective to man the new, vastly expanded administration. British
statesmen with liberal imperialist ideology talked of training the Indian
people in the art of democracy and self government.

The Mughal had established a centralized form of administration. In
their administrative set up, the cult of personality dominated all
departments. The personalized state was unable to stand stress and strain
and proved weak before the onslaught of the East India Company. The
defeat of Plassey exposed the Indian weaknesses. With the expansion of
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political power of the company misuse of power by its officials also
increased. Great indignation was aroused against the company.
Continuous wars and mismanagement by the company officials landed it
deep in financial crisis. The company requested parliament for financial
help. The parliament agreed on the condition that it will regulate the
administration of the company.

2.2.3 The Civil Reform of Clive
Clive came to India as the Governor for the second time in 1765. The
reform of the services both civil and military was one of the most urgent
tasks before Clive. He was determined to root out corruption and to put an
end to the acceptance of presents. Before taking any drastic measure to
this effect, Clive wanted to find out the reason as to why the servants of
the company were so much keen upon accepting bribes. He was convinced
of the fact that the salary of the servants was very low. He first tried to
increase the salary of the company's servants, but the court of director did
not agree to approve it. So Clive established a merchant's federation and
the servants of the company were allowed to become member of the
federation. They were allowed to carry on trade in salt, opium and tobacco.
It was based on contract system and a portion of the profit was shared by
the company. Further, he compelled the company's servants to sign
covenant by which they bound themselves not to accept presents.

2.2.4 Army Reforms of Clive
The Buxar war brought the company's borders within reach of the
Marathas. To prevent their incursions, Clive divided the company's troops
into three brigades and placed one at Mungher, another at Bankipur and
the third at Allahabad. Clive's next measure was one of retrenchment. Ever
since Plassey Mirjafar (The Nawab) had allowed an allowance called
"Double bhatta" to the military officers of the company. But in course of
time the army officials and some soldiers began to draw this double
allowance even during the period of peace. But when the company
received the Diwani (Right to collect Revenue) it became the pay-master
and so it resolved to abolish the system. There upon Clive stopped the
payment of double bhatta. This was opposed by the military officers. The
officers threatened resignation, but Clive coolly faced the situation and
crushed the opposition.

After Clive, it was Warren Hastings who tried to reform the
administrative system of colonial India.

2.3 WARREN HASTINGS (1772-1784)

The East India Company had by 1772 become an important Indian power
and its directors in England and its officials in India set out to consolidate
their control over Bengal before beginning a new round of conquests.
Warren Hastings came to India in 1772. Warren Hastings was the
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governor of Bengal from 1772 to 1774 and the Governor General of the
British territories in India from 1774 to 1784. He was an efficient and a
capable person.

2.3.1 The Reforms of Warren Hastings
The most urgent task before him was of setting the administrative system
in order. He introduced reforms in various spheres of administration. The
reforms can be divided as follows:

2.3.2 Administrative Reforms
First of all he abolished the system of dual administration which
was the root cause of confusion and his disorder that prevailed in
the whole of Bengal. The East India Company took up all the
responsibilities of the administration which were previously
bifurcated and allocated between the Company and the Nawab.
The work of administration had been carried on by Muhammad
Raja Khan and Raja Shitab Rai, Deputy Nawab for Bengal and
Bihar respectively in the name of Nawab. They were tried for
speculation and removed from offices. They were honourably
acquitted but the object was achieved. The Company took the
work of administration in its own hands and the English
Collectors were appointed.
The treasury was shifted from Murshidabad to Calcutta. Its
advantage was that the government would be able to control it
properly.
He appointed Munni Begum, the widow of Mir Jafar as the
Superintendent of her house-hold and she began to act as the
regent to minor Nawab. Raja Gindass, the son of Raja Nand
Kumar was appointed as an assistant to Munni Begum.

2.3.3 Judicial Reforms
Warren Hastings introduced a series of judicial reforms which are as
follows:

Abolishing the judicial functions of the zamindars, Warren
Hastings set up a civil and criminal courts in each districts.
An English man presided over the Civil Courts as well as
collected the land rent in his district, but the criminal work was
left in the hands of Indian collectors.
He established a Sardar Diwani Adalat at Calcutta to hear the
appeals of the civil cases. He also laid the foundation of a Sadar
Nizamat Adalat to hear the appeals against the judgement of the
lower courts in the criminal cases.
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He stopped the practice of acceptance of fees and present by the
judges and they began to be paid salaries out of the government
treasury.
Justice began to be administered according to the Hindu and the
Muslim laws. It is also said that Warren Hastings got prepared 3
Code of laws to administer justice.
A definite period for the judgement of case was fixed so that
unnecessary delay might not occur in giving the decisions.

2.3.4 Financial Reforms
It was necessary to improve the financial condition of the Company
because its treasury was empty and the Company was forced to take loans.
He took the following steps to improve the financial condition of the
Company.

Hastings reduced the pension of the Nawab of Bengal from ` 32
lakhs to ` 16 lakhs per annum.
The Mughal Emperor, Shah Alam joined the Marathas in 1772
after leaving the protection of the English. Consequently his
pension was stopped and thus an economy of 26 lakhs of rupees
per annum was affected.
The amount of the pensions given to the servants of the Company
was also reduced considerably. He improved the currency which
was in a hopeless condition.
He sent a mission to Bhutan and Tibet to improve trade relation
with them and thus improved the finances of the Company.
He secured 40 lakhs of rupees for the English Company from the
Nawab of Avadh by giving him help against the Rohilas.
Uneconomical, insecure officers which had been a burden to the
government were closed.

2.3.5 Revenue Reforms
A Board of Revenue was let up at Calcutta and the whole work of
revenue collection was entrusted to it.
The Company took over the collection of taxes in its own hands.
The Indian agents or Amils were removed and they were replaced
by British Collectors and Indian officials were appointed to help
them.
Naib Diwans were appointed in each district for the assistance of
collectors. The districts were organised into six divisions-Dacca,
Burdwan, Calcutta, Murshidabad, Dinajpur and Patna. A revenue
Council was appointed in each divisions to supervise the revenue
administration and justice concerning it.
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A Deputy Diwan was appointed to help the revenue Council in
every division.
Hastings next made a quinquennial settlement of the land revenue
granting farming leases to the highest bidders for five years. This
was replaced in 1777 by annual settlements.
An Indian officer called Rai Rajan was appointed to maintain the
records of the revenue.
An Accountant-General was also appointed.

2.3.6 Commercial Reforms
All useless expenditure was avoided and commercial missions
were despatched to countries like Bhutan, Tibet and Egypt.
He forbade the use of dastaks by the servants of the Company.
Now the employees of the Company had to pay duties for their
personal goods. This added a good deal to the revenues of the
Company.
The existence of a large number of chowkies or custom houses
was hampering the growth of trade in the country. Most of there
were abolished. Henceforth there were to be only 5 custom houses
at Calcutta, Hugh, Patna, Dacca and Murshidabad.
Duties were reduced by 242 on all goods except salt, betel nuts
and tobacco.

2.3.7 Reforms in Police Department
He removed a number of evils that were present in the Police
Department. He gave them more power to exercise.
Thus, they were fortified enough to check the crime more
effectively than before.
Anarchy and disorder were suppressed-Anarchy had became
rampant in Bengal due to the dual administration.
The criminals had an upper hand. Hastings how paid his attention
towards them. He deputed people who arrested them.
Most of them were hanged to death. In the same way he dealt
heavily and ruthlessly with the Sanyasis. Thus he soon brought
anarchy to an end and maintained law and order in the country.

2.3.8 Other Reforms
Coins-before his coming to India the value of a rupee differed
from place to place. It had a great say on the trade also.
To remove it, Warren Hastings opened a mint at Calcutta.
Now the coins of definite shape and weight were issued having
the Uniform value. He also introduced Banking system.
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Thus, the administrative reforms of Warren Hastings brought many
changes in the British administrative system in India.

2.3.9 Lord Cornwallis (1786-1793)
Unlike Warren Hastings Lord Cornwallis belonged to a high respectable
family of England. Before his appointment as Governor General of Bengal,
he had acted as the Commander-in-Chief of the British armies in North
America in the American War of Independence. He accepted the office of
the Governor-General with great hesitation. Cornwallis was specially
charged with the duty of finding out a satisfactory solution of the land
revenue problem in the form of Permanent Settlement (Detail in Chapter
No.5).

2.3.9.1 Reforms of Cornwallis

In India, Cornwallis took up the threads of the administrative system
devised by Warren Hastings and built a super structure which remained
substantially in force till 1858. He is known in India for his reforms. His
main reforms may be summarized as given below:

2.3.9.2 Judicial Reforms

Cornwallis separated to judiciary from the executive and attempted to
provide justice to the cornmon men. In the organization of the Judicial
Courts, civil and criminal, Cornwallis completed the work begun by
Warren Hastings. He did the following reforms:

He set up ascending hierarchy of courts. The lowest gurts,
presided over by the Indian Munsifs and Sadar Amins, tried petty
civil cases. Above then were the Zilla or Districts Courts under a
British Judge who was aided by Indian experts (assessors).
Cornwallis also instituted four Provincial Courts of Appeal at
Calcutta, Murshidabad, Patna and Dacca. These courts were
presided over by three European Judges who were also aided by
Indian assessors. They tried criminal cases and heard appeals
from the District Courts.
At the top of all these courts was the Sadar Diwani Adalat which
was presided over by the Governor-General and Council and
formed the final court of appeal.
The Collectors were now to look only to the Collection of revenue
and they had to perform no judicial work. District Judges were
appointed for the administration ofjustice in each district.
Hindu and Muhammedan systems of law were to be followed in
the cases between Hindu parties and Muhammedan parties,
respectively, but where the litigants belonged to different creeds
the Judge was to act according to the dictates of his conscience
and justice.
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The organisation of criminal courts was on the same pattern as the
Civil Courts. The lowest courts were under a 'Daroga' who heard
petty criminal officers. These Darogas were generally Indians. An
appeal against them could be made in the District Court under a
District or a Session Judge. Over and above, there were four
Provincial courts at Calcutta, Murshida'bad, Patna and Dacca
under the same judges who presided over the Civil Courts.
Circuit Courts which moved from one place to another for
dispensing Justice were established in district under English
Judges.

2.3.9.3 Cornwallis Code

He got prepared a code of Regulation in 1793 with the help of Sir
George Barlow. This code was for the guidance of the servants of
the East India Company, working in judicial departments.

2.3.9.4 Administrative Reforms

In internal affairs Lord Cornwallis introduced many useful
reforms which touched almost every branch of administration. It
has been said that he laid the foundation of the present Indian
Constitution.

2.3.9.5 Reforms in Services

Personally Warren Hastings might have been above corruption
but there is no denying the fact the "whole system of the
government over which he presided was corrupt and full of
abuses."
Nepotism and corruption were rife among the Company's servants.
They continued to carry on the forbidden private trade and
enriched themselves by large unofficial perquisites.
Their salaries were low while their commissions were large.
Cornwallis stopped their commissions and placed them above the
temptation of under hand dealing by increasing their official
salary.
At the same time he laid down stringent regulations for their
conduct and sow to it that these regulations were strictly enforced.
In this way he did much to reform in services. Besides, as far as
possible, he appointed only Englishmen to posts of great
responsibility. An Indian could not get a higher assignment than
the rank of Subedar in the army while in services he could not rise
higher than the position of a Munsif.

2.3.9.6 Decrease in the Administrative Expenditure

Lord Cornwallis attempted to reduce the expenditure in carrying
the administration. He took the following steps in this direction.
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The number of districts, in Bengal was reduced from twenty five
to twenty three.
Lord Cornwallis considered only merit while making appointment
of the Englishmen in the services. He did not think of the Indians
as able people.

2.3.9.7 Commercial Reforms

A number of evils were by now present in the field of trade and
commerce also. Cornwallis paid his attention towards it and
introduced the following reforms:
In 1774, he established a Board of Trade with 11 members. He
now reduced their number to five and put them under Calcutta
Council.
By now some of the agents and employees had been granted a
monopoly over some Trade Cornwallis abolished it.
In order to protect and safeguard the interest of the Indian artisans
and manufacturers be made it a law that they were to sell goods
worth rupees that had taken in advance. For the rest they were
free to sell when they liked.

2.3.9.8 Changes in the Organizational Set-up of Courts

Certain changes apart from the organizational set-up of courts were also
made.

Firstly, in 1793 Cornwallis abolished the court fees which were
paid by litigants.
Secondly, legal profession was somewhat regulated. It was
provided that lawyers in future were to change on moderate fees
prescribed by the government.
Thirdly, the regulations made by the government were not put in
one volume and it was difficult to know the exact law. It was now
decided that all regulations made during a year were to printed
and published in one volume.
Thus, it became easy to know what exactly the regulations were.
Cornwallis deserves great credit for his judicial reforms. It is true
that there resulted in increased expenditure, but better justice was
imparted.

2.3.9.9 Police Reforms

Regular Police Force-Formerly, the powers of the police were
exercised by zamindars. Lord Cornwallis organised a police force,
established Thanas for every twenty square miles, and put
Darogas in-charge of them. The District Judges had the powers of
Magistrates and control over the police.
Money-arrangement for the police was also made. To make to
police arrangement more efficient, the District Magistrate was
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allowed a 10% Commission on the recovered property. Similarly,
they would get a fixed amount when they arrested robbers and
dacoits. He also imposed a nominal tax on every big shop in big
cities and towns.

Thus, the reforms of Lord Cornwallis brought magnificent changes in
the administrative system of British India.

Check Your Progress

1. What is colonial administration?
2. Who was Warren Hastings?
3. Who was Lord Cornwallis?

2.4 THE REGULATING ACT OF 1773

The regulating Act of 1773 was passed by the British Parliament to control
the territories of the East India Company majorly in Bengal. This act was
passed due to the misgovernment by the British East India government
that introduced a situation of bankruptcy and the government had to
interfere with the affairs of the Company. It was the first parliamentary
ratification and authorization defining the powers and authority of the East
India Company with respect to its Indian possessions.

2.4.1 Circumstances Leading to the Act of 1773
There were several circumstances which had led to the introduction of the
regulating Act of 1773 which were given bellow.

Defects of the Dual Government

The first association of the British with the work of administration under
what is called the system of Dual Government (1765 to 1772) is a
discreditable and shameful page of British history, which has been
summed as "The new rulers paid no attention to the concerns of the people
and suffered them to be mercilessly oppressed and tormented by officers
of their own appointing."

The Famine of Bengal in 1770

The famine of Bengal in 1770 was one of the most appalling disasters in
the recorded history of India. The Company was not responsible for the
famine but it and its agents were largely to blame for a complete collapse
of government. W.E.H. Lecky describes the plight of the people in the
following words: "Never before had the Indians experienced a tyranny
which was so skilful, so searching and so strong... "

Corruption of the Officers

During the twelve years preceding Warren Hastings' administration the
servants of the Company thronged back to England loaded with wealth
and what was strongly suspected of being the plunder of Bengal. The
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incursion of these 'Nababs' with their lavish notions and orientalized habits
into the aristocratic circles of the time is one of the most striking social
phenomena of eighteenth century England. Contemporary memoirs and
letters reveal the mingled contempt, envy and hatred with which they were
regarded. While the servants of the Company were making huge profits,
the Company itself was on the verge of insolvency.

Bankrupt East India Company

It was an ill-chosen moment for the Company to go bankrupt, especially
when it had so few friends, being hated by all and sundry. Yet that is what
it contrived to do. A blind folly had for some time-past possessed the
Directors and shareholders of the Company. In 1769 when the Company
was in debt to the tune of £ 6 millions, a dividend of 12 ½ % was declared,
though the Directors had to conceal facts and falsify accounts. When news
reached England of the famine in Bengal and Haider Ali's successful
onslaught into the Carnatic, the Company's stock showed a spectacular
decline and before long rumours got abroad of the Company's true
financial position.

Loan for the East India Company

The Directors in complete desperation applied to the Bank of England for
a loan of £ 1,000,000. The fat was really in the fire when the Directors of
the bankrupt Company applied to the Government for relief; for in doing
so, they signed the death warrant of their Company's independence. The
opportunity to turn its distress to the advantage of the State and especially
of its Royal Head was too good for the resurrected Tories to miss. Lord
North with secure majorities in both Houses of Parliament prudently
referred the application to Parliament. A Select Committee was appointed
to enquire into the Company's affairs. This Committee was presided over
by General Burgoyne who in proposing a resolution for the appointment
of the Committee declared, "The most atrocious abuses that ever stained
the name of civil government called for redress... if by some means
sovereignty and law are not separated from trade. India and Great Britian
will be sunk and overwhelmed never to rise again."

Sanction of the loan and the Regulating Act of 1773

Certainly, the conduct of the Directors supplied abundant food for
speculation. In March of that year (1772) they had declared another
dividend of 12½ % in August they asked the Government for of loan of
£ 1 million. The discrepancy was so glaring that it caused the House of
Commons to appoint a second (Secret) Committee to investigate the
reasons for it. Why should a Company go bankrupt, members pertinently
asked" when its servants were returning to England with their pockets
bulging with gold. It was an interesting question. In the spring of the
following year the Committees of Enquiry issued their reports. As
expected, these were highly condemnatory. Two Acts of Parliament were
passed. The first granted the Company a loan of £ 1,400,000 at 4% interest
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on certain conditions. The second was the important Regulating Act. The
Regulating Act was not passed without opposition in Parliament. The bill
was fiercely opposed by the Company and its friends.

2.4.2 Provisions of the Regulating Act
The Regulating Act had the following provisions.

The Act remodeled the constitution of the Company both in
England and in India. In England, the right of vote in the Court of
Proprietors was raised from £ 500 to £ 1,000.
It was provided that the Court of directors, hitherto elected every
year, was henceforth to be elected for four years. The number of
Directors was fixed at 24, one-fourth retiring every year. The
Directors were required to "lay before the Treasury all
correspondence from India dealing with the revenues and before a
Secretary of Stage everything dealing with civil and military
administration."
For the first time the British Cabinet was given the right of
controlling Indian affairs, although the right was imperfect. In
Bengal a collegiate government was created consisting of a
Governor-General (President) and four members of the Council.
The vote of the majority was to bind the Council, the Governor
General having a casting vote when there was an equal division of
opinion. Three members of the Council formed a quorum.
The first Governor-General (Warren Hastings) and Councillors
(Philip Francis, Clavering, Monson and Barwell) were named in
the Act. They were to hold office for five years, and could be
removed earlier only by the King on the recommendation of the
Court of Directors. Future appointments were to be made by the
Company.
The Governor-Generals-in-Council was vested with the civil and
military government of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal.
They were to superintend and control in certain matters the
subordinate Presidencies of Madras and Bombay.
The Act empowered the Crown to establish by charter a Supreme
Court of Judicature, consisting of a Chief Justice and three Puisne
judges. The Supreme Court was to be a Court of Equity and of
Common Law, a Court of Admiralty, and Ecclesiastical Court.
All the public servants of the Company were made amenable to
its jurisdiction. All British subjects in Bengal, European and
Indian, could seek redress in the Supreme Court against
oppression; the Supreme Court could also entertain suits, actions
and complaints against persons in the Company's service or any
of His Majesty's subjects.
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The Court could determine all types of cases and grant redress
through all the methods then in vogue in English judicial
procedure. The Court was given both original and appellate
jurisdiction. Following the British custom, the Court heard these
cases with the help of a jury of British subjects.
The Supreme Court was constituted in 1774 with Sir Elijah Impey
as Chief Justice and Chambers, Lemaister and Hyde as the Puisne
judges. The Regulating Act laid down the fundamental principle
of honest administration by providing that "no person holding or
exercising any civil or military office under the Crown shall
accept, receive or take directly or indirectly any present, gift,
donation, gratuity or reward, pecuniary or otherwise."
Liberal salaries were provided for the Governor-General
(£ 25,(00), each member of the Council (£ 10,(00), the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court (£ 8,000) and for each puisne Judge
(£ 6000) a year.

2.4.3 Assessment of the Act
The Act appointed a Governor-General but shackled him with a
Council that might reduce him to impotence as was actually the
case with Warren Hastings. From 1774 to 1776 when he was
almost uniformly outvoted in the Council.
The Act established a Supreme Court of Justice but made no
attempt accurately to define the "field of its jurisdiction, specify
the law it was to administer or draw a line of demarcation
between its functions and those of the Council.
The Act was a compromise throughout and intentionally vague in
many of its provisions. It did not openly assert the sovereignty of
the British Crown or invade the titular authority of the Nawab of
Bengal.
The Act had "neither given the state a definite control to aver the
Company nor the Directors a definite control over their servants,
nor the Governor-General a definite control over his Council nor
the Calcutta Presidency a definite control over Madras and
Bombay."
The Act was based on the theory of checks and balances. In actual
practice it broke down under the stress of Indian circumstances
and its own inherent defects.

Chief Defects of the Act

The chief defects of the new system inaugurated by the Act were:
The unworkable relations which it established between the
Governor-General and his Council,
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The anomalous relations between the new Supreme Court
administering English law, and the country courts already existing
in Bengal.
The Council and the Court were ranged in two hostile camps set
against each other on, the borderland of debatable jurisdictions.
The Governor-General-in-Council could make no laws that the
judges did not condescend to notice. There was the serious lacuna
in the Act of a supreme legislative authority nearer than England
to arbitrate in these quarrels and to mark off the proper sphere of
the executive and judicial departments
The insufficient authority of the Governor-General-in Council
over the other Presidencies. In all these respects the system broke
down completely when put to operation. Importance of the Act.
It must be said for the Regulating Act that it was the first serious
attempt made by a European power to ‘organise government in a
far-off country inhabited by a civilised people.’
There were no European colonists here as in North American
administration among whom could easily work the type of
institutions functioning in the mother country. Unlike South
America again Indian territories of the East India Company did
not represent an undeveloped country.
Thus "the Regulating Act tried to sail in an unchartered sea. It left
the details of administration in India to the devices of the
Company. It tried, however, to organise an honest and efficient
supreme authority in Bengal, at Madras and at Bombay. To
provide against the abuse of their powers by the servants of the
Company, it set up a Supreme Court of Judicature at Calcutta.
In England, no public servant was then above the law. He was
accountable for whatever he did to ordinary courts.
The Act in short was a well-meant attempt to introduce a better
system of government but being designed in ignorance of the real
nature of the problem it was a total failure and only added to
Hastings' difficulties instead of strengthening his hands.

Check Your Progress

4. What is Regulating Act of 1773?
5. During whose Governor Generalship the Regulating Act of

1773 was passed?

2.5 PITT'S INDIA ACT, 1784

The Regulating Act was in operation for eleven years till it was
superseded by the Pitt's Act of 1784. Warren Hastings was the only
Governor General who had to administer India under it.
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2.5.1 Circumstances Leading to the Passing of the Act, 1784
The following circumstances led to the passing of the Act in 1784.

In 1781 as in 1772, both a Select and a Secret Committee were
appointed to go into the affairs of the Company. The formed (the
Select Committee) investigated the relations between the Supreme
Court and the Council in Bengal, the latter (the Secret Committee)
the causes of the Maratha War. The voluminous reports they
presented were freely used as arsenals for weapons against the
Company by party orators in Parliament.
Parliamentary interference in the affairs of the Company was
obviously once again called for, especially when the Directors of
the Company were obliged openly to confess that the war had
beggared them and to apply to the State for another loan of a
million pounds.
After a measure drafted by Dundas, Chairman of the Secret
Committee, had been rejected, Fox introduced his India Bill in
Parliament. The measure was really inspired by Burke and after
him, by Philip Francis. This bill sought to transfer all the political
and military powers of the Company to a Board of Seven
Commissioners to be nominated in the first instance by
Parliament and afterwards by the Crown, and all its commercial
powers to a subordinate body of nine Assistant Directors who
were ultimately to be nominated by the holder of East India stock,
though they too in the first instance were 10 he appointed by
Parliament.
The bill if it had been passed would in effect have swept aside the
Company as a political power and brought all political
appointments under the control of a commission which was to be
appointed in the first instance by Parliament and afterwards by the
Crown.
The chief advocates of this measure had ten years earlier, opposed
North's Act as an intolerable invasion of the right of property. The
feature of the Bill upon which the Opposition seized was the
surrender of the immensely valuable patronage of India to the
Ministry or the Crown and Pitt thundered against it as the most
desperate and alarming attempt at the exercise of tyranny that
ever disgraced the annals of any country.
The Bill however, was passed in the House of Commons by large
majorities, only to be rejected in the House of Lords through the
intervention of George III. The Bill was thrown out and the
Ministry-the coalition of Fox and North-resigned.
It may be observed in passing that for the first and the last time a
British Ministry was wrecked on an Indian issue.
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Pitt came into power and in January 1784 he moved for leave to
bring in his India Bill and leave was granted; even the second
reading was taken but the Bill, was not destined to be put on the
statute book, for the new Ministry had to resign. Pitt's new
Parliament met In May 1784. Following the lines laid down in his
Bill of January, the new Bill was finally earned In the House of
Commons in July, and in the House of Lords in August 1784.
Fox, throughout the session, continued to refer to the superior
merits of his own Bill. Pitt had taken the precaution of
neutralizing opposition of the English Company with the result
that the measure was introduced in parliament fortified and
recommended by the consent of the Company.
In essentials, Fox's and Pitt's measures were on the same lines
except that the latter did not touch the patronage of the Company.
Pitt himself pointed out that while Fox's India Bill ensured a
permanency of men, his Bill men, a permanency of system.

2.5.2 Provisions of the Act
The Act of 1784 had the following provisions:

The Act of 1784 introduced changes mainly in the Company's
Home Government in London. It greatly extended the control of
the State over the company's affairs.
While the patronage of the Company was left untouched, all civil,
military and revenue affairs were to be controlled by a Board
popularly known as the Board of Control, consisting of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, one of the principal Secretaries of
State and four members of the Privy Council appointed by the
King.
A Secret Committee of three Directors was to be the channel
through which important orders of the Board were to be
transmitted to India. The Court of Proprietors lost the right to
rescind, suspend or revoke any resolution of the Directors which
was approved by the Board of Control.
In India, the chief government was placed in the hands of a
Governor General and a Council of three. The Governor-General
was still left liable to be over-ridden by the Council but as the
number of Councillors was reduced to three, he, by the use of his
casting vote, could always make his will predominate if he had
one supporter.
Beyond this the Act of 1784 did not go. This defect was met in
the Act of 1793, whereby the Governor-General was empowered
to disregard the majority in Council provided he did so in a
formal way accepting the responsibility of his Own action.
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Under the Act of 1784 the Presidencies of Madras and Bombay
were subordinated to the Governor-General and Council of
Bengal in all matters of diplomacy, revenue and war. Last but not
the least, only covenanted servants were in future to be appointed
members of the Council of the Governor-General. The experiment
of appointing outsiders had proved calamitous.

2.5.3 Observations on the Act
The following observations can be made on the Pitt's India Act of 1784.

Pitt's India Act of 1784 brought about two important changes in the
constitution of the Company.

First, it constituted a department of state in England known as the
Board of Control, whose special function was to control the
policy of the Court of Directors, thus introducing the Dual System
of government by the Company and by a Parliamentary Board
which lasted till 1858.
The Board of Control had no independent executive power. It had
no patronage. Its power was veiled; it had access to all the
Company's papers and its' approval was necessary for all
despatches that were not purely commercial, and in case of
emergency the Board could send its own draft to the Secret
Committee of the Directors to be signed and sent out in its name.
The Act thus, placed the civil and military government of the
Company in due subordination to the Government in England.
The Court of Directors retained their patronage and their right of
dismissing their servants. The head of the Board was at first one
of the Secretaries of State without special salary, but after 1793 a
special President of the Board was appointed and this officer was
ultimately responsible for the government of British India until he
was succeeded in 1858 by the Secretary of State for India.
Pitt's India Act thus, settled the main lines of the Company's
Home and Indian Government down to 1858. Secondly, the Act
reduced the number of members of the Executive Council to three,
of whom the Commander-in-Chief was to be one.
It also modified the Councils of Madras and Bombay on the
pattern of that of Bengal. Among the most striking provisions of
the Act was the prohibition not merely of all aggressive wars in
India but of all treaties of guarantee with Indian Princes like those
with the Nawabs of Carnatic and Oudh on the ground that "to
pursue schemes of conquest and extension of dominion in India
are measures repugnant to the wish, 'the honour and the policy of
this nation." But this declaration was more honoured in breach
than in observance in subsequent years.
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In fact, the Act was a very skilful measure bearing all the marks
of a political compromise. Burke admitted that it was "as able and
skilful a performance for its own purposes as ever issued from the
wit of man." Pitt, as Sir Courtney Ilbert has pointed out, has done
two things: (a) he had avoided the charge of conferring patronage
on the Crown, and (h) the appearance of radically altering the
Company and the Government in England.

Check Your Progress

6. What is Pit’s India Act?
7. What was the main change brought by Pit’s India Act?

2.6 ANGLO-MARATHA RELATION

The British were quite keen to expand in South and West part of India. At
that time Mysore, Hyderabad and Marathas were very powerful in this part
of the country and determined to check expansionist policy of the
Company. The conquest of Bengal and the victory of the English in the
battle of Plassey and Buxar created much enthusiasm among the English
for further expansion of British Empire in India. The British East India
Company also got much encouraged by the acquisition of Diwani of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Its financial resources considerably improved
and it became now easy for her to wage wars against Indian princes. The
servants of the Company were minting money out of private trade and
misuse of free trade concessions. Now they desired to conquer Mysore in
the South and Maharashtra in the west. But the process did not prove to be
so easy.

2.6.1 Conquest of Maharashtra
The Marathas were brave soldiers and loved their independence above
everything else. It was unfortunate that they could not pull on well with
the Nizam on the one hand and Tipu Sultan on the other. Had they united
perhaps the history of India would have taken altogether a different turn.
They were quite conscious of the fact that the English have vast resources
both economic and military and that any confrontation would mean
disadvantage to them. But at the same time the English were fully aware
that only obstruction on their way in Deccan could be the powerful
Marathas. Sooner this obstruction was removed better it would be in the
interest of imperialist or expansionist policies.

The English realising discipline, strength and devotion of the
Marathas were keen to remove them from Deccan power scene. They
wanted to very much reduce their power and prestige at the earliest
opportunity. This opportunity came when after the death of Peshwa
Madhav Rao a war of succession broke out among the Marathas. The
conflict once started in 1775 continued till 1818 during which period both
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fought four wars. The first Maratha war broke out in 1775 and ended after
about 7 years in 1782. Not far away in 1803 broke out second Maratha
war which continued for three years and came to a close only in 1805.
Next year in 1806 the Marathas fought third war with the English. The
Fourth and the last war was fought between the two in 1817 which ended
in 1818. The wars definitely proved to the disadvantage of the Marathas.
Their power and prestige considerably came down.

2.6.2 The First Maratha War (1775-1782)
The Marathas were a house divided itself in 1775 and thus, provided .the
English an opportunity to interfere in their affairs. Peshwa Madhav Rao
died in 1772 and after his death a war of succession started among the
Marathas. The claimants were Narayan Rao, the younger brother of
Peshwa Madhav Rao and Raghu nath Rao, the uncle of Madhav Rao. In
the struggle Raghu Nath Rao got Narayan Rao murdered and himself
became a Peshwa on August 30, 1773 When Maratha nobles came to
know that Raghu Nath Rao was a murderer they decided to replace him
and Council of Ministers known as Bara Bhai was formed to run the
administration. Within next few months of his replacement wife of
Narayan Rao gave birth to a child on 18th April, 1774. The Council of
Ministers accepted him as Peshwa and ordered the arrest of Raghunath
Rao.

The Treaty of Surat (1775)

On hearing the decision of the Council of Ministers, Raghu Nath Rao
managed to go to Surat where he took shelter with the Company and
signed a treaty with the English on March 7, 1775. Its main provision were:

The Company will provide 2500 soldiers to Raghu Nath Rao to
enable him to regain his gaddi and also to enable him to become
Peshwa of the Marathas;
Raghu Nath Rao will pay all the expenses of this army out of his
own resources;
After his winning in the war and occupying gaddi Raghu Nath
Rao will cede to the Company the territories of Salsette, Bassein
and the adjoining islands;
A part of the income of Surat and Baroach will be given to the
English;
Raghu Nath Rao will not conclude any peace treaty with Poona
Council unless the English were made a party to it; and
No raids will be made by the Marathas on Karnataka and Bengal.

After signing the treaty English armies under Colonel Kealings
proceeded to fight the Marathas and defeated them at Arras on May 11,
1775. The Governor General, however, was not in favour of opening
hostilities with the Marathas and desired that these be stopped. It was
primarily because the Company was faced with serious financial
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difficulties. Since the attack had already been made, the situation became
somewhat difficult. Retreat was not easy. The English however captured
Salsette. At the same time financial problems of the Marathas were in no
way less serious. Both the parties were therefore, keen that the hostilities
should be ended. On behalf of Company Colonel Uptan started peace
negotiations with the Marathas at Poona. After prolonged negotiations
which lasted for about 3 months settlement was reached between the two
warring parties. The main provisions of the peace treaty were as under :

The Treaty of Purandhar

This treaty was signed between the East India Company and the Marathas
on March I, 1776. The main provisions of the treaty were:

It was agreed that the hostilities by both the parties on all fronts
will be stopped;
The English will give up the cause of Raghu Nath Rao for
Peshwaship.
The English were permitted to retain Salsette.
The Peshwa will give a monthly pension of ` 25,000/- to Raghu
Nath Rao.
Reghu Nath Rao will retire to Pargaon in Gujarat.
The English will be paid ` 12 lakhs by the Marathas for
maintaining Raghu Nath Rao.

The treaty of Surat signed earlier was to be treated as null and void.
This created a very peculiar situation. Whereas Bombay Government

signed one treaty with one Maratha faction, the Bengal Government
signed another treaty with another Maratha faction. The treaty of
Purandhar being non-acceptable to the Government of Bombay, it
approached the Governor General with a request not to accept that treaty.
Since it was not approved by the Governor General, therefore, in 1778 the
English forces attacked Poona. It is believed that this attack would have
been delayed had the Marathas not been negotiating with the French. In
1779 an open war was declared on the Marathas. An English army of
about 30,000 strong soldiers started against Peshwa Madhav Rao Narayan
but was badly defeated and forced to sign the Convention of Wadgaon.

The Convention of Wadgaon

The main provisions of the Convention of Wadgaon were:
The English will return to the Marathas all territories conquered
by them since 1773.
The Company will not champion the cause of Raghu Nath Rao
and will surrender him to the Marathas.
Bengal forces of the Company will be ordered to retreat.
A part of the revenue of Baroach will be paid to Scindia.
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This Convention obviously was humiliating for the English and the
Governor General refused to accept it. He decided to continue the fight
with the Marathas. Meantime the Marathas also tried to consolidate their
position. They made a cause with Hyder Ali of Mysore, Nizam of
Hyderabad and Bhonsle of Nagpur. The plan was that Hyder Ali will
invade the English in Kamataka and the Nizam and Bhonsle from Bengal.
In this way the English will be required to face the enemy on three fronts.

Meantime Lord Warren Hastings sent an army under Goddar to defeat
the Marathas who captured Bassein in December 1780 but was defeated
by the Marathas at Poona. Warren Hastings then sent another army under
Captain Poham which captured the fort of Gwalior on August 3, 1780.

As already said the Marathas had an alliance with Nizam, Bhonsle
and Hyder Ali for invading the English both from Karnataka and Bengal.
When Warren Hastings came to know of the alliance in order to have
cracks in alliance he gave Guntur back to Nizam and purchased the
Bhonsle as well as Nizam by various means. In this way he broke the
alliance. When time of action came only Hyder Ali invaded the English
from Kamataka whereas Bhonsle and Nizam remained inactive. This very
much discouraged the Marathas and they decided to have some peace
treaty. After prolonged negotiations on May 17, 1782 both the parties
signed a treaty known as the Treaty of Salbai.

The Treaty of Salbai (1782)

It was signed between the Marathas and the East India Company. By this
Treaty it was provdied that:

The English were to return all the territories of the Marathas
conquered by them since 1776 except Salesette which the
Company was allowed to retain.
The Company recognised the independence of Gaekwad.
The Company agreed to pay a sum of ` three lakhs to the
Marathas for getting Baroach.
It was agreed that the English would not champion the cause of
Raghu Nath Rao and instead accept Madhav Rao Narayan as
Peshwa.
Peshwa agreed that he would pay a monthly pension of ` 25,000/-
to Raghu Nath Rao.
Both the parties agreed to return each other's territories conquered
during wars in South India.
Both assured each-other to live in perfect peace.

The Treaty was to the advantage of the Company in the sense that if
nothing else, at least Salsette was retained by it, which was a definite gain.
But in addition for the time being the Marathas became friends of the
Company. This provided the Company much needed time to deal with
other two formidable Deccan enemies; namely, Hyder Ali and Nizam of
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Hyderabad. In so far as Marathas were concerned, it was also good for
them. In between First and Second Maratha wars there was a gap of 20
years during which they could establish their position in Deccan, as they
had to fight no war with the Company. It was also during this period that
Mahadji Sindhia rose to prominence in Deccan who put country's interest
above everything else. The Marathas emerged as a powerful people once
again in Deccan after the Third Battle of Panipat. But one thing which
cannot be forgotten is that while concluding peace treaty with the English
the Marathas did not consult Hyder Ali, though on his part he had fulfilled
his commitment and invaded Kamataka, as per alliance with Bhonsle,
Nizam and the Marathas. It would have been befitting of the Marathas to
have consulted him as well.

About the significance of the Treaty Smith has said, " ... the English
became the controlling, though not the paramount power in India."
Similarly Warren Hastings said, " ... a successful negotiation of peace in
the most desperate period of distress."

2.6.3 The Second Anglo-Marathas War (1802-1804)
As the time passed with that internal disputes and mutual conflicts of the
Marathas very much increased. There were no signs of their being
amicably settling down their differences. Nana Fadnavis became more and
more ambitious and wanted to have maximum powers in his hands. Young
Peshwa Madhav Rao II could not check mutual rivalries of Maratha chiefs
and found himself helpless in this situation. The differences between Nana
Fadnavis and Madhav Rao II so much developed that the latter decided to
commit suicide en October 25, 1795 Baji Rao who succeeded him as
Peshwa, was incompetant and also could not pull on well with Nana
Fadnavis with the result that the situation among the Marathas worsened.
It was more or less this time when Trikoji Holkar expired and his death
complicated the situation. After his death a war of succession started in
which Nana and Peshwa took different sides. It was in this tense situation
and with the growing difference that in 1800 Nana died. According to
some historians with him passed away Maratha wisdom though many
historians do not agreed with this. They believe that by becoming over
ambitious and in his zeal to capture power, he did more harm than good to
Maratha cause. They hold him responsible for deteriorating situation
among the Marathas.

It was at this critical and difficult time that Lord Wellesly became the
Governor General of the Company in India. As already said he was
imperialist and expansionist. He wanted to see Company supreme in the
South. After having defeated Hyder Ali, he decided to deal with the
Marathas. He wanted to take the fullest advantage of the internal
differences of the Marathas. For him these were real boon. He paid his
attention towards Peshwa Baji Rao and tried to befriend him by assuring
him of giving a part of the territories which the Company might conquer
from Tipu Sultan. In 1800 AD he suggested him to enter into a subsidiary
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alliance treaty with the Company and keep British forces in his territory at
his cost to protect him. Baji Rao, however, did not agree to many
temptations given by the Company.

The situation among the Marathas was that Jaswant Rao Holkar was
plundering the territories of Daulat Rao Scindia and thus, the two were
each other's bitter enemies. At the same time Peshwa was sick of Vithoji
who had created a terror in Pe shwa' s domain. In order to deal with the
situation Peshwa and Scindia combined together and they captured Vithoji
and killed him on 16th April 1801. They also defeated Jaswant Rao
Holkar. On October 25, 1802 Holkar, however, defeated Peshwa and
forced him to leave Poona and flee towards Bassein. Holkar then made
Vinek Rao, the grandson of Raghu Nath Rao as Peshwa. The Peshwa who
was being hot chased by Hoikar sought refuge with the English and on
December 31, 1802 he signed Treaty of Bassein with the Company.

The Treaty of Bassein

The Treaty was signed between East India Company and Peshwa Baji Rao.
By this treaty-

Both the parties agreed to defend each other's territories and the
Company would help the Peshwa with 6000 infantry and also
European artillery to enable him to regain his position. The
Peshwa will keep these forces within his territory permanently.
In order to meet the expenses to these forces the Peshwa agreed to
surrender to the Company such territories which yielded annual
income of ` 26 lakhs.
He also agreed not to levy additional taxes for the forces to be
thus, maintained in his territories.
The Peshwa agreed not to employ any foreigner in his service
without the approval of the Company and surrendered his rights
over Surat to the Company.
In addition, he agreed to accept the English as arbitrators in the
settlement of all his disputes with the Nizam of Hyderabad and
Gaekwad of Baroda.
He also agreed not to enter into any treaty agreement with any
native princes without prior approval of the Company.
In this way Peshwa completely surrendered himself before the
English. He accepted them as their supreme boss in foreign affairs.
He agreed not to employ any foreigner in his service and not to
sign any treaty with any native prince.
He accepted subsidiary alliance scheme of the Company to the
disadvantage of the Marathas.
In other words in order to get back his gaddi of Peshwaship he
sold Marathas independence.
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After signing the Treaty the English acted swiftly. An army under
Arthur Wellesly entered Poona on May 13, 1803 and declared Baji Rao as
Peshwa. Much has been said about the Treaty of Bassein. It definitely
gave the Britishers an upper hand in Deccan and in fact an empire in India.
It very much increased Company's prestige but at the same time in order to
get the treaty implemented it had to fight a war with the Marathas. The
treaty would have been meaningless had the war not been won. It would in
effect mean many wars with the Indian princes.

When the Maratha chiefs came to know that Baji Rao has signed
Treaty of Bassein with the English with which he has sold the Marathas
interests for the sake of gaddi, they naturally felt humiliated and disturbed.
Hoikar, Bhonsle and Scindia all combined to oppose this treaty and get
that nullified. In the words of Arthur Wellesley, "The treaty had been
made with a cipher." While discussing its importance P.E. Roberts said,
"The Treaty of Bassein gave the Company the supremacy of Deccan."

Maratha Chiefs

All the Maratha chiefs now combined together and started secret
negotiations with the native states against the English so that the effects of
the treaty were nullified. They were, however, no success. On their part
the English prepared themselves for a fight, against those chiefs who were
conspiring to annul the effects of the treaty. Since the Maratha chiefs were
divided, therefore, they could not unite. Holkar preferred to keep aloof and
did not cooperate with Bhonsle and Scindia so that. all combined together
to oppose this treaty and get that annulled. Taking advantage of these
differences among the Marathas, English forces under Arthur Wellesley
entered Deccan and inflicted defeat on Scindia at Assaye. In the north
General Lake inflicted defeat at Bhonsle at Aragaon. On December 17,
1803 Bhonsle signed a treaty with the English, known as the Treaty of
Deogaon.

The Treaty of Deogaon

This treaty was signed between Bhonsle and East India Company. By it
Bhonsle agreed to cede territories of Balasore, Cuttack and west of river
Wardha to the English. He also agreed to have a British Resident at his
court. He accepted the English as arbitrator in the settlement of all his
disputes with the Nizam of Hyderabad and the Peshwa. He also accepted
that the Treaty of Bassein signed between the Company and Baji Rao was
valid.

The Treaty of Suraj Arjan Gaon

As already said Scindia was also defeated by the English and he signed
with them a treaty. By this he agreed to give all the territories between
river Yamuna and Ganges to the English. They were also given all the
territories to the north of the states of Jaipur, Jodhpur and Gohu. He
surrendered the territories of Ahmad Nagar, Baroach and the areas
between Ajanta and river Godawari. His major surrender also was that he
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gave up all his claims over Mughal Emperor, the Peshwa, the Gaekwad
and the Nizam of Hyderabad. He also agreed not to employ any American
or European citizens without the approval of the English and also to have
an English Resident at his court. Like Bhonsle he agreed that the Treaty of
Bassein was valid and would get Company's support in case of war with
any other party. He even went to the extent of agreeing to support the
English in case of war with third party.

Results of War

The effects of Second Maratha war were very far reaching. In the words of
Munro, "We are now complete masters of India and nothing can shake our
power, if we take proper measure to confirm it." The Marathas were
completely crippled and Maratha confederacy began to extinct. The
weaknesses of the Marathas resulted in political paramount of the English
over other Indian States. Their possessions very considerably increased.

2.6.4 The Third Maratha War (1804-1806)
When Bhonsle and Scindia were defeated they signed treaties with the
English. Both of them also agreed that the Treaty of Bassein was valid.
But Jaswant Rao Holkar had signed no such treaty and thus, he was quite
free. In April 1804 he plundered Jaipur and the English declared war on
him. Holkar defeated at Mukand Dara British armies sent under Col.
Monson. He was so much encouraged by this victory that in October he
besieged even Delhi. The seige continued for a weak when English armies
under Lt. Col. Ochterlony and Lt. Col. Bum forced him to lift the seige.
After few days on November 13, he was defeated at Dig and thereafter, at
Farrukhabad on November 17, by General Lake. The British armies also
tried to capture the fort of Bharat Pur as well because its ruler was known
for his friendly postures towards Holkar. The Raja instead of putting any
resistance decided to conclude peace treaty with the English.

Treaty with Bharat Pur

The treaty between the English and the Raja of Bharat Pur was signed on
April 10, 1805 by which the Raja agreed to pay the Company a sum of
` 20 lakhs and also that the friends and enemies of the Company will be
both his friends and enemies. He also agreed that all those territories
which he had secured by a treaty already signed with General Lake will be
surrendered. In this way the Raja of Bharat Pur surrendered much and
gained nothing. Since the enemies of the Company were his enemies as
well, therefore, Holkar with whom Company was at war but who was
friendly to the Raja, became enemy of the Raja as well. It was at this time
that Board of Directors came to know that Holkar had defeated Col.
Monson and that the British armies had failed to capture the fort of Bharat
Pur. It felt so much disturbed that it decided to recall Lord Wellesely and
in his place Lord Cornwallis was sent to India as his successor. He was
given clear instructions to stop war. In this way Holkar who was being
hard pressed received much needed respite. What would have been his
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policy towards Holkar is all a matter of guess because Cornwallis died
suddenly on October 5 at Calcutta.

Lord Cornwallis was succeeded by Sir George Barlow as Governor
General. He was also not interested in continuing war and wanted peace
with Holkar. Meantime General Lake was badly pushing Holkar to the
North towards Amritsar. Holkar had hoped of active support of the Sikhs
in Punjab and also hoped that the Marathas and the Sikhs would be tough
for General Lake. But much expected support from the Sikhs did not come.
This so much disappointed Holkar that he decided to have peace treaty
with the English. The Treaty of Rajpur Ghat: Sir George Barlow was quite
willing to sign peace treaty with Holkar and thus a treaty was signed
between the two on January 7, 1806. By the terms of this treaty Holkar
agreed to renounce his claims to the territories north of river Chambal and
also in Poona and Bundelkhand. He also agreed not to employ American
and Europeans by him in his service without prior consent and approval of
the Company. He also accepted Company's demand to return to Malwa by
a particular route.

On their part the English agreed not to interfere in the territories of
Holkar lying South of river Chambal. They also agreed to return to him all
the territories north of Bundil hills and also Tonk and Rampur. All the
protection being given by the Company to the states north of river
Chambal and also from Jaipur will be withdrawn. In this connection it
may be mentioned that these states had considerably helped the English in
their wars against Bhonsle and Scindia. George Barlow and Treaty of
Suraj Arjan Gaon: As already said Lord Wellesley had signed treaty of
Suraj Arjan Gaon with Scindia, to the disadvantage of the latter. Sir
George Barlow agreed to revise this treaty as well. By this revised treaty
which was signed on November 22, 1805 the English gave Gohad back to
Scindia and also the fort of Gwalior. They also agreed not to claim any
territory of Scindia which laid south of river Chambal. Similarly Scindia
on his part agreed not to claim any territory north of this river. The
English agreed not to extend any protection to the Rajput states. The
action taken by George Barlow in signing treaty with Holkar has come
under much criticism. The propagators of expansionist and imperialist
policies opine that the policy of expansion being followed by Lord
Wellesley was wise and that George Barlow should have followed that.
This would have crushed the Marathas for ever and the Company's
supremacy in Deccan would have been established beyond all doubts.
They also believe that Bhonsle and Scindia had already been defeated, a
treaty with Peshwa had been signed and Holkar was desperate. Had
George Barlow followed active policy at this stage there would have been
no need for the Company to fight another Maratha war.

On the other hand the supporters of the policy of George Barlow
argue that he followed very wise policy. It was a time when the Company
was faced with serious financial crisis. It had no financial resources to
carry on its administration less to talk of continuing a war. Had aggressive
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policy been followed and war continued, the Company would have bowed
down under its own financial burden. The situation would have been really
alarming for the Company, had Bhonsle and Scindia joined hands and
decided to extend their support to Holkar.

They, therefore, feel that Barlow followed a very wise and practical
policy and got sufficient time to improve Company's fmancial resources
for fighting the Marathas at a time when there was no fmancial difficulty.

2.6.5 Fourth Anglo-Maratha War (1817-18)
The English had concluded treaty to end third Maratha war to find time
when they could financially improve their conditions and again face the
enemy. The Marathas on their part, however, did not utilise the
opportunity properly. They continued to fight with each other and instead
of uniting they got themselves subdivided. All efforts made by them to
come together failed. This was really a boon for the English who were
interested to see the Marathas divided and sub-divided so that they would
humble them down. Some of the main factions of the Marathas and their
position was as under :

Jaswant Rao Holkar died as an insane on October 20, 1811 and was
succeeded by his son Malhar Rao II. Efforts made by his wife Tulsi Bai to
manage the affairs of the state efficiently having failed, his territories were
absolutely mismanaged and the people were badly suffering. As regard
Daulat Rao Scindia his soldiers were not under his control because he had
failed to pay them their salaries, etc. Raghuji Bhonsle was being harassed
both by the Pandaras· and Pathans. Gaekwad of Baroda was in subsidiary
alliance with the East India

Company and in no mood to violate the treaty which he had signed
with the Company on April 21, 1805.

Peshwa Baji Rao was under the influence of one Trimbkaji Danglia.
In this way the Marathas were disunited and no single chief could take
courage to challenge the authority and the supremacy of the Company. But
the tragedy was that each one had signed one or the other treaty with the
English and accepted a subordinate position. They had common grudge
against the English namely that they were not being well treated but even
then did not come together to unitedly deal with a common enemy.
Whereas the Marathas were not coming together and in their best wisdom
had decided to remain disunited, the English were thinking of fmishing
them. Under Lord Hastings the Company decided to follow an aggressive
policy which aimed at fmishing the Marathas disunited as they were.
Peshwa Baji Rao had signed a treaty with the East India Company but he
was absolutely dissatisfied with the English. He was keen that the
Marathas Chiefs like Scindia, Bhonsle and Holkar should sign a treaty of
friendship and unitedly they may tarnish the English. He also started
negotiations with the Pathans and Pandaras with this end in view. Not only
this but he also took steps to improve his military strength.
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It was at this stage that the Peshwa demanded from Gaekwad, a
friendly faction of Marathas with East India Company, the territory of
Ahemdabad. The Gaekwad sent his Minister Gangadhar Shastri to
negotiate with the Peshwa and find a way out for the settlement of this
dispute. The Shastri was murdered at Poona and there was every reason to
believe that Peshwa's favourite Trimbaka Ji had a hand in this murder. At
that time Elphistone was British Resident at Poona with the Peshwa. He
was very anxiously watching the activities of Peshwa, who was drifting
towards the other side away from the English. He did not lose any time in
demanding the surrender of Trimbaka Ji. The Peshwa was very reluctant
to surrender him but finding that choice was between war and his favourite,
he decided to surrender him. He was imprisoned and sent to Thana fort,
from where he managed to escape after some time. The Resident opined
that in his escape the Peshwa has a hand. Upon this Governor General
Hastings demanded that the Peshwa should be forced to sign a new treaty
with the Company.

The Treaty of Poona

On June 13, 1817 Peshwa Baji Rao signed a fresh treaty with East India
Company. By this Peshwa promised to capture Trimbaka Ji and hand him
over to the English. Till he was arrested his family was to be kept as
hostage. He agreed not to claim himself as the head of all Maratha chiefs.
He also agreed not to negotiate with any other power except through
British Resident. Then it was also agreed by him to withdraw all his
claims over Gaekwad. He got himself satisfied by getting ` 4 lakhs
annually from him for the disputed territories. He agreed to cede some
more territories to the English. In this way power of the Peshwa was
sufficiently reduced and his position considerably came down. He ceased
to be the head of the Maratha chiefs.

In 1805 Gaekwad had signed treaty of Subsidiary alliance with the
East India Company and was keen to maintain that as well. The Governor
General wanted to still further reduce his position. He signed another
treaty with him by which he agreed to still more reduce the strength of his
army and thus his dependence on the Company still more increased. He
agreed to the increased strength of British forces at his cost by two
regiments of cavalry and one thousand artillery. He ceded some more
territories to the Company to meet extra cost.

As regards Bhonsle he was being harassed both by the Pandaras and
also the Pathans. He died on 22 March 1816. His son and immediate
successor Persoji was infirm and mentally distorted. His next successor
was his cousin Appa Sahib. Raghuji Bhonsle's widow however, wanted
that there should be a Regency to assist him in running administration and
Appa Sahib should be excluded from that. In other words she wanted that
Appa Sahib should be ousted from the position of authority. This was
obviously a point of annoyance for Appa Sahib. The Council was formed
at last and Appa Sahib was included in it. This should have blown the
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storm, but that did not happen. The English wanted to take advantage of
the situation. They forced Appa Sahib to sign a new treaty with them.

The Treaty of Nagpur

The treaty of Nagpur was signed between the English and the Appa Sahib.
By this Bhonsle agreed that the English would have a right to keep
subsidiary force of six battalions of infantry, a regiment of cavalry and a
company of artillery men at Nagpur. It was also agreed that for
maintaining this force the Company will be paid a sum of ` 7.5 Lakhs.
The British will look after all foreign affairs of the Bhonsle. In this way
the new ruler completely surrendered himself before the English. The
unity of the Marathas received a serious set back. Whereas the prestige of
the English increased that of the Bhonsle considerably went down. About
this treaty Malcom opined that, "It struck a serious blow at the power of
Maratha confederacy."

Daulat Rao Scindia, as already said, was faced with serious financial
problems of his own. The Governor General also wanted to take the fullest
advantage out of his financial difficulties as well and signed a treaty with
him. The Treaty of Gwalior: On November 15, 1817 Daulat Rao Scindia
signed a treaty with the Governor General. By this he agreed to extend all
his support to the English to suppress the Pandaras. He also agreed to have
no claims on the states on the left bank of river Chambal. These included
the States of Kotah, Bundi, Jodhpur and Udaipur.

Thus, having strengthened his position the Governor General felt
satisfied that fighting Maratha factions have been told their place and
position and the result of their folly of infighting. It was in these
circumstances that Peshwa Baji Rao who was sick of the English and
whose power had been considerably reduced, decided to attack English
Residency at Kirkee and completely burnt that. The English took
immediate steps to repulse the attack. Simultaneously Appa Sahib rose in
revolt against the English at Nagpur and Malhar Rao at Indore. But very
quickly the English defeated Appa Sahib at the Battle of Sitabaldi on
November 27, 1817. On December 21, Holkar was also defeated at
Mahipur. On January 6, 1818 Holkar agreed to sign a treaty with the
English.

The Treaty of Mandsor

The treaty of Mandsor was signed between Holkar and the East India
Company on January 6, 1818 by which the former surrendered all his
rights over the territories of Amir Khan Pathan. He also agreed not to have
any claim over Rajput states including Bundi, range of Satpura and all
states South of it. He also accepted subsidiary alliance system and agreed
to keep British forces in his territory at his cost. Not only this but he
agreed to have a British Resident in his court. All his foreign affairs
matters were to be decided by the Company in future. The treaty made
him absolutely dependent on the English. He was now to deal in all
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matters with the approval of the Company. In this way like Scindia and
Bhonsle, now Holkar was also humbled.

As regards Appa Sahib he was arrested but given back his throne but
after some time the English found that he was collaborating with Peshwa
Baji Rao. They could not tolerate this and arrested him. He was
imprisoned at Allahabad but somehow managed to escape from the
custody of the English and ran away to the hills. It was from there that
with the help of the Pandaras he began to harass the English. The latter
were, however, a success in besieging and arresting him at Asirgarh. Appa
Sahib, however, again managed to escape from the jail and went to Punjab.
Thereafter, he went to Jodhpur. Both, however, settled their affairs on the
same lines as the Peshwa and the Company. He was allowed to reside in
the British territories on a pension of rupees two lakhs. He died at Jodhpur
in 1840 AD. As regards Peshwa Baji Rao who had burnt British
Residency at Kirkee, was defeated soon thereafter and ran away to Satara.
The English forces which followed him defeated him at Koregaon in
January 1818 and within a short span of time on February 20, 1818 at
Ashti. The British then took over entire territory of Peshwa and forever
abolished Peshwaship. Peshwa Baji Rao was given a yearly pension of
rupees eight lakhs. His favourite Trimbaka Ji was imprisoned in the fort of
Chunar for the whole of his life.

2.6.6 Effects of Maratha Wars
Thus, the Maratha war came to an end. With it ended the great Maratha
power. There was now no powerful chief who could claim any sort of
independence in any way. All had now become absolutely dependent on
the English, who took away all their territories and made them live on
small pensions. They made them dependent by signing with them the
treaties of subsidiary alliances by which British forces were to be
maintained by them at their cost. They were forced to accept British
Residents in their courts and obey their commands and live under their
supervisory eyes. Their foreign affairs were taken over by him and they
lost the right of deciding the destiny of their people in the way they liked.
They were forced to accept a very subordinate position before the English.
They became so weak that none of them had the courage to challenge
British supremacy and over-lordship. Their defeat made the British
absolute supreme power in the South. It was now clear to all that it was
very difficult, if not impossible, to defeat the English in India. It has
rightly been said that by defeating Marathas the English not only subdued
the Indian armies but also Indian mind. While discussing the significance
of war. H.G. Rawilson has said that, "Thus the mighty Maratha Empire,
which had at one time dominated India, was at last brought to an end.”
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Check Your Progress

8. What was Anglo-Maratha relation?
9. What do you mean by the Treaty of Purandhar?
10. What was the Treaty of Deogaon?

2.7 ANGLO- MYSORE RELATIONS

In Mysore the Company had to fight four wars with Mysore. The First
Mysore War was fought between the Company and Hyder Ali between
1767-69, the second between Hyder Ali and the Company between
1780-84 when Warren Hastings was the Governor General; the third war
was between the Company and Tipu Sultan (1790-92) when Lord
Cornwallis was the Governor General of India and the last one between
Tipu Sultan and the Company in 1799 during the days of Governorship of
Lord Wellesley.

2.7.1 First Mysore War (1766-69)
Mysore was originally a part of the Hindu kingdom of Vijaynagar. It
became independent under a Hindu Raja of Wodeyar dynasty after the
disaster which befell the Vijaynagar empire in the battle of Talikota in
1565. In due course of time the state of Mysore state became quite
powerful in South India.

Hyder Ali

The state of Mysore had its own history. It was then being ruled by Hyder
Ali, who was born in the state at Budikot in 1721.

His father was in the service of
Hindu ruler of the State as Faujdar.
He was also jagirdar of Budikot.
After the death of his father in 1728,
Hyder Ali got a job in the army
under King Krishna Raj. At that
time his Minister Nand Raj was an
effective person and in fact defacto
head of the state. He rose to
prominence during Karnataka war.
Chance as it would have been he
could lay hand on a part of the
treasurer of Nasir lung, the Nizam

of Hyderabad. With the help of this money he recruited soldiers and gave
them good training. He also could capture few cannons during Mysore's
invasion of Trichnopoly. Gradually he began to rise both in prestige and
position. In 1755 he became Faujdar of Dindigul. Thereafter, he began to
make rapid strides towards his rise and in 1761 he became the de-facto
ruler of the state. He took full advantage of weaknesses and mutual

Hyder Ali
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conflicts of the Nizam, the Marathas and the East India Company with the
French Company and added several territories to Mysore and made several
neighbouring chiefs to accept his over lordship. In 1766 after the death of
his Hindu master he became the ruler of the state.

In 1761 Hyder Ali became de-facto ruler of the state and his rise
obviously was not tolerated either by Nizam or by the Marathas. In 1764
Peshwa Madhav Rao invaded and defeated him. In 1765 he signed a
treaty of peace with him by which he surrendered some territories to him.
He also agreed to pay him annually ` 28 lakhs as Chauth, though he did
not pay that for long. The Nizam however, felt that it will be wise for him
to join the English to deal with Hyder Ali. It was this league which
resulted in the outbreak of First Anglo-Mysore war.

Circumstances Leading First Mysore War (1766-1769)

The rise of Hyder Ali was becoming very powerful in Mysore and this
was intolerable not only for the English but also for Nizam and the
Marathas. The English feared that Hyder Ali had some evil designs in
Carnatic and as such the English, the Marathas and the Nizam entered into
an understanding to check the rising of Hyder Ali.

Course of Events

Nizam with the help of English forces attacked Hyder All, but not much
success could be achieved. Hyder Ali on his part alienated the Marathas
from the English and Hyderabad by paying them ` 35 Lakhs. Nizam also
came to terms with Hyder Ali. The English were defeated by the
combined forces of the Nizam and Hyder Ali near Trichnopoly. At
Trichnopoly combined forces of Colonel Smith and Colonel Wood again
faced the combined armies in December 1767 and planned to attack
Hyderabad. When Nizam came to know that Hyderabad was in danger, he
left Hyder Ali and signed treaty at Massaulipatnam with the English in
March 1768. By this he agreed that Hyder Ali was a usurper and not
legitimate ruler of Mysore. He also agreed that the English shall have the
right to collect Diwani of Mysore once Hyder Ali was defeated. He will
also help the English and also the Nawab of Karnataka in punishing Hyder
Ali. The Nizam also agreed to the terms of the previous treaty signed with
the English.

The effect of the treaty was that Hyder AIi now had to face the
English all alone. It was now clear to the former that the latter was bent
upon eliminating him, It was clear that the English wanted to collect the
Diwani of Mysore. But in spite of all this Hyder Ali did not feel
discouraged. He defeated the English forces which came from Bombay
and occupied Mangalore. In March 1769 he attacked Madras and reached
the vicinity of the city. This forced the Company to sign a treaty with
Hyder Ali, which was concluded on April 4, 1769.
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Results of First Anglo-Mysore

By this treaty both the parties agreed to return each other's
conquered territories and also the prisoners of war.
Both also agreed to help each other in case third party invaded
anyone of them.
Hyder Ali also agreed to hand over the district of Karur to the
Nawab of Karnataka.

Thus, the First Anglo-Mysore war came to an end. It was hoped that
both the parties would have friendly relations with each for at least for
some time but even that did not happen.

2.7.2 Second Mysore War (1780-84)

After the conclusion of First Mysore war it appeared that good relations
between Mysore and East India Company would continue and both shall
live in peace with each other but soon these hopes got shattered.

Circumstances of Second Mysore War (1780-84)

Certain circumstances had annoyed the Marathas, Nizam of Hyderabad
and Hyder Ali against the Britishers and thus brought them once again
together.

1. In so far as Hyder Ali was concerned in 1771 the Marathas
invaded him. Under the treaty it was obligatory for the English
Company to come to the help of Hyder Ali but that did not
happen. Hyder Ali had to face the Marathas single handed and
was defeated by them. This very much annoyed Hyder Ali but
still he tolerated that and did not disturb his friendly relations with
the Company. In addition, when the war against the Marathas was
going on, Bombay Government of East India did not provide him
necessary war material which very much annoyed him. The
English captured Guntur to the much disliking of Hyder Ali. In
addition he was also annoyed with the English because of their
capturing Mahe, which was under his possession. He was,
therefore, on the lookout of an opportunity when he could take
revenge of this defeat and violation of treaty.

2. The Nizarn was equally not happy with the English. Under the
treaty obligations the Company was to pay an annual amount of
` 7 lakhs to the Nizarn which, however, it did not pay. Then
another point of irritation with the Nizam was that the English had
taken away Guntur district from Basalat Jang, one of his relatives.
They also helped the Nawab of Karnataka in capturing Tanjore,
which Nizam did not like.

3. The Marathas were as well unhappy with the English because the
Company was unnecessarily interfering in their affairs.
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4. The result of these annoyances was that all the three combined
together to fight against the English Company and the strategy
developed was that there would be three prolonged attack on the
English. The Marathas would attack from Berar and Madhya
Pradesh, Nizarn from Northern Circars and Hyder Ali will launch
an attack on Madras and the neighbouring territories.

Course of Events

The war broke out in 1780 when Hyder Ali with a strong army of 83,000
soldiers and 100 cannons entered Kamataka and started looting. He also
defeated English armies under Col. Baillie and captured Arcot. It was at
this stage that the Company Governor General Lord Warren Hastings
acted diplomatically and tried to break confederacy which they felt was
real danger to their position of superiority in India. They gave Guntur back
to the Nizam of Hyderabad and thus satisfied him. His point of irritation
having been removed, he withdrew silently from the confederacy. They
could also successfully persuade the Marathas to withdraw their support
from Hyder Ali. This left Hyder Ali all alone. It was really unfortunate for
India that at this critical time both the Nizarn of Hyderabad and the
Marathas withdrew their support from Hyder Ali.

In spite of all this Hyder Ali continued war single handed. In 1781, he
was defeated at Porto Novo by the English armies under the Command of
Sir Eyre Coote. But Hyder Ali's son Tipu Sultan defeated the English at
Tanjore. Meantime Hyder Ali with French support could capture
Cuddalore and Trincomali which were under English possessions.
Thereafter Hyder Ali died on December 7, 1782.

The war continued by his able son and successor Tipu Sultan after the
death of his father. He defeated the English forces commanded by Brig.
Mathews which were advancing to capture Mangalore. But in 1783 in
Europe both Britain and France reached some understanding and the
French in India decided to withdraw their support from Tipu Sultan. This
very much weakened Sultan position. This also provided a good
opportunity to the English to capture both Coimbatore and Palghat. The
English forces then proceeded towards Srirangapatnam, the Capital city of
Mysore, but Governor of Madras decided to recall these due to financial
difficulties.

Now both the sides were in a mood to sign some treaty. The English
were faced with serious financial difficulties and Tipu Sultan was not only
feeling all alone but also got exhausted of fighting single handed. The two
therefore concluded a treaty namely Treaty of Mangalore.

The Treaty of Mangalore

The treaty was concluded on March 7, 1784 By this both the parties
agreed to return each other's conquered territories and also the prisoners of
war. The war thus, ended but at the time of conclusion of the treaty it was
clear that both the parties would soon have another contest for supremacy
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and that the present treaty was not permanent arrangement but only a
respite for gaining time to have another war. Thus, it was clear to both the
parties that it was only a temporary phase.

2.7.3 The Third Anglo-Mysore War (1790-92)
Second Anglo-Mysore war had come to an end because both the parties to
the war were keen to end it due to their own problems and limitations. But
it was amply clear that Tipu Sultan was keen to have his supremacy in

Deccan. He was also keen to take revenge
both from the Marathas and the Nizam of
Hyderabad for their leaving him in spite
of their forming a confederacy. As regards
the English in spite of financial difficulties
and decision of Board of Directors not to
wage wars, the Company wanted to
expand in the South and crush the rising
power of Tipu Sultan who was in league
with the French, the traditional rival and

enemy of the British East India Company. So the main question was that
of establishing supremacy in the South rather than anything else. Tipu
Sultan is stated to have sent his ambassadors to France and Turkey to seek
their help in his struggle against the Company. This was intolerable for
Lord Cornwall who decided to punish the Sultan at the earliest opportunity.

The opportunity came when Tipu Sultan captured Nargund and Kittur
which alarmed Lord Cornwallis who decided that the enemy should be
checked in the very begining itself. But before taking any step he wanted
to be sure that the cooperation of both the Marathas and the Nizam of
Hyderabad was not available to Tipu so that the three did not form any
confederacy to endanger British position in Deccan.

He first of all approached Nizam and demanded that Guntur be
returned to him though it was not in keeping with the then prevailing
policy of non-expansion of the Company. The Nizam agreed to it on the
condition that the Company will help him in getting back all his territories
from Tipu Sultan which had been conquered by his father Hyder Ali. The
Company willingly agreed to it and promised that as and when these
territories were conquered these would be handed over to the Nizam. Not
only this but the English also agreed that the armed forces of the Company
would be made available to Nizam on the sole condition that these shall
not be used against any friendly state of the Company. In other words the
forces will be used only for defensive and not for offensive purposes. He
also persuaded the Marathas not to help Tipu Sultan. He signed a treaty
with Marathas on June 1, 1790 and with Nizam on July 4, 1790 by which
both agreed to help the Company against Tipu Sultan.

Though the main burden of war fell on the English Company but
Cornwallis was ready to bear it. He was satisfied because at least both the
Nizam of Hyderabad and the Marathas will not side with Tipu Sultan and

Tipu Sultan
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that he will have to fight war single handed. The English felt that now
Tipu could be contained.

The Course of the War

After having made these arrangements Cornwallis now remained on the
look out of an opportunity when he could deal with Tipu Sultan. The
opportunity came when Tipu decided to invade the Raja of Travancore, a
friend of the Company and under its protection. The Raja was giving
protection to the enemies of the Tipu Sultan. In spite of the best efforts of
Sultan to deter the Raja of not doing so, he continued to give shelter to
these people. The Raja had also purchased two ports from the Dutch,
which Tipu felt were within his territories. Not only this, but he also built
protective wall around these ports, which Tipu felt crossed his boundaries.
Tipu wanted to settle these disputes very peacefully but when he found
that no reasonable solution was insight, he invaded Travancore. It was
sufficient an excuse for Cornwallis and he declared war on Tipu in
January, 1790. As per arrangement in the war Nizam of Hyderabad and
the Marathas did not take part and thus the English had to deal with Tipu
Sultan all alone. Had both the Indian forces sided with Tipu Sultan, the
course of the events would have altogether been different. British armies
under General Medow could not achieve much. In December 1790, Lord
Cornwallis took the command of the English armies in his own hands.

In March 1791 the English captured Bangalore but had to relax their
hold because food supplies, etc., could not be promptly maintained. They
also captured the forts of Bali Pur and Deolali. Efforts made by Tipu to
regain Bangalore absolutely failed. Tipu received a further set back when
at this critical time Nizam sent his forces to the help of the English.

Thereafter, British forces marched towards Srirangapatnam, the
capital of Mysore and successfully reached few miles away from it. Tipu,
however, put up a tough resistance and British forces ran short of war
material and food supplies. These were thinking of retreating when Tipu
learnt that Maratha forces have joined the English forces against him.
Thus, whereas the resources and the morale of the English forces went up
that of Tipu Sultan and his forces went down.

Tipu was now prepared to sign a peace treaty but Cornwallis was
agreeable to it only if the Sultan agreed to make both the Nizam as well as
the Marathas a party, for which the former was not ready. The war
continued till Tipu exhausted his ammunition. Compelled by the
circumstance Tipu agreed to sign a peace treaty with the English.

The Treaty of Srirangapatnam

The treaty of Srirangapatnam was concluded in March, 1792 which was
definitely to the great disadvantage of Tipu Sultan. He had to sign it under
compelling circumstances. By this treaty the Sultan agreed to surrender
half of his territories. These were distributed among the three winning
partners as under:
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The English got the territories of Baramahal, Salem, Dindigul
and Malabar.
The Marathas received territories extending from river Krishna
to Tungbhadra.
The Nizam got territories extending from river Krishna to Panna
including the forts of Cuddapah and Guji Kotah.

All the parties agreed that the English were the over-lord of Raja of
Coorg. All the prisoners of war who were in the custody of Mysore were
to be returned. The English were also to be paid war indemnity of ` three
crores and thirty lakhs; half of which was to be immediately paid whereas
the remaining half was to be cleared in easy instalments. In order to ensure
that the Sultan did not break the terms of the treaty and was honest to what
had been agreed, his two sons were to remain as hostages with the English.

Thus the Third Mysore war came to an end which greatly crippled the
strength of Tipu Sultan and weakened his position considerably. It
enhanced the prestige of the English and lowered that of the native Sultan.

2.7.4 The Fourth Anglo-Mysore War (1799)

During Third Anglo-Mysore war Tipu Sultan had been badly defeated. He
had to part with half of his territories and pay heavy war indemnity.

Circumstances leading to the Fourth Anglo-Mysore War

Tipu Sultan was feeling badly humiliated and keen to take revenge of his
defeat which he felt was only because the Nizarn and the Marathas had not
sided with him.

Steps taken by Tipu Sulatan

Tipu’s first obligation was to pay 50% of the unpaid war indemnity and
get his two sons released, who were taken as hostages, after the treaty. He
did so very quickly and got his children released. Thereafter, he started
preparations for confrontation with the Company. He repaired all the forts
which had been damaged during the last war for future defence of Mysore.
The capital city of Srirangapatnam was both repaired and strongly fortified.
He also increased the strength of his army and cavalry and wanted to well
train and equip that. He suppressed the revolt of all rebellious chiefs.

He also started negotiations not only with the French but also with
other foreign powers including Arabia, Turkey and Afganistan. He even
became a member of French Jacobin club. It is believed that some French
people arrived in the capital city of Srirangapatnam and planted tree of
liberty there. A small contingent of French soldiers arrived at Mangalore
as well. In order to keep his people satisfied the Sultan paid attention to
trade and agriculture and improved both, so that the people enjoyed
prosperity and wealth, remained satisfied and cooperated with him. n 1796
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De Jure Hindu Raja of Mysore died and Tipu instead of bringing his
minor son on the throne, declared himself as Sultan and in this way he
ended the Hindu dynasty.

Measures taken by Lord Wellesley

It was a time when Lord Wellesley was the Governor General of East
India Company in India. He was a great expansionist and imperialist. He
believed in the policy of expansion and thus quite keen that the power of
Tipu Sultan should be completely crushed. He wanted to end his
supremacy in the South. He felt that this was very essential to end French
influence in South India. Lord Wellesley had considered that the power of
Tipu Sultan could be crushed only when the cooperation of both Nizam of
Hyderabad and the Marathas was available. He, therefore, appealed both
to sign peace treaty with him.

In September, 1798 Lord Wellesley entered into a treaty of alliance
with Nizam of Hyderabad. The Marathas, however, did not respond. But
even then the Governor General assured the Marathas that the Peshwa
would get half the territory captured from Tipu. In this way the Company
won the friendship of Nizam and neutrality of the Marathas. The Sultan
was left alone, as in the previous war, to face the Company single handed.
He, however, had the cooperation of the French and an army which had
been trained by them.

The Course of War

The English decided to attack Mysore from two sides. One English army
commanded by General Harris and Arthur Wellesley marched from
Vellore and reached Mysore in March 1799. The other army commanded
by General Stuart attacked Mysore from the west. Tipu was defeated by
Stuart at Sedaseer whereas from Harris at Malvelly. He therefore, decided
to retreat to his capital city of Srirangapatnam but was besieged by the
English forces on April 7, 1799 AD. After some resistance he decided to
surrender and sued for peace. The English were prepared for peace treaty
on certain terms which were non-acceptable to the Sultan and he decided
to continue the war. On May 4, 1799 AD the English made a breach in the
fort of Srirangapatnam. Tipu Sultan died while defending the fort.

Results of the war

His son and successor surrendered before the English forces. He was taken
prisoner along with other members of the family and sent to Vellore.

The Hindu Raja of Mysore who had been denied his Gaddi by Tipu
Sultan was given back his Raj and one Purniya, who was with the
Company and puppet in its hands, was made his Regent.

The minor prince who now was brought on the Gaddi. He had to
sign a treaty of subsidiary alliance with the Company and thus
became dependent on it. He agreed to keep British forces in
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Mysore and also agreed to pay ` 21 lakhs per annum towards the
cost of maintaining these forces.
The other terms of the treaty were that the state of Mysore will in
future not engage any foreigners either in civil or army
employment. It shall also not directly negotiate with any foreign
power.
In case the state fails to properly manage its affairs, the British
shall have every right to interfere in state affairs. Thus, the
Company got right to interfere in the internal affairs of Mysore
state, thereby ending its independence.
The territories conquered by the Company were distributed
between the Nizam and the English because the Marathas were
offered some territories on certain conditions which were not
acceptable to them. The Nizam of Hyderabad was given the
territories of Gooti, Gurumkonda except its forts and the district
of Chittaldurg. These territories were already near the existing
territories of Hyderabad state. The English got Kannada, Bainad,
Coimbatore and Darapuram in the South West. In the east the
Company got Srirangapatnam and two other districts. All other
territories were given to the boy ruler of the state.

Thus, ended both the glory and independence of once glorious and
powerful Deccan state. The state now became completely dependent on
the English, after signing the treaty of subsidiary alliance. It was reduced
both in strength and area and thus no more a power to be reckoned with. In
its fall both the Nizam and Marathas significantly contributed. The Nizam
openly sided with the English, whereas the Marathas did not help a
challenger of British supremacy in India by remaining neutral. At the end,
they did not get even half of the promised conquered territories.

Check Your Progress

11. What was Anglo-Mysore relations?
12. What were the provisions of the treaty of Manglore?

2.8 LORDWELLESLEY AND SUBSIDIARY
ALLIANCE

Lord Wellesley came to India in 1798 and the English at that time were
only one of the strong powers in India. They were not the supreme power
in the country. The Nizam was independent and had employed French
officers to train his army after his defeat at the hands of the Marathas in
1793. Tipu Sultan was the greatest foe of the English. It is true that Lord
Cornwallis had defeated him in the Third Mysore War and had deprived
him of about half of his territory in addition to the payment of a huge War
indemnity. He was still a greatest foe of the English in the south and was
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making plans to oust them from India. He was in correspondence with the
French, the ruler of Arabia, and Zamman Shah of Kabul. The Marathas
were feeling that the English were a decaying power in India. They
controlled Maratha and the whole of Central India. Sindhiya's troops were
trained by French officers. The French influence was on the increase at the
native courts. Thus, the English were only one of the major powers of
India and had serious rivals.

Lord Wellesley's Policy Towards Indian States

Before discussing the subsidiary alliance of Wellesley, it is desirable to
classify the methods by which the English made acquisitions in India. The
British employed mainly three methods:

1. Annexation by conquest.
2. Annexation by means of taking over the entire administration of a

country leaving to the ruler only his titles and royal estate with a fixed
revenue. This was used whenever opportunity was available to the English.

Expansion through Diplomacy

The English in India, in order to expand the British Empire adopted
diplomatic methods as well like (a) The system of Subsidiary Alliance,
and (b) The Doctrine of Lapse. By both these methods of diplomacy the
British empire in India considerably expanded.

2.8.1 The System of Subsidiary Alliance

The system of Subsidiary Alliance though usually associated with the
name of Lord Wellesley, was actually revived by him by the addition of
some new clauses, but was existing to an extent in one form or the other
long years back. As already said the Britishers were quite keen to expand
in the north and many territories were added to the empire by conquest.
But in several cases the English took over entire administration of the
country in their own hands and left the ruler with his title and royal estate
only. Thus, whereas the ruler remained only nominal head of the state real
power and authority remained with the Britishers who used both finances
and territories in the way they liked. Then another diplomacy which they
used was that of subsidiary alliance. This proved very effective for
territorial expansion and increase of political influence in India.

Beginning of Subsidiary Alliance

Lord Wellesley was anxious to make the English the paramount power in
the Indian sub-continent. Therefore, he adopted the policy of Subsidiary
Alliance. But it cannot be said with certainty whether it was his original
idea. According to M.S. Ranade, this policy was first of all initiated by
Shivaji. He obtained Chauth and Sardesh Mukhi from the rules of South
India. It was just like the Subsidiary Alliance. Some writers have opined
that the Rakhi system (protection system) introduced by the Sikhs in the
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pre-Ranjit Singh Punjab was the Indian version of the Subsidiary System
of the British. It is also said that Wellesley did not originate it. It was first
devised by the French Governor Dupleix, He started the practice of
providing military help to native rulers in return for money. The English
also adopted this practice and from Clive to Wellesley every English
Governor General used it as a means to enhance the political influence of
the Company. The system passed through several stages of development.

First Stage of Subsidiary Alliance

In its first stage the Company gave troops to some friendly native rulers
and for that received some money. This was done by Lord Warren
Hastings when he lent his troops to the Nawab of Oudh for his war against
the RohilIas. In 1768 A.D. such a treaty was signed by the Nizam of
Hyderabad with the English.

Second Stage of Subsidiary Alliance

During the second stage the English agreed to maintain a fixed and
permanent military force to help a native prince. The prince on his part
agreed to pay to the English a fixed annual amount of money. The
Subsidiary force was not kept in the territory of the Company.

Third Stage of Subsidiary Alliance

During the third stage the English agreed to maintain a permanent and
fixed force to help the native prince. He paid money for training a fixed
number of soldiers under British Officers. The Company received some
fixed amount of money annually and kept the forces within the territory of
the native prince. In 1797 Sir John Shore made such a treaty with the
Nawab of Oudh. The Nawab agreed to pay a sum of ` 76 lakhs for
maintaining British forces in his territory.

Fourth Stage of Subsidiary Alliance

The fourth and last stage was when the English agreed to maintain a
permanent and fixed subsidiary force within the territory of the native
prince. The Company did not accept any money for maintaining these
forces but instead insisted on getting some territories. This meant regular
and fixed income for maintaining subsidiary forces. By this the Company
could take possession of certain strategic places and also permanently
reduce the strength of the native prince.

2.8.2 Main Provisions of Subsidiary Alliance
The native Indian Princes who accepted this treaty also
acknowledged the British supremacy. In the absence of this
provision, the treaty would have been meaningless.
Once the treaty was signed, the Indian Princes could not enter into
any kind of alliance with any other power without the prior
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permission of the English. Moreover, they could not appoint any
other European on any post in their States.
Every ruler who accepted this treaty had to keep an English army
in his territory for his own help. Though the army was of the
English, yet all its expenses were to be borne by the Indian rulers.
In case, that ruler could not pay for the maintenance of the army
in cash, he was to surrender a portion of his territory to the British
Company.
Besides keeping an army, the Indian Prince was also to receive an
English Resident in his Court. He had to consult him in both
internal and external administrative affair.
The Company in return took over the responsibility of protecting
the state from internal revolts and external attacks.
The Company assured the Indian rulers that they would never
interfere in their internal administration.

Under the Subsidiary system the English were greatly benefited by
the native rulers. Those rulers who accepted it became dependent and a
kind of salve to the British Government. In the long run they had to face a
number of hardships. In fact, the alliance not only brought their liberty and
freedom to an end but it also proved to be a curse for them.

2.8.3 Merits of Subsidiary Alliance
The Subsidiary Alliance had the following advantageous for the English
government.

The rule of the Company was established on the native rulers by
this alliance which freed the Company from any fear of invasion
by one or more native rulers.
It boosted the resources of the British government and enabled
her to establish her supremacy over the native rulers. The
Company used to provide security to those native rulers who
accepted the supremacy of the Company and paid money to her.
Such provisions were made that the British army could remain in
India at the cost of the native rulers.
The mutual differences among the native rulers who accepted this
treaty, ended automatically because the responsibility to solve
their problems was taken over by the Company. Thus, the
existence of the native rulers depended on the mercy of the
English.
This alliance system saved the Company's empire from external
invasions. The army of the Company began to encamp in the
native states. Hence, there remained no fear of the revolt of native
rulers.
This system did not offend any European power, for the English
agreed not to intervene in the internal affairs of the native rulers.
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The English also were benefited by the treaty in as much as no
war was fought on their land, which saved them from the
dangerous consequences thereof.
The subsidiary alliance put paid to the influence of the French
with the native rulers. They were not allowed to employ any
European except the English. It saved the native rulers from the
conspiracies of the French.
The native rulers failed to enter into any organisation against the
English which helped the latter in the extension of their empire.
The British residents began to live in the courts of the native
rulers. Consequently, the influence of the Company was
established on some internal affairs of the native rulers. It checked
the native rulers from doing anything against the will of the
English.
The maintenance of the subsidiary force was very expensive and
the native rulers were incapable of bearing the expenses, hence,
they were compelled by the English to surrender to them some
part of their territory in lieu of the expenses. Lord Wellesley has
said about it, "The system enabled the British government to
preserve the tranquillity of India by exercising a general control
over the restless spirit of ambition and violence which is the
characteristic of every Asiatic government."

These were the benefits derived from the Subsidiary Alliance, though
it was all in favour of the company and the English. This alliance also
enhanced the influence of the English in India to a some extent in India.

2.8.4 Demerits of the Subsidiary Alliance
Although, the English Company was much benefited by the
implementation of the subsidiary alliance but the Indian native rulers had
to face many difficulties as a result of this alliance. The demerits of the
Subsidiary Alliance are given below:

It hurt the independence of the native rulers. Gradually, they were
entrapped in bondage of slavery.
The paid servants of the native rulers who accepted this alliance,
were turned out from their employment. Being unemployed, they
resorted to theft and robbery. Some of the soldiers joined the
Pindaris and created troubles for the people.
The native rulers became lazy and inactive as the English took the
responsibility of their safety from internal revolts and external
invasions.
Although, the English residents appointed in the kingdoms of the
native rulers, had no right to intervene in their internal affairs, this
condition was never truly followed. It took away the self-
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confidence of the rulers and they became disinterested in
administration.
It ended the national feeling, responsibility towards the kingdom,
courage, and military organisation of the native rulers. Munro
writes in this context, "The security of the allied state was
purchased by the sacrifice of independence of national character
and of whatever renders people respectable."
It made the native rulers cruel and they began to harass their
people for the sake of more and more money, so that they could
please the English and save their empire.
The East India Company also annexed some parts of the
kingdoms of the native rulers on the charge of corruption and
maladministration which terrified the native rulers.
Gradually, as a result of this alliance, the native rulers became
completely dependent on the English and they began to consider
the English their all in all. They not only became the supporters of
the English but also created hindrances in the way of the national
freedom movement of India.
With the passage of time native rulers lost most of their fertile
land and important territory to the English. Thus, we see that
from the point of view of the Indians, this treaty proved to be very
harmful. Sooner or later, the native rulers became rubber stamps
of the English government.

2.8.5 The Subsidiary Alliance in Practice

The system of subsidiary alliance was very much put in use by the English.
In 1798 Nizam of Hyderabad accepted this to check the attacks of the
Marathas and Tipu Sultan. Such an alliance was signed in 1798 between
Lord Wellesley and the Nawab of Oudh and the former got from the latter
Rohilakhand for maintaining the cost of these forces. After the Fourth
Mysore War, the ruler of Mysore Krishna Rao accepted it. When Peshwa
Baji Rao II was defeated by HoIkar, he signed Treaty of Bassein with the
English. Under this Treaty he accepted subsidiary system. After Second
Maratha war Scindhia and Bhonsle accepted the system and the same was
also accepted by Gaekwad of Baroda and the rulers of several Rajput
states.

Thus, it is quite evident that the Subsidiary Alliance of Lord
Wellesley was a great diplomatic success and he trapped almost all the
powerful native rulers in this web but they realised their mistake too late
to mend things. The system of subsidiary alliance as introduced by Lord
Wellesley proved very advantageous to the Company. It increased its
financial resources and also its territories. Moreover, the Company with
the passage of time annexed all the territories which it got by way of
alliance. On the other hand, it proved to be of great disadvantage to Indian
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princes who became dependents on the Company, on the one hand and
lethargic and corrupt on the other. They completely neglected
administration and could not take any welfare activity for their people.
Arthur Wellesley has rightly remarked, “Our policy and our aim have
rendered all the powers of India to the state of Sifars.”

Check Your Progress

13. Who was Lord Wellseley?
14. What was Subsidiary Alliance?

2.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The colonial administration started in India with the British
victory in the battle of Plassey. India remained as a colony under
the British for nearly 200 years.

2. Warren Hastings was the governor of Bengal from 1772 to 1774
and the Governor General of the British territories in India from
1774 to 1784. He was an efficient and a capable person.

3. Unlike Warren Hastings Lord Cornwallis belonged to a high
respectable family of England. Before his appointment as
Governor General of Bengal, he had acted as the Commander-in-
Chief of the British armies in North America in the American
War of Independence.

4. The regulating Act of 1773 was passed by the British Parliament
to control the territories of the East India Company majorly in
Bengal. This act was passed due to the misgovernment by the
British East India government that introduced a situation of
bankruptcy and the government had to interfere with the affairs of
the Company.

5. Warren Hastings was the governor of Bengal from 1772 to 1774
when the Regulating Act of 1773 was passed.

6. The Regulating Act was in operation for eleven years till it was
superseded by the Pitt's Act of 1784. Pitt came into power and in
January 1784 he moved for leave to bring in his India Bill and
leave was granted; even the second reading was taken but the Bill,
was not destined to be put on the statute book, for the new
Ministry had to resign. Pitt's new Parliament met In May 1784.
Following the lines laid down in his Bill of January, the new Bill
was finally earned In the House of Commons in July, and in the
House of Lords in August 1784.

7. The Act of 1784 introduced changes mainly in the Company's
Home Government in London. It greatly extended the control of
the State over the company's affairs.
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8. The British were quite keen to expand in South and West part of
India. At that time Mysore, Hyderabad and Marathas were very
powerful in this part of the country and determined to check
expansionist policy of the Company. The conquest of Bengal and
the victory of the English in the battle of Plassey and Buxar
created much enthusiasm among the English for further expansion
of British Empire in India. Now they desired to conquer Mysore
in the South and Maharashtra in the west.

9. This treaty was signed between the East India Company and the
Marathas on March 1, 1776.

10. This treaty was signed between Bhonsle and East India Company.
By it Bhonsle agreed to cede territories of Balasore, Cuttack and
west of river Wardha to the English. He also agreed to have a
British Resident at his court.

11. In Mysore the Company had to fight four wars with Mysore. The
First Mysore War was fought between the Company and Hyder
Ali between 1767-69, the second between Hyder Ali and the
Company between 1780-84 when Warren Hastings was the
Governor General; the third war was between the Company and
Tipu Sultan (1790-92) when Lord Cornwallis was the Governor
General of India and the last one between Tipu Sultan and the
Company in 1799.

12. The treaty was concluded on March 7, 1784. By this both the
parties agreed to return each other's conquered territories and also
the prisoners of war. The war thus, ended but at the time of
conclusion of the treaty it was clear that both the parties would
soon have another contest for supremacy and that the present
treaty was not permanent arrangement but only a respite for
gaining time to have another war.

13. Lord Wellesley came to India as the Governor General in 1798.
Lord Wellesley was anxious to make the English the paramount
power in the Indian sub-continent. Therefore, he adopted the
policy of Subsidiary Alliance.

14. The system of Subsidiary Alliance though usually associated with
the name of Lord Wellesley, was actually revived by him by the
addition of some new clauses, but was existing to an extent in one
form or the other long years back. Lord Wellesley was anxious to
make the English the paramount power in the Indian sub-
continent. So, he adopted the policy of Subsidiary Alliance.
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2.10 SUMMARY

The colonial administration started in India with the British
victory in the battle of Plassey.
India remained as a colony under the British for nearly 200 years.
Out of this for about 100 years India remained under the
domination of East India Company.
Warren Hastings came to India in 1772. Warren Hastings was the
governor of Bengal from 1772 to 1774 and the Governor General
of the British territories in India from 1774 to 1784. He was an
efficient and a capable person.
The most urgent task before him was of setting the administrative
system in order. He introduced reforms in various spheres of
administration.
Unlike Warren Hastings Lord Cornwallis belonged to a high
respectable family of England.
Before his appointment as Governor General of Bengal, he had
acted as the Commander-in-Chief of the British armies in North
America in the American War of Independence.
The regulating Act of 1773 was passed by the British Parliament
to control the territories of the East India Company majorly in
Bengal.
This act was passed due to the misgovernment by the British East
India government that introduced a situation of bankruptcy and
the government had to interfere with the affairs of the Company.
The Regulating Act was in operation for eleven years till it was
superseded by the Pitt's Act of 1784. Warren Hastings was the
only Governor General who had to administer India under it.
The British were quite keen to expand in South and West part of
India. At that time Mysore, Hyderabad and Marathas were very
powerful in this part of the country and determined to check
expansionist policy of the Company.
The conquest of Bengal and the victory of the English in the
battle of Plassey and Buxar created much enthusiasm among the
English for further expansion of British Empire in India.
Now they desired to conquer Mysore in the South and
Maharashtra in the west.
In Mysore the Company had to fight four wars with Mysore.
The First Mysore War was fought between the Company and
Hyder Ali between 1767-69, the second between Hyder Ali and
the Company between 1780-84 when Warren Hastings was the
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Governor General; the third war was between the Company and
Tipu Sultan (1790-92) when Lord Cornwallis was the Governor
General of India and the last one between Tipu Sultan and the
Company in 1799.
The system of Subsidiary Alliance though usually associated with
the name of Lord Wellesley, was actually revived by him by the
addition of some new clauses, but was existing to an extent in one
form or the other long years back.

2.11 KEY TERMS

Administrative Reforms: Warren Hastings abolished the system
of dual administration which was the root cause of confusion and
his disorder that prevailed in the whole of Bengal.
Judicial Reforms: Abolishing the judicial functions of the
zamindars, Warren Hastings set up a civil and criminal courts in
each districts.
Permanent Settlement: Cornwallis was specially charged with
the duty of finding out a satisfactory solution of the land revenue
problem in the form of Permanent Settlement.
Regulating Act: The regulating Act of 1773 was passed by the
British Parliament to control the territories of the East India
Company majorly in Bengal.
Pits India Act: The Regulating Act was in operation for eleven
years till it was superseded by the Pitt's Act of 1784.
Treaty of Bassein: The Treaty was signed between East India
Company and Peshwa Baji Rao.
The regulating Act: The regulating Act of 1773 was passed by
the British Parliament to control the territories of the East India
Company majorly in Bengal. This act was passed due to the
misgovernment by the British East India government that
introduced a situation of bankruptcy and the government had to
interfere with the affairs of the Company.

2.12 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What is colonial administration?
2. What were the civil reforms of Clive?
3. Who was Warren Hastings?
4. What were the financial reforms of Warren Hastings?
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5. What were the commercial reforms of Warren Hastings?
6. What were the revenue reforms of Warren Hastings?
7. Who was Lord Cornwallis?
8. What were the judicial reforms of Cornwallis?
9. What were the reforms of Cornwallis?
10. What was the Regulating Act?
11. What was the Pit’s India Act?
12. Write a short note on First Anglo-Maratha war.
13. Give a short note on the Anglo-Mysore war.
14. Who was Wellesely?
15. What was subsidiary Alliance?

Long Answer Questions

1. Give an account on the growth of colonial administration.
2. Discuss the reforms of Warren Hastings.
3. Highlight the reforms of the Lord Cornwalis.
4. Give an account on the Regulating Act of 1773 A.D.
5. Make an analysis on the Pit’s India Act.
6. Write an essay on the Anglo-Maratha relations.
7. Give an account on the Anglo-Mysore relation
8. Write a Subsidiary Alliance?
9. What were the provision of the Anglo-Mysore war?
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Structure
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3.1 Objectives
3.2 Maharaja Ranjit Singh and Anglo-Sikh Relations

3.2.1 Early Life of Maharaja Ranjit Singh
3.2.2 Achievements of Ranjit Singh
3.2.3 Relations with the British
3.2.4 Nature of his Government
3.2.5 Anglo-Sikhs Relation
3.2.6 First Anglo-Sikh War (1845-46)
3.2.7 Second Anglo-Sikh war (1848-1849)
3.2.8 Results of War

3.3 Lord Hastings and British Paramountcy
3.3.1 The Nepal War-Causes
3.3.2 The suppression of Pindaries
3.3.3 Policy towards the Marathas
3.3.4 Policy towards the Rajput States
3.3.5 British Paramountcy

3.3.5.1 Suppression of Revolt in Orissa and Bareilly
3.3.6 Reforms of Lord Hastings

3.3.6.1 Judicial Reforms of Lord Hastings
3.3.6.2 Revenue Reforms of Lord Hastings
3.3.6.3 Development of Education
3.3.6.4 Liberty of Press
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3.4 Downfall of the Marathas
3.4.1 The Causes of the Downfall of the Marathas

3.5 Anglo-Burmese Relations
3.5.1 Causes of the Burma Policy
3.5.2 The First Burmese War
3.5.3 The Second Burmese War
3.5.4 The Third Burmese war
3.5.5 Events of War
3.5.6 Results of War

3.6 Anglo-Afghan Relations
3.6.1 The First Afghan War
3.6.2 Afghan Policy of Lord Lawrence
3.6.3 Lord Mayo’s Policy towards Afghanistan
3.6.4 Afghan Policy of Lord Northbrook
3.6.5 The Afghan Policy of Lord Lytton
3.6.6 Second Afghan War
3.6.7 Lord Ripon's Afghan Policy
3.6.8 Afghan Policy of Lord Curzon
3.6.9 Third Afghan War

3.7 Lord Dalhousie and Doctrine of Lapse
3.7.1 Application of the Doctrine of Lapse
3.7.2 His Administration and Reforms
3.7.3 His Administration
3.7.4 Other Reforms of Lord Dalhousie
3.7.5 Railways, Postal and Telegraph
3.7.6 Establishment of the Public Works Department

3.8 Revolt of 1857 : Nature and Significance
3.8.1 Causes of the Revolt
3.8.2 Nature of the Revolt
3.8.3 Outbreak of Revolt
3.8.4 Suppression of the Revolt
3.8.5 Results of the Revolt

3.9 Role of Women in the Freedom – Laxmi Bai, Awanti Bai, Jhalkar Bai
3.9.1 Rani Laxmibai
3.9.2 Awantibai
3.9.3 Jhalkar Bai

3.10 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’
3.11 Summary
3.12 Key Terms
3.13 Self-Assessment Questions and Exercises
3.14 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The Sikhs certainly became weak after the death of their leader Banda but
did not lose their military spirit. They frequently troubled Ahmad Shah
during his invasions on India. Ahmad Shah Abdali did not come to India
after 1767. The Sikhs utilized that opportunity in their favour and, except
Lahore, they gradually occupied all territory extending from Saharanpur in
the East to Attock on the West and from Jammu in the north to the Kangra
in the South. However, they were divided into twelve “misls" Each misl
had his own chief. They usually engaged themselves in fighting against
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each other. The credit of organizing these misls into one strong state goes
to Ranjit Singh.

3.1 OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit the learners would be able to:
know Maharaja Ranjit Singh and Anglo-Sikh Relations
trace in brief about Lord Hastings and British Paramountcy
understand the downfall of Marathas
study the Anglo-Burmese Relations
describe the Anglo-Afghan Relations
examine Lord Dalhousie and the Doctrine of Lapse, his
Administration and Reforms
discuss about First freedom Movement of 1857-causes, Nature
and results
understand the role of women in the freedom – Laxmi bai, Awanti
bai, Jhalkar bai

3.2 MAHARAJA RANJIT SINGH AND ANGLO-
SIKH RELATIONS

Ranjit Singh was a great ruler of his time. He occupies a high place in
Indian history. He ruled on the principles of secular State and established a
fair and liberal civil administration. As a ruler-Ranjit Singh was a good
administrator. Though he was an absolute monarch and believed in
centralization of administrative powers, but he never ignored the welfare
of the people. He used to consult his minister who belonged to all the
religions. He administered both the civil and military wings to the entire
satisfaction of his subjects. Above all, he gave to the people of Punjab the
blessings of peace, the like of which they had not seen in the past one
hundred years. Though Maharaja Ranjit Singh was illiterate, like Akbar,
yet he did much for the spread of learning. He was a great patron of
learning and encouraged education. He patronized scholars, Zafarnama,
Fatehnama, Guru Khalsaji etc. were written at his instance. He used to
give great honour to scholars and men of literature. Historians like Munshi
Mohan Lal, Shah Muhammad, Ganeshdas, Diwan Amar Nath etc. were
famous scholars of his court. Ranjit Singh was a great brave, courageous
fearless, an able soldier and commander. He is called rightly the 'Lion of
Punjab'.

3.2.1 Early Life of Maharaja Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh was born at Gujranwala on 2 November, 1780, in the house
of Mohan Singh the leader of the Sukal Chakiya Misl which controlled the
territory between the Ravi and the Chenab. His father died when Ranjit
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Singh was a mere boy of 12. His military career started at the age of 16.
Within a few years he made himself strong by annexing the neighbour
territories. Ranjit Singh was a man of ambition and stamina and the
political situation at that time was, eminently suited for his rise. His aim
was to bring all the Sikhs into a compact body under his own command.
He wanted to establish on independent Sikh national kingdom under his
own banner. Luckily, for Ranjit Singh, the important misls were in a state
of disintegration towards the close of the 18th century. The struggle for
power politics also engulfed Afghanistan in a civil war from which the
country did not recover for three decades. Ranjit Singh fully exploited the
political situation to his advantage and by following a ruthless policy of
blood and iron carved out for himself a kingdom in the central Punjab.

3.2.2 Achievements of Ranjit Singh
Conquest of Sikh Misls

In 1799 he captured Lahore from Bhangi Sardars with the
permission of Zaman Shah of Kabul.
Gulab Singh Bhangi, Sahib Singh Bhangi, Jodh Singh of
Wazirabad, Jassa Singh Ramgarhia and Nizam-ud-din of Kasur
formed a confederacy against Ranjit Singh. Gulab Singh died.
Ranjit Singh defeated them in the battle of Bhasin in 1800.
Akalgarh and Gujrat were captured in 1803 and 1809 respectively.
In 1805 Amritsar was captured from the Bhangis.
Dallewalia Misl was annexed in 1807 after the death of Tara
Singh Gheba.
Karor Singhia Misl annexed in 1810.
The territories Faizalpuria Misl annexed in 1811.

Expeditions of Maiwa

Taking advantage of a quarrel among the chiefs of Phulkian Misl,
Ranjit Singh led his army into Malwa in 1806. Ludhiana, Raikot
and Jagraon were occupied.
Taking advantage of a quarrel between Sahib Singh of Patiala and
his queen Aus Kaur, Ranjit Singh led his second expedition in
1807. He forced the chief of Ambala. Kaithal, Kalsia, etc. to pay
tribute. He also occupied Wadni, Zira and Kot Kapura.
The Malwa Chiefs requested the English to give protection. The
English started negotiation with Ranjit Singh and ultimately the
treaty of Amritsar was signed in 1809. The Sutlej became the
boundary line between the Company's territories and the kingdom
of Ranjit Singh.
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Conquest of Kasur, Jhang and Kangra

Ranjit Singh had forced Nizam-ud-Din of Kasur to submit. His
successor Qutub-ud-Din tried to recover independence and made
a secret treaty with Nawab Muzaffar Khan of Multan. Ranjit
Singh annexed Kasur in 1807.
Ahmad Khan of Jhang and Chiniot was defeated and his
territories were annexed in 1807.
The Gurkhas besieged Kangra. Its ruler got help from Ranjit
Singh by offering the fort of Kangra in 1809. The rest of his
territory was annexed in 1829.

Conquest of Multan

The first expedition was sent in 1802 and the Nawab was forced to pay
tribute. The second expedition was sent in 1805 but Ranjit Singh had to
come back because Holkar pursued by General lake had come to the
Punjab. The third expedition was sent in 1807 and the Nawab was forced
to pay tribute. Fourth expedition was sent in 1810. The Nawab agreed to
pay tribute and to supply troops. Fifth expedition was sent in 1818 and
Multan was captured. Sixth expedition was sent in 1818 and Multan was
captured.

Conquest of Attack, Kashimir and Derajat

Fateh Khan, the Wazir of Kabul, and the Sikhs made a joint attack on
Kashmir in 1813. Fateh Khan left Sikh forces behind and himself captured
Kashmir. Ranjit Singh captured Attock. Fateh Khan left his brother, Azam
Khan, in Kashmir and tried to recover Attock, but was defeated in the
battle of Hazro in 1813. Ranjit Singh sent an army against Kashmir in
1814 but it was defeated by Azam Khan. The Sikhs defeated Jabbar Khan,
the new Afghan governor of Kashmir, in 1819 and annexed it. In 1920,
Ranjit Singh conquered Dera Ghazi Khan, and in 1828 Haji Ahmed Khan
of Mankera was defeated by which the conquest of Derajat was completed.
Ladakh was conquered in 1836.

Conquest of Peshawar

Taking advantage of internal trouble in Afganistan, Ranjit Singh captured
Peshawar in 1818 and gave it to Jahan Dad Khan. Soon it was recovered
by the former Afghan governors, Yar Mohammad and Dost Mohammad.
Sikh army was sent and they submitted. In 1822 Afghans sent forces to
recover Peshawar but were defeated in the battle of Nowshahra in 1823. In
1827 a fanatic named Sayeed Ahmed revolted. The revolt was put down in
1831. Peshawar was given to Sultan Mohammed. In 1834 Peshawar was
annexed. In 1835 Dost Mohammad, ruler of Afghanistan, tried to recover
Peshawar but failed to take it back. In 1837 The Afghan tried to capture
Jamraud and Peshawar but were defeated in the battle of Jamraud.
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3.2.3 Relations with the British
It was very difficult for the British and Ranjit Singh to flourish side by
side in the country, especially when the British were determined to
establish their supremacy in India. But their engagement in Europe in the
French Revolution (1793-1815) made it possible for the two powers to
live in peace and to make progress side by side. The idea of a French
attack on India always haunted the English especially when their struggle
with France had started in 1793. The English were afraid of Zaman Shah,
the ruler of Afghanistan, and apprehended his attack on India in coalition
with Napoleon. So, in 1800, they sent a British representative to Ranjit
Singh. As a result of this mission it was agreed than in case of any foreign
attack both the sides would act united.

Treaty of Lahore

In 1805, the Maratha chief Holkar, after his defeat from the British,
reached Punjab to seek Ranjit Singh's help. But fully knowing the might of
English, he very cleverly evaded the Maratha chief. At this, the English
were much pleased and they concluded a treaty with Ranjit Singh.
According to Treaty of Lahore (1806) both sides agreed not to give shelter
to each other's enemies and also not to interfere in each other’s affairs.

The Treaty of Amritsar

The following were the terms of the treaty
Ranjit Singh became the boundary between the territories of the
English and Ranjit Singh.
Ranjit Singh promised not to invade areas south of Sutlez.
Both the parties agreed to remain friendly with each other.
Both the parties agreed not to interfere in the internal affairs of
others.
The two parties also agreed to help each other in case of danger
from any third party.

The last decade of his career was pathetic in nature, helpless and
motionless. He feared to expose the kingdom he had created to the risk of
war and choice instead the policy of yielding. After his death, when his
kingdom was term by an intense internal struggle for power, the English
moved in and conquered it."

3.2.4 Nature of his Government
Central Administration

Maharaja Ranjit Singh believed in centralized administration. All the
military or civil powers vested in him. But he did not believe in one-man-
rule used to consult his ministers who belonged to all the religious. He
wanted welfare of all the people. To give a clean administration he had
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divided the whole administration into different departments which were
being looked after by different ministers.

Provincial Administration

Ranjit Singh divided his empire into four subas (provinces) for the
convenience of administration. These four subas were Lahore, Peshawar,
Multan and Kashmir. The head of the suba was known as Nizam,
provinces were divided into many districts. The head of the districts was
known as Kaadar. He was responsible for law and order in the district.

Village Administration

The village was the smallest unit in Ranjit Singh's administration. Gram
Panchayats were responsible for the village administration. These
Panchayats arranged for all the works of the village Gram Panchayats also
worked for justice.

Revenue System

The main source of income of the state in Ranjit Singh's period was land-
revenue. Peasants gave 1/3rd to 2/5th part of their crops as land tax. The
head of the district, Kaadar, was responsible for collecting the tax from the
peasants and for depositing the amount in Government treasury. He was
helped by Mukaddam, Patwari and Kanungo in this work. Each of them
was a servant of the state who used to get salary in cash. These officials
did not exploit the peasants. Peasants were given financial aid by the state
at the time of natural calamities. Custom duty, Fines, Estate duty etc. were
the other sources of income of the state other than the land-revenue.

Law and Judicial System

Laws were not strict. Generally, fines were paid by the wrong-doers. But
if any person made a mistake again and again, then an organ of body was
cut. Death penalty was not given. Laws were not written. King himself
was the supreme judge. He had all the judicial rights. The last appeal was
sent to his court of all the important cases. Gram Panchayats in villages,
Kaadars in districts, Nazim in the provinces and king in the centre used to
do justice. There was one Supreme Court in Lahore. Appeals against
Nazims and Kaadars could be made in this court. In the case of justice,
Maharaja Ranjit Singh never made difference on any base.

Military System

Maharaja Ranjit Singh built up a powerful, disciplined and well-equipped
army along European lines with the help of European instructors. His new
army was not confined to the Sikhs. He also recruited Gurkhas, Biharis,
Oriyas, Pathans, Dogras and Panjabi Muslims. He set up modern
Boundaries to manufacture cannon at Lahore and employed Muslim
gunners to handle them. It is said that he possessed the second best army
in Asia, the first being the army of the English East India Company.
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Religious Policy of Ranjit Singh

Ranjit Singh had great capacity for choosing his ministers and officials.
His court was studded with outstanding men. He was to learnt and liberal
in religious matters. In fact, as a state under Ranjit Singh was similar to
the structure of the other Indian states of the 18th century.

3.2.5 Anglo-Sikhs Relation
The death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh in June 1839 was followed by
political instability and rapid changes of government in the Punjab.
Ultimately, power fell into the hands of the brave and patriotic but utterly
indiscipline army. The kingdom established by Ranjit Singh met its doom
within ten years after his death. The British occupied it after winning two
successive wars-the first and second Anglo Sikh War.

3.2.6 First Anglo-Sikh War (1845-46)
Causes of the First Anglo-Sikh War

There following causes were responsible for the outbreak of the First
Anglo-Sikh War.

British Policy towards Punjab

The English had been trying to encircle the Sikh kingdom from Sindh and
Punjab rites. They had forced the Sikhs to withdraw their forces from
Shikardur. The Amirs of the Sindh were forced to have a British Resident
at Hyderabad (Sindh) in 1838. Thus a barrier had been created against
Sikh expansion in Sindh. They occupied Ferozpur in 1835 and a
cantonment was established there in 1838. The Sikhs felt that the policy of
encirclement was being foiled by the English with the ultimate idea of
capturing Punjab.

The Sikh Army

The Khalsa army was now (after 1839) all in all and it had become a great
problem for the Lahore Darbar to keep it under discipline. Nobody's life
was safe so long as the army was all powerful. The army constituted its
own Panchayat which decided the affairs of the state. But the Sikh army
failed to do any good to the state.

Fall in the prestige of the British

The first Afghan War between the English and the Afghans lasted from
1839 to 1842. The English had suffered a defeat in this War. The English
wished to remove this blot on their fair name by securing a great victory
somewhere else. Such a place could have been Punjab alone where
discipline and disorder had already spread and about which the English
had already gathered sufficient geographical knowledge when on their
return from the First Afghan War their troops had passed through it.
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Activities of the British

The English were no silent spectators of these affairs in Punjab. They
prepared themselves to take advantage of the internal weakness of the
Sikh state. They began to mobilize their troops in very large number
around Sutlej river. It is said that whereas in 1836, the number of troops
stationed on the boundary line of Sutlej was 2500 soldiers it had gone up
to 14,000 in 1840. They began to prepare boats at Bombay which could be
used for military pontoon bridges across the Sutlej. The Sikhs resented
these military preparations of the British.

Defeat of the British in First Afghan War

As soon as Ranjit Singh had died in 1839, confusion and anarchy spread in
the Punjab. The British failure against the Afghans whom the Khalsa had
defeated several times, gave an undue encouragement to the latter, and
they were more anxious for a clash with the British than anybody else.

Annexation of Sindh by the British

The British had annexed Sindh in 1843. The Sikhs began to fear that their
next target would be Punjab itself. Even strategic considerations would
induce them to attempt its conquest, because Sindh could not be
effectively controlled without the occupation of the Punjab.

Attempts of Broad Foot

Major Broad foot was deputed to Punjab as the Political Agent of the
English. He did his best to divide the Sikh nobles and also to create those
conditions which might induce the Sikhs to declare war against the
English. There is no doubt that the Broad foot had instigated Tej Singh
and Gulab Singh to cross the river Sutlej with the Sikh army which
resulted in the war. The British thus, used every means to instigate the
Sikhs to declare war. They finally succeeded in their attempts.

Rani Zindan and Lahore Durbar

Rani Zindan, the mother of Maharaja Dalip Singh, too was much
responsible for the first war between the English and the Sikhs. Like other
members of the Lahore Durbar she too was afraid of the Sikh army. She,
therefore, for the safety of her person, wished to keep the Sikh army
engaged in a war against the English. The Sikh Sardars of Lahore Durbar
also incited it against the English. They thought that the victory of Khalsa
army would mean expansion of territory and its attention would be
diverted from politics. In case of defeat, its strength would be reduced and
it would became less dangerous The Khalsa army, encouraged by Lahore
Durbar, crossed the river Sutlej near Kasur. There upon Lord Hardings
declared war.

Events of the War

The first battle between the Sikhs and the English as fought at Mudki on
December 18, 1845. The Sikhs were defeated. The English again won the
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battle at Ferozepur on December 21. The Sikhs, under Ranjit Singh
Majithia, however, defeated the English at Buddwal on January 21, 1846.
But, the Sikhs were again defeated at Aliwal on January 26. The decisive
battle was fought at Sobram on February 10, 1846 and the Sikhs were
routed. The English then crossed the Sutlez on February 13, and captured
the capital of Lahore on February, 20.

Consequences of the War

As the Sikhs were absolutely beaten so many people advised Lord
Hardings to annex the Empire, but he did not accept this counsel
of the people due to several reasons. One reason against the
annexation of Punjab to the British Empire was that a Hindu state
could prove to be a good buffer state between Afghanistan and
British India.
More army was needed to control Punjab but at yet the British
army was deficient.
The Punjab was not yet so advantageous from the economic point
of view. The British still could not gather the courage to annex the
Punjab, because they knew that in that case even those of the
Punjab traits who had been helping, would turn against them, and
in such a circumstance nobody knew that what the consequences
would be.

Treaty of Lahore

The war came to an end by the Treaty of Lahore which was signed on 9th
March, 1846. The terms were:

According to this treaty the Sikhs paid one crore as war indemnity,
but the Sikhs had only 50 thousand with them. Hence they
surrendered the territory between the Punjab and Kashmir and the
Beas and the Sindh in place of the rest of money. It was handed
over to Gulab Singh, though it was declared that he had purchased
the land. Lal Singh was appointed Prime Minister and Rani Jindan,
Regent of Dalip Singh.
The Maharaja renounced all claims to the Sikh territories or the
left bank of the River Sutlej.
A limit was placed on Khalsa army. It was not to exceed 22,000
infantry and 12,000 cavalry. The Sikhs had to surrender all the
guns used by against the English.
A British force was to remain at Lahore till the end of the year.
Henry Lawrence was appointed Resident at Lahore.
The Lahore government was not to employ any European without
the consent ofthe English.
A British force was to remain at Lahore till the end of the year.
Henry Lawrence was appointed Resident at Lahore.
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The Governor General gave assurance that he would not interfere
in the internal affairs of the Lahore Durbar.

Second Treaty of Lahore

The Terms of the Treaty were:
The British force was to continue at Lahore till 4th September,
1884 when Maharaja Dalip Singh would attain 16 years of age
and till that time the Durbar would pay ` 22 lakhs a year to meet
the British expenses.
Till Dalip Singh became a major, the British Resident, helped by
a council of Regency consisting of sardars, in which the Resident
could make any change or appoint a new man would govern the
Punjab.
Besides Lahore, the British force could be put in any Sikhs
fortress, the occupation of which, in their opinion, was necessary
for the protection of the Maharaja's interests. The Second treaty of
Lahore or treaty of Bhairowal was a great improvement on that of
Lahore in this respect.

3.2.7 Second Anglo-Sikh war (1848-1849)

The war was fought in the time of Lord Dalhousie. The causes of the War
were as follows:

Reaction of the People

The reaction of the general mass of the people towards the new set up
under the British was hardly encouraging. The Sikhs felt that their position
as the ruling community was undermined. Many of the more well-to-do
Sikhs lived on rent free lands, and it made no difference to them whether
rates of assessment were higher or low, unless they happened to be
collectors of revenue. Moreover, to British social reforms such as the
suppression of female infanticide and abolition of sati, were regarded by
all as interference in their religious practices, and this was hardly a thing
which may among the Hindus or the Sikhs could tolerate.

Bad Treatment by the English

The Sikhs were greatly enraged at that harsh treatment, meted out to queen
mother, Rani Zindan to be one of the conspirators and exiled her first to
Shekhupura and subsequently to Benaras. Not only this but Rani Zindan's
pension which was at first settled at 11 lakhs rupees per year was reduced
to 48 thousand rupees and later on it was further reduced to 12 thousands
rupees annually. This disgrace of Rani Zindan was unbearable to the Sikhs
who were bent upon taking up arms against the English once again for the
protection of their rights and privileges.

Wish of the Sikh Soldiers

The soldiers who were turned out of their service felt aggrieved in absence
of alternative employment. The Sikhs were convinced, rightly or wrongly,
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that they were defeated only because of the treachery of their officers and,
if given another chance, they would certainly defeat the English. Therefore,
they sought another opportunity fight the English.

Humiliation of First Sikh War

The Sikhs considered their defeat in the first Sikh War a great humiliation.
They had been accustomed to win victories' in the time of Ranjit Singh
and this defeat gave a rude shock to their mentality. The Sikhs wanted to
restore the fallen fortunes of their kingdom.

Revolt of Mulraj

Mulraj became the Governor of Multan after the death of his father,
Sawan Mal in 1844. He was asked by the Lahore Durbar to pay the
succession duty of one crore of rupees. He found himself helpless to pay
such a large amount. There upon the sum was reduced to 18 lakhs. At this
time the first Sikh War had started. After the war the money was again
demanded and this time it was raised to 19 lakhs. Mulraj hesitated. There
upon Lahore deputed Lal Singh with an army to collect the money.

By this time the English came in power and they demanded twenty
lakhs rupees and one-third of the empire. Some officers were sent to
Multan by the Company. This raged the public soon there was a revolt
some of the English officers were killed. Lord Dalhousie was the
Governor-General of India. He was at once informed of the revolt in
Multan. He refused to interfere in Punjab. Some people charge Lord
Dalhausie that he deliberately let the revolt spread so that the English
might have a reasonable excuse to swallow the whole of the Punjab if he
had so desired he would have suppressed this revolt in April, 1848, but he
took no action to put down this revolt deliberately for about six months.

Events of the War

Lord Hugh Gough, the British Commander-in-Chief, reached Lahore with
the grand army of the Punjab on 13th November. On 22nd November, the
rebels were defeated in a battle a Ramnagar. Another indecisive action
was fought at Sadullapur on 3rd December. The third battle was fought on
13th January, 1849 at Chelianwala where, according to Lionel James
Trotter, the British suffered a loss, "Unequalled in the record of Indian
battles." When the news of Chelianwala reached England, the nation was
stricken with profound emotion. Preparations were made to replace Lord
Gough. But in the mean while, on 21st February, Lord Gough met the
Sikhs in another 'battle at Derajat. The Sikhs were utterly routed,
surrendered themselves at Rawalpindi, and thus, the game came to an end.

3.2.8 Results of War
The complete defeat of the Sikhs sealed the fat of their kingdom.
Lord Dalhausie on his own responsibility annexed Punjab on 29th
March, 1849.
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The Second Sikh war was the last war fought by the English
within the frontiers of India for the extension of their empire. Rest
of the territories included in the British empire afterwards were
taken over by the British only by threat of force. In no case, did
the war became necessary.
Thus, the annexation of Punjab extended the British territories in
India up to the natural frontiers of India towards the north-west.
Besides, after the destruction of the Sikhs power there remained
no native power which could pose a threat to the security of the
English in India.

Check Your Progress

1. Who was Maharaja Ranjit Singh?
2. What was the Treaty of Lahore?
3. Who was Rani Zindan?

3.3 LORD HASTINGS AND BRITISH
PARAMOUNTCY

Lord Minto resigned the post of Governor-General in 1813. He was
succeeded by Lord Hastings. The policy of British Paramountcy was
introduced under Lord Warren Hastings. He was the Governor-General of
India from 1813 to 1823. Under this policy, the company became the
supreme law, the paramount power and to protect its interest, the company
justified the annexations of any Indian kingdom.

He had bitterly criticized the Imperialistic policy of Lord Wellesley
while he was in the Parliament of England. When Lord Hastings arrived in
India there were three categories of state with each the British had a
different types of relations. (1) One was the category of those states with
which the British had concluded subsidiary alliances, under which the
English undertook the responsibility of internal as well as the external
protection; while the state concerned agreed to receive a subsidiary force
to be maintained at the state's own expense. Under this type of alliance, a
state almost completely sold away its political independence, to the British.
(2) The second category was of those states which had almost a similar
dependence on the British as above but these states did not have to receive
any subsidiary force. (3) and, the last category was of those states, the
independence of which recognized by the British, the relations here being
conducted by ordinary treaties.

3.3.1 The Nepal War-Causes
The Gurkhas had succeeded in establishing a strong kingdom in Nepal by
the time of the British became a strong power in India. Their boundary, in
the south nearly touched the boundary of the English empire. In 1814,
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when the Gurkhas captured the two districts of Butwal and Sheroaj, which
the English regard under their own protection, the latter declared war
against the Gurkhas in 1814.

Events of Nepal War

Four British armies were went against Nepal. Three of these were repulsed
and the commander of one of these, General Gillespie, was even killed.
The fourth army advancing from the west under Ochterloney advanced
within fifty miles of Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal. The Gurkhas then
sued for peace.

Results of Nepal War

Nepal Government accepted a British Resident. It ceded the districts of
Garhwal and Kumaon and abandoned claims to the Tarai areas. It also
withdrew from Sikkim The agreement held many advantages for the
Birtish. Their Indian Empire now reached the Himalayas. They gained
greater facilities for trade with Central Asia. They also obtained sites for
import-hill-stations such as Simla, Mussorie and Nainital. More over the
Gurkhas gave added strength to the British Indian army by joining it large
numbers. The relations of the British with Nepal were quite friendly
thereafter. Both parties to the War of 1814 had learnt to respect each
other's fighting capacity and preferred to live at peace with each other.

3.3.2 The suppression of Pindaries
The Pindaries, were spreading terror and destruction all around. Lord
Hastings very seriously desired to crush their predatory system once for all.
But killing of the dogs or bound to provoke poachers, for any such attempt
was bound to involve the British simultaneously into a war with Marathas
who supported Pindaries, and who would definitely try to take the
advantage to pay off there old scores. The home authorities, therefore still
convinced of the wisdom of the policy of non-intervention, strictly
cautioned Hastings about any 'offensive operations against the Pindaries,
either with view to their Utter extraction, or in anticipation of expected
danger. "Nor were they in favour of risking a war in extending protection
to the victims of the pindari raid and the Maratha plunders. Lord Hastings,
thus, was helpless about taking any action against the Pindaries. But the
circumstances soon changed.

The Pindaries were becoming bolder as result of the British
indifference towards their predatory pursuits. In 1815, they plundered the
dominions of the Nizam, and carried their raid even beyond the river
Kishna, into the Madras Presidency, carrying away a huge booty. In
February 1816 they took their predatory incursion into the Northern
Circars, another British territory, and subjected it to an utter devastation,
carrying away huge booty and every young girl they could lay their hands
upon .... In the 'meanwhile in March 1816, Wazir Muhummad, the Nawab
of Bhopal, to whom Hastings had extended protection against Sindhia and
Bhonsle in October 1814, died. His son Nasir Muhammad succeeded him,
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and being still surrounded by serious troubles at the hands of the Marathas
and others, he appealed to Hastings for protection. But the latter could do
nothing beyond expressing sentiments of goodwill towards the new
Nawab. Besides, as Hastings reported, there was conclusive evidence that
Pindaries, the Peshwas and other Marathas chiefs had formed a wide
conspiracy 'For the expulsion of the British from India.' If the British did
not act on time, their very existence in India could become problematical.

It was therefore, not long before the Board of Control in England
understood that the Pindaries had to be dealt with and the British prestige
in the eyes of the Indian princes saved, by extending them protection when
applied for. Hastings was authorized for an action. Hastings mobilized a
strong army of 1,73,000 soldiers and 300 camans. The army was divided
into two parts, the' one to guard against any trouble from the side of the
Marathas and the other to exterminate the Pindaries. The Pindaries were
encircled on all the sides by the British forces by diplomacy, Hastings
detached the Marathas from the side of the Pindaris. The British forces
ruthlessly chased the Pindaries and completely destroyed some of them.
Their chief Karmi Khan surrendered on condition of being made the
Nawab of Tonk. Wasil Muhammad, the second chief poisoned himself to
death in the Ghazipur Jail. Chitu, the third chief fled to the jungles and
was-devoused by a tiger. Thus, Hastings was able to exterminate the
Pindari and be relieved the sufferings of the peoples in Central India.

3.3.3 Policy towards the Marathas
Peshwa had signed the subsidiary, alliance during the reign of Wellesley
but now he wanted to break that. Holkar Sindhia, Gaikwad, Bhonsle etc.
all wanted to see their leader Peshwa free from the clutches of the British.
On the other hand, Lord Hastings had concluded that without crushing the
power of Marathas, no sound British empire will be possible in India.

Bhonsle - Hastings first of all turned his attention towards
Bhonsle. He was the ruler of Nagpur and there was some trouble
going on. On March 22, 1816 died Raghoji Bhonsle II. His son
Parsoji was both physically and mentally unfit. Hence, there arose
a difference between Raghoji's widow Bukabai and Appa Sahib.
Hastings sided Appaji as he entered in subsidiary Alliance with
him. No doubt it was the most fortunate thing. After the death of
Parsoji, Appaji himself sat on the throne. But in the heart he was
against the English. On November 26, 1817. he got an
opportunity and attacked Residency. In the battle of Sitawaldi and
Nagpur, he was badly defeated. All the territory in the north of the
Narbada was annexed by the English. The rest of the territory was
given to the grandson of Raghoji. An English Resident was kept
to look after the administration as the ruler was a mere child.
Peshwa - In 1815, Ram Shastri, the Minister of Gaikwad of
Baroda, was murdered at Poona, where he had gone under the
British safe conduct to settle some claims and counterclaims of
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Gaikwad of Baroda and Peshwa Baji Rao II. It was certain that
Trimbakji was responsible for this murder and Peahwa's
complicity was suspected. The British Resident, Elphinstone,
demanded that the guilty minister should be surrendered and
Peshwa surrendered him after a good deal of procrastination. The
guilty minister escaped from the British custody a year later in
1816. He was not traced but it was generally thought that the
Peshwa was in communication with him. Peshwa was collecting
troops also. Elphinstone forced him to sign a new treaty ofPoona
in June, 1817.
Sindhiya - The English proved themselves to be very clever and
shrewd by entering into a new treaty with the ruler of Gwalior,
Daulat Rao Sindhiya on 5th Nov, 1871. They encircled him from
all the four sides in search away that he was rendered powerless
to take any special part in the future war against the English.
Moreover, the English obtained the right of making direct treaties
with Rajputs states. Then the English took the various Rajput
states under their patronage within a year by entering into
separate treaties with them.
Holkar - The famous Maratha chief Jaswant Rao Holkar died in
1817. After his death confusion and disorder' prevailed in the
Indore state. Taking advantage of this, the English won over the
two friends, Amir Khan and Gafur Khan, of the decesed Holkar.
These two Muslim Chiefs were entrusted with two Jagirs within
the Indore state. In return of this they promised to be faithful to
the English. This weakened the claims of Holkar as he disbanded
the army of the plunderers.
Gaikwad - The English renewed their treaty with the Gaikwad as
well. By that, he reduced the strength of his own army, accepted
an increase in the subsidiary force and for its expanses ceded
some more districts to the English. Thus, he was made dependent
on the English.
Fourth Maratha War - This was the last war which was fought
between the Marathas and the English from 1817 to 1818.

3.3.4 Policy towards the Rajput States
It was during the administration of Hastings that the British influence was
established over Rajputana and Central India. In the 18th century the
Rajput states had' became a spent force. They had been weakened by
internal factions and dynastic quarrels and so were exposed to the terrible
depredations of the Marathas, the Pathans, and the Pindaries. In particular
Sindhiya dominated them. They had sought British protection but failed to
secure it because of the policy of non-intervention pursued by Barlow and
Lord Minto. Lord Hastings on the other hand, realised the importance of
an alliance with the Rajput state. It would give the Company immense
strategic advantages and the place at its disposal the resources of
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Rajputana for defensive and offensive purposes. Besides, the help of the
Rajputs would be great value in rounding up the Pindari's whom Hastings
was determined to crush. Hence he forced Sindhiya to renounce his claims
upon the Rajput Princes thus got a freehand to deal with them. The Rajput
Princes welcomed the sheltering arms of British protection and concluded
subsidiary treaties by which they acknowledged British paramountcy in
return for protection against external enemies. Metcalfe concluded treaties
with nineteen Rajput states including Jaipur, Jodhpur, Udaipur and Bundi.

3.3.5 British Paramountcy
As a result of the suppression of the Pindaries British authority was
extended to Central India. The Nawab of Bhopal entered into a treaty of
"Defensive and subordinate alliance" with the Company. The minor state
of Malwa and Bundelkhand also concluded similar treaties and
acknowledged British Paramountcy.

3.3.5.1 Suppression of Revolt in Orissa and Bareilly

Hastings suppressed the disturbances in Orissa where the people were
driven to revolt by over assessment. Undue enhancement of the salt-tax
and general misgovernment. The revolt was put down and the grievances
of the people were redressed. An out break ofthe Mussalman, sat Bareilly,
caused by the imposition of a municipal tax and other grievances was put
down. The zamindars of Hathras (U.P.) who had shown an insubordinate
spirit refused to dismantel his fort. Hastings made suitable military
preparation and bombarded the fort with success.

3.3.6 Reforms of Lord Hastings
Lord Hastings was not only a great Conqueror, but was also a great
administrator. He did a lot for the social, economic and political welfare of
the people of India. The reforms made by him can be studied as under:

3.3.6.1 Judicial Reforms of Lord Hastings

The Judicial system set up by Cornwallis was 'defective. The civil
courts were not in a position to deal with all cases. The cases
remained undecided. Sometimes foryears the years together the
parties were forced to take the law in their own hands. The
problems could only be solved by the increase of the courts, but
the Company was not willing to increase the number of courts, at
the Company feared that it might increase the expenditure.
In 1814, Lord Hastings provided a Munsif for every Thana. These
Munsifs were appointed by the Judges of the Diwani Adalat. The
Munsifs were empowered to try cases up to a value of Rs. 64,
their decisions being subject to the confirmation of the Judges of
Diwani Adalat. Appeals could be made to the Diwani Adalat
against the decisions made by the Munsifs.
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Besides Munsifs in every districts and in every major city Sardars
Amins were appointed. The Sardar Amins were empowered to try
cases up to the value of ` 180. But they could not try British
subjects, Americans or Europeans. Appeals could also be made in
the provincial courts against the decisions of Sardars Amins.
The Registrar could hear cases up to ` 50. In special cases the
Diwani courts could also refer cases involving a sum of more than
` 500.
The Magistrates were given the power of awarding physical
punishment upto 30 sticks and rigorous imprisonment up to two
years.
In 1821, the Revenue Collectors were given Magisterial powers.
This was done with a view so that they might render their duty
more efficiently.
It was also provided that in future all cases involving an amount
of more than ` 5000 could be instituted in the city Dewani Adalat
or Zila Dewani Adalat. The Sadar Dewani Adalat was given
powers to transfer cases from the District or City Dewani Adalat
to the Provincial Court of Appeal, if the amount involved more
than ` 5000. Provision was made for the institution of these
cases-directly in the Provincial court of Appeal. Sometimes these
cases could be transferred to Sadar Dewani Adalat also.

3.3.6.2 Revenue Reforms of Lord Hastings

Lord Hastings introduced enormous reforms in the revenue Department.
Mahalwari System in Agra and Oudh. As the appeal of Hastings
had already been rejected by the Directors, arrangements were
made with the representatives of each village community for the
adjustment ofthe share of each individual cultivators, and
allowing an appeal to the civil courts in case of a despute. The
system is known as Mahalwari system.
Sir Thomas Monroe who become the Governor of Madras in 1820,
introduced in his Presidency the Ryotwari system. This system
was in vogue there by which the ryots became the direct payers of
revenue without the intervention of either the zamindars or the
village community.
Elphinstone combined the Ryotwari and Mahalwari system in
Bombay. The lands each ryot was fixed by survey and farming of
the village for a certain numbers of years was entrusted to Patel.
The Permanent Settlement of Bengal had left the rights of
peasantry to the mercy of zamindars. This mistake was rectified.
A new Act was enacted by which tenants or cultivators having
hereditary right of occupancy were not to be dispossessed as long
as they paid the rents previously settled and their rents were not to
be augmented except under specific circumstances.
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3.3.6.3 Development of Education

For the promotion of education, Hastings established many schools from
his personal resources. A college was also opened at Calcutta under his
patronage for the spread of English language. The Governments of Madras
and Bombay took similar steps for the spread of education.

3.3.6.4 Liberty of Press

Lord Wellesley had imposed serious restrictions on the Press. Every
journal of newspaper was to be sent for official scrutiny before could be
printed. The Censor Board used to ensure any part they deemed fit. Lord
Hastings did away with this restriction, though other restrictions no doubt
remained in existence.

Sir Charles Metcalfe became the next Resident. On his complains to
the Governor-General-in Council, the permission was cancelled. The
matter went against Lord Hastings and he was suspected by Home
authorities of supporting the corrupt financial dealings of the Company. In
view of this attitude of the Home-Government, Lord Hastings resigned in
1823.

Check Your Progress

4. What was British Paramontcy?
5. Who was lord Hastings?
6. Mention the steps taken by Hastings for the promotion of

education.

3.4 DOWNFALL OF THEMARATHAS

The Marathas were very strong and powerful people. Their leaders had
also formed a confederacy. After the disintegration of Mughal empire they
became so strong that they began to think of ruling all over India and
establishing Hindu Pad Padshahi. But the same Marathas could not face
the English who were foreigners on the soil of India. They bowed humbly
before politically ambitious traders. Each one was forced to enter into
subsidiary alliance and maintain British armies in his court at his own cost.
Not only this each agreed to keep British Resident and also to deal with
foreign nations through the Company. After all why did they suffer such
defeats? For this not one but several causes were responsible.

3.4.1 The Causes of the Downfall of the Marathas
Some of the important causes responsible for the downfall of the Marathas
are given below :

Third Battle of Panipat

The Marathas suffered heavy losses at the Third Battle of Panipat. Though
the man power loss could be recouped with the passage of time, yet great
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loss suffered in prestige could not be regained. The loss of the Maratha
leaders at the battle field provided several selfish leaders to come to the
forefront. They kept selfish interests above national interests. Whereas
after the Battle the Marathas wanted time to regain their lost position, the
English used that time for consolidating their position for further
expansion. This also provided an opportunity to the English to extend their
area of influence.

Lack of Proper Leadership

Then another important cause responsible for their defeat was lack of
proper leadership. The Marathas had all the necessary resources needed
for winning a war. They were neither short of ammunition nor man power
but there was no leader who could keep them united and close together.
Scindia, Gaekwad, Bhonsle and Holkar though good leaders were all
fighting with each other. On the Peshwa Gaddi there was no powerful
personality which could keep all Marathas together as united body.
Peshwa Baji Rao even sold interests to get back his own gaddi. Obviously
when there is lack of leadership, the nation cannot win.

Mutual Differences among the Maratha Leaders

Mutual differences among the Maratha leaders were rather the most
important cause responsible for their downfall. The fore going paragraphs
make it amply clear that the Marathas were badly divided. They did not
unite even at a time when the enemy was taking away their money,
independence and prestige. One after the other each one accepted
subsidiary alliances, agreed to keep British Resident in his courts, ceded
the territories and suffered every humiliation, but did not unite to face the
English unitedly and boldly.

Expansionist Policy of the English

The expansionist policy of the English contributed significantly in their
downfall. The English saw to it that the Marathas remained divided and
disunited. They made the leaders fight with each other and in the process
they went on acquiring their territories.

Lack of Powerful Central Government

Even when the Marathas were at the height of their glory and power, they
could not create a centralized authority and powerful Central government,
which could knit all the Marathas. Peshwa was, of course, their head but
as the time passed his position too weakened. Maratha kingdom at the
most was a confederacy in which all Maratha chiefs considered
themselves independent. When difficult times came this confederacy
completely broke down. Instead of facing the enemy as a strong force each
unit of this confederacy cared for its own selfish interests. Shiva Ji had
before him the high ideal of Hindu Pad Padshahi under which he brought
all the Hindus together. But after his death his successors became narrow
in outlook. They began to even ill treat to non-Marathas Hindus, like the
Jats and the Rajputs. They alienated their sympathies as well. In fact they
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failed to win sympathies of any section of the society of their kingdom.
There was in fact a wide gap between the rulers and the ruled. The people
did not sympathize with them when need arose and that resulted in their
fall.

Negligence of the Marathas in the South

Then another cause which proved responsible for 'Maratha's downfall, was
that when there was need for consolidation of their position in the South
they became too ambitious and decided to bring north India under their
control and domination. In this way they neglected South where the
Britishers consolidated their position in the absence of the Marathas. The
latter thus, could not win much in the North and lost South as well.

British Resources and Strong Naval Power

The English had strong navy and thus whole sea was under their control.
Thus, whereas at the time of need and necessity they could get any aid and
assistance from any source through the sea, the Marathas had no such
advantage. British resources, as compared to those of the Marathas, were
very vast. These still more increased when the Company got the diwani of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. On the other hand financial and other resources
of the Marathas which were already limited went on depleting as the
Marathas went on ceding their territories to the Britishers. These became
still more limited because the Marathas were a house divided in it.

Lack of Economic Development of the Marathas

It was quite unfortunate that the Marathas did not pay any attention to the
economic development and advancement of the people. The state therefore,
did not see any economic prosperity. The people had no tax paying
capacity. Since the trade and industry was completely neglected therefore,
the masses were unhappy. In order to supplement their financial resources
the Marathas thought of plundering the adjoining areas. This made them
unpopular among the plundered people and their sources and total income
always remained uncertain. When there is no certain income obviously
there can be no financial planning and that proved a cause of their failure.

Diplomacy of the English

The main opponent of the Marathas was the English Company. The
English officers proved quite diplomat. They took the fullest advantage of
the internal bickering and family quarrels of Indian princes and fully
utilized that. On the other hand, the Marathas paid no attention to this
aspect. They could neither create differences among the English nor
exploit those. Moreover, the English developed good spy system. Under
this they could know the strength of the army and its strategies much in
advance. They thus got ready to counter these. On the other hand the
Marathas developed no such system. They did not know about planning
and strength of the armies of the opponents. This became great cause
responsible for their downfall. Shiva Ji during his days could raise the
Marathas above narrow caste considerations and such other considerations
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as high and low. But as the time passed these considerations again came to
the surface. In fact, all these became deep rooted. The society got divided
between the high and the low, Brahmin and non-Brahmin and so on. In
fact, Peshwa himself became a victim of these considerations and his
authority began to be challenged by those who were either neglected or
under-estimated. When the society is so bitterly and badly divided
obviously it cannot fight unitedly and face any outside challenge.

Hereditary System of Appointments of Marathas

Then another cause responsible for the downfall of the Marathas was that
they adopted hereditary system while making appointments. This gave
great set back to the working efficiency. There is no guarantee that the
successor of an able and efficient officer will be a competent officer or
administrator. Thus, whereas high positions began to be occupied by
incompetent persons, very able persons could not get good positions due
to this system.

Good Artillery of the English

In those days artillery played a very effective role in warfare. The English
had good artillery and very competent and trained persons. They also had
sufficient ammunition and if need be they could also import material from
England as well. But the Marathas failed to develop good artillery. Of
course, some Maratha chiefs set up factories for production of ammunition
but that was neither qualitatively good nor quantitatively sufficient. The
result was that during the war period whereas the English used the artillery
well, the Marathas failed to do so.

Over Dependence on the French by the Marathas

In all their wars the Marathas greatly depended on the French. On the one
hand the English were much superior to them in every respect whereas on
the other they were obviously not as deeply involved as the English in
their struggle for supremacy in India. The French therefore, quite often
failed the Marathas. On the other hand, Marathas, relations with the
French became a cause of enmity between the Maratha and the Company.
Then another cause responsible was that the Maratha had no succession
system. After the death of each Peshwa a war of succession started among
the claimants which not only divided the Maratha chiefs but resulted in
waste of their depleted manual, material and monetary resources. In this
way whereas the Marathas got weakened the English took the fullest
advantage of their differences.

No Use of Guerilla war by the Marathas in the South

The Marathas were very good guerilla war fighters. With the help of this
war method they did not allow the Mughals to have their foothold in
Deecan. As long as they remained the masters of Deccan the method
worked well. But when they expanded in the North neither this method
was used nor could be used for fighting a war. They therefore, picked up
modem warfare methods in which they could not perfect themselves. In
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addition, the English were far superior to them in modem warfare methods
and they defeated the Marathas everywhere. Under Shiva Ji the Marathas
had high ideals to pursue. They had love for religion. They wanted to have
a Hindu Pad Padshahi. They were determined not to allow the Mughals to
occupy Deccan. But as the time passed these ideals were lost. No new
ideals were replaced for the old ones. The army had no clear philosophy
for which it was fighting. On the other hand, the English forces were
fighting for high ideal of establishing all empire in India and winning
every battle. They had the high feelings of nationalism and for that the
soldiers and leaders were prepared to sacrifice their life.

Thus, the above factors responsible for the downfall of the Marathas.
Had they shown political wisdom for the cause of unity with Hyder Ali or
Tipu Sultan as well as the Nizam of Hyderab against their common enemy,
they would have got immense resources to fight against the English. The
Company perhaps would not have got its foothold in Deccan. Similarly the
History of Deccan would have been altogether different Maratha chiefs
combined together and pooled their resources and gave a single handed
fight to the enemy. Disunity of the Marathas proved to be the strength of
the English and great cause of their success in the South.

Check Your Progress

7. Who were the Marathas?
8. Was the expansionist policy of the British was a cause of

failure of the Marathas?

3.5 ANGLO-BURMESE RELATIONS

Situated to the east of India, Burma became a strong and extensive state by
the beginning of the 19th century. It occupied Manipur, Assam etc. so that
its boundary touched the territory of the English in India. The conflict
between Burma and British India was initiated by border clash.

3.5.1 Causes of the Burma Policy
The following causes were responsible for the British policy towards
Burma.

To Extend the Empire

Since the British wanted to extend their empire in South-East, so they
thought of Burma as a good target because Burma was rich as well. The
first Burmese War (1824-26) was fought with this very objective.

To Minimize French Influence

At that time France and Britain were rivals in almost every field. The
British wanted to minimize the French influence as far as possible. They
were determined to stop the advance of French commercial and political
influence in Burma and other parts of South-East Asia.
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Commercial Objectives

British wanted to extend their trade in Burma also by selling their products
to the Burmese people so that their profit becomes greater still. The
second Anglo Burmese War (1852) was completely a result of the
commercial greed of the British.

To Control the Burmese Forests

British merchants were casting a greedy eye on the forests of Burma. They
had great influence on the British government at that time. They were
constantly urging the government to advance towards Burma. To satisfy
their demands, the British Government adopted an expansionist and
imperialist policy towards Burma.

To Check the Expansionist Policy of Burmese Government

Like the British Government, the Burmese king also was carrying on an
expansion of his empire. Extending towards the west, he annexed Assam
in 1822and also established his control over Manipurand Shahpuri island
situated in the Bay of Bengal, along with Arakan. This upset the British
Government and it resorted to war to check the imperialistic activities of
the Burmese Government. To achieve the above said five objects, British
Government fought three wars with the Burmese Government.

3.5.2 The First Burmese War
Causes of First Burmese War

Assam Annexed by the Burmese

For some time, the Burmese king wrote no letters to British Government
and he remained busy in making war preparations against the English. In
1821 and 1822, he defeated the King of Assam and annexed it to his
dominion. After the Burmese conquest of Assam, the boundaries of Burma
and the British dominions began to touch each other.

Control of Burmese over Shahpuri Island

In 1823, the Burmese king occupied the island of Shahpuri which lay
towards the south of Chitagong. From this island the Burmese began
making plans to attack and conquer Bengal. The English could not tolerate
this act of Burma as the strategic and geographical situation of the island
of Shahpuri was of the highest importance to the English. This island
could be made a base for the attacks on Bengal.

The war was officially declared on 24 February, 1824. After an initial
set-back the British forces drove the Burmese out of Assam, Cachar,
Manipur and Arakan. The British expeditionary forces by sea occupied
Rangoon in May, 1824 and reached within 45 miles of the capital at Ara.
The famous Burmese General Maha Bandula was killed in April 1825. But
Burmese resistance was though and determined. In all, the British lost
15,000 soldiers out of the 40,000 they had landed in Burma. Moreover, the
war was proving financially extremely costly. Thus, the British, who were
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winning the war, as well as the Burmese, who were losing it, were glad to
make peace which came in February 1826 with the Treaty of Yandaboo.

Treaty of Yandaboo

The terms of the treaty Yandaboo
Assam, Arakan and the coast of Tenasserium were ceded to the
English Company.
A British Resident was appointed at Rangoon, the capital of
Burma.
The Burmese withdrew from the Assam and Kachar.
The Burmese recognised the independence of Manipur state and
entered into a commercial treaty with the British.
The Burmese king agreed to pay a crore of rupees as war
indemnity.

Importance of the Treaty

This treaty (Treaty of Yandaboo) enabled the English to be too costly
because for the lack of adequate preparations by the British, the war was
unduly prolonged. The heavy expenditure led to a big deficit in the
finances of the Company.

3.5.3 The Second Burmese War
Causes of War

This war was fought during the period of Lord Dalhousie, between the
English and the Burmese. The various causes that led to this war are given
below:

Imperialist Policy of Dalhousie

Dalhousie was an annexationist, and wanted to expand the British Empire
at the cost of Burma. He wanted to make safe and secure the eastern
frontier of British empire. After the annexation of Sikkim in 1849, he
decided to annex Burma also. The Burmese Government avoided war. But
Lord Dalhousie was waiting for an opportunity and pretext to annex
Burma.

Violation of the Treaty of Yandaboo

The First Burmese War ended by the conclusion of the Treaty of
Yandaboo in 1826. But the new ruler of Burma, Tharrawaddi, refused to
abide by its provisions and even sought the extradition of the English
Resident stationed in Burma.

During Lord Dalhousie's reign, France, America and other powers
were trying to push their influence in the eastern Seas with a rapid speed.
Lord Dalbousie feared lest any of these hostile powers should set a firm
foot on the Burmese soil for such a situation would result in a great harm
to the English.
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Complaint of English Merchants

By the treaty of Yandaboo, the English merchants had been permitted to
settle in Burma and carry on trade. Their commercial, rights were not
clearly defined and each party interpreted these in its own way. The
English merchants were ill-treated they continued to trade because of high
profits. They complained to Lord Dalhousie about the bad treatment meted
out to them by the Burmese Government. Dalhousie wanted an excuse to
go to war with Burma.

Events of War

The British forces were sent under General Godwin. Martaban and
Rangoon were captured. This was followed by the occupation of Prome.
Thus, the whole of Lower Burma fell into the hands of the British. The
Burmese Government refused to negotiate a treaty and Lower Burma was
then annexed by a Proclamation.

Result of the War

The Second Burmese War resulted in the annexation of Lower
Burma. It brought great commercial advantages to the British.
The war reduced the possibility of the occupation of the Burma by
a European power because Upper Burma was now cut off from
the sea.
The annexation of Lower Burma by Lord Dalhousie was not a just
act The British had no right to trade with Burma if the Burmese
Government did not like it. The English merchants were staying
there because of huge profits.

3.5.4 The Third Burmese war
Causes of the War

After the second Burmese War, Lord Dalhousie had annexed
Lower Burma. But the Upper Burma was still independent and
King The bow ruled over it. The English merchants complained to
the Governor-General that King The bow treated them in high
handed way.
The British Government humiliated the king of Burma in 1871 by
announcing that relations with him would be conducted through
the Viceroy of India as if he were merely a ruler of one of the
Indian States.
Lord Dufferin - himself was an imperialist and was waiting for an
opportunity to annex Upper Burma.
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Interference by the English-King Mindom died in 1878 and was
succeeded by King Thibaw. The British gave shelter to rival
princes, and openly interfered in Burmese internal affairs under
the grab of preventing the alleged cruelties of King. The British
thus, claimed that they had the right to protect the citizens of
Upper Burma from their own King.
The French entered into a commercial treaty with Burma's King
Thibaw. He himself welcomed and honoured the French envoy.
This made the British angry because they began to fear that the
French might not establish influence in Burma.

3.5.5 Events of War
As King Thibaw refused to accept the terms of the ultimatum, the British
army marked into North Burma in the year 1885. Within two weeks the
whole Burma was conquered and the capital city of Mandalay was
captured. King Thibaw who surrendered without assemblance of fight was
sent to India as a British pensioner.

3.5.6 Results of War

The English occupied whole of Burma and they made Rangoon
the Capital.
The British Indian Empire extended up to the border of China.
With the occupation of Burma, change became apparent in the
Anglo Chinese foreign policy.
Burma was made a province of the British India.

Check Your Progress

9. What was Anglo-Burmese relations?
10. What were the commercial motives of English towards Burma?
11. What were the importance of the Treaty of Yandaboo?
12. What were intentions of the Anglo-Burmese war?
13. What were the results of the 3rd Anglo-Burmese war?

3.6 ANGLO-AFGHAN RELATIONS

Lord Auckland was appointed as the Governor-General of India in 1836.
The First Afghan War is the most important event of the reign of Lord
Auckland. Although, he was a follower of the policy of non-intervention
and was a great reformer, yet he was dragged into the Afghan War which
cost the Company a loss of $ 15,00,000 and about 20,000 lives were lost.
He was dragged into the Afghan War in order to check the Advance of
Russia. His policy towards the Afghanistan has been severely criticized
and universally condemned.
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3.6.1 The First Afghan War
Causes of the First Afghan War

The Indifference of the English towards Dost Muhammad

Afghan politics had been unsettled since the early years of the 19th
century. Dost Muhammad had brought about partial stability but was
constantly threatened by internal and external enemies. And since, he bad
a high regard for English strength, he desired some sort of an alliance with
the Government of India. He had sent a letter of congratulation to Lord
Auckland and felicitated him on his appointment as Governor-General of
India. He requested the Government of India to help him against the Sikhs.
But Lord Auckland had paid no attention to the letter and put forth that it
was the policy of the Government of India to remain neutral in outside
conflicts.

Advance of Russia

One of the most significant causes of the First Afghan War was the
advance of Russia in Asia. Since the advance of Russia had been checked
in Europe, Russia was increasing her influence in Asia. Russia had
extended her authority to Persia and Afghanistan. This would be easy if
Russia entered into friendship with Afghanistan. There, the British were
against the friendship of Afghanistan with Russia.

Unsuccessful Burn's Mission

The Russians were of the view that a little pressure from the Persian side
would force Dost Muhammad to come to their fold. When Lord Auckland
came to know the Russian designs, he was so alarmed as to despatch a
friendly mission under Alexander Burn to Afghanistan in 1836. At that
very time the Russians also deputed their representative at the court of the
Amir. Amir Dost Mohammad was first more inclined towards the English
and welcomed Alexander Burns. The English proposed that they would
attempt to restrain Ranjit Singh from attacking Afghanistan and, in return,
asked the Amir to promise not to have political contacts with any foreign
power. He agreed very willingly to sign an alliance with the British, with
two terms Firstly, he wanted a promise from the British that they would
help him in the recovery of Peshawar from the Sikhs and Secondly, that
they would come to his help. in case of any Persian invasion of Kabul and
Kandhar. While the British could accept the second condition, it was
difficult to do so with the first. In the end, the Mission of Alexander Burns
having (ailed, he left for India on 26 April 1838.)

Persia and Russia

In 1809, Lord Minto had promised the Shah of Persia to help him in
emergency, when the Shah of Persia was attacked by Russia in 1826, he
asked the British for help but the British did not help him. Therefore, he
established friendship with Russia. Thus, the control of Russia was
established on Persia. Since the frontiers of Persia and Afghanistan were
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in close proximity the British feared that the Russia might attack
Afghanistan and India.

Tripartite Treaty

The real cause of the War was that the British wanted to dethrone a strong,
able and unfriendly ruler like Dost Muhammad and to place on the throne
of Afghanistan a stooge of the British power. When Lord Auckland came
to know that the Russian ambassador was given a grand reception by Dost
Muhammad and that a treaty had been signed in between Afghanistan and
Persia, then with a view to lessen and reduce the Persian influence in that
reign, he took a momentous decision, the result which proved to be very
disastrous. The decision was that with the help of Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
Shah Shuja should be put on the throne of Kabul and Dost Muhammad
should be removed from Afghanistan. To conclude a treaty with Ranjit
Singh, Burns and 'Macna ughten went to Lahore. On the 26th of June in
1838 a treaty was concluded in between the Sikhs, Shah Shuja and the
English. In history this treaty is known as 'Tripartite Treaty'.

Provisions of the Tripartite Treaty

Shah Shuja was to be placed on the throne of Kabul and he would
not establish relation with any country without the consent of
Ranjit Singh and the British.
A British Resident was to appointed in the court of Shah Shuja.
Shah Shuja would give up all his claims on Sindh and would have
to accept all the decisions of the British and Ranjit Singh with
regard to Sindh.
The loss suffered by Ranjit Singh on account of the breaking of
contact with a place called Shikarpur in Sindh, would be
compensated by Shah Shuja by paying fifty lacs of rupees to
Ranjit Singh.

Criticism of Auckland’s Policy towards Afghanistan

The Policy of Lord Auckland towards Afghanistan was a policy of high-
handedness. It had been universally condemned. The main grounds of the
criticism are following:

Moreover, the powerful Sikh Kingdom lay on the way and the
Sikh forces had been trained by French officers. They would have
given a very tough fighting to any invader from the north-west.
Their main object was to place a friendly person on the throne of
Afghanistan. They failed in its attempt. Shah Shuja was murdered
by the Afghans and Dost
Muhammad, freed by the English from imprisonment, went back
to Afghanistan and again captured his throne. He ruled there till
1863. Thus, the same person ruled in Afghanistan after the War
who had ruled it before the war.
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Dost Muhammad was an independent ruler and as such he had
every right to make friendship with Russians or any power. He
was acting within his rights as a sovereign king when he
entertained the Russian agent. This was no justification for
packing Afghanistan.
This was proved disastrous for the English. It cost them about 15
million sterling and 20,000 men were lost without any substantial
gain to the British.
The British prestige suffered as a result of this defeat. The myth
oftheir being invincible was shattered.
It was most unjustified on the part of Auckland to have attempted
to restore Shah Shuja, and unpopular and incompetent ruler to the
throne of Afghanistan by dethroning the able and popular ruler
Dost Muhammad.

3.6.2 Afghan Policy of Lord Lawrence
Lord Lawerence was a worthy and efficient man. He was a man of strong
resolution too. About the problem of the North Western Frontiers he had
his own definite and fixed opinion. He thought that the rulers Afghanistan
should be won over as the friends of the Indian Government by adopting
peaceful means and by not interfering in the internal affairs of that
kingdom. The Afghan policy of Lord Lawrence is commonly known as
the policy of 'Masterly Inactivity'. He well remembered the consequences
of the first Afghan War and was determined not to interference in the
internal affairs of that country but to keep vigilance lest some other power
should occupy Afghanistan or establish her influence upon it. After the
death of Dost Muhammad in 1863, there was a war of succession, between
his sons and nominated successor, Sher Ali and his other brothers. This
continued till 1868. Every son of Dost Muhammad asked for help from Sir
Lawrence. But he adopted a policy of complete neutrality and non-
interference in this matter. His policy has been described as "Masterly
Inactivity". Because of this policy of Lawrence, his rivals asked for help
from Persia and Russia. Because of these events, the policy of inactivity of
Sir Lawrence came to an end. He immediately extended help to Sher Ali.
With the British help, he controlled Kabul Kandhar and Herat.

3.6.3 Lord Mayo’s Policy towards Afghanistan
As regards Afghanistan, Lord Mayo continued the policy of Masterly
Inactivity as followed by Lord Lawrence. The Amir of Afghanistan was
unhappy with the English because they had failed to him during his
struggle for succession to the throne of Kabul to appease the Amir, Lord
Mayo invited him to great Durbar, which he held at Ambal to welcome the
visiting Amir, Sher Ali, who came there to seek a treaty with the English
in order to get annual subsidy and military assistance in time of need and
to get their approval for his own youngest son Abdullah to succeeded as
the next Amir.
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Lord Mayo did not agree to his proposals. He tried to assure the Amir
by his goodwill and promise of help In case of need. That failed. Lord
Mayo continued his predecessors’ policy of trying to arrive at some
understanding with Russia regarding the boundary of her sphere of
influence in Central Asia. Negotiations were started between British
Foreign Secretary, 'Lord Clarendon, and Prime Gortschakoff in Europe.
Douglas Forsyth was sent by the Indian Government to St. Peterburg in
1869 to lay its viewpoints before the Russian Government. Russia agree to
recognize Sher Ali's rule south of the Oxus River, provided he respected
the integrity of Bokhara, north of that River. The northern frontier of
Afghanistan was not demarked in detail. The Russians in 1871 claimed
that Badakshan did not form part of Afghanistan proper but they accepted
British time in 1873 and recognized Badakshan as part of Afghanistan.

3.6.4 Afghan Policy of Lord Northbrook
Lord North-brook also followed the policy of Masterly Inactivity. Being
anxious of the expansion of Russian empire towards Eastern frontier of
Afghanistan, Sher Ali sent his envoy to meet North-brook at Simla. The
envoy expressed his willingness to establish closer relationship with the
English. Northbrook told the envoy that he would help Sher Ali if he was
attacked by Russia without any cause. However, he made it clear that the
decision whether it was necessary or not to help, rested with the British
Government. Thus, the British Government did not accept to take any
responsibility. But in 1874 Disraeli and Lord Salisbury were appointed the
Prime Minister' of England and Secretary State for India respectively.
There were in favour of forward policy. Lord Northbrook, to ask the
Government of Afghanistan to keep a British Resident at Kabul. But Lord
North-brook did not agree with this view and, therefore, resigned from his
post. That is probably the reason that some historians have written, "The
Afghan policy of Northbrook was more masterly than that of Lawrence."

3.6.5 The Afghan Policy of Lord Lytton
After the resignation of Lord North brook, Lord Lytton was appointed as
the Viceroy of India. It has been already made clear that the reason for the
resignation of Lord Northbrook was his opposition to the Afghan policy of
the Secretary of state who wanted to establish the English hegemony in
Afghanistan. Now the British Government in England appointed such a
person as the Viceroy of India who may act accordingly to the forward
policy of the Conservative Government towards the North-Western
Frontiers of India. Lord Lytton was a great scholar and a highly gifted and
experienced statesman and politician. But due to the forward policy that he
wanted to follow he had to face the second Afghan War.
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3.6.6 Second Afghan War
Causes of the War

The following causes were responsible for the second Afghan War.
From 1870 onwards there was a resurgence of imperialism all
over the world.
The British Government was again keen on the commercial and
financial penetration of Central Asia.
The British statesmen once again thought of bringing Afghanistan
under direct political control so that it could serve as a base for
British expansion in Central Asia.
The Anglo-Russian rivalry was also intensified.
Anglo-Russian ambitious clashed even more openly in the
Balkans and West Asia.
British officials and public opinion were again haunted by the
hystorical fear of a Russian invasion of India, the brightest jewel
in the British Empire. And so the Indian Government was directed
by London to make Afghanistan a subsidiary state whose foreign
and defence policies could be definitely under British control.
In 1876 Lord Lytton informed Sher Ali, the Amir of Afghanistan
that since Queen Victoria had assumed the title of the Empress of
India, he should also welcome a delegation. He also told that he
would, not be able. to protect the delegation on account of the
religious fanaticism of the Afghans. Moreover, if he accepted to
meet the delegation, he would have to extend the same facilities
to Russia. Lord Lytton took this reply as an insult and warned
Sher Ali that by refusing to accept the delegation he was for
saking the help and friendship of the British.
Lord Lytton made a confidential arrangement with the ruler of
Kashmir and established a British agency at Gilgit. Even Captain
Ceavagran the agent chosen by Lytton, warned the Viceroy that
such a policy would further annoy the Amir. Sher Ali felt that this
had been done to keep watch over his dominion and to establish
relations with his subjects.
Lord Lytton made a treaty with the Khan of Kalat in 1876 by
which the British got Quetta. It is a place of great strategic
importance because it commands Bolan Pass, one of the gates to
Afghanistan. The Amir remembered that the British forces had
attacked Afghanistan through Bolan Pass during the British
occupation of Quetta. Kandhar could be attacked any time from
there.
Lytton held the view that between Great Britain and Russia,
Afghanistan was like "an earthen pipkin between two iron pots."
If the Amir remained a friend of Great Britain, by military
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strength of the latter, "could be spread around him as a ring of
iron, and if he became our enemy, it could break him as a read."
Lord Lytton was also in favour of the disintegration of
Afghanistan so that, that country might never become a stronger
power.

Events of the War

The British forces attacked Afghanistan from three sides-through Khyber
Pass, Kurram Valley and Bolan Pass. The British forces did not encounter
any serious opposition. Sher Ali did not get any help from Russia. After
leaving the responsibility of state upon his son Yaqub Khan Sher Ali fled
away to Russia where he died on February 22, 1879.

Results of War

The British forces had occupied Southern Afghanistan and it was the
desire of Lord Lytton to make Afghanistan a part of British Empire. But
he could not get the support of home Government for his proposal.
Therefore, he accepted Yaqub Khan as the Amir of Afghanistan and made
the treaty of Gandmark in May, 1879 with Yaqub Khan. Treaty of
Gandmark-Following were the provisions of the treaty

There was to be a permanent British Resident at Kabul with
agents at Herat and other places on the frontier.
The Amir was to initiate his foreign policy accordingly to the
advice of the British.
The British troops were to be withdrawn from Afghanistan,
except at Kandhar .
The Amir was to give Kurram Pass along with Pishin and Sibi
districts to the British.
The Amir was to be given an annual subsidy of six lacs of rupees.
The British were to support the Amir at their discretion, with
money and men against foreign aggression.

3.6.7 Lord Ripon's Afghan Policy

After the return, of Lord Lytton the Frontier policy of the British Indian
Government underwent a great change. At this time, Gladston was the
Prime Minister of England and Lord Hartington was the Secretary of State
for India Lord Hertington announced his policy in very clear terms "As
soon as it be possible let create those conditions in Afghanistan which
existed before the War." On the question of the succession to the throne of
Kabul Lord Ripon following the policy of Lord Lytton for ally recognized
Abdul Rehman as the Amir of Kabul. The demand for the maintenance of
a British Resident in Afghanistan was withdrawn. In return Abdul Rehman
agreed, not to maintain political relations with any power except the
British. The Government of India also agreed to pay the Amir an annual
subsidy and to come to his aid in case of foreign aggression. Thus the
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Amir of Afghanistan lost control of his foreign policy and, to that extent,
became a dependent ruler. At the same time, he retained complete control
over his country's internal affairs.

3.6.8 Afghan Policy of Lord Curzon
With the drawing of the Durand Line in 1893, as the demarcated border
between India and Afghanistan several Afghan tribes on the north-western
side came under the British jurisdiction. During Lord Elgin's Vice-royalty
these tribes broke out in open revolt which had to be suppressed with
ruthless severity. When Lord Curzon became the Viceroy in 1899, there
was already about 10,000 British soldiers engaged in the tribal areas.
Curzon adopted the policy of the 'Middle Cause'. Under this policy, he
gradually, withdrew all the British troops, and in their place posted tribal
soldiers, specially trained by the British officers. Behind the tribal areas a
strong ring of cantonments was built and they were effectively connected
by rails and roads. In this way, Lord Curzon succeeded in dealing very
efficiently with the North Western n Frontier problem. With the
establishment of peace on the north-western frontier, relations between the
British Government in India and Amir Abdul Rehman of Afghanistan also
improved.

3.6.9 Third Afghan War
A fanatical party in Afghanistan murdered Amir Habibullah for
maintaining neutrality in the war. On his dead his youngest son Amanullah
Khan became King. After the Russian Revolution of 1917 the Soviet
Government renounced imperialistic ambitions. As the Afghans had no
fear of aggression from Russia, they were in no need of British support
and sought to be free of British domination. In 1919 Amanullah, who sat
on throne after the assassination of Habibullah, declared war on British
India. This led to third Afghan War. Amanullah entered the British
territory and his troops began to destroy whatever came in their way.
Although there were defeats in the beginning, the Indian army succeeded
in beating back the invaders. -With the treaty Rawalpindi, ended the Third
Afghan War. This treaty was signed in August 1919. Another treaty was
signed in November 1921. The net result of these two treaties was that
Afghanistan became completely free in her foreign affairs. The British
Government was not to pay any subsidy to Afghan. in 1922, an
Afghanistan minister was appointed in London and a British Minister in
Kabul, In the same year Afghan Government was permitted, to import
arms through India.

Check Your Progress

14. What was the Afghan policy of Lord Lytton?
15. What were the provisions of the Treaty of Gandmark?
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3.7 LORD DALHOUSIE AND DOCTRINE OF
LAPSE

Lord Dalhousie was supporter of territorial expansion of the Company's
territories in India as he was a frank imperialist. Like every other
Governor General of India, he was quite keen that on one pretext or the
other both the territories of the Company and its revenues may be
increased. He completed the map of the British Empire in India. Lord
Dalhousie had no conscience about annexation and he made annexations
right and left in total disregard of Indian feeling and susceptibilities.

His annexation policy rested on a threefold basis like (1) right of
conquest, (2) Doctrine of Lapse, and (3) the desire to extent the benefits of
British rule to provinces misgoverned by Indian monarchs. As noticed
before the annexation of the Punjab and Pegu came under the first head,
the provinces being annexed as result of military conquest. A small
portion of Sikkim was annexed as a penalty for the Raja's ill treatment of
the British officers.

Hindu Adoption System

Under the Hindu social system it is right of every Hindu to adopt a son, if
he has none otherwise and the adopted son enjoys all those rights which
are legally enjoyed by a son born of the couple otherwise. Thus, for all
practical purposes there is no difference between a child born to the couple
or adopted by a couple or either of the parent if the other parent does not
dispute adoption. Such an adoption is accepted both by religion and
society. In India the princes have been adopting children so that after their
death succession line does not break and there is no dispute for the gaddi.
Not only the princes royal but even the common man has been adopting
children, to have the consolation that someone will be there to lit the pyre
after their death.

Attitude of the English for Adoption

Under the Hindu social system it is right of every Hindu to adopt a son, if
he has none otherwise and the adopted son enjoys all those rights which
are legally enjoyed by a son born of the couple otherwise. Thus, for all
practical purposes there is no difference between a child born to the couple
or adopted by a couple or either of the parent if the other parent does not
dispute adoption. Such an adoption is accepted both by religion and
society. In India the princes have been adopting children so that after their
death succession line does not break and there is no dispute for the gaddi.
Not only the princes royal but even the common man has been adopting
children, to have the consolation that someone will be there to lit the pyre
after their death.

But this did not mean that adoptions made after the death of a ruler
were always turned down. In 1827 Daulat Rao Scindia died and after his
death his widow Baija Bai adopted Jankoji as heir and this succession
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though made after the death of the ruler was accepted by the Company.
Similarly when in 1843 Jankoji died Daulat Rao Scindia's wife adopted
Jayaji Rao as heir and this adoptions too was accepted. In fact, between
1826-48 as many as 15 adoptions were accepted by the East India
Company and it was only in rare cases that the request for adoption was
turned down. It was however, during this period that the Company did not
accept adoption of a son by Rama Chandra Rao, the ruler of Jhansi. He
had adopted a child before his death but could not get the approval of the
English before he died. When request for approval was made the English
declined and placed his uncle Raghu Nath Rao on the gaddi. Thus, the
right not to accept adoption was utilised. But when the adoption was not
accepted even then the territory was not annexed to the Company's
territories.

What is Doctrine of Lapse?

According to Doctrine of Lapse, the dependent states passed back or
'lapsed' to the paramount power on the failure of natural heirs of the royal
line. In other words, Dalhousie refused to recognise the right of adoption
in the case of dependent States and held that the failure of natural heirs of
the royal line in such States was a legitimate opportunity for annexing
them.

The Doctrine of Lapse was not a creation of Lord Dalhousie. Its
foundations had been laid by the Directors of the Company when they
wrote to the Indian Government in 1834. "Whenever it is optional with
you to give or withhold your consent to adoptions. the indulgence would
be the exception and not the rule and should never be granted but as a
special mark of approbation."

Again in 1841, the Directors had expressed their increasing tendency
towards annexation by expressing their intention of "abandoning no just or
honourable accession ofterritory or revenue." Auckland had annexed the
States of Mandavi, Jalaun, Colaba and Surat by refusing recognition to the
adoption. Dalhousie had the credit to expand the scope of this doctrine so
much so that it reached its climax under him. In other words we can say
that this doctrine having been originated in 1834 remained in a formative
State until Dalhousie handled it and magnified its scope to the maximum.

When Lord Dalhousie became the Governor General of India he
vigorously and enthusiastically followed the policy enunciated under
doctrine of lapse. He said that there were three types of states in India.

In the first category fell those states which directly or indirectly
were created by the English.
In the second category were the states which were dependent on
the Company.
In the third category fell independent states.

According to his theory the states falling under first two categories
must seek the permission of paramount power for adopting a child and it
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was for that power to decide whether to grant such permission or not. In
case the permission was not given the territory would lapse to the
Company and annexed to its territories. In fact he went a step further and
said that the states falling in the first category shall have no right to adopt
a child as heir.

The Doctrine of Lapse was not a creation of Lord Dalhousie. Its
foundations had been laid by the Directors of the Company when they
wrote to the Indian Government in 1834. "Whenever it is optional with
you to give or withhold your consent to adoptions the indulgence would be
the exception and not the rule and should never be granted but as a special
mark of approbation."

Again in 1841, the Directors had expressed their increasing tendency
towards annexation by expressing their intention of "abandoning no just or
honourable accession ofterritory or revenue." Auckland had annexed the
States of Mandavi, .Jalaon, Colaba and Surat by refusing recognition to
the adoption. Dalhousie had the credit to expand the scope of this doctrine
so much so that it reached its climax under him. In other words we can say
that this doctrine having been originated in 1834 remained in a formative
State until Dalhousie handled it and magnified its scope to the maximum.

3.7.1 Application of the Doctrine of Lapse
It was fortunate for Dalhousie but unfortunate for Indians that a good
many States were without natural heirs and their rulers died during the
tenure of his Governor General. Thus, he was able to enlarge the scope of
this doctrine and annex all such States as fell under it. The States which
came under the Doctrine of Lapse can be discussed below:

Annexation of Satara

Satara was the first Indian state to be annexed. In 1848 Appa Sahib, the
Raja of Satara, died without leaving a natural son. He bad, however,
adopted a son some days before his death but without the consent of the
East India Company. Lord Hastings after destroying the Maratha power in
1818 had conferred this principality of Satara on Pratap Singh, the
representative of the house of Shivaji and in his sons and heirs and
successors. In 1839 the Prince had been deposed and replaced by his
brother Appa Sahib. Bombay Council beaded by Sir George Clerk advised
against the annexation. Lord Dalhousie decided to regard it as ‘dependent
principality' and declared the state annexed. The Court of Directors
approved Dalhousie's decision; "We are fully satisfied that by the general
law and custom of India, a dependent principality like that of Satara,
cannot pass to an adopted heir without the consent of the Paramount
Power; that we are under no' pledge, direct or constructive, to give such
consent; and that the general interest committed to our charge are best
consulted by withholding it". In the House of Commons Joseph Hume
described the annexation as a victory of 'might over right' but the House of
Commons agreed in the annexation.
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Sambalpur

As regards Sambalpur, Raja Narayan Singh, the ruler of the state died
without adopting a son. After the death of her husband, the widow took
over the administration of the state. The company did not agree to this
arrangement and annexed Sambalpur The state was annexed in 1849. J.H.
Crawford, the Agent to the Governor General assumed the charge of the
administration of Sambalpur.

Udaipur

The case of the annexation of Udaipur was also very weak. In case of the
failure of natural heirs, the sovereignty, if at all it was to lapse would have
been lapsed in favour of the Raja of Sarguja. But Dalhousie annexed it
without any suspicion, though his annexation was reversed by Lord
Canning.

Annexation of Nagpur

Raghu Ji, the ruler of Nagpur had died in 1853. Before his death he had
applied for permission to adopt a child. Hence, he directed his wife to
adopt Yashwant Rao before his death. According to the last wish of her
husband, the queen adopted Yashwant Rao but Lord Dalhousie was very
anxious to grab Nagpur, hence he annexed it to the empire of the
Company on the pretext that prior permission was not sought or granted
by the government. But the fact was that Nagpur was situated on the route
to Calcutta and Bombay and it held so much significance for the English.
Hence, violating all the principles of morality, he seized Nagpur.

Annexation of Jhansi

Jhansi was another important victim of his principle of Doctrine of Lapse.
It was handed over to the English by the Peshwa in 1818. Rao Ram
Chandra was seated on the throne by Lord Hastings and by a treaty he was
authorized to choose his successor. Gangadhar Rao, the last ruler of Jhansi
died without a natural son. He had adopted a son before death. Lord
Dalhousie declared that his adopted son could not be his successor. Queen
Laxmi Bai referring to the treaty of 1818 wrote to Dalhousie and stressed
that an adopted child had the right to succeed but Lord Dalhousie was not
prepared to accept the terms of a treaty which was concluded by his
predecessor. He outright rejected the succession of Anand Rao and
annexed the kingdom of Jhansi.

Annexation of Jaitpur, Udaipur, Berar

Besides the above cited three important states, he incorporated Jaitpur,
Udaipur, Berar etc., to the English Empire as the rulers of these native
states had no successors.

Thus, Lord Dalhousie was a great imperialist and he did his best for
the expansion of the British territory in India. Lord Dalhousie was the
follower of the policy of annexation and incorporated several native
kingdoms into the British domain. He endeavoured to extend the
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Company's territory through fair or foul means. His 'Doctrine of Lapse'
was a very powerful weapon on the strength of which he gobbled up many
kingdoms. In reality, he can be said to be the real founder of the British
Empire. His expansionist and imperialist policy remained successful so
long he lived in India but just after one year of his leaving for England, the
people of India who were dissatisfied with his policies revolted against the
English and shook them to their roots.

3.7.2 His Administration and Reforms
Lord Dalhousie was not only a great conqueror and annexationist, but also
a great administrator and reformer. He had two objects in introducing
reforms. Firstly, he wanted to improve the condition of people under
British rule in India. He appears to have believed that the rulers must
justify their power by discharging the duties of governing efficiently.
Secondly, he wanted to promote British interests in India. His capacity to
work was immense. He mastered the Indian problems in a remarkably
short span of time. The reforms of Lord Dalbousie can be studied under
several heads:

3.7.3 His Administration
He made some reforms in the field of administration for the betterment of
the people of India which are given bellow:

Lord Dalhousie began to carryon administration on modern lines.
Before this, the work of Government was not properly distributed
among different departments. Lord Dalhousie properly
demarcated the spheres of different departments. Lord Dalhousie
properly demarcated the spheres of different departments and
began to divide the work of Government properly among them.
Lord Dalhousie organized a non-regulation system for the
province. This was due to the fact that the British empire in India
had extended. Each of the non-regulation provinces was under a
chief commissioner responsible to Governor General-in-Council.
This system made no distinction between civil and military
government. It meant economy of personnel Punjab, C. P., Oudh
and Burma were non-regulation provinces. The three presidencies
of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras were regulation provinces.
Till the time of Lord Dalhousie, Governor-General of India had to
work as Governor of Bengal also. The whole work was too much
to be efficiently done by one man. The Governor-General had to
give prior attention to the work of Government of India. As a
result of that the efficiency of Bengal administration was lowered.
Lord Dalhousie appointed a Lieutenant Governor for Bengal. It
raised the standard of administration in the province. At the same
time it enabled the Governor-General to devote his whole time to
the affairs of India.
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The District Magistrate was to exercise executive, judicial and
revenue powers. It is against the theory of the separation of
powers. It had demoralizing effect on the people.

3.7.4 Other Reforms of Lord Dalhousie
Military Reforms

The Empire had extended westwards up to Khyber Pass. Calcutta
was too far off in the east from the NorthWest frontier. Moreover,
the eastern frontier was calm while the frontier tribes on the
north-west could be expected to became restless. Beyond the
tribal areas lay the kingdom of Afghanistan and its boundary
touched the Russian outposts in Central Asia.
Lord Dalhousie came to the conclusion that the north-west
frontier of the Indian ‘Empire needed’ great vigilance. Hence, he
started general movement of troops from Bengal towards the west.
The headquarters of Bengal artillery was shifted from Calcutta to
Meerut.
Army headquarters was gradually shifted from Calcutta to Simla.
He introduced a policy of better distributions of troops.
Gorkhas were encouraged to join the Indian Army.
An irregular force was raised for the Punjab.
A large number of British troops had been withdrawn from India
to serve in the Crimean War. He asked the home authorities to
increase the number of British troops in Indian troops.

Commercial Reforms

Lord Dalhousie wanted to benefit the British manufacturers and
followed a free trade policy in their interests.
All the ports of India were declared free ports. All obstacles in the
way of British investment in India were removed.
The Indian Cottage Industries could not withstand the competition
of machine made goods and suffered heavily.
Even the coastal trade of India greatly fell into the hands of
English capitalists.

Educational Reforms

Lord Dalhousie paid attention to the development of education also. He
stressed not only the improvement of the education of men but also of
women. Sir Charles Wood President of the Board of Control, sent his
famous despatch on education in 1854 and it is popularly known as
Wood's Despatch. It made the following recommendations:

The universities were to be set up in the Presidencies on the
model of London University. Those were merely to conduct
examinations and were not to undertake teaching work.
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The colleges were to run intermediate and degree classes. These
were to be affiliated to the Universities.
High schools and Anglo-Vernacular Schools were to provide
education in the Vernacular of the province in which they were
situated.
Training institutions were to be started to train the teachers.
Private enterprise in the sphere of education was to be encouraged.
'The institutions run by private enterprise were to be given
recognition if they came up to the said standards. Such institutions
were to be given grants-in-aid.
Education was to be of secular type.
There was to be a department of education in every province.
There was to be a Director-General of Education for the whole of
India. He was to be co-ordinate the activities of different
departments. The Universities were set up at Bombay, Calcutta
and Madras, within a few years.

3.7.5 Railways, Postal and Telegraph
Lord Dalhousie paid great attention to the Railways and the Telegraphs.
There were two reasons for introducing railways.

Firstly, these would improve communications and thereby help in
the defence of the country and the maintenance of peace and order.
Secondly, these would encourage British investment in India.
These railways benefitted the people also in several ways. Firstly,
these helped in improving trade in the country.
Thirdly, the railways for the people of different parts of the
country to come in contact with each other.
Fourthly, these helped in mitigating the rigid caste system,
because the people of every caste and religion travelled in the
same compartments.

Lord Dalhousie opened the first railway line between Bombay and
Thana in 1853. This railway had been planned by Lord Hardinge. Calcutta
was connected with Raniganj coal-fields by rail in 1854. Lord Dalhousie
reformed the postal system. A uniform rate of half anna per letter not
exceeding half tola as fixed. These letters could be sent to any part of
India.

3.7.6 Establishment of the Public Works Department

Public Work-Department was under the charge of military members
before the time of Dalhousie. These members were primarily interested in
matters of military department and the work on the civilian side was
generally neglected. Lord Dalhousie separated Public Works Department.
This Department seriously tookup the work of extending public utility
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works. - Old roads were repaired and new ones were constructed. Grand
Trunk Road was completed. It connects Calcutta with Peshawar. The
Ganges Canal was constructed and Bari-Doab Canal in the Punjab was
planned. These canals did much to improve agriculture some steps were
taken for the preservation of historical buildings.

Thus, Lord Dalhousie introduced reforms with the idea of promoting
British interests and to improve the condition of the people of India. These
reforms were meant for the goods of the people also but he did not take
into consideration the conservative temperament of the people. This is
why his reforms were misunderstood. The motives of Lord Dalhousie
cannot be questioned but in introducing reforms he did not take into
consideration the conservative temperament of the people, and it became
one of the causes of the Mutiny.

Check Your Progress

16. What was Hindu adoption system?
17. What was Doctrine of Lapse?
18. How Sambalpur was annexed?

3.8 REVOLT OF 1857 : NATURE AND
SIGNIFICANCE

The Revolt of 1857 is considered as one of the most important events in
the history of the struggle towards the liberation from the British yoke.
The hundred year’s British rule i.e. from 1757 to 1857 was the period of
mounting distress and unhappiness for the people of India. The ever
increasing effect of the British expansionist policies, economic
exploitation and administrative innovations over the years had badly
affected the life of the people of India. The British rule had endangered the
life, prestige, religion and property of both Hindu and Muslim community.
Their discontent found expression in different revolts, of which the Revolt
of 1857 was most important. The revolt was a big challenge to the British
empires to sustain its control over India. It was presumed at one time that
it was going to end. It was started as a mere Sepoy mutiny. Subsequently
peasants, princess and civilians joined in it and made the great Revolt of
1857.

Revolt of 1857
The revolt of 1857 was the result of the culmination of popular discontent
that had been accumulating for a long time against the policies of the
British in India. The record of the Company of the last hundred years in
India was that of extension of political power and economic exploitation.
It created dissatisfaction and distrust among the Indian masses, which
resulted in several local revolts and mutines prior to the Revolt. The
people had revolted at Bareilly in 1816, the Kols in 1831-1833, the people
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in the Kangra Valley in 1848 and the Santhals in 1855-1856. Similarly the
mutiny of 7th Bengal Cavalry and 64th Regiment, the mutiny of 22nd N.I.
in 1849., the mutiny of 66th N.I. in 1850, the 38th N.I. in 1858 among the
sepoys found expression out of socio-economic-political and
administrative causes. By 1857, certain factors involved Indian soldiers as
well in it which sparked the revolt. Then, the dissatisfied native rulers,
landlords, and their subjects and certain opportunistic people also became
a party to it. Thus, the revolt of 1857 was the result of certain deep-rooted
causes though its immediate cause was ‘greased cartridge’ provided by the
Indian soldiers.

3.8.1 Causes of the Revolt
The 1857 revolt was merely started as a military outbreak. The East Indian
Company which was started as a trading company, had some military
ambition. They took the help of military to exploit the Indian trading
privileges as their only prerogatives. After defeating Portugues and the
French trading companies they not only defeated Indian powers in 1757
but also monopolised trade in their favours. However, the following
causes were responsible for the outbreak of the Revolt of 1857.

Economic Factors

East India Company compelled Indian peasants and, artisans, weavers to
sell their products in unremunerative price. There was huge drain of
wealth from India. The policy of deindustrialization ruined the economy
of country. Heavy-protective duties were imposed on goods to disfavour
the Indian trade and manufacturing sectors. The industrial products of
Britain flooded the Indian markets. The cotton-weavers failed to get the
proper price. The Indigo-cultivators of Bengal and Bihar got the rough
treatment. In order to broaden the base their profit their main source of
revenue shifted to land. They devised new system of land settlements like
Permanent, Ryotwari and Mahalwari Settlement. All these systems made
tenants the helpless creatures and the exorbitant land revenue made their
condition down. Landlords were given absolute right. They collected
revenue from tenants in rigorous methods. Many Zamindars lost their
rights on Zamindars because of sunset law. If they failed to deposit in time
they lost their Zamindary. These settlements made Indian peasants poor
and hard to survive. Many of them went to money-lenders and compelled
to disposed their property in a distress sale. The peasants were oppressed
by petty official. As Indian agriculture depended on nature during bad
harvest they suffered more. Even the law courts failed to give them proper
justice. The nexus between the lower officials, law courts and money-
lenders created an unholy alliance. as a result Indian peasantry alienated.
Besides the outbreak of seven famines during first half of 19th century
made the condition more distressing.
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Political Cause

During the administration of Lord Dalhousie (1848-56) the East Indian
Company's policy of annexation became naked and severe. Even it never
spared his own friends. By a stroke of pen Dalhousie took its Indian
Empire to its culmination. It was Doctrine of Lapse which disallowed the
Princely states to adopt sons or select the successors. Satara was annexed
in 1848, Jhansi in 1854, and Awadh in 1856. Besides Sambalpur, Jaipur,
Udai, Bhagat were also annexed by Dalhousie. In the course of eight year
(1855-56) he annexed eight states. The annexation of Awadh was the most
brutal act of imperialism. The policy followed to annex Burma. Assam,
Coorg and Sind created wide discontent in these regions. It made a
number of rulers dissatisfied with Britishers Begum of Avadh, Rani of
Jhansi and Nana Saheb adopted son of Peshwa Bazi Rao II were
displeased with British authorities. It hut their Sepoys, and dependent
relatives. They paid more taxes and became many of them unemployed.
The Doctrine of Lapse was one of the potent causes of 1857 revolt.

Social Cause

The middle and upper classes of Indian society were deeply oppressed.
During Mughals they were a major part of their civil service and helping
them in administration. By their talents they were given very high posts.
Indians served both in high and low level of service. They were deprived
form civil service because of annexation of Princely states. During British,
they were allowed to act as subordinates and juniors, suffering from racial
prejudice. Many talented Indians and personnel were neglected. Many
Britishers never mixed with Indian people and ill treated them. Their
policy of exploitation was severe to ruin Indians economically. The
introduction of English education and Western civilization challenged
some of the Indian thoughts unreasonably. No doubt some practices
existed had no scientific rationalisation, should be changed. But to make it
a point to undermine our cultural, social and religious fabric was certainly
wrong. The policy of Christian missionaries to convert our people to
Christianity, claiming it to be superior religion created panic and havoc
among Hindus. The abolition of Sati and infanticide, introduction of
widow remarriage, the right of inheritance to converts were looked as
interference of our religion. It was believed that the introduction of
railways and telegraphs had some ill motive to destroy our path of
religions beliefs and strengthen the British imperialist designs.

The Immediate Cause

The discontent of too deep and even spread to other sectors. mostly sepoys.
Indian Sepoy of British Army belonged to various religions. They lived
like brothers. In 1824 the Sepoys of Barrakpore refused to go to Burma by
sea to justify their religious beliefs and besides they had series of
grievances. Their allowances were cut. Canning's General Service
enlistment Act made all recruits to march wherever ordered. British saw
the Bengal Army mutinous. The policy of promotion to Indian Sepoys
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compared to others was not encouraging. Another factor which made
Indian Sepoys to revolt was its sizeable numbers. When Dalhousie left
India the British Army contained 2,33,000 Indian Sepoys and 45,322
British Soldiers.

The Greased Cartridge Story

This discontentment and dissatisfaction was sparked off by the spread of
greased cartridge story. In 1856 Enfield rifle was introduced in the army.
The top of the cartridge of this Rifle was to be removed by the mouth
before its being loaded in the rifle. Soon thereafter, a rumour was spread
in the army that cartridge were greased by the fat of cow and pig. This
annoyed both the Hindu and the Muslim soldiers who felt strongly
aggrieved that their religion was being spoiled by the government. All
efforts made by the government to convince the soldiers that there were no
fat of cow or pig failed and they decided not to use these cartridges. This
became immediate cause responsible for the spread of revolt. British
historians, among others have accepted, that greased cartridges definitely
contained the fats of cows and pigs.

3.8.2 Nature of the Revolt
Now the question arises as to what was the nature of revolt i.e., whether it
was spontaneous outburst or pre-planned Rising. In other words, whether
the revolt was an outburst of the people against the discontentment which
was brewing in the minds of the people or it was instigated by few vested
interested interests who had been dislodged from their position and
authority.

Different views have been expressed by historians, scholars,
statesmen and writers on the nature and character of the events of 1857
which are given bellow:

Sepoy Mutiny

Scholar like Sir John Lawrence was of the view that the events of 1857
had their origin in the army and their cause was the greased cartridges and
nothing else. According to Sir John Seelay it was "Wholly unpatriotic and
selfish sepoy mutiny with no native leadership and no popular support."
Prof. P.E. Roberts accepts the views of John Lawrence and Seelay and
observes that the Mutiny was mainly military in origin but it occurred at a
time when for various reasons there were social and political discontent in
the country and the mutineers took advantage of the same. Marshman
called it as "the savage muting of a hundred thousand sepoys." The view
of Dr. Alexander Duff is that the revolt was the spontaneous outcome of
the fraternity of sepoys of all castes and creeds.

The explanations of the above scholars are unacceptable. Although,
the Revolt started as a military revolt, but it was not confined to the army
everywhere. Even the army as a whole did not join the rising and a big
part of the army fought on the side of the government. In fact, the rebels
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came from almost every section of the population. In Oudh some districts
of Bihar, it got the support of the common people. In the trials of 1858-59,
thousands of civilians along with the soldiers were made guilty of the
revolt and were punished.

Conflict Between Civilizations and Barbarism

Some historians led by T.R. Holmes are of view that the Revolt of 1857
was "a conflict between civilization and barbarism." This point of view
smacks of narrow racialism. It may be noted that both the English and the
Indian were guilty of murder of innocent people. If the Indians were guilty
of the murder of European women and in some cases children in Delhi,
Kanpur and Lucknow, the record of the British was equally tarnished by
the black deeds which were no less barbaric then those of the Indian
people. Hodson made indiscriminate firing at Delhi. Neil hanged hundreds
of innocent Indians without any trial. At Allahabad there was scarcely a
single tree which was not used as gallows for the poor peasants. The street
urchins were caught and hanged by the British at Banaras. The Muslim
noblemen were sewn alive in pig skin by the British soldiers. By
committing this kind of heinous crime and acts, no nation can claim itself
to be civilised.

Hindu and Muslim Conspiracy

A few historians call it a Hindu Conspiracy. It is contended by them that it
was initiated by Mangal Pandey - a Hindu. It was engineered by the
emissaries of the Peshwa under the guidance of Nana Saheb. Sir James
Outram and W. Tayler hold the view that "it was a Mohammedan
conspiracy making capital of Hindu grievances." There is no basis for
such a theory. The Hindus and the Muslims worked shoulder to shoulder.
This view is basically made on the English diplomacy of "Divide and
Rule.” The explanation is extremely unsatisfactory. If it were a Muslim
conspiracy, the Nizam of Hyderabad would have been induced not to
remain neutral. Mangal Pandey, Nana Saheb, Tantia Tope, Rani Laxmi
Bai, were not Muslim leaders.

National Uprising

Lord Canning, the Governor-General of India, in whose rule, the events
took place observed, "The struggle which we have had, has been more like
a national war than a local insurrection. It its magnitude, duration, scale of
expenditure and in some of its moral features, it partakes largely of the
former character." Benjamin Disraeli, a contemporary conservative leader
in England, describes it as "a national rising." He contended that the so-
called Mutiny was no sudden impulse but was the result of careful
combinations, vigilant and well organized, on the watch for an opportunity
the decline and fall of empires are not affairs of greased cartridges such
rebellions are occasioned by adequate causes and accumulation of
adequate cause. Ashok Mehta, a great national leader points out the
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national character of the movement in his book 1857: The Great
Rebellion."
The above views are again not acceptable as everybody in this revolt were
fighting for their own cause and interests. So, this cannot be accepted as a
national war. The rebel leaders by and large lacked national perspective.
They were fighting for the restoration of their lost privileges. The sepoys
of Meerut who came to Delhi declared Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah II
as their leader. Very few leaders who led the movement fought under his
leadership. There was no central leadership to guide the rebel sepoys and
civilians. There was no war strategy. The movement was unplanned and
uncoordinated. The leaders at different places were jealous and suspicious
of one another and often quarrelled. The only thing common was their
own interest against the maltreatment of the British rulers to them.
Patriotism merely meant regionalism. There was no all-India
consciousness or modern type of nationalism.

Popular Revolt

Some scholars argues in favour of the revolt as a popular revolt which are
given bellow:

Participation by Civilian
No doubt, the sepoys were the backbone of the revolt and they
bore the brunt of the struggle to break the chains that imprisoned
India. They became its shield and spear. However, besides the
sepoys, millions of Indian took part in the revolt. The number of
the civilians killed was as large as that of the sepoys.
The rapidity with which the struggle for freedom spread shows
that in several areas, it enjoyed mass support. At some places the
civilians were more active and aggressive than even the sepoys.
At some places, those who sided with the British faced boycott
from the community. At places boats men refused to ferry British
army across the river. Several sections of population participated
in the struggle.
Common Symbol
The circulation of 'Chapatis' - the symbol of revolts in different
parts of the country by the 'Sadhus' and others point to the popular
upsurge for freedom.
Involvement of Several Region
The movement was not confined to one region or city or province.
It was widespread.
Hindu-Muslim Unity

The religious harmony among the Hindus and the Muslims was quite
evident during the movement. The Mughal Emperor prohibited the cow
slaughter through tout the country to conciliate the Hindus. In a letter to
Rajas of Rajputana, he pleaded that the different forces of the nation must
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unite and wage the Revolutionary War. He further wrote, "I have no desire
left of ruling over India after the expulsion of the English for my own
aggrandizement. If all of your native Rajas are ready to unsheathe your
sword to drive away the enemy, then I am willing to resign imperial
powers who are chosen to exercise it." Several Hindu rulers responded to
the offer of the Muslim ruler.

The above views are also not accepted. The Revolt in the absence of
any unity of purpose did not embrace the entire country. Major parts of
South India, East India and West India remained unaffected. It was
primarily restricted to North India. Some of the Indian rulers supported
British. Quite a large number of big Zamindars sided with the British.
Propertied class in general kept itself aloof from the mutineers. Modern
educated Indians did not provide help to the rebels.

Religious Uprising

It is believed by some historians and thinkers that it was a religious
uprising. Their contention is that the greased cartridges smeared with
animal fat of cow and pig had led the sepoys to suspect the intentions of
the British rulers to convert them to Christianity. They, therefore, rose in
rebellion as their religions i.e., Hinduism and Islam were against such
things.

This theory is discounted with the argument that had this been a
religious crusade, several, Hindu and Muslim rulers and other sections
would not have rendered any help to the British. Further, it is difficult to
agree with L.E.R. Rees that the Revolt was ‘a war of fanatic religionists
against Christians’ the Christians ultimately won but not Christianity. The
Hindus and Muslims got defeated but not their religions. Moreover, there
were no religious clashes between the Christians and other religions.
There is no doubt that religious cause was one of the reasons of the
widespread Revolt but not the sole cause.

Revolutionary War

Justin McCarthy in his ‘History of Our Time' records, "The fact was that
through the greater part of the Northern and North Western provinces of
the Indian Peninsula, there was a rebellion of the native races against the
English power. It was not alone the sepoys who rose in revolt - it was a
combination of grievances - national hatred and religious fanaticism
against the English occupation of India. The native princes, and native
soldiers were in it.”
Meerut sepoys found in a moment, a leader, a flag and a cause and the
mutiny was transferred into a revolutionary war. Generally revolutionary
wars are the outcomes of some philosophical and sociological principles
advocated by philosophers and sociologist. In this struggle, such principles
were missing.
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War of Races

Some scholars argue that the Revolt was a war of races i.e. the struggle
between the white and black people. It is true that all the whites in India
irrespective of their nationality were on one side, but not all the blacks.
Indians served as cooks and looked after the comforts of the soldiers in the
war camps of the British. It were the palanquin-bearers who carried the
wite wounded soldiers out of the danger zone. To be more accurate, it was
a war between the black rebels on the one hand and the white rulers
supported by the other blacks on the other.

War of Independence

V.D. Savarkaar, a great nationalist revolutionary leader and an eminent
writer, wrote his book 'The Indian War of Independence' which was
published in London in 1909. He described the uprising of 1857 as a
"planned war of Indian Independence"; and attempted to prove that the
uprisings of 1826-27, 1831-32, 1848 and 1854 were rehearsals of the great
drama played in 1857. Later on several leaders of the freedom struggle
further developed the theme of the popular character of the Revolt and it
cited as a shining example of the perfect accord and harmony between the
Hindus and the Muslims in the fight for freedom from British domination.

View of Dr. S.N. Sen

Dr. S.N. Sen, in his book "Eighteen Fifty Seven" is inclined to believe that
the Uprising of 1857 was a War of Independence. He concludes that
revolutions are mostly the work of a minority, with or without the active
support or sympathy of the masses. Such was the case with the American
Revolution as well as the French Revolution. Dr. Sen observes, "The
Mutiny became a revolt and assumed a political character when the
mutineers of Meerut placed themselves under the king of Delhi and a
section of the landed aristocracy and civil population declared in his
favour. What began as a fight for religion ended as a war of independence
for there is not the slightest doubt that the rebels wanted to get rid of the
alien government and restore the old order of which the king of Delhi was
the rightful representative."
Again the above view cannot be accepted as War of Independence as there
was no common objective before the rebels when the struggle started at
Meerut. The movement did not embrace all regions of the country. All
sections of the population were not represented in the struggle. The leaders
had selfish motives and were fighting to regain their own power,
privileges and status. It was a feudal fight, some rulers fought against the
British while others sided with the British. The movement was not
centrally planned.

Views of R.C. Majumdar

Dr. R.C. Majumdar gave his analysis of the events of 1857 in his book
"The Sepoy Mutiny and the Revolt of 1857" and subsequently he
elaborated his arguments in the chapter he contributed to the Bhartiya
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Vidya Bhawan's "British Paramounty and the Indian Renaissance. Vol,
IX. He writes, "Whatever might have been the original character it soon
became a symbol of challenge to the mighty British power in India. It
remained a shinning example before nascent nationalism in India in its
struggle for freedom from the British yoke and was invested with the full
glory of the first War of independence against the British." However he
has also stated, "It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the so-called
First War of Independence of 1857 is neither First nor National, nor War
of Independence,".

Views of Others

Prof. S.B. Chaudhari, in his book "Theories of the Indian Mutinies" has
observed, "First War of Independence it certainly was, as in the whole
canvas of the recorded history of India it would be difficult to find a
parallel to this gigantic anti-foreign combine of all classes of people and
many provinces of India. There was never a war in India lasting
continuously for more than a year and simultaneously in all the regions
which had for its objective the abasement and rejectment of the alien
ruling power."

Views of Nehru and Rajendra Prasad

Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru in his “Discovery of India” remarks, "It was much
more than a military mutiny and it spread rapidly and assumed the
character of a popular rebellion and a war of Indian Independence."
Dr. Rajendra Prasad in the President's message broadcast from All India
Radio on August 14, 1957 stated, "It is a historical fact that the movement
of 1857 was the most determined and widespread of the risings which had
taken place till then against the East India Company. There is little wonder
if writers and historians have described this movement as a national war of
independence."

In the opinion of K.M. Panikkar, "It is true that all leaders of the
rebellion came from among the disposed, but all were united in the object
of the expulsion of the British and the recovery of national independence."

Thus, the Revolt of 1857 was basically anti-imperialist and both the
civilians and sepoys wanted to throw out the British ruler form the soil of
India. From the letter written by Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah to the
Rajas of Rajputana, it becomes clear that the struggle was for the
independence of the country. The letter reads, "It is my ardent wish to see
that the 'Feringee' (English) is driven out of Hindustan by all means and at
any cost. It is my ardent wish that the whole of Hindustan should be free,
but the Revolutionary war that is being waged for the purpose will not be
crowned with success unless a man capable of sustaining the whole
burden of the movement, who can organize and concentrate the different
forces of the nation and unify the whole people in himself, comes forward
to guide the rising. I have no desire left of ruling over India after the
expulsion of the English for my own aggrandizement. If all of your native
Rajas are ready to unsheathe your sword to drive away the enemy, then I
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am willing to resign imperial powers and authority in the hands of any
confederacy of native princes who are chosen to exercise it." Several
sections of Hindus responded to this. All this shows that it was the war of
independence or national rising, although on a limited scale.

3.8.3 Outbreak of Revolt
The people of India who were on the outlook of an opportunity to rise
against Company rule, found the greased cartridges issue as a good
opportunity. The soldiers of 19th regiment at Barrackpore cantonment
refused to use greased cartridges but subsequently they agreed to use these.
The leaders of the plan were punished and regiment disbanded. On March
20, 1857, Mangal Pandey fired at his sergeant major and raised the banner
of revolt. He was however, arrested and executed. The soldiers at other
cantonments also raised their voice. All protests made by the soldiers to
stop the use of greased cartridges failed and discontentment among the
soldiers went on increasing. On April 24, 1857, soldiers of 3rd cavalry
regiment at Meerut refused to use these cartridges, but the revolting
soldiers were arrested and imprisoned.

They were also disgraced in the public. On May 10, 1857, the 3rd
cavalry regiment soldiers revolted in large numbers and infantry joined
them. They killed many English officers and got many prisoners released
from jails. They marched towards Delhi and captured it on May 12. Here
also some Englishmen were killed. Bahadur Shah II was proclaimed as the
Emperor of India. The revolt then rapidly spread in Lucknow, Kanpur and
Jhansi. In Kanpur revolt was led by Nana Sahib, whereas in Jhansi, the
leader was Rani Lakshmi Bai. Tantia Tope was another leader of the
rebels.

In Punjab, as a precautionary measure the Company disarmed all
Indian soldiers. There were revolts in Gwalior, Indore and Rajasthan. The
rebels had initial successes in places like Saharanpur, Bulandshahi, Delhi,
Bareilly, Kanpur, Agra, Mathura, etc. The people everywhere joined the
rebels in large numbers. By the middle of June, 1857, practically the
whole of North India had risen against Company rule. In Punjab, however,
Sikh soldiers remained in their barracks and so did Salar Jang in
Hyderabad.

3.8.4 Suppression of the Revolt

Lord Canning, the then Governor I General, lost no time in suppressing
the revolt. He collected forces from South and Central India and even
from Sri Lanka, Burma and from all other places from where he could. He
ordered Sikh soldiers to proceed to Delhi. General Neill captured Banaras
and Allahabad. On December 6, 1857, Sir Campbell captured Kanpur
where Nana Sahib had declared himself as Peshwa and killed many
Englishmen. Nana Sahib however, fled away. The English then captured
both Delhi and Lucknow. Two sons of Bahadur Shah were killed and he
himself was deported to Rangoon. Sir Hugh Rose captured Jhansi and
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Rani of Jhansi left the place and joined Tantia Tope who was leading the
rebels at Gwalior. In June was arrested and executed. Thus, by July 1858,
the revolt was practically crushed and British supremacy again fully
established.1858, Gwalior was also captured. The Rani was killed while
fighting whereas Tantia Tope.

3.8.5 Results of the Revolt
The Revolt of 1857 had far reaching result in the history of modern India.
The administrative, constitutional, military, political, religious and social
structure of India underwent radical changes after the Revolt of 1857. The
British Government took two important steps to bring about changes.
These were: (i) The Government of India Act, 1858, and (ii) Proclamation
of the Queen of England. The psychological environment in India also
changed considerably after the Revolt of 1857.

Administrative Changes

The Company's administration and control over India came to an
end.
Now Indian affairs came under the Crown of England.
The designation of the Governor-General of India was changed
into the Viceroy of India.
The control of the Secretary of State for India – a newly created
post (a Cabinet Minister of England) over the Viceroy of Indian
was greater than the control of the President of the Board of
Control over the Governor - General of India.

Constitutional Changes

All territories in India under the control of the East India
Company came under the Crown of England.
The British Parliament could exercise more control over Indian
affairs.
All the treaties and agreements made by the Company with the
Indian rulers were to be honoured by the Company.

Educational Changes

As a result of the Revolt of 1857, the Universities were established at
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay in 1857.

Judicial Result

The Penal Code on which Lord Macaulay's Commission had
begun work so many years before became the law of the land.
Crown's Supermen Court and Company's Sadar Courts were
amalgamated in the High courts which were now established at
each Presidency.
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Military Significance

Increase in the number of European troops. It was laid down that
at least one third of the army in India and must consist of
Europeans.
Placing artillery exclusively under the Europeans.
Increase in military expenditure on account of higher emoluments
to Europeans.
Distinction between Kings, troops and Company's troops was
abolished.

Political Changes

India remained under the British domination on account of the
failure of the Revolt.
No further expansion of territories in India under British Rule.
No application of Doctrine of Lapse.
Assurance was given to the Indian rulers for fair treatment.
Regarding this, the Queens' Proclamation of November 1858 said,
"We hereby announce to the Native Princes of India that all
treaties and engagements made with them by or under the
authority of the East India Company are by us accepted and will
be scrupulously maintained and we look for the like observance
on their part. We desire no extension of our present territorial
possessions and while we will permit no aggression upon our
dominions or our rights to be attempted with impunity, we shall
sanction no encroachment on those of others. We shall respect the
rights, dignity and honour of Native Princes as our own; and we
desire that they as well as our own subjects should enjoy that
prosperity and that social advancement which can only be secured
by internal peace and good government. We hold ourselves bound
to the native of our Indian territories by the same obligations of
duty which bind us to all our other subjects, and those obligations,
by the blessing of almighty God, we shall faithfully and
conscientiously fill".

Religious Importance

The British rulers declared very emphatically their policy of non -
interference in the religious affairs, customs and traditions of the native
Indians. The Queens Proclamation read, "Firmly relying on ourselves on
the truth of Christianity and acknowledging with gratitude the solace of
religion, we disclaim alike the right and the desire to impose our
convictions on any of our subjects. We declare it to be our royal will and
pleasure that none be favoured, none molested by reason of their religious
faith or observances but that all shall alike enjoy the equal and impartial
protection of the law and we do strictly charge and enjoin all those who
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may be in authority under us that they abstain from all interference with
the religious belief or worship of any of our subjects.

And it is our further will that, so far as may be our subjects of
whatever race or creed be freely and impartially admitted to office in our
service, the duties which they be qualified by their education, and ability
and integrity only to discharge.

We know and respect the feelings of attachment with which the
natives of India regard the lands inherited by them from their ancestors,
and we desire to protect them in all rights connected therewith, subject to
the equitable demands of the state and we will do that generally in framing
and administering the law due regard be paid to the ancient rights, usages
and customs of India".

Sociological Changes

The Revolt of 1857 widened the gulf between the Europeans and
the Indians. Social estrangement between the two started.
It is stated by the some writers that the relations between the
Hindus and the Muslims became sore as each claimed more
participation in the Revolt. In the words of K.M. Pannikar, "On
the Indian side also the Mutiny loomed large. The rebels had been
put down with a heavy hand. The atrocities of the White terror
rankled long in Indian minds and poisoned the relations of the two
races for decades"
The Muslim Renaissances received more set back as compared
with Hind Renaissance. According to CF. Andrew "It is not
difficult to trace fatal havoc to budding spiritual life which one
year of mutiny wrought. Decay immediately overtook the revival
of learning in Delhi (center of Muslim learning) from which it
never recovered. Calcutta the centre of Hindu Renaissance
escaped the horrors of the Mutiny and was saved".

Other Important Results

Services were opened to all. The Proclamation of 1858 contained
an assurance that services would be open to all irrespective of
race or creed. To give effect to this policy, the Indian Service Act
of 1861 was passed which provided for an annual competitive
examination to be held in London.
The feudal and reactionary elements became the favourite and
privileged sections of the Biritish rulers. In the words of Pt. Nehru,
these taluqdars took pride in calling themselves the "Barons of
Oudh" and became one of the pillars of British Rule.
The era of territorial aggrandizement gave place to the era of
economic exploitation.
Thus, it becomes quite evident that the revolt of 1857 was a
turning point in the history of India. No doubt, the British
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government had crushed it on the strength of its power and
resources, but the feelings of discontentment and nationalism
continued to be nourished in the hearts of the people. A desire for
freedom kept on burning in the hearts of the Indian patriots. This
gave a turning point to the national movement as well.

3.9 ROLE OFWOMEN IN THE FREEDOM –
LAXMI BAI, AWANTI BAI, JHALKAR BAI

In spite of the barriers of religion and barriers of gender brave women
fought during the revolt of 1857. Hundreds of women fought the British
and many were even in commanding roles. The biggest examples of this
would be Rani Laxmibai of Jhansi, Awantibai and Jholkarbai.

3.9.1 Rani Laxmibai
Rani Laxmibai or Jhansi ki Rani, the queen of Jhansi was one of the
leading figures of the Rebellion of 1857. For Indian nationalists, she
became an icon for the freedom struggle against the British Raj for Indian.
She was considered as the “most dangerous of all the Indian leaders”. The
Queen of Jhansi, Rani Laxmibai, challenged the might of the British
Empire in the Uprising of 1857 and died on the battlefield with her
soldiers. Known as the greatest heroine of Indian history, the Rani of
Jhansi is a contradictory figure in British history was a worthy foe who
created terror in the heart of the British Raj.

Early Life of Rani Laxmibai

Rani Lakshmibai was born on 19 November 1835 in the town of Varanasi
into a Marathi Karhade Brahmin family. She was named Manikarnika
Tambe and was nicknamed Manu. Her father was Moropant Tambe and
her mother Bhagirathi Sapre (Bhagirathi Bai). Her parents came from
Maharashtra and was cousin of Nana Sahib. Her mother died when she
was four years old. Her father worked for a court Peshwa of Bithoor
district. The Peshwa called her “Chhabili”, which means “playful”. She
was educated at home and was more independent in her childhood than
others of her age; her studies included shooting, horsemanship, fencing
and Mallakhamba with her childhood friends Nana Sahib and Tantia Tope.
Her horses included Sarangi, Pavan and Baadal; according to historians
she rode Baadal when escaping from the fort in 1858. Rani Lakshmibai
contrasted many of the patriarchal cultural expectations for women in
India's society at this time.

Her Life as the Queen of Jhansi

Manikarnika was married to the Maharaja of Jhansi, Gangadhar Rao
Newalkar, in May 1842 and was afterwards called Lakshmibai (or
Laxmibai) in honour of the Hindu goddess Lakshmi and according to the
Maharashtrian tradition of women being given a new name after marriage.
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In September 1851, she gave birth to a boy, later named Damodar Rao,
who died four months after birth. The Maharaja adopted a child called
Anand Rao, the son of Gangadhar Rao's cousin, who was renamed
Damodar Rao, on the day before the Maharaja died. The adoption was in
the presence of the British political officer who was given a letter from the
Maharaja instructing that the child be treated with respect and that the
government of Jhansi should be given to his widow for her lifetime. After
the death of the Maharaja in November 1853, because Damodar Rao (born
Anand Rao) was an adopted son, the British East India Company, under
Governor-General Lord Dalhousie, applied the Doctrine of Lapse,
rejecting Damodar Rao's claim to the throne and annexing the state to its
territories. When she was informed of this she cried out "Main apni Jhansi
nahi doongi" (I will not surrender my Jhansi). In March 1854, Rani
Lakshmibai was given an annual pension of ` 60,000 and ordered to leave
the palace and the fort.

Beginning of the Revolt of 1857

On 10 May 1857 the Indian Rebellion started in Meerut. When news of
the fighting reached Jhansi, the Rani asked the British political officer,
Captain Alexander Skene, for permission to raise a body of armed men for
her own protection; Skene agreed to this. The city was relatively calm in
the midst of the regional unrest, but the Rani conducted a Haldi Kumkum
ceremony with pomp in front of all the women of Jhansi to provide
assurance to her subjects, in the summer of 1857 and to convince them
that the British were cowards and not to be afraid of them. Until this point,
Lakshmibai was reluctant to rebel against the British. In June 1857, rebels
of the 12th Bengal Native Infantry seized the Star Fort of Jhansi
containing the treasure and magazine, and after persuading the British to
lay down their arms by promising them no harm, broke their word and
massacred 40 to 60 European officers of the garrison along with their
wives and children. The Rani's involvement in this massacre is still a
subject of mystery.

It was after four days of the massacre the sepoys left Jhansi, having
obtained a large sum of money from the Rani, and having threatened to
blow up the palace where she lived. Following this, as the only source of
authority in the city the Rani felt obliged to assume the administration and
wrote to Major Erskine, commissioner of the Saugor division explaining
the events which had led her to do so. On 2 July, Erskine wrote in reply,
requesting her to "manage the District for the British Government" until
the arrival of a British Superintendent. The Rani's forces defeated an
attempt by the mutineers to assert the claim to the throne of a rival prince
Sadashiv Rao (nephew of Maharaja Gangadhar Rao) who was captured
and imprisoned. There was then an invasion of Jhansi by the forces of
Company allies Orchha and Datia; their intention however was to divide
Jhansi between themselves. The Rani appealed to the British for aid but it
was now believed by the governor-general that she was responsible for the
massacre and no reply was received. She set up a foundry to cast cannon
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to be used on the walls of the fort and assembled forces including some
from former feudatories of Jhansi and elements of the mutineers which
were able to defeat the invaders in August 1857. Her intention at this time
was still to hold Jhansi on behalf of the British.

Siege of Jhansi

From August 1857 to January 1858 Jhansi under the Rani's rule was at
peace. The British had announced that troops would be sent there to
maintain control but the fact that none arrived strengthened the position of
a party of her advisers who wanted independence from British rule. When
the British forces finally arrived in March they found it well-defended and
the fort had heavy guns which could fire over the town and nearby
countryside. According to one source, Hugh Rose, commanding the
British forces, demanded the surrender of the city; if this was refused it
would be destroyed. The same source claims that after due deliberation the
Rani issued a proclamation: "We fight for independence.” She defended
Jhansi against British troops when Sir Hugh Rose besieged Jhansi on 23
March 1858.

The bombardment of Jhansi began on 24 March but was met by heavy
return fire and the damaged defences were repaired. The defenders sent
appeals for help to Tatya Tope, an army of more than 20,000, headed by
Tatya Tope, was sent to relieve Jhansi but they failed to do so when they
fought the British on 31 March. During the battle with Tatya Tope's forces
part of the British forces continued the siege and by 2 April it was decided
to launch an assault by a breach in the walls. Four columns assaulted the
defences at different points and those attempting to scale the walls came
under heavy fire. Two other columns had already entered the city and
were approaching the palace together. Determined resistance was
encountered in every street and in every room of the palace. Street fighting
continued into the following day and no quarter was given, even to women
and children. "No maudlin clemency was to mark the fall of the city"
wrote Thomas Lowe. The Rani withdrew from the palace to the fort and
after taking counsel decided that since resistance in the city was useless
she must leave and join either Tatya Tope or Rao Sahib (Nana Sahib's
nephew).

According to tradition with Damodar Rao on her back she jumped on
her horse Badal from the fort; they survived but the horse died. The Rani
escaped in the night with her son, surrounded by guards. The escort
included the warriors Khuda Bakhsh Basharat Ali (commandant), Gulam
Gaus Khan, Dost Khan, Lala Bhau Bakshi, Moti Bai, Sunder-Mundar,
Kashi Bai, Deewan Raghunath Singh and Deewan Jawahar Singh. She
decamped to Kalpi with a few guards, where she joined additional rebel
forces, including Tatya Tope. They occupied the town of Kalpi and
prepared to defend it. On 22 May British forces attacked Kalpi; the forces
were commanded by the Rani herself and were again defeated.
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Flight to Gwalior

The leaders (the Rani of Jhansi, Tatya Tope, the Nawab of Banda, and Rao
Sahib) fled once more. They came to Gwalior and joined the Indian forces
who now held the city (Maharaja Scindia having fled to Agra from the
battlefield at Morar). They moved on to Gwalior intending to occupy the
strategic Gwalior Fort and the rebel forces occupied the city without
opposition. The rebels proclaimed Nana Sahib as Peshwa of a revived
Maratha dominion with Rao Sahib as his governor (subedar) in Gwalior.
The Rani was unsuccessful in trying to persuade the other rebel leaders to
prepare to defend Gwalior against a British attack which she expected
would come soon. General Rose's forces took Morar on 16 June and then
made a successful attack on the city.

Last Days of Rani Laxmibai

On 17 June in Kotah-ki-Serai near the Phool Bagh of Gwalior, a squadron
of the 8th (King's Royal Irish) Hussars, under Captain Heneage, fought the
large Indian force commanded by Rani Lakshmibai, who was trying to
leave the area. The 8th Hussars charged into the Indian force, slaughtering
5,000 Indian soldiers. They took two guns and continued the charge right
through the Phool Bagh encampment. In this engagement, according to an
eyewitness account, Rani Lakshmibai put on a sowar's uniform and
attacked one of the hussars; she was unhorsed and also wounded, probably
by his sabre. Shortly afterwards, as she sat bleeding by the roadside, she
recognized the soldier and fired at him with a pistol, whereupon he
"dispatched the young lady with his carbine". According to another
tradition Rani Lakshmibai, the Queen of Jhansi, dressed as a cavalry
leader, was badly wounded; not wishing the British to capture her body,
she told a hermit to burn it. After her death a few local people cremated
her body.

The British captured the city of Gwalior after three days. In the
British report of this battle, Hugh Rose commented that Rani Lakshmibai
is "personable, clever and beautiful" and she is "the most dangerous of all
Indian leaders.” Rose reported that she had been buried "with great
ceremony under a tamarind tree under the Rock of Gwalior, where I saw
her bones and ashes". Thus, a great lady of heroism ended while fighting
with the mighty British.

3.9.2 Awantibai
Rani Awantibai was a warrior queen and an important, inspirational figure
in the history of the Indian freedom struggle, particularly in the 1857 War
of Independence. She was steadfast in her loyalty to her people and throne,
Rani Awantibai is an icon of rebellion, sacrifice and martyrdom in a long,
brutal history of fighting colonial rule.
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Her Childhood

Awantibai was born on 16 August 1831 into a zamindar family. She is
known to have been extremely independent and well trained in her
childhood years. She was not only skilled in military strategy and state
affairs but was also fully capable of archery, horse-riding and wielding a
sword.

Her Political Career

Her political and combat education made her a good candidate for a ruler.
With word spreading about her skills and charismatic personality across
the Narmada Valley, she was accepted as a suitable bride for the king’s
son. At a young age in1849, she was married to Vikramaditya Lodhi of
Ramgarh (which presently lies in Madhya Pradesh). Given how
accomplished and well-suited she was for taking over the throne, it is no
surprise that when her husband became too ill to continue ruling, she was
the one who took over in his stead. Although her kingdom flourished
under her rule, the British did not approve of her sitting on her husband’s
throne.

After the king fell ill, the British refused to accept Awantibai’s sons
(Aman Singh and Sher Singh) as legitimate heirs to the throne, given that
they were minors. Seeing as, in their eyes, there was no heir to the
Ramgarh throne, it allowed them to install their own administration to
replace the Lodhi rule.

Application of Doctrine of Lapse in Ramgarh

This was due to a fairly ambiguous annexation policy (the Doctrine of
Lapse, commonly associated with Lord Dalhousie) that was applied by
the British East India Company before 1858. It allowed the Company to
install administration in any princely state if the ruler was incompetent or
died without a male heir – taking away Indian rulers’ rights to appoint
successors. On 13 September 1851, Ramgargh was declared the Court of
Wards with a British approved administrator named Sheikh Mohammad
was installed in place. This decision did not sit well with Rani Awantibai.
Deeply insulted by this act of the British East India Company, she bided
her time until she could retaliate. After the king’s death in 1857, she found
the perfect opportunity to respond to the foreign insult. She had the
administrator thrown out of the kingdom and declared war upon British
rule.

Outbreak of the 1857 Revolt

By May 1857, news about the incidents in Meerut and Delhi had spread
across the subcontinent. For months, people in villages had been preparing
for a rebellion after the news of rifles using cow and pig fat began to make
rounds. Rani Awantibai, too, decided to send her own message. Carrying
handwritten notes and a set of bangles, emissaries were sent to
neighbouring kingdoms to gain support in the war against the British. The
message was that if they had any semblance of loyalty or honour towards
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their country, they would pick up arms and fight , or they could sit at
home and wear those bangles.

Declaration of War Against the British

After an incident where the British caught a whiff of rebellion and
executed King Shankar Shah, the entire region was incensed and ready to
fight back. Rani Awantibai’s own people relied on her to become the
leader of the rebellion. Her influence had multiple central provinces
joining her armed fight. She raised an army of 4000 people, leading them
to the war. Rani Awantibai led her troops to a village named Kheri, near
Mandla. While the British expected an easy victory, they were shocked to
be defeated by her army. They had no choice but to back down while she
controlled Mandla from December 1857 to February 1858.

Attack of the British Army

The British did not take this slight with grace. Determined to wipe out her
rule, they retaliated with brutal force and attacked Ramgar, and no amount
of passionate patriotism and love for her people could stop them from
crushing her army with military strength. They set the region on fire and
Rani Awantibai had no choice but to seek safety in the hilly forests of
Devharigarh. Still, the queen did not give up. Utilizing guerrilla warfare
techniques, she infiltrated General Waddington’s camp and disbanded his
forces. Unfortunately, a fighting spirit was not enough against sheer battle
power. Eventually, she found herself trapped by British forces, which had
surrounded Ramgarh. Knowing that her defeat was imminent, she found it
better to sacrifice her life than to be taken at the hands of the enemy.

On 20th March 1858, she fell upon her own sword and became a
martyr. Her last words are said to have been: “Our Durgavati vowed to
never let the enemy get their hands on her while she lived. Don’t forget
this.”

Thus, Awantibai was a great freedom fighter who fought bravely
against the British administration. Among the greatest women in Indian
history, her unflagging courage and indomitable spirit are at par with
the legendary Rani Laxmi Bai of Jhansi, Rani Rudramma Devi of
Warangal.

3.9.3 Jhalkar Bai
Jhalkari Bai was a great woman warrior who fought bravely in the battle
against the British in struggle for independence from the foreign yoke.
Hailing from a humble background, she rose the ranks to become an
advisor to the legendary Rani Laxmibai. In fact, so courageous was
she that during the battle of fort of Jhansi, she disguised herself as Rani
Laxmibai and took command of the army, thus giving the real queen a
chance to escape in the meantime. A prominent fighter during the
Rebellion of 1857, one woman driven by sheer fortitude and courage was
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able to strike fear in the hearts of the British army and leave behind a rich
legacy for millions to emulate.

Early Life and Bravery of Jhalkari Bai

Born on November 22, 1830, Jhalkari, was born to Sadoba Singh and
Jamuna Devi in Bhojla village near Jhansi. The only child to her parents,
her father had to raise her as a single parent when her mother passed away
unexpectedly when Jhalkari was still very young. Since the family was
poor and part of the Kori caste (a Dalit community that was oppressed),
she didn’t have the opportunity to go to school to get a formal
education. However, right since her childhood she was taught to wield a
weapon skillfully and given horseback-riding lessons. Tales of her bravery
continue to be told in various households in Jhansi. It is said that once
when dacoits tried to raid the house of a businessman living in the village,
it was Jhalkari who single-handedly drove them away. She is also said to
have killed a tiger with her axe when the animal tried attacking her once in
the jungle. There is also a popular tale about how she once took on a
leopard with just a stick.

Meeting With Rani Laxmibai

Jhalkari may have never met Rani Laxmibai had it not been for her
betrothal to Puran Singh, a soldier in the queen’s army. Said to be a soldier
of great caliber, his skills were quickly recognized by the generals in the
court. And it was also around this time that the fateful meeting
between Jhalkaribai and the warrior queen would take place.

Inclusion in the Women’s Wing of the Laxmibai’s Army

During Gauri Puja, Jhalkari went to the fort along with a number of
women from the village. It was there that the legendary ‘Jhansi ki Rani’
spotted her. And she was taken aback by the uncanny resemblance she
shared with Jhalkari, and inquired about her immediately. When the queen
was briefed on Jhalkari’s brave acts, she was quickly inducted into the
women’s wing of the army. Here she was trained to shoot and ignite
cannons as the army was preparing for a British invasion.

Role in the Battle of 1857

The battle of 1857 is the stuff of legends in India. It started with the
Mutiny of Sepoys on May 10, 1857, in Meerut and it quickly gave rise to a
number of rebellions across North and Central India. In this first war of
independence, Jhansi played a crucial role in the rebellion and Rani
Laxmibai was among the leaders who took on the British forces. It was in
1858, when Field Marshal Hugh Henry Rose, 1st Baron Strathnairn,
attacked Jhansi to put an end to the mutiny once and for all. As it has been
well documented in history books since, the brave queen took on the
British forces from her fort with just an army of 4,000. She could have
held on to the fort for long but she was betrayed by one of her own
commanders, thus making defeat imminent. Counselled by her generals to
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escape immediately, Laxmibai quietly slipped away from Jhansi on
horseback.

Jhalkari Bai’s Action

That’s when Jhalkari sprung to action. Without thinking twice about the
kind of danger she was putting herself in, she disguised herself as the
queen and went back to the battlefield, took command of the army and
walked right up to General Rose’s camp. Upon reaching, she loudly yelled
that she wanted a meeting with the General himself. This plan was to keep
both the enemy forces at bay and also give the queen more time to evade
capture and get out of harm’s way.

Given her resemblance to the queen, it effectively confused the
British army that supposedly bought into her act for at least one day.
According to Bundelkhand legend, when the General (thinking her to be
the queen) asked her what punishment ought to be meted out to her, she
looked at him squarely in the eye, asking him to hang her. He is then said
to have replied with quiet admiration that if even 1% of women in India
were like her, then the British would have to leave the country defeated. It
was only a day later, when a man named Dulha Joo identified Jhalkari,
that the British learned of the deception.

Her Death

There is a lot of confusion regarding her death. Some accounts place the
year of her death as 1958 and in some accounts, she was set free and lived
a long life afterward and passed away only in 1890.

Thus, Jhalkar Bai was a warrior who lived and died defending her
people and her country.

Check Your Progress

19. What was the Revolt of 1857?
20. What was the view of V.D. Savarkaar?
21. Who was Rani Laxmibai?
22. Who was Awantibai?
23. Who was Jhalkari Bai?

3.10 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Ranjit Singh was a great ruler of his time. He occupies a high
place in Indian history. He ruled on the principles of secular State
and established a fair and liberal civil administration. As a ruler-
Ranjit Singh was a good administrator.

2. In 1805, the Maratha chief Holkar, after his defeat from the
British, reached Punjab to seek Ranjit Singh's help. But fully
knowing the might of English, he very cleverly evaded the
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Maratha chief. At this, the English were much pleased and they
concluded a treaty with Ranjit Singh. According to Treaty of
Lahore (1806) both sides agreed not to give shelter to each other's
enemies and also not to interfere in each other’s affairs.

3. Rani Zindan, the mother of Maharaja Dalip Singh, too was much
responsible for the first war between the English and the Sikhs.
Like other members of the Lahore Durbar she too was afraid of
the Sikh army. She, therefore, for the safety of her person, wished
to keep the Sikh army engaged in a war against the English.

4. The policy of British Paramountcy was introduced under Lord
Warren Hastings. He was the Governor-General of India from
1813 to 1823. Under this policy, the company became the
supreme law, the paramount power and to protect its interest, the
company justified the annexations of any Indian kingdom.

5. Lord Minto resigned the post of Governor-General in 1813. He
was succeeded by Lord Hastings. He was the Governor-General
of India from 1813 to 1823.

6. For the promotion of education, Hastings established many
schools from his personal resources. A college was also opened at
Calcutta under his patronage for the spread of English language.
The Governments of Madras and Bombay took similar steps for
the spread of education.

7. The Marathas were very strong and powerful people ruling in
Maharashtra and other parts of India. Their leaders had also
formed a confederacy. After the disintegration of Mughal empire
they became so strong that they began to think of ruling all over
India and establishing Hindu Pad Padshahi. But the same
Marathas could not face the English who were foreigners on the
soil of India.

8. The expansionist policy of the English contributed significantly in
their downfall. The English saw to it that the Marathas remained
divided and disunited. They made the leaders fight with each
other and in the process they went on acquiring their territories.

9. Situated to the east of India, Burma became a strong and
extensive state by the beginning of the 19th century. It occupied
Manipur, Assam etc. so that its boundary touched the territory of
the English in India. The conflict between Burma and British
India was initiated by border clash.

10. British wanted to extend their trade in Burma also by selling their
products to the Burmese people so that their profit becomes
greater still. The second Anglo Burmese War (1852) was
completely a result of the commercial greed of the British.

11. This treaty (Treaty of Yandaboo) enabled the English to be too
costly because for the lack of adequate preparations by the British,
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the war was unduly prolonged. The heavy expenditure led to a big
deficit in the finances of the Company.

12. Lord Auckland was appointed as the Governor-General of India
in 1836. The First Afghan War is the most important event of the
reign of Lord Auckland Although, he was a follower of the policy
of non-intervention and was a great reformer, yet he was dragged
into the Afghan War which cost the Company a loss of
$ 15,00,000 and about 20,000 lives were lost. He was dragged
into the Afghan War in order to check the Advance of Russia.

13. The English occupied whole of Burma and they made Rangoon
the Capital. The British Indian Empire extended up to the border
of China. With the occupation of Burma, change became apparent
in the Anglo Chinese foreign policy. Burma was made a province
of the British India.

14. After the resignation of Lord North brook, Lord Lytton was
appointed as the Viceroy of India. It has been already made clear
that the reason for the resignation of Lord Northbrook was his
opposition to the Afghan policy of the Secretary of state who
wanted to establish the English hegemony in Afghanistan. Now
the British Government in England appointed such a person as the
Viceroy of India who may act accordingly to the forward policy
of the Conservative Government towards the North-Western
Frontiers of India. Lord Lytton was a great scholar and a highly
gifted and experienced statesman and politician. But due to the
forward policy that he wanted to follow he had to face the second
Afghan War.

15. The treaty of Gandmark in May, 1879 had the following the
provisions.
There was to be a permanent British Resident at Kabul with
agents at Herat and other places on the frontier. The Amir was to
initiate his foreign policy accordingly to the advice of the British.
The British troops were to be withdrawn from Afghanistan,
except at Kandhar. The Amir was to give Kurram Pass along with
Pishin and Sibi districts to the British. The Amir was to be given
an annual subsidy of six lacs of rupees. The British were to
support the Amir at their discretion, with money and men against
foreign aggression.

16. Under the Hindu social system it is the right of every Hindu to
adopt a son, if he has none otherwise and the adopted son enjoys
all those rights which are legally enjoyed by a son born of the
couple otherwise. Thus for all practical purposes there is no
difference between a child born to the couple or adopted by a
couple or either of the parent if the other parent does not dispute
adoption. Such an adoption is accepted both by religion and
society.
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17. According to Doctrine of Lapse, the dependent states passed back
or 'lapsed' to the paramount power on the failure of natural heirs
of the royal line. In other words, Dalhousie refused to recognize
the right of adoption in the case of dependent States and held that
the failure of natural heirs of the royal line in such States was a
legitimate opportunity for annexing them.

18. As regards Sambalpur, Raja Narayan Singh, the ruler of the state
died without adopting a son. After the death of her husband, the
widow took over the administration of the state. The company did
not agree to this arrangement and annexed Sambalpur The state
was annexed in 1849. J.H. Crawford, the Agent to the Governor
General assumed the charge of the administration of Sambalpur.

19. The Revolt of 1857 is considered as one of the most important
events in the history of the struggle towards the liberation from
the British yoke. The hundred year’s British rule i.e. from 1757 to
1857 was the period of mounting distress and unhappiness for the
people of India. The ever increasing effect of the British
expansionist policies, economic exploitation and administrative
innovations over the years had badly affected the life of the
people of India. The British rule had endangered the life, prestige,
religion and property of both Hindu and Muslim community.
Their discontent found expression in different revolts, of which
the Revolt of 1857 was most important.

20. V.D. Savarkaar, a great nationalist revolutionary leader and an
eminent writer, wrote his book 'The Indian War of Independence'
which was published in London in 1909. He described the
uprising of 1857 as a "planned war of Indian Independence"; and
attempted to prove that the uprisings of 1826-27, 1831-32, 1848
and 1854 were rehearsals of the great drama played in 1857.

21. Rani Lakshmibai or Jhansi ki Rani, the queen of Jhansi was one
of the leading figures of the Rebellion of 1857. For Indian
nationalists, she became an icon for the freedom struggle against
the British Raj for Indian. She was considered as the “most
dangerous of all the Indian leaders”. The Queen of Jhansi, Rani
Lakshmi Bai, challenged the might of the British Empire in the
Uprising of 1857 and died on the battlefield with her soldiers.
Known as the greatest heroine of Indian history, the Rani of
Jhansi is a contradictory figure in British history was a worthy foe
who created terror in the heart of the British Raj.

22. Rani Awantibai was a warrior queen and an important,
inspirational figure in the history of the Indian freedom struggle,
particularly in the 1857 War of Independence. She was steadfast
in her loyalty to her people and throne, Rani Awantibai is an icon
of rebellion, sacrifice and martyrdom in a long, brutal history of
fighting colonial rule.
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23. Jhalkari Bai was a great woman warrior who fought bravely in the
battle against the British in struggle for independence from the
foreign yoke. Hailing from a humble background, she rose the
ranks to become an advisor to the legendary Rani Laxmibai.

3.11 SUMMARY

Ranjit Singh was a great ruler of his time. He occupies a high
place in Indian history. He ruled on the principles of secular State
and established a fair and liberal civil administration.
The kingdom established by Ranjit Singh met its doom within ten
years after his death. The British occupied it after winning two
successive wars-the first and second Anglo Sikh War.
Lord Minto resigned the post of Governor-General in 1813. He
was succeeded by Lord Hastings. The policy of British
Paramountcy was introduced under Lord Warren Hastings.
He was the Governor-General of India from 1813 to 1823. Under
this policy, the company became the supreme law, the paramount
power and to protect its interest, the company justified the
annexations of any Indian kingdom.
Lord Hastings was not only a great Conqueror, but was also a
great administrator. He did a lot for the social, economic and
political welfare of the people of India.
The Marathas could not face the English who were foreigners on
the soil of India. They bowed humbly before politically ambitious
traders. Each one was forced to enter into subsidiary alliance and
maintain British armies in his court at his own cost.
Situated to the east of India, Burma became a strong and
extensive state by the beginning of the 19th century. It occupied
Manipur, Assam etc. so that its boundary touched the territory of
the English in India. The conflict between Burma and British
India was initiated by border clash.
Lord Auckland was appointed as the Governor-General of India
in 1836. The First Afghan War is the most important event of the
reign of Lord Auckland Although, he was a follower of the policy
of non-intervention and was a great reformer, yet he was dragged
into the Afghan War which cost the Company a loss of
$ 15,00,000 and about 20,000 lives were lost.
Lord Dalhousie was supporter of territorial expansion of the
Company's territories in India as he was a frank imperialist. Like
every other Governor General of India, he was quite keen that on
one pretext or the other both the territories of the Company and its
revenues may be increased. He completed the map of the British
Empire in India.
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Lord Dalhousie was not only a great conqueror and annexationist,
but also a great administrator and reformer.
The Revolt of 1857 is considered as one of the most important
events in the history of the struggle towards the liberation from
the British yoke. The hundred year’s British rule i.e. from 1757 to
1857 was the period of mounting distress and unhappiness for the
people of India.
The ever increasing effect of the British expansionist policies,
economic exploitation and administrative innovations over the
years had badly affected the life of the people of India.
The British rule had endangered the life, prestige, religion and
property of both Hindu and Muslim community. Their discontent
found expression in different revolts, of which the Revolt of 1857
was most important.
In spite of the barriers of religion and barriers of gender brave
women fought during the revolt of 1857. Hundreds of
women fought the British and many were even in commanding
roles. The biggest examples of this would be Rani Laxmibai of
Jhansi, Awantibai and Jholkarbai.

3.12 KEY TERMS

Misl: The Sikhs were divided into twelve “misls" Each misl had
his own chief. They usually engaged themselves in fighting
against each other. The credit of organizing these misls into one
strong state goes to Ranjit Singh.
Village Administration: The village was the smallest unit in
Ranjit Singh's administration. Gram Panchayats were responsible
for the village administration. These Panchayats arranged for all
the works of the village Gram Panchayats also worked for justice.
British Paramountcy: The British Paramountcy was introduced
under Lord Warren Hastings. He was the Governor-General of
India from 1813 to 1823. Under this policy, the company became
the supreme law, the paramount power and to protect its interest,
the company justified the annexations of any Indian kingdom.
Doctrine of Lapse: According to Doctrine of Lapse, the
dependent states passed back or 'lapsed' to the paramount power
on the failure of natural heirs of the royal line. In other words,
Dalhousie refused to recognise the right of adoption in the case of
dependent States and held that the failure of natural heirs of the
royal line in such States was a legitimate opportunity for annexing
them.
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3.13 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on Ranjit Singh.
2. Give a short description of the Anglo-Sikh wars.
3. Describe the results of the First Anglo-Sikh war.
4. Who was Lord Hastings?
5. What is British Paramountcy?
6. Write a note on the Anglo-Burma war?
7. Write a short note on the First Anglo-Afghan war.
8. Write a short note on the Dalhousie’s administrative reforms.
9. Mention about the postal and railway reforms of Dalhousie.
10. Write a brief note on the Doctrine of Lapse.
11. Who was Rani Laxmibai?
12. Who was Awantibai?
13. Who was Jhalkarbai?

Long Answer Questions

1. Give an account on Maharaja Ranjit Singh and achievements.
2. Make an analysis on the Anglo-Sikh relations.
3. Write an essay on Lord Hastings and British Paramountcy.
4. Discuss the causes responsible for the downfall of the Marathas.
5. Describe the causes and results of the Anglo-Burmese wars.
6. Give an account on the Anglo-Afghan relations.
7. What was Doctrine of Lapse? Discuss the provisions, merits and

demerits of it.
8. Give an account on the administrative reforms of Dalhousie.
9. Discuss the reforms of Lord Dalhousie.
10. Discuss the causes of the Revolt of 1857.
11. Discuss the nature and results of the Sepoy mutiny.
12. Give an account on Rani Laxmibai.
13. Highlight the role of Awantibai in the freedom movement.
14. Discuss the role of Jhalkarbai in the freedom movement.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

Renaissance or reawakening was a landmark in the nineteenth century
Indian History. But the Indian Renaissance is not like the European
Renaissance. It was the attempt of a reawakened national spirit to explore
a new creative impulse of self-expression that shall give the spiritual force
for a magnificent reshaping and reconstructing. Indian Renaissance,
therefore, is the rejuvenation of Indian cultural life that puts on a new garb
without completely being adrift from old moorings. The ancient Indian
culture provided the basis on which modern renascent India has been
constructing a magnificent edifice. Thus, Indian Renaissance has been
essentially a matter of spirit producing striking changes in the realm of
religion, society and culture along with a demand for national regeneration.
A new self-consciousness in many walks of life has come to the surface.

4.1 OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit the learners would be able to:
trace in brief about Indian Renaissance
know the Socio-religious Reform movements - Raja Rammohan
Rai and Brahma Samaj
understand about Lord William Bentnick
study the status of women
describe the Growth of Western Education
examine the modernization of India
discuss about the conspiracy of Lord Macaulay
examine the Filtration Theory
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4.2 INDIAN RENAISSANCE

The soul of India is unfolding itself and India is shedding her shackles of
the past. The rapid evolution of modern India is but an aspect of the Indian
Renaissance that commenced in the nineteenth century. This Renaissance
has profoundly stirred the Indian soul to its very depths and produced far-
reaching remarkable changes in several spheres of Indian life. In fact,
modern India owes everything to the Renaissance. "No reformation,"
remarks E. B. Havell, "is possible without renaissance" and it may safely
be added that no radical changes or revolution in any broad policy or plan
can be effected except on the basis of a social and religious reformation
and an extensive nationwide cultural renaissance. In India, Renaissance
was followed by reformation movements all over the country. It paved the
path for national regeneration. During the latter half of the nineteenth
century many spheres of Indian life were permeated with the spirit of
renaissance and reformation.

In the eighteenth century India had degenerated considerably. Indian
religion became a bundle of superstitions, society had grown rotten at its
very core, and culture appeared like a pool of stagnant water. In the
nineteenth century many directed their efforts consciously towards the
general redemption of India from this all-round nationwide degeneration
and degradation. Broadly speaking, these efforts are designated as Indian
Renaissance. The spirit of Renaissance and the subsequent reformation
movements have been comprehensively affecting almost all departments
of national life., The spirit of reawakening, revival and recreation spread
from sphere to sphere of national life. It profoundly affected society,
religion, literature, industries, crafts and politics. In fact, there have been
new developments in religious, social and political life, new trends in the
realm of education, literature, fine arts and science.

4.2.1 Factors responsible for Indian Renaissance

The following factors were responsible for the growth of Indian
Renaissance in the 19th century:

A current of national awakening and renaissance was flowing
through all the countries of Asia in the 19th century. In Turkey,
Kamal Pasha roused the people and in China Sun Yat-sen
awakened the people and shook them out of their lethargy. This
current of awakening also influenced the countries of Asia one
way or the other.
The religious causes were as effective in India as they had been in
the countries outside India, in social, cultural and spiritual
awakening. All the social and religious movements such as
Brahmo Samaj, Arya Sarnaj.iRama Krishna Mission etc. which
broke out during this period attacked the social and religious evils
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openly and people became ready to get rid of these evils. The
religious dogmas and superstitions led the way to Renaissance in
India.
The imperialist tendency of the English and their political
exploitation played a significant role in the growth and
development of the Renaissance. The Indians began to aspire to
regain their ancient glory and they yearned for getting rid of the
western influence. In this way our ancient culture once again
began to strengthen us against the foreign political influence and
their imperialistic design.
After the establishment of English rule in India the expansion of
the western education took place. The main aim of English
education was to prepare a group of faithful clerks for the English
empire so that its administrative system could work properly. But
indirectly, the introduction of western education played a very
significant role in the growth and development of Renaissance in
India. Under the western education system besides the English
language, modern science and technology were also taught which
not only added to the knowledge of the people, but also widened
their mental horizons. The study of English literature helped
develop the feelings of freedom, equality and democracy in the
hearts of the people and they began to realise that bondage of
slavery to the English empire was very troublesome for them.
Hence, they resorted to their own culture and the feeling of
nationalism flourished in them which ultimately led them to the
national movement.
Before the advent of the Englishmen in India, our country was
self-dependent in almost all the spheres of life but after their entry
they exploited India so mercilessly that she became crippled from
the economic point of view. As a result, the educated Indians felt
great discontentment and confusion in their hearts and they began
to crave for freedom. For this purpose, they began taking active
part in the National movement. Gurmukh Nihal Singh, a
prominent historian has observed that the fact cannot be denied
that the deteriorating economic condition of the country and anti-
Indian economic policies contributed a lot to the rise of national
spirit and anti-English thinking.
The Press and the Newspapers also contributed tremendously in
the development of national awakening. Literature also played a
prominent role in the rise of nationalist resurgence. Consequently,
the tide of patriotism and nationalism rose in our country by leaps
and bounds. The papers not only highlighted the tendency of the
British imperialism but also roused the spirits of the Indians
towards attainment of freedom. Invention of printing press made
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the exchange of thought quite easy. The publication of
Newspapers, Magazines and books made the people aware of the
misbehaviour and exploitation of the English as well as the lights
of the Indian Nationalist leaders. It created feeling of respect and
safety among the Indians, and they began to make efforts the
safeguard of their religion and society.
The rise of the middle class also encouraged the growth and
development of national awakening. This class took the
responsibility for the funds needed for the national and social
movements which accelerated the Renaissance.
In the beginning of the 19th century, the Christian missionaries
poured into India on a large scale and while working for the
expansion of their religion, they made fun of Indian religion and
beliefs and offered various blandishments to the Indians for
conversion. Thus they began to invert the Hindus and Muslims to
the fold of Christianity by all means possible. As a result the
feelings of nationalism rose among the Hindus lid the Muslims
and various religious and social movements emerged in India.

All the reasons referred to above, actually contributed to the rise and
development of the Renaissance movement. The expansion of western
civilisation and study of English literature gave momentum to this
movement and people of India began to realise that in all the areas of life
viz. social, political, economic, religious etc., progress and development
were possible. This strange current infused a new power and inspiration in
the Indians which led them to undertake reforms in all spheres of life.

4.2.2 Nature of the Renaissance Movement

After the unsuccessful revolution of A. D. 1857 the signs of change began
to be visible in all the administrative spheres, such as, social, political,
economic and academic. There is, no doubt, that in spite of all, the British
government endeavoured to lead India towards modernization. Various
social and religious movements arose in India due to the policies of the
English which led to all-round progress. They generated the feelings of
patriotism and nationalism which charged the people and the current of
renaissance flowed throughout the country. As a result of this renaissance
not only the system of the society and country changed for the better, but
it also touched the feelings of the people so deeply that they organized
themselves for the independence and salvation of the country.
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4.2.3 Consequences of the Renaissance Movement
The following significant influences or consequences need special
mention here:

Religious Consequence

As a result of this movement a spirit of awakening arose in almost all the
religions, hence the society and the nation began to be regarded as the
most significant achievements of mankind. The activities of Brahmo
Samaj, Arya Samaj, Prarthana Samaj, Ram Krishna Mission, Theosophical
Society etc., strengthened the confidence of the Hindus in the superiority
of their religion and culture. Raja Ram Mohan Rai, Swami Dayananda
Saraswati, Swami Vivekananda etc. were such significant personalities as
not only removed the evils rampant in the Indian society but also refined
the religion. They opened the doors of salvation for everyone without the
distinction of caste or creed. Foreign writers like Max Muller, Sir William
Jones and Charles Wilkins also contributed a lot by infusing a new life and
vigour into the Hindu religion. When the Indians came to know that some
foreigners were showing keen interest in the Hindu scriptures, they also
began to take redoubled interest in their religious books thus, their belief
in the scriptures received a boost. After having studied the ancient
mythological books and attaining the knowledge of truth and spiritualism,
Swami Vivekananda preached it in the countries of America and Europe.
At the same time he condemned the religious dogmas, superstitions and
narrow mindedness very openly, so that the open, and simple Hindu
religion might not be influenced by any other external religious movement
and Christianity might overwhelm it.

Social Consequence

Before the Renaissance various evils were rampant in the Indian society.
These evils were connected with some or the other religious problem;
hence no man could dare raise his voice against them. All these evils arose
from political circumstances and superstitions. Actually, Brahmo Samaj,
Arya Samaj, Rama Krishna Mission, all condemned the contemporary
social system and religious dogmas which were so rampant. They
condemned caste system, child marriage, untouchability, Sati System,
Pardah System and mismatched marriages and contributed a lot to the
development of the conditions of the females. They stressed the rights and
education of women and encouraged the widow and intercaste marriages.
Brahmo Samaj was the staunch supporter of the equal rights for women
and Arya Samaj was contributing a lot for expansion of the female
education through the Gurukuls. The purification movement of the Arya
Samaj inspired those Hindus who were led astray by sentiments, to rejoin
their religion after purification. They also inspired some of the Muslims to
adopt Hinduism. Dr. Varma opines that the rise of Brahmo Samaj,
Prarthana Samaj. Arya Samaj, Rama Krishna Mission etc. was the result
of the reaction against the British political power and their cultural
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imperialism. In fact different socio-religious movements which flourished
in the 19th century gave birth to a new awakening. Their influence
reformed the religion and society which were infested with various evils.
Thus, these movements contributed a lot by way of reforming the society
and religion.

Knowledge of Glorious past of India

As a result of the Renaissance the people of India became aware of the
glorious past of their country. Prominent scholars of Europe such as James
Fergueson, E. B. Havell, Percy Brown and Sir John Marshal highlighted
the glorious past of India through their researches. The facts which were
presented by these scholars about Indus Valley Civilisation, Mauryan
inscriptions and script and different specimens of art, enhanc , . Ihe
national glory of India. Besides, the European historians working with the
'Bhandarkar Oriental Institute' and 'Itihas Mandal' also played prominent
role in re-establishing the glory of ancient India. These historians threw
new light on the glory of some of those rulers whose names were almost
forgotten by the people of India. Rise of Intellectualism The people of
India were conservative and superstitious. Dogmatism was infused in them.
They made much of heart and emotions instead of wisdom and were
habitual of accepting everything without weighing its pros and cons. But
with the spread of English education, they developed a logical attitude and
began to assay everything rationally. As a result, they got rid of all such
evils which they used to accept earlier blindly. In fact the spirit of
argumentation and intellectualism proved very helpful in the flowering of
Indian Renaissance.

Progress of Literature

The Renaissance movement not only helped in creating an awakening in
the socio-religious sphere but also accelerated progress in literature during
this period. Several significant Sanskrit books were translated into English
which acquainted the people with the glorious past of India. The feeling of
nationalism deepened among the people after studying the Geeta, Vedas,
Manu Smriti, Abhigyan Shakuntalam etc. The invention of printing press
contributed a lot to the development of literature. Besides the Hindi and
Sanskrit literature, Bangla literature also flourished. Tamil, Telugu and
other languages and literatures also made much headway during this
period. Development in Fine Arts Scholars like E. B. Havell and others
after having studied and understood the soul of the Indian art endeavoured
for its progress and development. As a result, painting, architecture and
fine arts made tremendous progress. Besides the foreign writers, the Indian
writers like Surendra Ganguli, Nand La} Bose, Abdur Rahman,
Rabindranath Tagore and Dr. A. K. Kumar Swami endeavoured to paint
the spirit of Renaissance in their pictures. Even today the 'Art Temples' of
Bombay, Shimla, Calcutta, Baroda etc. are making significant
contributions in this sphere. The Indians also came to know about various
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ancient Indian monuments and being encouraged they also created some
other buildings and statues which are the finest specimens of art.

Political Development

The Renaissance also made tremendous contribution to the field of
political achievements. The intellectual Renaissance of India was
significant reason of the rise of modern Indian Nationalism. It also
contributed to tile making of political life just as the European
Renaissance and Reformation had done. First of all, the Indian
Renaissance teemed with religion, philosophy and culture but later on it
appeared inthe political garb as a result of the socio-religious awakening.
The Renaissance also helped develop a scientific spirit among the people
and also in the rise of mdustrial spirit. As a result of this national
awakening the middle class rose to prominence. The middle class
consisted of teachers, lawyers, doctors, editors and scientists. They all
were intellectuals. Their acts gave a momentum to the Renaissance
movement of India. It is quite evident from the details referred to above
that as a result of the Renaissance Movement in India, no sphere of Indian
life remained untouched. Religion, politics, art and literature made
tremendous progress due -to Renaissance.

With the passage of time, the spirit of awakening which once suffused
the people of India had now died down and once again they had fallen into
slumber and the spirit was dead. In case, the people of India did not shake
off this slumber, the disintegrating tendencies would have hurled the
country into various grave difficulties. Hence, it is necessary for us that we
should again adopt the constructive genius of this Renaissance in order to
lead our country in the right direction. Socio-Religious Movements
Although the socio-religious movements flourished in India centuries
before, but in the 19th century it received an impetus due to the activities
ofvarious scholars. Among them Raja Ram Mohan Rai, Keshav Chandra
Sen, Swami Dayananda Saraswati, Ram Krishna Paramhans and Swami
Vivekananda, were most popular. In fact, the socio-religious movements
received momentum after the unsuccessful revolution of 1857. Various
movements surfaced in India, one after the other and they tried to reform
the religion and wipe off all the evils which were rampant in society.

Check Your Progress

1. What do you mean by Indian Renaissance?
2. What was the nature of Indian Renaissance?
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4.3 SOCIO-RELIGIOUS REFORM
MOVEMENTS- RAJA RAMMOHAN RAI
AND BRAHMO SAMAJ

The socio-religious reform movements of 19th century ushered a new era
in the socio-religious life of the Indian people. At that time, the Indian
society and religion were going through a critical period of religious and
social superstition and dogmas. In this critical juncture, a spirit of
renaissance pervaded the whole country. The new scientific outlook, the
doctrine of rationalism and humanism appeared in India due to the British
impact. The result was the birth of many socio-religious reform
movements like Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, Ramakrishna Mission,
Aligarh Movement, Theosophical society, etc. These Socio-religious
reformers took upon themselves the responsibility of reforming the Indian
society and religion.

The British East India Company came as traders and became rulers
and administrators, had influenced the economic and political systems of
the country. During British rule, colonial India followed a policy of non-
interference in the social, religious and cultural life of the fellow Indian till
1813 AD. After, 1813, British started the journey of transforming Indian
society and cultural environment and this was happened due to the
emergence of new ideas and thought. The socio-cultural policy took a new
shape with the socio-religious reform movements in India and introduction
of new rules and regulations by the British government.

The socio-religious reform movements in India were a by-product of
modern western culture and ideas. The reform movements can be divided
into two categories:
(a) Reform movements like Brahmo Samaj, the Prathana Samaj and

the Aligarh Movement
(b) Revivalist movement like the Arya Samaj, the Ram Krishna

Mission and the Deoband movement etc
Both the reformist and revivalist movements depended on a varying

degree on an appeal to the lost purity of the religion they sought to reform.
The only difference between one reform movement and the other is the
degree to which it relied on tradition or on reason and conscience.

4.3.1 Raja Ram Mohan Rai and Brahmo Samaj
The Brahmo Samaj, established by Raja Ram Mohan Rai, was the earliest
reform movement of the modern type which was greatly influenced by
Western ideals. Raja Ram Mohan Rai was the first Indian who founded a
reformist movement in India. He wanted to modernize India as early as
possible; therefore, he was called the ‘Father of modern India’.
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4.3.2 Early Life and Education of Raja Ram Mohan Rai
Raja Ram Mohan Rai was born in A. D. 1774 at Radha Nagar, a small
village in Bengal in a noble Brahmin family. He was very intelligent since
the very childhood. Besides Arabic, Persian and English, he also learnt
French, Latin, Greek, etc. As regards idol worship, his thinking was just
contrary to his father. He also studied the philosophies of Hinduism, Islam,
Christianity, and Sufism. He also went to England and was deeply
influenced by the English language and western culture. He was forced to
leave the house at the age of seventeen due to his being against idol
worship. He also travelled to Tibet and studied Buddhism. But no
language or literature or religious philosophy impressed him so much as
the English language. He served in the East India Company for some time,
The women of his family became annoyed with him due to his
Independent thinking.

In A. D. 1814 he got retirement from the service of the East India
company and indulged himself in the work of preaching and making
reforms in the Society. Ancient religious books were the basis of his
thinking but he was greatly influenced by the English education. He was a
staunch supporter of the theory of oneness of God and he was totally
against idol worship, ritualism, blind faith and superstitions. In order to
give practical shape to his ideals and to take them to the ears of the people,
he founded Brahmo Samaj on 20th August A. D. 1828 which was
significant step in purification of Indian culture. In A. D.1833 Raja Ram
Mohan Rai died in England when he was making efforts for reforming the
British Administrative system.

4.3.3 Main Principles of Brahmo Samaj
God is one. Only he is worthy of worship. He is prohibited from
being worshipped as god or goddess.
People of every caste or class had the right to worship God.
There is no need of a symbol for devotion.
God is immortal and he never took birth in the form of man.
Salvation is almost impossible without the mercy of God.
Soul is immortal.
Salvation can only be achieved by giving up committing of sins.
To love human beings and to have love towards them is the
supreme religion.
There is no place for idol worship, animal sacrifice, offering
(Prasad), Bhog and ritualism in the Brahmo Samaj.

4.3.4 Reforms of Raja Ram Mohan Rai

Originally Brahmo Samaj was a reformative institution. It openly
condemned the bad traditions and evils which were rampant in the society.
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The evils like Sati system, Child Marriage, infanticide, Pardah System,
Caste System, drinking and untouchability were in vogue during this
period and they were sapping the vitality of India. As a result of constant
opposition of the Brahmo Samaj, later, an Act was passed known as the
“Bengal Sati Regulation or Regulation XVII in December 4, 1829, against
the Sati system. It also opposed various social evils such as Caste system,
Child Marriage, infanticide were declared illegal. Owing to the preaching
of the founder of Brahmo Samaj widow remarriage and inter-caste
marriages began to take place. It also loosened the bonds of caste system.
In spite of the best efforts of the modern government, caste system could
not be abolished entirely from India and it is even now present in our
country in one form or the other but the contribution of Brahmo Samaj
cannot be underrated in this sphere.

4.3.5 Religious Reforms
As it is evident from the 'principles of Brahmo Samaj, Raja Ram Mohan
Rai wanted to give a simple, clear and plain religion to the people of India
in which the door of salvation was thrown open for everyone without the
distinction of caste and creed. The religion propounded by Raja Ram
Mohan Rai had four main characteristics:

Idol worship strictly prohibited.
Stress on Oneness of God.
Intellectual Attitude.
Love towards all human beings.

The religion of Raja Ram Mohan Rai was not based on the principle
of any particular religion but it was the mixture of the elements of Hindu
Vedanta, Sufism and Christianity because according to the principles of
Brahmo Samaj, the soul has been accepted as one, so there was no
possibility of any difference between Indian and other religions. The
Brahmo Samaj was not at all free from the foreign influence because the
propounder of this faith was himself influenced by the western culture and
education. He was a total devotee of western civilisation. The Brahmo
Samaj adopted all the modern methods for preaching its principles.

Besides Brahmo Samaj, Tatva Bodhini of Mahrishi Debendranath
Tagore, Sangat Sabha of Keshav Chandra Sen and the writings of Raja
Ram Mohan Rai played a prominent role in changing the outlook of the
Hindus.

4.3.6 National Reforms
Undoubtedly, Brahmo Samaj was a socio-religious movement but besides
effecting social and religious reforms it played a prominent role in the
making of the nation. On the basis of the ideas of Keshav Chandra Sena,
Surendra Nath Banerjee tried to spread his political movement throughout
the country. Raja Ram Mohan made some serious efforts to reform the
Hindu law and to free the Printing press from the control of the
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government. He forcibly advocated the freedom of thought. Raja Ram
Mohan Rai forced the English government to provide equality to the
people of India in getting appointments in the administration and the army.
He also stressed that the Persian should not continue any more to be the
language of the courts because it was the language of the Medieval Age. It
should now be replaced by the English language. He played a prominent
role in the establishment of Hindu College in A. D. 1813 and as a result of
his efforts in A. D. 1835 Sir Charles Metcalfe removed all the restrictions
so far imposed on the Press. He permitted the Newspapers to work
according to their sweet will. The leaders of the National movement took
advantage of this freedom granted to the Press and turned it to their own
interests, led it on the path of independence.

4.3.7 Reforms in Education
Raja Ram Mohan Rai was a learned and educated person, so he made
development of education and literature the aim of his life. Hence, he
opened schools and colleges at several places. Vedanta College, the
English School and City College of Calcutta were the results of his efforts.
All these educational institutions really contributed towards the
modernisation of India.

Raja Ram Mohan Rai made the newspapers and his books,' such as
‘Gift to Monotheism', 'The Precept of Jesus', 'The Guide to Peace and
Happiness', 'Brief Remarks regarding Modern Renaissance to the Ancient
Rights of Female', Appeals to the Christian Public', a medium to propaga.e
his ideals. He also made a tremendous contribution to the development of
Bangla, Urdu, Persian, Arabic, Sanskrit and" English language and
literature and wrote books in all these languages. He made his newspapers
'Samvad Kaumudi' and 'Miratui Akhbar' vehicles to carry his thoughts to
the people. He was also in favour of making all education md literature
free from any restrictions.

In fact, Raja Ram Mohan Rai played a significant role in the progress
and development of social and religious movements. He was a reformer,
politician, editor, theologian and a literary person. He played a prominent
role in the modernization of India. He not only brought to the notice of the
people the problems pertaining to religion and society but also suggested
the constructive method of solving these problems and roused them from
their lethargy. Gradually, a current of reformation spread in India and one
after the other, various movements emerged in India. Hence Raja Ram
Mohan Rai is regarded as the innovator of Modern India. Really, both
Raja Ram Mohan Rai and Brahmo Samaj played a significant role in the
making of the Modern India.
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Check Your Progress

3. What do you mean by socio-religious reform movements?
4. Who was Raja Ram Mohan Rai?
5. What were the four main characteristics of Brahmo Samaj?
6. Who abolished the Sati system?

4.4 LORDWILLIAM BENTINCK (1828-1835)

While most of the English Governor-Generals in India were busy in wars
and in exploiting the Indian sources, Lord William Bentinck took great
interest in welfare works for the Indian society. He took several measures
in the socio-religious sphere for the betterment of the people of India.

4.4.1 Reforms of Lord William Bentinck
The reforms made by him can be described into the following headings:

4.4.2 Financial Reforms of William Bentinck
After assuming the charges of administration, Lord William Bentinck
appointed two committees for enquiring into civil and military expenditure
of the Government, and recommend measures for their reduction. The
committees held a comprehensive enquiry into the matter.

The Bhatta or allowance of the military personnel posted within
400 miles of Calcutta was reduced by half. There was lot of
opposition to this measure from the side of the officers, but he did
not care.
Many parasitical courts that served no useful purpose, were
abolished to achieve economy. These courts included the
Provincial Courts of Appeal and Circuit, which had negligible
business compared to the expenditure incurred on them.
William Bentinck turned his attention towards the royal
expenditure. On certain items Company was obliged to incur
heavy expenditure.
The Indians, who were so far excluded from higher appointments,
were now declared eligible for them. This meant a great deal or
reductions in the cost of administration, for Indian officials were
consent with lower salaries.
The native rulers had given lands to many people by' way of
reward or charity during their period of rule. As these lands were
gift-lands, 'no revenue was charged from their owners. Bentinck
ordered verification of the claim of these landholders. The lands
of all those who could not prove their ownership were
confiscated .and the rest of them were asked to pay revenue to the
state. Many people suffered from this measure because they were
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deprived of their lands. But the measure certainly helped in
increasing the income of the Company.
After proper survey and classification the land settlement of North
West Province was made for 20 years in 1833. This led to the
improvement of soil and the government became sure of fixed
revenue from this province.
The optimum trade of Malwa was properly regulated The system
of issuing licences to carry opium from Malwa to Bombay was
introduced. It considerably added to the revenues of the Company.
Bentinck tried to give a definite shape to the revenue system. For
this purpose lands were classified according to their production
and the rates of revenue were accordingly fixed according to
productivity.

4.4.3 Judicial Reforms of William Bentinck
By the charter of 1833 it was laid down that Indians were
employed in Government service according to qualifications.
Hitherto it had been the policy of the, government not to employ
the natives on army responsible public post. He liberally adopted
this policy and appointed native judges with jurisdiction over civil
suits.
A regulation was issued in 1829 which empowered magistrates to
award punishments up to two years rigorous imprisonment.
Appeals against their decisions could be taken to the
Commissioners.
A British dominion in India had became very extensive by this
time and people from distant places had to go to Calcutta to file
the appeals. Hence, a separate Sadar Diwani Adalat and a Sadar
Nizamat Adalat was set up at Allahabad. These started
functioning in 1832.
A beginning was made in the direction of the codification of Laws.
In enabled the lawyers to know more exactly what the law was. It
helped in improving the judicial system.
The Regulation of 1831 empowered the Collectors to decide
summarily the cases relating to rent. In these cases no appeal lay
to any higher court, the only remedy granted against the decision
of a collector being a regular suit against him in a civil court.
Centuries had passed since the Mughal rule breathed its last, but
Persian was still used as the court language. But as it was Greek
to both the dispensers and the seekers of justice so Persian was
replaced by vernaculars as the court language.
The Provincial Courts of Appeal and Circuit set up by Cornwallis
were burdened with excessive duties and usually arrears
accumulated. The judicial procedure followed in these courts was
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cumbersome and often resulted in delays: and uncertainties.
William Bentinck abolished these courts, transferring their duties
to magistrates and collectors under the supervision of
Commissioners of Revenue and Circuit.
In human punishments like cutting of arms or legs were abolished.

4.4.4 Administrative Reforms of William Bentinck
Bentinck adopted a liberal policy towards the Indian Press.
Excepting that he did not permit the government officials to
misuse the Press against the government, he allowed free
functioning to the Press.
Some other reforms carried out during the time of Bentinck,
related to the Public Works Department. The construction ofa
road from Bombay to Agra was commenced. Digging up of
irrigation canals in North West Provinces was undertaken, and the
Grand Trunk Road between Calcutta and Delhi was put under
repair. Canal system of NorthWest provinces was improved.
Steamship navigation was introduced on the Ganges.
For efficiency various reforms were introduced in the army.
Bentinck himself assumed the charges of the Commander-in-
Chief in addition to his being the Governor General of India.
Lord Bentinck dissolved those Appeal Courts which were started
by Cornwallis. These courts used to give justice by moving them
from one place to another.
The Post of a law-member was created in the Executive Council
of the Governor-General, Lord Macaulay was made the first law
Member.
The territories of the Company had become extensive and a single
Board of Revenue located of Calcutta could not function
efficiently. Hence, he set up a separate Board of Revenue at
Allahabad for North-West Province. This had the effect of
increasing efficiency in revenue matters.

4.4.5 Social Reforms of Lord William Bentinck
Abolition of Sati

One of the greatest acts of humanity for which Lord Bentinck deserves
eternal honour is the abolition of Sati. The custom had prevailed in Indian
from early time. Several Muslim and British rulers had attempt to abolish
the evil custom but no attempt proved faithful. In 1829 Bentinck abolished
the practice of sati, 'declaring the burning or burying alive of a widow a
crime, punishable as culpable homicide. When violence or compulsion
was used or drugs were administered to influence the free will of the
victim, the offenders were guilty of murder to be punished with death.
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Restriction on Infanticide

In some tribes of India, especially in some illiterate Rajput, there existed a
system of killing their own daughters. The people threw the girls in a river
or ocean immediately after their birth. By passing the Bengal Regulation
Act, Lord Bentinck restricted and banned these killings.

Restriction on Human Sacrifice

In some parts of South Indian human sacrifice was made to make gods and
goddesses happy. This system was also very cruel and Bentinck restricted
this also by making new and progressive laws.

Law of Inheritance-

Under the Hindu law any one forsook his religion was deprived of his
ancestral property. Now this law was changed and it was declared that any
person who embraced any other religion would have-full rights to his
share in the ancestral property. This law encouraged conversion to
Christianity.

Suppression of Thugee

The Thugs were an all India association of robbers who moved in bands of
three hundred or even more and could collect in large numbers at the time
of emergency. They committed organised crime in secret connivance with
the local chieftains, zamindars and officials and accompanied the
travellers for miles till a proper spot for the crime was reached. A
regulation was passed in 1830 where by a mere association of person with
a robber, even if he had not committed a crime, could lead to his arrest.
The enactment of this measure made it now possible to take up the matter
more seriously, and within a few years afier this thousands of these
robbers - were arrested and punished by death, transportation for life, or
were sent to the reformatory at Jabalpur. Thus, slowly ended the crime
which had baffled the authorities for so long.

Educational Reforms

During Bentinck's administration a great controversy was raised regarding
the medium of imparting education to people as well as the nature of
education to be impeted in India. Macaulay, the historian who was then
Law Member, threw the weight of his great influence in favour of English
which thenceforth became the medium of higher education. In 1835, a
resolution was adopted that the funds granted by the government for
education should be devoted solely to the instruction of the natives of
India in the English language and in Western science. Bentinck
established the Calcutta Medical College and the Elphinstone Institution
of Bombay. This modern education had the required effect upon the Indian
mind. By and by Indians began to hate Indians goods. They were now
after foreign goods. These educated people also considered themselves
superior to other Indians. Thus a class within a class was created. Thus,
Lords William Bentinck introduced reforms in different spheres of
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administration. These had the effect of improving the condition of the
people. Hence, it has been remarked, "Bentinck was undoubtedly the
Governor-General to act on the theory that the welfare of the subject
peoples was a main, perhaps the primary duty of the British in India."

4.4.6 Relations with the Indian States
The Mughal Emperor was theoretically the sovereign of India but
in practice he was nothing more than a pensioner of the Company.
He had been continuously under the protection of the Company
since 1804. He felt that the allowance given to him by the
Company was inadequate. He sent Raja Rammohan Rai to
England to plead his case, but not hi ag come out of it. He felt
disappointed.
Lord Wellesley had given Mysore State to a minor member of the
family of the Hindu rule deposed by Haider Ali This ruler,
Krishna Rao, on growing up, proved a worthless person. The
people of Mysore were sick of his misrule. William Bentinck
gave pension to the ruler and placed the administration of the state
in the hands of the British officers. This arrangement was
continued till 1881 when Lord Ripon gave back Mysore to the son
of Krishna Rao.
Cachar was a small principality on the north-east frontiers of
Bengal. It had been acquired from the Burmese after the First
Burmese War. It was annexed in 1832 on the request of its
inhabitants. The forests were cleared and fine tea plantations were
developed.
The Raja of Coorg was a monster of cruelty. He had put to death
almost all male members of his family and a large number of his
subjects. William Bentinck annexed it on the request of the people.
It is situated between Mysore and the Arabian Sea, about 3,000
feet above sea-level. Coffee plantations were developed there.

4.4.7 Foreign Policy of Lord William Bentinck
Lord William Bentinck began to grow somewhat conscious of the
Russian advance towards Afghanistan and its danger to the safety
of the British Indian dominion. He met Maharaja Ranjeet Singh at
Rupar in 1831. Both declared friendship for each other.
Lord William Bentinck sent Colonel Pottinger to make a
commercial treaty with the Amirs of Sindh. They did not wish to
do so but agreed due to the danger from Maharaja Ranjeet Singh.
The clauses of the treaty were the following:
The contracting parties were not to cast covetous eyes on the
territories of each other.
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The English could use the rivers and roads of Sindh for trade
purposes only. Neither soldier nor arms were to be passed through
the territory of Sindh.
The English merchants were not to settle in Sindh.

Check Your Progress

7. What were the main characteristics of Lord William Bentnick?
8. Who banned girl child infanticide?

4.5 STATUS OFWOMEN

The Indian Society has suffered from many social evils for centuries. Most
of these evils, both among the Hindus and the Muslims were practiced by
the people because they were made to believe that these were sanctioned
by their respective religions. Indian women have suffered for countless
centuries by many serious social practices. Practically all of them are the
results of the disparity maintained and upheld by the society between men
and women concerning their respective status, rights, morals etc. In all
matters, the women have been subordinated to men, injustice has been
done distinct values have been assigned to her which have resulted in
grave sufferings to her. The Hindu women suffered an account of the
practice of sati, infanticide, purdah, devadasi-system, polygamy,
restriction on the marriages of widows, child-marriages, illiteracy etc. The
Muslim women mostly suffered from illiteracy, polygamy and purdah.

In modern times, voice was raised against injustices to them in the
19th century and curiously enough, the religious reformers took up the
cause of the emancipation of Indian women. Raja Ram Mohan Rai and his
'Brahma Samaj' Devendra Nath Tagore and his 'Adi Brahmo Samaj' and
Keshav Chandra Sen and his 'Sadharana Brahmo Samaj' spearheaded the
social reform movement in Bengal. The 'Prarthnan Samaj' in Maharashtra
did the same as was done in Bengal by 'Brahmo Samaj' and got the active
support of a few eminent persons like Mahadeva Govind Ranade and R.G.
Bhandarker. These social reformers and their societies attacked all social
evils concerning women and casteism.

Sati was legally abolished, schools were started for the education of
girls, polygamy came under serious attacks, inter-caste marriages and
marriages of widows were encouraged. Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar was
the next social reformer who 1ed a crusade against the restriction on
marriages of the widows. The Widow-Remarriage Act was passed in 1856
primarily became of his efforts. He was also responsible for starting many
schools for the education of girls. 'Arya Samaj' carried the work of social
reform yet further. It decried all social evils prevalent in the Hindu society.
However, Shudhi Movement (reconversion of the Christians and the
Muslims to Hinduism) remained the novelty of the Arya Samaj.
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The Arya Smaj established Kanya-Gurukuls for the education of
women, and encouraged emancipation of women in different fields but as
Swami Dayanand was against western pattern of life, Arya Samaj did not
favour much the marriages of the windows and English education for
women. Swami Vivekananda, by emphasing on spiritualism gave further
impetus to the cause of emancipation of women. Among the Muslims, the
Aligarh Movement led by Sir Syed Ahmed Khan did much for the
education and emancipation of Muslim women.

The government was also sympathetic towards these social reforms
prior to the revolt of 1857. The prohibition of Sati and infanticide by law,
the Widow Remarriage Act, the abolition of "hook-swinging" during the
Carak Puja, and support to female education etc. were its glaring examples.
A few minor reforms like the Age of Consent Act (1891) forbidding the
consummation of marriage before the wife had reached the age of twelve
were undertaken by the government even after the revolt but largely the
government used to be a party to social reforms after 1857. Many eminent
Indians had argued against state legislation in matters pertaining to society.
Bankim Chandra Chatterji, the great Bengali writer and the author of the
novel Anand Math and the Vande-Mataram hymn had opposed legislation
by the government against polygam and Bal Gangadhar Tilak had opposed
the passing the Age of Consent Act.

The British government after the revolt also thought it wise to be non-
interfering in social matters. Next, the movement for the liberation of
women got stimulus from the rise of militant nationalism in the 20th
century.

The women participated in large number in the against the partition of
Bengal, the Home Rule Movement, the Swadeshi Movement and the
movements led by M.K. Gandhi like Non-cooperation, Civil Disobedience,
etc. Many of them became good leaders as well. Sarojini Naidu became
the president of the India National Congress once and many others became
members of local self-governments, popular assemblies, ministries etc.
afterwards. Even the women of the lower strata did not remain behind.
Thousands of women of the working class and peasantry took part in
strike struggles, street demonstrations and conferences. This was
emancipation of women in practice.

The women also realised the necessity of organizing themselves.
They started many organisations and institutions of their own, the most
outstanding among them being the All Indian Women's Conference
founded in 1927. After the independence, the women have been
guaranteed complete equality with men by the Indian Constitution. For the
welfare of Hindu women, the Hindu Marriage Act (1955) and the Hindu
Succession Act have been passed and, for the welfare of women in general,
the Special Marriage Act has been implemented.
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Thus, the Indian women have been completely emancipated legally
and, in practice, most of the evils concerning them have been removed.
The Sati and the infanticide almost do not exist, widows are allowed to
remarry, female education is widely prevalent and the right of equal wages
for equal work with men has been accepted. Yet, the Indian society is
neither completely free from social evils concerning them nor women
stand completely emancipated even now. It is also not possible till a
revolutionary attitude is taken concerning the values and status of women
in the society for which even the educated Indian women are not prepared.

Check Your Progress

9. What were the main social evils for women in India?
10. Mention the contribution of Arya Samaj for the upliftment of

women?

4.6 GROWTH OFWESTERN EDUCATION

Education in Pre-British India

Hindu society was caste-stratified and, in the caste scheme which assigned
a specific social function to each caste, it was the Brahmin caste which
had the exclusive right to preach religious doctrines, to officiate as priests,
and to function as teachers: As such, they alone had the privilege to study
all higher religious and secular knowledge. Other castes were debarred by
religious edicts enforced by the Hindu state from all higher studies. The
Brahmins studied in special seminaries started for the purpose, such as
Tols, Vidyalayas and Chatuspathis. The medium of instruction was
Sanskrit, the sacred language of the Hindus, in which only, all religious
and higher secular knowledge was expressed." For the common people,
there were, in every village and town, vernacular schools which taught
mainly reading, writing, and rudiments of arithmetic. These schools also
imparted religious instruction to the pupils. These schools were generally
taken advantage of by the sons of the traders. Women, the lower castes
and agriculturists hardly received any education. Thus, education among
the Hindus, in pre-British India, was extremely restricted and for all,
except the Brahmins, very poor in content.

The Brahmins enjoyed the monopoly of all higher education. Further,
this education, as a part of the entire culture of the Hindu society,
controlled and administered by the Brahmins, was a means of training the
pupil in accepting the existing caste structure of the Hindu society, in
believing in the infallibility of the Vedas, and of the Brahmins, in
interpreting these Vedas. It also taught the pupil the virtue of
unconditional allegiance to elders, to parents, to teachers, to the king. In
fact, education was a means of making the individual accept and conform
to the hierarchic structure of society and completely subordinate his
individuality to it.
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Among the Muslims in pre-British India, the higher education was not
a monopoly of a section. This was due to the democratic character of
Islam. Any Muslim could study at the Madarasa. However, all higher
education was imparted in Arabic, an alien language in India, since the
Koran was written in that language. There were, however, schools which,
in addition to the Koran, taught vernaculars, Persian, 'the language of
Islamic culture and administration', and other subjects.

4.6.1 The Character Act of 1813
In pre-British days public instruction was not the business of the State. It
was neglected by the East India Company. The commercial interest was
the only aim. Slowly and steadily the Christian missionaries came to the
picture. They became the pioneers of the new educational system.
Religious conversion and introduction of Vernacular and English
education proceeded side by side. Government also helped them to some
extent to achieve their educational objectives. With the growth of the
administrative machinery, the objectives of the Government also
underwent transformation. The Government realized its duty towards the
spread and the growth of a new system of instruction. The Character Act
of 1813 included a clause towards spread of education. It earmarked one
lakh rupees annually for the development of oriental learning. Its object
was to increase the learned natives of India and the revival and
improvement of 1iterature. The British never tried to interfere the existing
system of education. The money ear marked in 1813 Act could not be
spent in any other purpose. The Britishers had already realised the
importance of Indian thought. They never tried to introduce English
thought. Ignorance of British thought might be a blessing to them. Hence,
earlier attempt to spread Indian education through Pathshalas and
Madrasas continued.

4.6.2 Wood’s Dispatch
It was Wood’s Dispatch of 1854 which laid the foundation of the structure
of the modern education in India. The Dispatch was usually called as the
Magna Charta of Indian education because of some larger tasks it set to
the government. Sir Charles Wood encouraged the voluntary institutions
for the establishment of schools and colleges. He also laid stress on
imparting the primary education in vernacular language. A scheme was
chalked out for the establishment of a university in every province.
Universities were founded in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras on the pattern
of London University. Some training colleges were also established so that
technical knowledge could be imparted to the students. According to the
proposal of Sir Charles Wood, Lord Dalhousie also made some efforts for
the reforms in the universities like Calcutta Bombay and Madras. He also
opened some Agricultural Institutions and Roorkee Engineering Institution
for the good of the students and in 1870 the right of imparting education
was transferred to local bodies. Women's education was also encouraged
in India during the British rule.
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4.6.3 Contribution of Hunter Commission
In 1882-83 Hunter Commission recommended priority for the
development of Primary Education. Besides, the Commission also
suggested the opening of two types (the literary and the commercial) of
High Schools. Prior to it the government had only paid attention to the
college and University education, but now the government directed it
attention to the primary education also. The colleges which were so far
maintained by the private managements, began to be paid government
grants. Attention was also diverted towards the female education. The
Government accepted the recommendations of the Hunter Commission as
a result of which universities were established in Punjab and Allahabad in
1882 and 1887 respectively for teaching and examination purposes.

4.6.4 The Indian Universities Act
Lord Curzon got the Indian Universities Act passed to establish control
over the Indian Universities and colleges. The chief aim of the Act was to
centralize education in order to establish control over it. The standard of
the Universities was declining rapidly which invoked II government to
pass this Act in order to promote the study and research. Lord Curzon was
very much anxious to bring the colleges and University under the direct
control of the government. However, he enhanced the government grant
which contributed to the development of education India. Lord Curzon
sanctioned an amount of rupees five lac for the development and
improvement of higher Education in India.

4.6.5 The Resolution of 1913
The leaders of India were pressuring the government of India take over
responsibility of imparting compulsory fundamental education in India.
The government passed the resolution on 21st February 1913 and clearly
showed its inability to resume the responsibility of giving compulsory
primary education to the people but the government agreed to end
illiteracy in the country.

4.6.6 The Sadler Commission
The Sadler University Commission was appointed in A. D. 1917 under the
Chairmanship of Dr. M. E. Sadler. The Indians like Sir Asutosh
Mukherjee and Dr. Ziauddin Ahmed were its members. Though the
commission was founded just to conduct an enquiry into the problems of
Calcutta University, it reviewed the whole sphere of education.

It recommended a twelve-year school course and it was also
decided that education up to Intermediate standard should remain
free from the government control and separate boards be
organised for the High School and Intermediate examinations.
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Stress was also laid on female education, scientific and technical
education, and the responsibility for the administration of Calcutta
University was to be given to the Bengal Government.
The Government accepted the recommendations of the Sadler
Commission and established Mysore, Patna, Lucknow, Dacca,
Banaras, and Aligarh Universities between 1918-1921.

4.6.7 Hartog Committee
According to the India Government Act of 1919, the responsibility for
education was transferred to the Provincial Governments and a committee
was organised in 1929 under the chairmanship of Philip Hartog. The aim
of this committee was to make:

Qualitative improvement in the education. Hartog Committee had
pointed out in its report that more attention should be paid to the
Primary education so that the students really capable could get
admission for the High School and Intermediate Examinations.
Moreover, the Committee had also recommended for raising the
standard of University education.
After the framing of the Act of 1935, attempts were made for the
development of education through Wardha Scheme of Basic
education. Zakir Hussain Committee also proposed.
Some amendment in the present structure but it could not be
implemented due to the failure of the contemporary government
in 1939.

4.6.8 Sargeant Plan
In 1944 the Central Advisory Board proposed a new plan. At that time Sir
John Sargeant was working on the post of Educational Adviser to the
Indian government. After his name the plan came to be known as the
Sargeant Plan. Under his educational scheme the Chairman stressed:

The division of education into two groups, viz., the senior and the
junior.
The committee also recommended that education must be
imparted to the children belonging to the group of 11 to 17.
The committee also made recommendation for the advanced
studies of senior students belonging to the group of 11 to 17.
Forty years were fixed for the reconstruction of education but this
period was-reduced to sixteen years by the Kher Committee later
on.

4.6.9 Radhakrishnan Committee
Dr. Radhakrishnan was appointed Chairman of the Education Commission
appointed after independence: He offered the following recommendations
for the improvement of University education like:
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The period of pre-university education was fixed as twelve years
and the working days in a University were fixed at 180 days in a
year.
The University education was placed on the concurrent list and
pay scales of the University teachers were proposed to be
enhanced. University Grants Commission was established to look
after University education.
Annual examination system was to be introduced at the degree
level but a degree of University was not essential for the
administrative services.

Thus, the English language and western education influenced India
very much. It enhanced the knowledge of the people of India and made the
people of India aware of the knowledge that was existing in the foreign
countries. Moreover, as a result of the influence of the western education,
the feeling of social and religious reforms emerged among the people of
India. It resulted in the outbreak of socio-religious movement of the 19th
century. The middle class intellectuals led the Indians to social, political,
religious and cultural sphere and helped a lot in the modernization of India.

Check Your Progress

11. What was the role of Charter Act of 1813 for the spread of
education?

12. Mention the contribution of Arya Samaj for the upliftment of
women?

4.7 MODERNIZATION IN INDIA

The chief factor which led to the modernization in India was the
introduction of modern education.

4.7.1 Introduction of Modern Education

Three main agencies were responsible for the spread of modern education
in India. They were the foreign Christian missionaries, the British
government and the progressive Indians.

The Christian missionaries, who did extensive work in the sphere of
the spread of modern education in India, were inspired mainly by a
proselytizing spirit, to spread Christianity among the Indian people. They
sincerely believed that their campaign to convert the Indians was a
civilizing mission. They attacked polytheism and the caste inequalities
among the Hindus, for, Christianity fundamentally stood for one God and
social equality. These missionaries were among the pioneers of modern
education in India. While imparting modern secular education, the
educational institutions started by them also gave religious instruction in
Christianity. These principally secular schools served as centres to bring
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together the Indians and then preach Christianity to them. It happened,
however, that while the overwhelming majority of the students who
attended these institutions Imbibed modern education, a very small
fraction of them became Christians. Though their principal aim in starting
these institutions was religious, these missionary organizations played an
important role in spreading modern education among the Indians. The
British government was, however, the principal agent in disseminating
modern education in India. It established a network of schools and
colleges in India which turned out tens of thousands of educated Indians
versed in modern knowledge. In spite of the limitations and distortions of
the education imparted which were the objects of criticism of Indian
nationalism, the fact remains that Britain by spreading modern education
in India, liberal and technical, even due to its own needs, objectively
played a progressive role.

The introduction of modern education in India was primarily
motivated by the political-administrative and economic needs of Britain in
India. ...it was not a mere accident that by the middle of the nineteenth
century, especially under Lord Dalhousie, important beginnings of the
inauguration of modern education in India were made. It was by that time
that Britain brought under its rule a substantial portion of the Indian
territory. It was also then that the industrial products of Britain began to
flow into India and the trade between Britain and India reached, though to
Britain's advantage, huge proportions. The British government organized a
huge, extensive, well-ramified state machinery to administer the
conquered territory.

A large number of educated individuals were required to staff this
immense machinery of political rule. It was not possible to secure this
supply of educated people from Britain herself. It, therefore, became
necessary to establish schools and colleges in India to turn out educated
people who would staff the administrative apparatus of the British rule.
The British government entrusted the key posts in this state machinery to
the British and filled the subordinate posts with educated Indians. For the
expanding trade with India, also for the industries which she increasingly
established in India, Britain needed clerks, managers, and agents who
knew English.

This political-administrative and economic necessity mainly urged the
British government to establish schools and colleges in India, where
modern education, which alone could meet the needs of a modern nation
was imparted. These educational institutions provided clerks for the
government and commercial offices, lawyers versed in the structure and
processes of the new legal system, doctors trained in the modern medical
science, technicians, and teachers.

There were other motives also which encouraged some of the British
statesmen and leaders of English thought to endorse the introduction of
modern education in India. These enlightened Britishers were convinced
the British culture was the best and the most liberal in the world and that
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if India, South Africa, and, later on, the entire world were 'anglicized'
culturally, it would pave the way for the social and political unification of
the world. The British were inspired by an almost missionary zeal for
spreading British education and culture. Macaulay belonged to this group
of British statesmen headed by Cecil Rhodes. In his will, Cecil Rhodes
'sketched his idea of the British Empire, and beyond its bounds of the
great commonwealth of peoples linked together by the bond of English
language and culture, serving the cause of peace among men. His aim was
the extension of British rule throughout the world. This was a programme
of 'anglicizing' the world and thereby achieving the empire and world
political and social unity of peoples under the guidance and leadership of
Britain.

A group of prominent Englishmen, Mount Stuart Elphinstone among
them, also held that English education 'would make the Indian people
gladly accept the British rule.' It was hoped that the enlightenment due to
education would reconcile the people to British rule and even engender a
sense of attachment to it. Education in English, according to Mountstuart
Elphinstone, 'was a political necessity. The spirit of English literature,
Trevelyan wrote in 1938in his brochure on the Education of the People of
India, could not but be favourable to the English connection, forgetting
that it is the literature of freedom and calculated to inspire a spirit of
nationalism and independence." Thus the political and economic necessity
of British capitalism in India, together with an almost fanatical belief in
the role of Britain as the Messiah to civilize and unify the world by a
world-scale dissemination of British culture, prompted the introduction of
modern education in India.

The third powerful agency in spreading modern education in India
was the Indians themselves. Raja Ram Mohan Rai was the pioneer of
progressive modern education in India. He hailed the English education as
the key to the treasure: of scientific and democratic thought of the modern
west. He declared that perpetuation of the old system of education in India
would only perpetuate superstition and authority. If it had been intended to
keep the British nation in ignorance of real knowledge, the Baconian
philosophy would not have been allowed to displace the system of the
schoolmen, which was the best calculated to perpetuate their ignorance. In
the same manner, the Sanskrit system of education would be the best
calculated to keep this country in darkness if that had been the policy of
the British Legislature.

Subsequently, numerous organizations such as the Brahmo Sarnaj, the
Arya Samaj, the Ramakrishna Mission. the Aligarh Movement, and
individuals like Deshmukh, Chiplunkar, Agarkar, Maganbhai Karamchand,
Karve, Tilak, Gokhale, Malavia, Gandhi and others worked towards the
establishment of educational institutions, both for men and women,
imparting modern education throughout the country. It is true that they
were critical of some aspects of that education, still, they recognized its
value, and with some changes, supported its spread among the people.
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Some of them criticized its secular nature and, in the institutions they
organized, added religious instruction. The Benares Hindu University
organized by Pandit Malaviya and the Aligarh University organized by
Syed Ahmed Khan were the outstanding instances of this movement.
Some criticized the textbooks used in the government or missionary
schools as promoting an attitude of depreciation of India's past or for
being divorced from the realities of life, and prepared and substituted
different textbooks which would kindle national self-respect among the
Indians. However, almost all of them retained the essential core of modern
education, its antiauthoritarian liberal note, its emphasis on individual
liberty, its rejection of blind faith and stress on modern natural sciences.

All these steps particularly in the field of modern education helped in
the modernization of India.

Check Your Progress

13. How education helped in the modernization of India?
14. Mention the role of Christian Missionaries for the

modernization?

4.8. CONSPIRACY OF LORDMACAULAY

Controversy between the orientalists and Anglicists

When Lord William Bentick was appointed as Viceroy during 1828-1835
he found huge unspent amount objected for the spread of education
earmarked by the Character Act 1813. He appointed a Committee under
Lord Macaulay as Chairman in 1835 to make recommendation. From
1823-1835 there was a debate to introduce the medium and method of
education. It was inconclusive. It reached a deadlock when Macaulay
again entered to it. The oriental and occidental debate continued among
European and British learned personalities. Macaulay was the legal
member of Council and Chairman of the Committee of Public Instruction.
Before him in 1825, Elphinstone opined that only effective path to social
reform and the only remedy for social abuse was education. The great
debate went on among the members of the Committee of public
instructions having two distinct thought mentioned earlier. The orientalists
led by Hayman Wilson and Princep Brothers and the occidentalists or
Anglicists led by Sir Charles Trevelyan supported by Indian liberals like
Raja Rarn mohan.

4.8.1 Macaulay's Minutes
Among these controversies it was not clear how much Macaulay knew
ancient Indian lore of learning being born and brought up in an English
society. Surely his knowledge about India was not impressive. India did
not have any pride of his own and Act of 1813 was to devote the granted
funds only for English education. He wrote “a single shelf of a good
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European library was worth the whole native literature of India”. He failed
to understand the importance of Sanskrit literature and its valuable
contribution in diffusion of human knowledge.

In his famous Minute dated 2 February, 1835 he underestimated the
depth of Indian literature. He made the teaching of Indian learning as false
history, false astronomy, false medicine and also the false religion. It was
based on disgrace medical doctrines, laughable astronomy, false history
surrounded by kings having 30 feet high and reigning for 30,000 years.
Also Vernacular languages contained neither literary value nor scientific
information. This criticism of Indian thought, language, literature and
view of life was far from truth. In making recommendations Macaulay had
the objective to create a class of "Indians in blood of colour, but English in
taste, in opinions, in moral and intellect" to percolate Western thought and
British imperialism. His idea was to destroy the core thought of' Hinduism.
His letter to his father bore the testimony in this regard. His views were
accepted and embodied in a Resolution of March 7,1835. It recommended
making English as official language of India in the higher branches of
administration. To our educated youth, learning of English became the
bread and butter. English language and literature, English thought and
science became the basis of higher education in India. Promotion of
European literature and science in English became the main objectives of
the Government. English taught Indians were given Jobs. The policy of
Anglicizing Indians started from upper classes making them good English
scholars. Thus, the Macaulay's objective was administrative, political, and
economic as well social.

Check Your Progress

15. Who was Macaulay?
16. What was the view of Macaulay towards Indian learning?

4.9 THE THEORY OF FILTRATION

The educational policy of the Company's government neglected mass
education and indigenous village schools which imparted elementary
education, however limited and crude. Downward Filtration Theory is a
theory introduced by Lord Macaulay in his Minute in 1835, which was
submitted to then Governor General of British India for solving some
problems related to the educational system in India during those days.
Actually Macaulay was assigned the duty of studying the real background
of the Oriental- Occidental Controversy which was haunting the whole
educational scenario of the period between 1817 and 1833. Britishers had
started giving education only since 1813 in which they published a charter
act to provide a financial aid of one hundred thousand rupees for
indigenous educational institutions. In 1817 another charter act was
declared by modifying the amount to two hundred thousand rupees as
grant-in-aid system. But the quarrel between two groups i.e. the
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orientalists and the occidentals created some hurdles before the smooth
running of the educational system in the country. The quarrel was in the
selection of medium of instruction and the content of the syllabus. This
oriental-occidental controversy had to be solved for the effective
implementation of modern education in India. The duty was given to
Macaulay, a law member of the Governor’s council. He put forth a few
recommendations to solve the problem in his historic report.

One of the recommendations was that there was no need for offering
modern education for each and every one in the country. The British
government in India could rather accept a sort of theory called Downward
Filtration Theory.

4.9.1 Let us know what is Downward Filtration Theory?

The phrase itself gives some hints. According to this theory, by providing education to
the elite groups of the society, it will be filtered down to the lower class people in the
country. It is a theory introduced by Lord Macaulay in his so called report called
Macaulay’s Minutes, which states that giving education to the members of the higher
classes of the society would facilitate an opportunity for the grass root people of the
society, too, because the lower class people always tend to imitate and follow the model
of the people of higher status in the society.

In fact, his concept of downward filtration was something innovative and
creative. Downward Filtration Theory shows that Macaulay had some
keen observation of human psychology. People always would select
anything by looking at those who live in a better circumstance. But he
either failed to realise that formal education was not such a thing which
could be gained only by imitating others or had a hidden agenda of
creating two groups of people in India so that they could rule the country
forever by making use of the tricky policy called divide and rule. The later
seems to be more realistic. Britishers could extend their colonial rule in
India till the end of the first half of 20th century with the support of some
elite group of people who had got English education.

However, some great leaders who got modern education inspired the
people of India during the time of freedom fighting, it is a fact that
Britishers got huge support from most of the well educated Indians, as the
newly born English speaking brown coloured folk were so eager to please
the real English men. It was the thousands of common folk who really
fought against the colonial power by following the instructions and
directions of the few leaders who also gained modern education.
Downward Filtration Theory was an utter failure in India. The elite people
never wanted their lower class counterparts enjoy what they had already
started enjoying. Day by day, the gap between the educated ones and the
uneducated was widened. The educated ones started humiliating the
common uneducated folk. So, downward filtration Theory caused for the
emergence of a modern stratification in the society. By the time of the
independence of India, a huge majority of the country were uneducated.
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This status, actually, made the creators of the Indian Constitution think
about including some positive discrimination policies in the constitution.

Check Your Progress

17. Who was Macaulay?
18. What was Downward Filtration Theory?

4.10 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Renaissance or reawakening was a landmark in the nineteenth
century Indian History. But the Indian Renaissance is not like the
European Renaissance. It was the attempt of a reawakened
national spirit to explore a new creative impulse of self-
expression that shall give the spiritual force for a magnificent
reshaping and reconstructing. Indian Renaissance, therefore, is the
rejuvenation of Indian cultural life that puts on a new garb
without completely being adrift from old moorings.

2. After the unsuccessful revolution of A.D. 1857 the signs of
change began to be visible in all the administrative spheres, such
as, social, political, economic and academic. There is, no doubt,
that in spite of all, the British government endeavoured to lead
India towards modernization. Various social and religious
movements arose in India due to the policies of the English which
led to all-round progress. They generated the feelings of
patriotism and nationalism which charged the people and the
current of renaissance flowed throughout the country.

3. In 19th century many socio-religious reform movements like
Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, Ramakrishna Mission, Aligarh
Movement, Theosophical society, etc. took birth. These Socio-
religious reformers took upon themselves the responsibility of
reforming the Indian society and religion.

4. Raja Ram Mohan Rai was the first Indian who founded a
reformist movement in India. He wanted to modernize India as
early as possible; therefore, he was called the ‘Father of modern
India’.

5. The four main characteristics of Brahmo Samaj were Idol worship
strictly prohibited, Stress on Oneness of God, Intellectual Attitude,
Love towards all human beings.

6. In 1829 Lord William Bentinck with the help of Raja Ram Mohan
Rai, abolished the practice of sati, declaring the burning or
burying alive of a widow a crime, punishable as culpable
homicide.
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7. While most of the English Governor-Generals in India were busy
in wars and in exploiting the Indian sources, Lord William
Bentinck took great interest in welfare works for the Indian
society. He took several measures in the socio-religious sphere for
the betterment of the people of India.

8. In some tribes of India, especially in some illiterate Rajput, there
existed a system of killing their own daughters. The people threw
the girls in a river or ocean immediately after their birth. By
passing the Bengal Regulation Act, Lord Bentinck restricted and
banned these killings.

9. The Hindu women suffered an account of the practice of sati,
infanticide, purdah, devadasi system, polygamy, restriction on the
marriages of widows, child-marriages, illiteracy etc. The Muslim
women mostly suffered from illiteracy, polygamy and purdah.

10. The Arya Smaj established Kanya-Gurukuls for the education of
women, and encouraged emancipation of women in different
fields but as Swami Dayanand was against western pattern of life

11. The Character Act of 1813 included a clause towards spread of
education. It earmarked one lakh rupees annually for the
development of oriental learning. Its object was to increase the
learned natives of India and the revival and improvement of
1iterature.

12. It was Wood’s Dispatch of 1854 which laid the foundation of the
structure of the modern education in india. The Dispatch was
usually called as the Magna Charta of Indian education because of
some larger tasks it set to the government.

13. Raja Ram Mohan Rai was the pioneer of progressive modern
education in India which helped in the modernization of India. He
hailed the English education as the key to the treasure: of
scientific and democratic thought of the modern west. He
declared that perpetuation of the old system of education in India
would only perpetuate superstition and authority.

14. The Christian missionaries, who did extensive work in the sphere
of the spread of modern education in India, were inspired mainly
by a proselytizing spirit, to spread Christianity among the Indian
people. They sincerely believed that their campaign to convert the
Indians was a civilizing mission.

15. When Lord William Bentick was appointed as Viceroy during
1828-1835 he found huge unspent amount objected for the spread
of education earmarked by the Character Act 1813. He appointed
a Committee under Lord Macaulay as Chairman in 1835 to make
recommendation.
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16. In his famous Minute dated 2 February, 1835 Macaulay
underestimated the depth of Indian literature. He made the
teaching of Indian learning as false history, false astronomy, false
medicine and also the false religion.

17. In his famous Minute dated 2 February, 1835 Macaulay
underestimated the depth of Indian literature. He made the
teaching of Indian learning as false history, false astronomy, false
medicine and also the false religion.

18. According to this theory, by providing education to the elite
groups of the society, it will be filtered down to the lower class
people in the country. It is a theory introduced by Lord Macaulay
in his so called report called Macaulay’s Minutes, which states
that giving education to the members of the higher classes of the
society would facilitate an opportunity for the grass root people of
the society, too, because the lower class people always tend to
imitate and follow the model of the people of higher status in the
society.

4.11 SUMMARY

Renaissance or reawakening was a landmark in the nineteenth
century Indian History. But the Indian Renaissance is not like the
European Renaissance.
The rapid evolution of modern India is but an aspect of the Indian
Renaissance that commenced in the nineteenth century.
Before the Renaissance various evils were rampant in the Indian
society. These evils were connected with some or the other
religious problem; hence, no man could dare raise his voice
against them.
All these evils arose from political circumstances and
superstitions. Actually, Brahmo Samaj, Arya Samaj, Rama
Krishna Mission, all condemned the contemporary social system
and religious dogmas which were so rampant.
They condemned caste system, child marriage, untouchability,
Sati System, Pardah System and mismatched marriages and
contributed a lot to the development of the conditions of the
females.
The socio-religious reform movements of 19th century ushered a
new era in the socio-religious life of the Indian people.
At that time, the Indian society and religion were going through a
critical period of religious and social superstition and dogmas. In
this critical juncture, a spirit of renaissance pervaded the whole
country.
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The new scientific outlook, the doctrine of rationalism and
humanism appeared in India due to the British impact.
The Brahmo Samaj, established by Raja Ram Mohan Rai, was the
earliest reform movement of the modern type which was greatly
influenced by Western ideals.
Raja Ram Mohan Rai was the first Indian who founded a
reformist movement in India. He wanted to modernize India as
early as possible; therefore, he was called the ‘Father of modern
India’.
Originally Brahmo Samaj was a reformative institution. It openly
condemned the bad traditions and evils which were rampant in the
society.
The evils like Sati system, Child Marriage, infanticide, Pardah
System, Caste System, drinking and untouchability were in vogue
during this period and they were sapping the vitality of India.
While most of the English Governor-Generals in India were busy
in wars and in exploiting the Indian sources, Lord William
Bentinck took great interest in welfare works for the Indian
society.
He took several measures in the socio-religious sphere for the
betterment of the people of India.
Indian women have suffered for countless centuries by many
serious social practices. Practically all of them are the results of
the disparity maintained and upheld by the society between men
and women concerning their respective status, rights, morals etc.
In all matters, the women have been subordinated to men,
injustice has been done distinct values have been assigned to her
which have resulted in grave sufferings to her.
The Character Act of 1813 included a clause towards spread of
education. It earmarked one lakh rupees annually for the
development of oriental learning.
Its object was to increase the learned natives of India and the
revival and improvement of 1iterature. The British never tried to
interfere the existing system of education.
In 1882-83 Hunter Commission recommended priority for the
development of Primary Education.
Dr. Radhakrishnan was appointed Chairman of the Education
Commission appointed after independence.
Three main agencies were responsible for the spread of modern
education in India. They were the foreign Christian missionaries,
the British government and the progressive Indians.
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When Lord William Bentick was appointed as Viceroy during
1828-1835 he found huge unspent amount objected for the spread
of education earmarked by the Character Act 1813.
He appointed a Committee under Lord Macaulay as Chairman in
1835 to make recommendation. From 1823-1835 there was a
debate to introduce the medium and method of education.
Downward Filtration Theory is a theory introduced by Lord
Macaulay in his Minute in 1835, which was submitted to then
Governor General of British India for solving some problems
related to the educational system in India during those days.

4.12 KEY TERMS

Renaissance: Renaissance or reawakening was a landmark in the
nineteenth century Indian History. But the Indian Renaissance is
not like the European Renaissance. It was the attempt of a
reawakened national spirit to explore a new creative impulse of
self-expression that shall give the spiritual force for a magnificent
reshaping and reconstructing.
Brahmo Samaj: The Brahmo Samaj, established by Raja Ram
Mohan Rai, was the earliest reform movement of the modern type
which was greatly influenced by Western ideals. Raja Ram
Mohan Rai was the first Indian who founded a reformist
movement in India.
Thugee: The Thugs were an all India association of robbers who
moved in bands of three hundred or even more and could collect
in large numbers at the time of emergency. They committed
organised crime in secret connivance with the local chieftains,
zamindars and officials and accompanied the travellers for miles
till a proper spot for the crime was reached.
Wood’s Dispatch: It was Wood’s Dispatch of 1854 which laid
the foundation of the structure of the modern education in India.
The Dispatch was usually called as the Magna Charta of Indian
education because of some larger tasks it set to the government.
The Sadler Commission: The Sadler University Commission
was appointed in A. D. 1917 under the Chairmanship of Dr. M. E.
Sadler. The Indians like Sir Asutosh Mukherjee and Dr. Ziauddin
Ahmed were its members. Though the commission was founded
just to conduct an enquiry into the problems of Calcutta
University, it reviewed the whole sphere of education.
Sargeant Plan: In 1944 the Central Advisory Board proposed a
new plan. At that time Sir John Sargeant was working on the post
of Educational Adviser to the Indian government. After his name
the plan came to be known as the Sargeant Plan.
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Downward Filtration Theory: According to this theory, by
providing education to the elite groups of the society, it will be
filtered down to the lower class people in the country. It is a
theory introduced by Lord Macaulay in his so called report called
Macaulay’s Minutes, which states that giving education to the
members of the higher classes of the society would facilitate an
opportunity for the grass root people of the society, too, because
the lower class people always tend to imitate and follow the
model of the people of higher status in the society.

4.13 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. What was Indian Renaissance?
2. Write a note on the nature of Renaissance.
3. Who was Raja Ram Mohan Ray?
4. What were the principles of Brahmo Samaj?
5. Who was Lord William Bentnick?
6. Write a short note on the status of women in India.
7. Write a short note on Charter Act of 1813.
8. What is Wood’s Despatch?
9. What is Hunter Commission?
10. What is Surgeant Plan?
11. Who was Lord Macaulay?
12. What is the Theory of Filtration?

Long Answer Questions

1. What was Indian Renaissance? Discuss the factors responsible for
the growth of Renaissance.

2. Discuss the impacts of Indian Renaissance.
3. Given an account on the socio-religious Reform movement.
4. Discuss the role of Raja Ram Mohan Ray and the Brahmo samaj

in the socio-religious reform movements in India.
5. Write an essay on William Bentnick.
6. What was the status of women in 19th century India?
7. Give an account on the growth of Western Education.
8. Write a detailed note on the Modernisation of India.
9. Write a note on the conspiracy of Lord Macaulay.
10. Write a note on the Filtration Theory.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

In the pre-colonial period, Indian economy was predominantly an agrarian
economy. The system of land revenue administration devised by Akbar
and the great Mughal Emperors had broken down in the early eighteenth
century. Within half a century of British rule, the pattern of landownership
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and the methods of assessment and collection of land revenue introduced
by the British in India, destroyed the pre-British agrarian system and self-
sufficiency of the Indian village society. The British introduced different
revenue systems at different places but their aim remained not the
betterment of the conditions of the peasants but to draw maximum revenue.
Clive introduced the Dual government in Bengal for his purpose. Warren
Hastings abolished it and adopted five years or yearly settlement with the
collectors of revenue. Cornwallis introduced the 'Permanent Settlement in
the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. After wards in the rest of the
provinces either Mahalwari or Ryatwari system was introduced.

5.1 OBJECTIVES

By the end of this unit the learners would be able to:
know the growth of colonial administration
trace in brief about Lord Warren Hastings
understand the Regulating Act
study the Pits India Act
describe the Anglo-Maratha relations
examine the Anglo-Mysore relations
discuss about Wellesely and the Subsidiary Alliance

5.2 BRITISH LAND REVENUE SETTLEMENTS

Shortly after the Battle of Plassey, the British secured the Diwani (the
right to collect revenues) of Bengal. The earliest land revenue settlement
introduced by Warren Hastings in Bengal was made on the assumption
that all land belonged to the sovereign. He started the system of auctioning
the land to the highest bidders. Thus, many of the old Zamindar families
were shunted out of their hereditary rights and the centuries-old links
between them and the government, on the one hand, and cultivators, on
the other, were severed. When Robert Clive obtained the Diwani of
Bengal, there used to be an annual settlement (of land revenue). Warren
Hastings changed it from annual to quinquennial (five-yearly) and back to
annual again. During the time of Cornwallis, a 10 years' (decennial)
settlement was introduced and it was made Permanent Settlement in 1793
in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Since Permanent Settlement was made with
the Zamindars, who were recognised as the absolute owners of lands for
which the East India Company gave them permanent rights to collect land
revenue, it is also known as the zamindari system.

The British Government in India did not adopt a uniform land revenue
policy. Broadly, it introduced three major land revenue and tenurial
systems in India, namely, the zamindari system or the Permanent
Settlement, the mahalwari system and the ryatwari system.
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5.2.1 Permanent Settlement
Before the arrival of Lord Cornwallis in India, no permanent settlement
was made in Bengal in the sphere of revenue administration. Cornwallis
was the first Governor General who paid his attention to the revenue
reforms and attained a great success and tremendous fame, It was the
permanent reform of Cornwallis in India. At the time of appointment of
Cornwallis as Governor General, the condition of the farmers of India was
very deplorable and the land revenue system of the East Indian Company
was ridden with defects. Hence, Cornwallis resorted to Permanent
Settlement for the good of the farmers. When Cornwallis arrived in India,
the land revenue system was as follows:

The farmers had to pay cultivation tax to the government.
The system of annual settlement was in vogue.

Hastings had introduced the Five-Year Settlement, according to which
the right of realisation of tax was given to the highest bidder for five years
on contract basis. But there was a great problem in this system in as much
as that at the time of auction, the contractors used to make such a high bid,
that they failed to deposit the amount of the bid in the royal treasury.
Hence, this system was converted into animal system on contract basis but
this alternative made the situation all the more intricate. The new
contractors who had no experience of realisation of the tax could not
control the situation. The contract system proved harmful for both the
peasants and the Company and the productivity of the land began to
decrease rapidly. Hence, the weaknesses of the annual system were clearly
apparent at the time of the appointment of Cornwallis.

In order to improve the deplorable condition of the peasants and the
Company; Cornwallis started this system which came to be known as
Permanent Settlement. This permanent settlement continued in India till
India achieved freedom. Its chief aim was to impart stability to the
revenue system. Keeping in view all these advantages, the scheme of
Permanent Settlement was introduced in Bengal for the good of the people.

The East India Company permitted Cornwallis to implement the
permanent settlement in Bengal. It was ordered that first, he should make
the revenue settlement with the peasants for ten years and later on, this
system 'should be made permanent. Hence, on 10th February, 1790, ten
years' settlement was introduced. It was also declared on this occasion that
it would be made permanent as soon as the permission of the Board of
Directors had been obtained. Cornwallis received the permission of the
British government in 1793 and the permanent settlement was enforced on
23rd March, 1793. Permanent settlements were made in Bengal, Bihar,
Orissa, the Northern Districts of Madras and Varanasi division of U.P.,
which roughly covered 19 per cent of the total area of British India.
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5.2.2 Motive behind the Introduction of Permanent
Settlement

Lord Cornwallis introduced this permanent settlement with great .patience
having two important motives behind it.

The psychological motive was that Cornwallis was greatly impressed
by Zamindari system of England and while solving the social and
economic problems of India, he thought it worthwhile to establish a
powerful feudal system in India also in order to keep control over the
peasants and to strengthen the economic position of the country.

The English officers were fed up with the problem of realisation of
tax every year. It made the income of the Company indefinite, so he
thought it essential to introduce the Permanent Settlement.

5.2.3 Basic Features of Permanent Settlement

The basic features of the Permanent Settlement in Bengal were as follows:
The Zamindars (landlords) were made hereditary owners of the
land under their possession. They and their successors could not
be dispossessed of their lands till they paid the revenue to the
state.
The Zamindars could sale their lands and also had the right to
purchase land.
The state kept no direct contact with the peasants.
The Company's share in the revenue was fixed permanently with
the zamindars. It amounted to nearly ` 2,68,00,989 annually
which was higher than the highest yield in the last twenty years.
The Zamindars were to give 10/11th of the rental they derived
from the peasantry to the state keeping only 1/11th themselves.
But the sums to be paid by them as land revenue were fixed in
perpetuity.
If the rental of a Zamindar’s estate increased owing to extension
of cultivation and improvement in agriculture or his capacity to
extract more from his tenants or any other reason, he would keep
the entire amount of the increase. The State would not make any
further demand upon him. But the Zamindar had to pay his
revenue rigidly on the due date even if the crop had failed for
some reason. Otherwise his lands were to be sold.

5.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Permanent
Settlement

Different scholars have expressed divergent opinions regarding the
Permanent Settlement. Many of them regarded it as a bold and wise
measure. Mr. Marshman remarked, “It was a bold, brave and wise
measure. Under the influence of this territorial charter which for the first
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time created indefeasible rights and interests in the soil, population has
increased, cultivation has extended and a gradual improvement has
become visible in the habits and comfort of the people". Mr. Holmes
writes, "The permanent settlement was a sad blunder." In the same way
several other historians hold divergent opinions about its merits and
demerits. James Mill also criticised this measure while Mr. Tharnton
wrote that the measure was the result of complete ignorance of Cornwallis
concerning Indian affairs.

Advantages of the Permanent Settlement

The scholars, supporting this measure have pointed out certain advantages
of it which are given bellow:

1. The measure made the landlords the hereditary owners of their
lands. It created a class of people who became permanent
supporters of the English rule in India because their position
depended on the British. It thus, strengthened the British empire
in India.

2. It helped in increasing the prosperity of the provinces of Bengal,
Bihar-and Orissa. The landlords took interest in increasing
agriculture production because they were the only beneficiaries of
it. They had to pay a fixed amount as revenue to the Company
while their share in the production was not fixed. They could
arbitrarily fix it with the peasants. Of course, they were asked to
give pattas (agreement deeds with the peasants) to the peasants,
but the practice was not adhered to. Therefore, they could keep
maximum share of increased production to themselves. Naturally,
the zamindars took measures to increase agricultural production.

3. Besides, the landlords were made free from the responsibility of
dispensing justice and maintaining peace and order in the land
under their jurisdiction. They were not asked to pay any
succession duty either. This made them free to devote their energy
towards agriculture. It also improved their financial position. All
this certainly brought out beneficial results. Agriculture
production increased and the area under cultivation also enhanced.
It had a favourable effect on trade and industry in Bengal and
helped in bringing prosperity to the provinces of Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa.

4. The government, of course, could not increase its share in the
revenue but the growth of trade and industry certainly helped it
financially. The government was assured of a fixed yearly income
for which it had neither to exert itself nor to make any
expenditure.

5. The servants of the Company became free from the responsibility
of looking after the revenue administration. It made them free to
look after the trade of the Company and rest of the fields of
administration like justice, police etc.
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6. It freed the English government of the problem of fixation of
revenue every year. Moreover, the income of the government was
fixed once for all, which enabled it to make its planning according
to its resources of income. In case, the landlords did not make
payment of their tax, the loss was made good by selling a part of
the land of the Zamindar .

7. The implementation of the Permanent Settlement also benefited
the peasants. So far, they were forced to pay more and more to the
landlords but now their revenue was also fixed through a patta
agreement deed which saved them from the harassment from the
landlords.

8. It not only increased the agricultural produce but also enhanced
the area under cultivation.

9. So far, a large number of employees were involved in the revenue
administration of the Company but the implementation of the
Permanent Settlement enabled them to devote their services to the
other departments of the Company as there was no work in this
department now.

Disadvantages of the Permanent Settlement

1. On the contrary, many other scholars have contended that the
Permanent Settlement affected adversely the interests of the
Company, the then zamindars and worst of all, the peasants.

2. The settlement, of course, strengthened the foundation of the
English rule in India but, from the point of view of Indians, it
meant strengthening the bonds of their slavery.

3. Besides, the Company suffered financial loss in the long run
because it could not enhance the revenue with increased
agriculture production.

4. The zamindars also suffered initially. The Company's demand of
revenue was very high. Dr. Bipin Chandra writes: “In contrast to
the British landlord, who paid a small share of his income as land
tax; he had to pay as tax 10/11th of his income from the land."

5. Therefore, many landlords could not pay the revenue settled with
the Company and were either dispossessed of their lands or
became victims of the moneylenders. The result was that
gradually the land was either taken over by traders and profiteers
belonging to the city or by English officers who had no interest in
land except that of earning maximum profit.

6. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad writes: 'In the nineteenth century much of
the land was owned by a new class of landlords, who had come
from the cities and whose main interest in their holdings was
profit. These people ultimately succeeded in growing rich and
developing into the main prop of the foreign government.
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7. The peasants were the worst sufferers of this settlement. They
were left entirely at the mercy of their landlords and, therefore,
suffered from rack-renting and extortion. It was a blunder to
dispossess the majority consisting of the cultivators of the right of
ownership with the view to give ownership rights to a minority
consisting of the landlords. Sir Charles Metcalfe wrote:
“Cornwallis instead of being the creator of property in India, was
the great destroyer of it.”

8. The cultivators who were reduced to the position of tenants
suffered miserably at the hands of their landlord masters because
the government made no law till 1859 for their protection. The
Company, therefore, did a grave injustice to the peasants.
Bevridge writes: "A very grave blunder as well as gross injustice
was committed when settlement was made with the zamindars
alone, and the right of the farmers were completely ignored".

9. Besides, one more practice developed gradually much against the
interest of the peasants language the Zamindars started living in
cities and gave their lands to contractors. These contractors or
intermediaries collected maximum revenue from the cultivators to
gain maximum for themselves while cared least for the
development of agriculture as they had no permanent interest in
the land.

10. The system was opposed to the Zamindari system as well as the
English meant it to be. Therefore, the Company opposed it in the
beginning, but, finally recognised it in 1819 A.D. That increased
the number of intermediaries leading to further exploitation of the
peasants.

11. It was really a great mistake on the part of Cornwallis that he
deprived the majority of the cultivators of the right of ownership
of land and made the landlords, the owners of the land. Sir
Charles Metcalfe writes about it, "Cornwallis instead of being the
creator of prosperity in India was the great destroyer of it."

Thus, the Permanent Settlement brought no advantage to anybody
except the landlords. It proved more harmful than useful. Besides,
whatever advantages it had, those could be achieved by a settlement for
nearly fifteen to twenty years. The Company also realised it and therefore,
did not introduce it in other parts of India except in Northern Sarkars in
the South and district of Banaras in the North. The system was completely
abolished after India's independence.

5.2.5 Ryatwari Settlement
In South and South Western India, there were no zamindars with large
estates with whom the settlement could be made by the Company. Many
British officials believed that the Permanent Settlement put the Company
to a financial loss as it could not raise the demand of revenue. Some of
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them also argued that the Permanent Settlement was oppressive to the
cultivators as they were left at the mercy of the Zamindars. A few held
that a direct settlement with cultivators would mean continuation of the
affairs that had existed in the past. Munro said: It is the system which has
always prevailed in the past". The primary consideration to devise a
settlement directly with the cultivators was the motive of financial gain to
the company. Thus, the efforts of Thomas Munro and Captain Read,
resulted in the Ryatwari System.

This Ryatwari revenue settlement was first introduced in Tamil Nadu
(former Madras) and then it was gradually extended to Maharashtra
(former Bombay Presidency), East Bengal and portions of Assam and
Coorg (part of present Karnataka).

5.2.6 Features of Ryatwari settlement
The main features of this settlement were as follows:

The ryots were given the ownership and occupancy rights in land.
An assessment upon individual cultivators was made.
Measurement of field and an estimate of produce was done.
The government demand at 55 per cent of the produce was fixed
They were directly and individually responsible for the payment
of land revenue to the state.
The revenue was collected with the help of local hereditary
village officers which were recognised by the government.
A system of peasant proprietorship was introduced.

This system was not made permanent. It was revised periodically after
20 to 30 years when the revenue demand was usually raised.

5.2.7 Estimate of Ryatwari settlement
In this settlement, the measurement was faulty, the estimates of produce
were wrong, and the revenue was excessive. The Ryatwari system
protected neither the rights of the cultivators nor put them to any financial
gain. Venkatasubbiah rightly remarks: "The actual working of the system
was a chronicle of frustration."

(i) In the ryatwari system, instead of the Zamindar, the peasant
became the proprietor, but this right failed to improve his
condition.

(ii) In the first instance, the value of the landed property declined to a
point where its purchase in the market became unprofitable.

(iii) This was mainly due to the excessive rate of revenue, owing to
which agriculture had become unremunerative.

(iv) The methods of collection of revenue were so rigid and harsh that
the peasants in the ryatwari areas landed in the hands of the
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money-lenders, which again led to perpetual struggle between the
money-lenders and the cultivators.

(v) The zamindari system had revolutionised the relations between
the landlords (revenue farmers) and tenants; the ryatwari system
revolutionised the relations between the creditors and debtors and
thus, introduced another grasping and exploiting element into the
rural society.

(vi) Once the farmer was in the money-lender's clutches, the latter
used all the chicanery and cunning that he had at his command, to
keep his victim in bondage. Interest rates were so high that the
cultivator at best was able to pay only the interest on the loan.

(vii) The main objective of the ryatwari system were the regular
collection of revenue and amelioration of the condition of the
ryots.

(viii) The first aim was realised, but the second remained unfulfilled.
(ix) It was officially stated that the ryot could not be ejected so long as

he paid the rent; but the assessment was so high that its payment
was no easy task.

Thomas Munro advocated fixity of rental, so that all improvements
made by the ryot might add to his own profit. After 1855 the assessment
was fixed at the discretion of the revenue officers at each recurring
settlement. So the ryot had no fixity of rental, no security against
enhancement of rent and no adequate motive for spending labour and
money for improvement of land. The volume of agricultural output
consequently shrank. There was no rise in the wages of labour.
Agricultural indebtedness increased. All these factors led to an agricultural
depression and land became unprofitable, agriculture un-remunerative and
unpopular.

Thus, for the ryots, the state stood as a zamindar which was more
powerful than the zamindars under the Permanent Settlement or the
Mahalwari system.

5.2.8 Mahalwari Settlement
The Permanent Settlement as well as the Ryatwari Settlement failed to
come up to the expectations of the policymakers. The Company could not
draw any advantage of increased production in agriculture in the system
introduced in Bengal i.e. the Permanent Settlement. The system was
opposed by members of the village communities. The loyalty of the
Zamindars to the Company could also not be taken for granted. Above all,
the British trading interests came in conflict with the Permanent
Settlement. The Company lost its monopoly of trade with India in 1813
and therefore, India was opened to all British traders. The Company, so far,
had been interested in exporting Indian goods abroad. But now the British
manufacturers, because of Industrial Revolution in England, desired to
create a big market in India for their finished goods and also to convert
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India into a field for raw material. The purpose could not be served by
creating a small class of big landholders as was done by the Permanent
Settlement. It could be served if a large section of the people could
develop the need of British manufactured goods. Therefore, the emphasis
shifted to the rights of small Zamindars, Pattidars and other inferior
holders of the land. These ideas found expression in the memorandum of
Holt Mackenzie which formed the basis of a new settlement in 1822 called
the Mahalwari system.

5.2.9 Features of Mahalwari settlement
The Mahalwari settlement had the following features:

In this settlement, the basis of assessment was the produce of a
mahal or estate and all the proprietors of a mahal were jointly and
severally responsible, in their persons and property, for the sum
assessed by the government on the mahal.
If the number of proprietors was large, a few were selected as
representatives of the whole and made responsible for the
management of the mahal and payment of the revenue.
Actually, this settlement was made with the whole village
community jointly and severally.

Thus, it was a two-fold settlement:
1. The ownership and occupancy right was reserved for the

individual peasants and cultivation was to be done individually.
2. The peasants were jointly responsible for paying the land revenue

to the state. The village as a whole, through its headman or
Lambardar, was required to pay the revenue.

The mahalwari system was first adopted in Agra and Awadh, and
later extended to other "added (ceded) and conquered" parts of the United
Provinces. This system was eminently a via media adopted after the failure
of the other two systems; it sought to combine the better aspect of both:
(i) the idea was to ensure a stable revenue income, as was expected of the
zamindari system, at the same time maintaining a direct relation between
the state and the ryots, as under the ryatwari settlement; (ii) The
intermediaries (viz., Lambardars) were created between the state and the
tillers of the soil, but they were not vested with the perpetual rights of the
Bengal Zamindars; (iii) the state reserved to itself the right of direct
management of the agricultural economy, but it did not worry itself with
cultivation and revenue collection as it did under the ryatwari system; and
(iv) although cultivation was to be carried on individually, the villagers
had to pay land revenue collectively. Thus the ideas were once again novel;
but as usual they were not realised.
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5.2.10 Estimate of theMahalwari Settlement
However, in actual practice, the rights were made not with all the villagers
but with certain leading groups of big families. This group alone took the
advantage of the joint ownership rights, whereas the ryots in general were
driven to the position of tenants, sub-tenants, co-sharers, sub-proprietors,
and so on. Thus, the social and economic inequalities increased and the
peasants' lot deteriorated; they were overburdened and rack rented. As a
result, there was no progress in agriculture. Moreover, being a temporary
settlement, stable revenue objective was not realised.

Thus, the Mahalwari Settlement resulted in the disintegration of the
village communities. From the social point of view, the Mahalwari
Settlement was disastrous and economically, it was a failure.

Thus, the revenue settlements introduced in India by the British for
collecting the revenue were not in the interest of the cultivators. The
demand of the state always went on increasing while the intermediaries or
the government officials oppressed the tillers of the soil. The British
policy gave advantage only to the government or the privileged section of
the society at the cost of the cultivators who were the rightful owners of
their lands and claimants of the larger share of the produce.

Check Your Progress

1. What was pre-British land settelement?
2. What was the aim of British Land settlement?
3. What was the motive behind the Permanent Land Settlement?
4. What was Ryatwari Settlement?
5. What was Mahalwari land settlement?

5.3 CONDITION OF PEASANTS

An important impact of British Rule on rural India was the far reaching
changes in Indian agrarian structure. The old agrarian system gradually
collapsed under new administrative innovations. The land tenures created
new type of land ownerships. New social classes emerged in rural India.
Land became a marketable commodity. The excessive state land revenue
demand and exactions of the zamindars drove the peasants into the
clutches of the money lender and the trader. Absentee landlordism,
parasitical intermediaries, the avaricious money lender – all combined to
push the peasant into the depth of poverty. A massive process of
pauperization began and created a new category of agricultural proletariat.
The peasants had to face opposition at the hands of not only foreign but
indigenous exploiters also. Thus, the conditions of peasants deteriorated
under the British rule because the British were only concerned with the
revenues of the state. The government levied high taxes on land. The
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revenues were generally not reduced even during droughts, floods etc.
This made the condition of the Indian peasantry miserable.

Check Your Progress

6. What was the impact of British Agrarian structure?
7. What was the condition of peasants?

5.4 RURAL INDEBTEDNESS

The revenue policy of the British, increased pressure of population on
agriculture, existence of several intermediaries between the peasants and
the government, subdivision and fragmentation of land holdings etc.
resulted in the impoverishment of the Indian agriculture that is, rural
indebtedness. It has been sometimes asserted that the one cause of all
these typical problems of Indian agriculture was the growth of population.
It should, however, be not forgotten that nearly all these problem were
fully articulated by the 70s of the 19th century, several decades before
India experienced sustained population growth of any mentionable
magnitude. There is no doubt that the population increase after 1921,
aggravated the problems which were already there but the origin of these
problems are to be found somewhere else. Mostly, these were because of
the faulty policies of the British government or its neglectful attitude
towards the welfare of the rural population. The same was the case with
rural indebtedness.

5.4.1 Causes of the rural indebtedness
The following factors were responsible for rural indebtedness.

Increased pressure of population on land
uneconomic land-holdings
poor means of irrigation
lack of modernization of agriculture

These were the factors which resulted in low production while the
social and religious customs of the Indians involved extra expenditure
besides that which was necessary for daily needs. Therefore, these were
also the causes of rural indebtedness.

More than these, the policy of the government was directly
responsible for it. The demand of the revenue was high; the government
did nothing to remove the intermediaries who came into existence even
where Ryatwari and Mahalwari system existed; by the first half of the 19th
century, the government started collecting revenue in cash except in such
outlying areas as Assam; and, collected revenue by a fixed date. All these
measures, in one way or the other, forced the peasants to borrow money
from the local moneylenders who charged not only heavy interest but also
took advantage of the ignorance and illiteracy of the peasants and resorted
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to deceitful measures, such as false accounting, forged signatures, making
the debtor sign for larger amounts than he had borrowed etc.

In the Zamindari system, the peasants were left to the mercies of
zamindars who raised rents to unbearable limits and compelled them to
pay illegal dues also. In the Ryatwari and the Mahalwari areas, the
government took the place of the zamindars and levied excessive land
revenue which, in the beginning, was fixed as high as one-third or one -
half of the produce. The presence of intermediaries whose number had
gone on multiplying enhanced further the actual demand of the revenue
manifold. What, in fact, happened was that the zamindars and, in case of
Mahalwari and Ryatwari systems the government gave the right of
collecting revenue to certain other individuals who became intermediaries
between them and the peasants. These intermediaries, in turn, gave this
right to somebody else on profitable terms. Thus, by a chain-process, a
large number of rent receiving intermediaries between the peasants and the
government sprang up.

In some cases in Bengal their number went as high as fifty. As all
these intermediates drew profit for themselves, their presence burdened
the peasants heavily as the actual revenue collected from them grew
enormously. Besides, the government collected the revenue by a fixed date
and by the middle of the 19th century started collecting it in cash. The
peasants, therefore, many times were forced to sell a part of their land or
sell their produce at cheaper prices to the local bania who was also his
money-lender in most of the cases or to undergo debt. The absence of a
just marketing system for the peasants and the growing commercialization
of agriculture also helped the money-lender-cum-merchant class to exploit
the peasants. The poor peasants had to sell their produce just after the
harvest and at whatever price they could get as they had to meet the
demand of the government, the landlord and the moneylender. All these
factors reduced the peasants to poverty and forced them to beg for loan
and, in absence of any substitute, mostly from the local money-lender.

Therefore, the village money lender occupied an important place in
the village economy. The government provided no just substitute for him.
The limited attempts of the government to redress the sufferings of the
peasants proved futile. The Usurious Loans Act, as amended in 1819 and
again in 1926 seeking to set a maximum limit to the rate and amount of
interest recoverable was found to be inoperative in practice by the Royal
Commission on Agriculture. The Cooperative Societies Act, 1904 was
certainly a step in the right direction and, by 1939-40, the total number of
cooperative societies in India rose to 1,37,000 with a total membership of
over six million people. Yet, it failed to solve the problem of rural
indebtedness. The movement was unevenly distributed over the different
parts of the country. Therefore, the advantage remained restricted only to
limited areas. In Punjab, only 10.2 per cent families in rural areas drew
advantage from the cooperative societies while in other provinces this
figure was below 4 per cent. The same way, other legislations, passed
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mostly by the elected provincial governments after 1937, also failed to
find out any solution of this problem.

On the contrary, the legal system of the British greatly helped the
money lender. In pre-British times, the money-lender was subordinated to
the village community which safeguarded the interest of the peasants. The
British made the money-lender free from this bondage and also gave him
the right to capture the land of the debtor-peasant in case he failed to pay
his debt. The cost of litigation, the complicated process of law and justice
and even the police-system went in favour of money-lender rather than the
peasants. Thus, various factors forced the peasants. to undertake debts.
And, once a cultivator was in debt, it was very difficult for him to get out
of it. Mostly, it resulted in the sale of his land.

Thus, rural indebtedness remained a serious problem for the Indian
peasants. It was largely the creation of the British policies and it grew to
large proportions with increasing years of their rule. In 1911, the total
rural debt was estimated at ` 300 crores and by 1937 it amounted to
` 1,800 crores. The problem, thus, remained unsolved and was one of the
major causes of the hard suffering of the Indian peasantry.

Check Your Progress

8. What is Rural indebtedness?
9. What were the causes of Rural indebtedness?

5.5 TIIE COMMERCIALIZATION OF
AGRICULTURE

Commercialization of agriculture began during the British rule. It is a
necessity for an industrially developing country. If the industries are to be
fed up, agriculture production on commercial basis has to be raised up.
But, in India; commercialization of agriculture took place not to feed the
industries of India because India was far behind in industrial development
as compared to Britain and other European countries. It was primarily to
feed the British industries that it was taken up and achieved only in case of
those agricultural products which were either needed by the British
industries or could fetch cash commercial gain to Britain in the European
or American market. Therefore, interestingly enough, the demand for the
creation of a department of agriculture under the Government of India to
look after the development of agriculture in India came from the
Manchester Cotton Supply Association.

The Royal Commission pointed out that in 1869 this Association
urged that "measures should be undertaken for the improvement of cotton,
the crop in which it was primarily interested, and that a separate
department of agriculture should be established in each province". The
Commission further stated: "Cotton as the most important crop .... of
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special interest to the East India Company, first attracted attention, and, as
early as 1788, the Directors of the Company urged that encouragement
should be given to its production and improvement ... In 1839, the Court
of Directors sent out twelve American planters to teach the local
cultivators how to grow and clean cotton".

The primary purpose of all these efforts was to provide raw and good
quality cotton to the cotton-textiles industries of Britain which were
growing fast after the industrial revolution in Britain. Therefore, cotton
growing area increased in India and its production increased manifold with
gradual lapse of time. Indigo and more than that tea and coffee plantation
were encouraged in India because these could get commercial market
abroad. Mostly their plantations were Controlled by the British. Jute was
another product which received attention of the British because the jute-
made products got a ready market in America and Europe. Thus, the
British encouraged the production of those agricultural goods which were
needed either for feeding their industries or could get them good
commercial dividends otherwise.

The commercialization of agriculture in India was beneficial only to
British planters, traders and manufacturers and partly Indian traders and
money-lenders who worked as middlemen for them. Of course it led to the
establishment of a few industries in India as well which helped in its
industrial growth, it was a very poor consolation because most of the
industries established in India, in the beginning, were managed by British
capitalists. On the other hand, the Indian people suffered miserably from
this policy of the British. It resulted in reduced area under cultivation of
food crops. The departments of agriculture established by the government
mostly attended to the needs and development of commercial crops. In
other items of agriculture, their contribution remained negligible. The
result was that while the area under the food crops increased between
1892-93 and 1919-20 by 7 per cent, that under non-food crops increased
by 43 per cent. The commercial interests pushed themselves so
aggressively that during 193435 to 1939-40 the area under non-food crops
increased by 1.6 million acres and that under food crops fell by 1.5 million
acres. It also meant massive export of raw goods and commercial
agricultural goods. The export of raw cotton increased from 178,000 tons
in 1900-1901 to 762,133 tons in 1936-37, that is, by 328 per cent; in 1939-
40 the figure was 526,411 tons. The exports of tea increased from 190
million pounds weight in 1900-1901 to 359 million pounds in 1939-40; of
oil seeds from 549,000 tons in 1900-1901to 1,172,802 tons in 1938-39.
The same was the case with other commercial agricultural goods.

The net result of this process was that India failed to produce even
that much food crops which could provide even two square meals a day to
its population. The misery was further enhanced because the population of
India was increasing every year, fragmentation of land was taking place
because of the pressure on land and modem means of agriculture-
production were not introduced in India. The report of the Prices Enquiry
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Committee of 1914 stated: "Population has increased by a larger
percentage in the period under inquiry (1890-1912) than either the total
area under cultivation or the area under food grains, or in other words, the
requirement of food grains for internal consumption have increased in a
larger proportion than the total production of food grains".

It seriously affected adversely, the poor people of India. It became
difficult for them to get even sufficient food. In 1945, Sir Manilal B.
Nanavati, formerly deputy governor of Reserve Bank of India observed in
his presidential address to the sixth conference of the Indian Society of
Agricultural Economics at Banaras: "During the last 75 years continuous
deterioration in the condition of the masses is taking place. In 1880, India
had a surplus of foodstuffs to the extent of 5 million tons and today we
have a deficit of 10 million tons. The consumption of food was then
estimated at 1.5 lb. per individual and now it is lib. Nearly 30 per cent of
the population of India is estimated to be suffering from chronic
malnutrition and undernutrition". Thus, we find that the commercialization
of agriculture in India by the British was also one of the important causes
of the impoverishment of the Indian people.

Check Your Progress

10. What is Commercialization of Agriculture?
11. What were the effects of commercialization of Agriculture?

5.6 DRAIN OF WEALTH

The economic exploitation of India was the worst feature of the British
rule in India. Let us know what is “ Drain of Wealth?

What is Drain of Wealth?
The constant flow of wealth from India to England for which India could not get an
adequate economic, commercial or any type of return has been mentioned by the
economists and the then nationalist leaders as “Drain of Wealth”.

The British drained off the economic resources of India continuously
in a systematic way during their rule in India and poured the wealth of
India in Britain. Even the loot and plunder of India by Mahmud of Ghazni
and Nadir Shah are reduced to insignificance when compared with that of
the British. The British trade and commerce was only one source of the
drain of wealth from India to Britain. There were several other means by
which India was deprived of its wealth and economic resources. Home
charges which included military and other stores purchased in England,
cost of army training, transport and campaigns outside but charged on
Indian finances, guaranteed interest on Railways and pensions of the
retired British personnel, part of the salaries and allowances of those still
in service, the earning from private trade till it was finally stopped by
Cornwallis, presents and gifts from Indian rulers, other gains made by
them, profits earned by British investors, traders and planters, several
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other kinds of income and the 'Investment' were several other means by
which India was deprived of its wealth by the British. The records of the
East India Company are replete with references to the export of diamonds,
pearls and other precious stones by various ships leaving the port of
Calcutta which was one of the means adopted to remit their gains by the
servants of the Company.

All Englishmen working or trading in India, with bare exception
transferred all their assets to Britain. It constituted a big monetary drain
from India. Only between the period 1758 to 1765, the Englishmen
transferred nearly six million pounds to Britain. And, this amount did not
include the profits of the Company which definitely must have amounted
manifold. Another means of the drain of wealth of India has been called
the transfer of 'Investments'. The Company financed its purchases from
India by the income derived from military and political services rendered
to the Indian rulers. Large sums were acquired from the Nawabs of Bengal
when the Company became the defacto ruler there. Afterwards, the story
was repeated in case of every dependent or allied ruler of the Company.
The money so acquired was invested in purchase of goods for export.
These purchases were known as 'Investments'. These purchases brought no
bullion in return from Britain. Therefore, it meant the transfer of the
wealth of India to Britain in form of goods which could yield further trade
profits. Based on the reports of the Committee of Secrecy, J.C. Sinha has
calculated that, by this very means, the drain of wealth from India in the
first nine years after Plassey was to the extent of two million pounds. To
this may be added the funds, mainly in the form of silver, which were sent
to China for purchases of tea and silk on Company's account there. This
amount was also between £1,00,000 to £3,00,000 a year. No return came
to India from this source as well.

In 1765, the Company got the right of Diwani in the provinces of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. It started to use the surplus revenue of Bengal
for the purpose of 'Investments'. It has been roughly calculated that a sum
of about ten million pounds, in the form of goods, was sent to England
between the period 1766 to 1780 alone. These "Investments" also brought
no return to India. Thus, while the Company brought neither goods nor
money to India, it exported Indian goods which were purchased by Indian
money and earned profits which again were transferred to Britain. Thus,
through this process which was called 'Investments', the wealth of India
was transferred to Britain.

It adversely affected the fortunes of the Indians in another way also.
With the revenues becoming a vital part of British trade, the eyes of the
British rulers were always searching for devices by which they might be
increased. The British gradually increased their demand of land revenue.
In 1767, in Bengal it was sixty lacs of rupees. In 1793, it totalled
` 1,09,59,130, the average being ninety lacs of rupees. The policy was
pursued in other parts of India as well. Further, the British found other
means to increase their economic resources in India. One of its example is
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the salt-tax. The system of monopoly of salt was revised several times
since the Diwani, each resulting in larger collections. By gradual increase,
the salt revenue had risen to rupees forty-five lakhs per annum during the
three years preceding the arrival of Cornwallis. In the third year (1789) of
his governor-generalship it rose to seventy lakhs. It went on increasing. By
1883, according to Blunt, the Salt revenue had risen to six million sterling.
The price of the salt sold to the people by the government was reckoned at
1,200 to 2,000 per cent, on its cost value at that time. The salt monopoly
remained an oppressive monopoly throughout the British rule. The same
was the case concerning measures of economic resources.

There was another curious way of exporting Indian wealth to Britain.
The Company spent a lot of money on wars for extending their empire in
India, therefore, was forced to seek loan, now and then, from the British
government. It then paid it back along with huge interest to Britain and all
that amount was secured from India. In 1857, the Company was under
debt of six crore, ninety lac rupees of the British government. Dadabhai
Naroji commented on it: "Indian money was sent to Britain first and then
very money was given to India as loan on interest and the Indians were
forced to toil hard for its repayment. It was such a vicious circle which
became difficult to break"

All this resulted in enormous drain of wealth from India to Britain.
John Sullivan, President of the Board of Revenue, Madras, remarked:
"Our system acts very much like a sponge, drawing up all the good things
from the banks of the Ganges, and squeezing them down the banks of the
Thames". According to Dadabhai Naoroji, during the period from 1849-50
to 1894-95, India sent goods worth ` 400 million every year to Britain, in
return for which, it got nothing.

Thus, economically, India suffered miserably during the Company's
rule in India. The misfortune of the Indians was not only because of the
fact that they had surrendered themselves to political subjugation of the
foreigners but also because of the lack of scientific acumen and spirit of
technological innovation and also that of economic enterprise among them.
The Indians failed to reorganize their industries with modem techniques.
All of them remained at the stage of cottage industries. The failure was, no
doubt, because of the lack of scientific education and development. But at
the same time, the Indians did not even try to learn the means and methods
of the foreigners. They failed to organize modem means of banking and
they also remained behind in commercial enterprise.

There were many who were rich among them but they instead of
creating capital and utilizing it for commercial purposes invested their
money on land and preferred to remain as landlords. Thus, the elite of
India failed to serve any useful purpose in the economic field as it had
failed to serve its people in the political field.

Therefore, India's wealth and economic resources were drained off.
Indian cottage industries were completely destroyed, its trade suffered
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seriously and heavy pressure was put on agriculture. Its net result was
complete impoverishment of people. On the contrary, Britain grew into the
foremost industrial nation, Commenting on the results of economic
exploitation of India by the British even prior to the revolt Dr, Bisheshwar
Prasad writes: "Prosperity of, England betokened poverty of India, for
imperialism, based on a system of colonial economy, thrives on the
exploitation of the dependent subjects. India had become the victim of
colonialism and all the evils of imperialism had become evident before the
East India Company had been extinguished after the revolt of 1857".

Check Your Progress

12. What is Drain of Wealth?
13. What were the effects of Drain of Wealth?

5.7 DECLINE OF COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

India lived in her villages and agriculture was the very backbone of her
economic life. Village handicrafts subsidized the economy of the villages
and, thus, villages existed mostly as self-sufficient economic units. But, at
the same time, there was very little left as surplus which could be utilized
for the purpose of trade. Yet it would be wrong to assume that India's
prosperity was only due to flourishing agricultural economy. India enjoyed
brisk trade with foreign countries from times immemorial which was the
primary reason of its fabulous wealth. India exported a large quantity of
gold to foreign countries and among them manufactures of Indian cottage
industries occupied 'an important place. Cotton and silk cloth, indigo,
saltpetre, ivory-goods, sea-pearls etc. were some important items of export
from India and, among them, cotton and silk cloth were the primary ones
Therefore, manufacturing of cloth was the most prominent handicraft
industry of India. British policies were instrumental in destroying most of
the handicraft industries in India but the worst affected were the cotton
and silk cloth handicraft industries which, prior to their destruction,
brought immense wealth to India from foreign countries.

There were at least two hundred distinct trade names of Indian cloth
which were derived both from their centres of production in India and
from the foreign consuming markets. Several places in Calicut, Gujarat,
Punjab, Avadh, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Bengal were the centres of
production of cotton cloth while several places in Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa were famous for silk production in the 17th and the 18th centuries.
Gradually both of these handicraft industries were destroyed because of
the policies of the British. The process started from the provinces of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa as soon as the East India Company assumed the
Diwani of these provinces. The Company and its servants engaged in
private trade desired to earn maximum profits for themselves. After
getting political control over these provinces, they forced the weavers to
work and produce cloth according to their own requirement and on
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conditions of their own. The Company contacted the weavers through
their Indian agents called the gumastas.

The weavers supplied either with advance or raw-material, were
asked to manufacture specific quality and quantity of cloth within a
specified time and sell it to the Company or its servants at the price 15%
to 4"0% less than the market price. The gumastas also kept monopoly over
the weavers and did not permit them to work for any other trader or
trading company. The defaulters among the weavers were severely
punished and, in some cases, even their thumbs were cut off so that they
could not continue with their profession. The practice, however, could not
continue for long because that killed the goose that laid the golden eggs. A
large number of weavers left their profession. It ruined the cotton and silk
cloth handicraft industries of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa
within some years. It ruined the economy of these provinces and, in turn,
put the British Company also to loss which was forced to ask for- loan
from the British government.

The Industrial revolution in England and particularly manufacturing
of cloth by machines also participated to a large extent in destroying cloth
handicraft industry of India. The mechanization of textile industry in
Britain began nearly the time when the Company assumed the right of
Diwani in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Hargreaves invented
the spinning jenny in 1767 and, two years later, Arkwright his water-frame.
Britain no more required finished cloth from India. Therefore, as early as
1769, the Directors of the Company ordered that 'manufacture of raw silk
should be encouraged in Bengal and that of manufactured silk fabrics
should be discouraged'. Gradually, with the help of machines, Britain
started producing'jarge quantity of cloth and at a cheaper rate than
produced by the Indian weavers manually. Britain then required raw
cotton and silk for its manufactures and made India the primary source of
their supply. That resulted in commercialization of agriculture in certain
products particularly silk and cotton. India was, gradually converted into a
vast agricultural land meant to produce raw products which were required
by British industries. India also served as a big market for the finished
goods of Britain. Roads, Canals and, particularly, Railways were
constructed in India for extending the market of British goods to remote
places. Besides, it became difficult for the hand-made Indian cloth to
compete with the machine-made cloth of Britain in the market. The
abolition of the monopoly of trade of the Company with India in 1813
flooded India with British traders and their manufactured goods. That also
helped in the destruction of Indian handicraft industries.

The Tariff policy of the government of Britain and that of India
played an important role in the destruction of Indian handicraft industries.
As far back as 1720, the British government totally prohibited the import
of Indian silk and calicoes in Britain and, therefore, the East India
Company was forced to find market for them in other European countries.
Even afterwards, when imports were permitted, the British government
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charged heavy protective custom -duty on articles imported from India. In
the 19th century Britain prohibited the wear of printed calico and,
gradually, increased the duties on imported Indian cloth goods rising up to
80% ad valorem.

Besides, it forbade the export of tools and machinery so that no other
country, including India, should get the advantage of them; On the
contrary, the Indian government gave all facilities to British imports. From
1833 onwards, it supported the policy of free-trade and, gradually,
decreased the export and import duties. It provided Britain the facility of
getting cheap raw-materials from India and supplying their finished goods
at a cheaper rate in India'. Another cause of the destruction of Indian
handicraft industries was that there remained a wide gulf between the
intellectual and working class in India. It not only prevented mechanical
improvement in the handicrafts of the country but also kept the workers
and artisans in social neglect and low status. Therefore, the Indian
handicraft industries showed no improvement and failed to stand against
the British mechanized industries.

Many British officials and scholars described the destruction of Indian
handicraft industries as a sad but inevitable fact as part of the price of
modernization. But it is not correct because Indian handicrafts suffered not
because of industrialization and modernization of India but that of Bruain.
Thus, the price which the Indian workers and the artisans engaged in these
handicrafts paid was not the price in return of modernization of India but
being slaves of British colonial rule. The argument of U.S. scholar,
D. Moriss that deindustrialization of India was a myth, is also not accepted
by Indian scholars. Different Census and Famine reports, the acceptance
of the Swadeshi movement by the masses and their participation in several
movements justify the view that destruction of Indian handicraft industries
has taken place on a large scale during the 18th and 19th centuries and a
bilge number of labours and artisans engaged in these industries
particularly cloth industry had suffered miserably. The destruction of
Indian handicrafts attributed in the growth of mass-poverty in India.

Check Your Progress

14. What was the condition of India in Pre-British period?
15. What was the condition of cottage industry of India in British

period?
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5.8 ANSWER TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. In the pre-colonial period, Indian economy was predominantly an
agrarian economy. The system of land revenue administration
devised by Akbar and the great Mughal Emperors had broken
down in the early eighteenth century. Within half a century of
British rule, the pattern of land ownership and the methods of
assessment and collection of land revenue introduced by the
British in India, destroyed the pre-British agrarian system and
self-sufficiency of the Indian village society.

2. The British introduced different revenue systems at different
places but their aim remained not the betterment of the conditions
of the peasants but to draw maximum revenue. Clive introduced
the Dual government in Bengal for his purpose. Warren Hastings
abolished it and adopted five years or yearly settlement with the
collectors of revenue. Cornwallis introduced the 'Permanent
Settlement in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. After
wards in the rest of the provinces either Mahalwari or Ryatwari
system was introduced.

3. The psychological motive was that Cornwallis was greatly
impressed by Zamindari system of England and while solving the
social and economic problems of India, he thought it worthwhile
to establish a powerful feudal system in India also in order to
keep control over the peasants and to strengthen the economic
position of the country.

4. The primary consideration to devise a settlement directly with the
cultivators was the motive of financial gain to the company. Thus,
the efforts of Thomas Munro and Captain Read, resulted in the
Ryatwari System. This Ryatwari revenue settlement was first
introduced in Tamil Nadu (former Madras) and then it was
gradually extended to Maharashtra (former Bombay Presidency),
East Bengal and portions of Assam and Coorg (part of present
Karnataka).

5. In Mahalwari settlement, the basis of assessment was the produce
of a mahal or estate and all the proprietors of a mahal were jointly
and severally responsible, in their persons and property, for the
sum assessed by the government on the mahal.

6. An important impact of British Rule on rural India was the far
reaching changes in Indian agrarian structure. The old agrarian
system gradually collapsed under new administrative innovations.
The land tenures created new type of land ownerships. New social
classes emerged in rural India. Land became a marketable
commodity.

7. The excessive state land revenue demand and exactions of the
zamindars drove the peasants into the clutches of the money
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lender and the trader. Absentee landlordism, parasitical
intermediaries, the avaricious money lender- all combined to push
the peasant into the depth of poverty.

8. The revenue policy of the British, increased pressure of
population on agriculture, existence of several intermediaries
between the peasants and the government, subdivision and
fragmentation of land holdings etc. resulted in the
impoverishment of the Indian agriculture that is, rural
indebtedness.

9. The factors like increased pressure of population on land,
uneconomic land-holdings, poor means of irrigation, lack of
modernization of agriculture were responsible for rural
indebtedness.

10. Commercialization of agriculture began during the British rule. It
is a necessity for an industrially developing country. If the
industries are to be fed up, agriculture production on commercial
basis has to be raised up.

11. It seriously affected adversely, the poor people of India. It became
difficult for them to get even sufficient food.

12. The constant flow of wealth from India to England for which
India could not get an adequate economic, commercial or any
type of return has been mentioned by the economists and the then
nationalist leaders as “Drain of Wealth”.

13. The Company spent a lot of money on wars for extending their
empire in India, therefore, was forced to seek loan, now and then,
from the British government. It then paid it back along with huge
interest to Britain and all that amount was secured from India. In
1857, the Company was under debt of six crore, ninety lac rupees
of the British government. Dadabhai Naroji commented on it:
"Indian money was sent to Britain first and then very money was
given to India as loan on interest and the Indians were forced to
toil hard for its repayment. It was such a vicious circle which
became difficult to break"

14. India lived in her villages and agriculture was the very backbone
of her economic life. Village handicrafts subsidized the economy
of the villages and, thus, villages existed mostly as self-sufficient
economic units.

15. British policies were instrumental in destroying most of the
handicraft industries in India but the worst affected were the
cotton and silk cloth handicraft industries which, prior to their
destruction, brought immense wealth to India from foreign
countries.
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5.9 SUMMARY

In the pre-colonial period, Indian economy was predominantly an
agrarian economy.
The system of land revenue administration devised by Akbar and
the great Mughal Emperors had broken down in the early
eighteenth century.
Within half a century of British rule, the pattern of landownership
and the methods of assessment and collection of land revenue
introduced by the British in India, destroyed the pre-British
agrarian system and self-sufficiency of the Indian village society.
The British introduced different revenue systems at different
places but their aim remained not the betterment of the conditions
of the peasants but to draw maximum revenue.
Clive introduced the Dual government in Bengal for his purpose.
Warren Hastings abolished it and adopted five years or yearly
settlement with the collectors of revenue. Cornwallis introduced the
'Permanent Settlement in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
After wards in the rest of the provinces either Mahalwari or
Ryatwari system was introduced.
The Zamindars (landlords) were made hereditary owners of the
land under their possession. They and their successors could not be
dispossessed of their lands till they paid the revenue to the state.
Ryatwari revenue settlement was first introduced in Tamil Nadu
(former Madras) and then it was gradually extended to
Maharashtra (former Bombay Presidency), East Bengal and
portions of Assam and Coorg (part of present Karnataka).
The mahalwari system was first adopted in Agra and Awadh, and
later extended to other "added (ceded) and conquered" parts of the
United Provinces.
The conditions of peasants deteriorated under the British rule
because the British were only concerned with the revenues of the
state.
The government levied high taxes on land. The revenues were
generally not reduced even during droughts, floods etc.
This made the condition of the Indian peasantry miserable.
The revenue policy of the British, increased pressure of
population on agriculture, existence of several intermediaries
between the peasants and the government, subdivision and
fragmentation of land holdings etc. resulted in the
impoverishment of the Indian agriculture that is, rural
indebtedness.
Commercialization of agriculture began during the British rule. It
is a necessity for an industrially developing country.
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If the industries are to be fed up, agriculture production on
commercial basis has to be raised up. But, in India;
commercialization of agriculture took place not to feed the
industries of India because India was far behind in industrial
development as compared to Britain and other European countries.
The British drained off the economic resources of India
continuously in a systematic way during their rule in India and
poured the wealth of India in Britain.
India lived in her villages and agriculture was the very backbone
of her economic life. Village handicrafts subsidized the economy
of the villages and, thus, villages existed mostly as self-sufficient
economic units.
The destruction of Indian handicrafts attributed in the growth of
mass-poverty in India.

5.10 KEY TERMS

Permanent settlement: Before the arrival of Lord Cornwallis in
India, no permanent settlement was made in Bengal in the sphere
of revenue administration. Cornwallis was the first Governor
General who paid his attention to the revenue reforms and
attained a great success and tremendous fame, It was the
permanent reform of Cornwallis in India.
Ryatwari Settlement: The ryots were given the ownership and
occupancy rights in land. An assessment upon individual
cultivators was made. Measurement of field and an estimate of
produce was done. The government demand at 55 per cent of the
produce was fixed. They were directly and individually
responsible for the payment of land revenue to the state. The
revenue was collected with the help of local hereditary village
officers which were recognized by the government. A system of
peasant proprietorship was introduced.
Mahalwari Settlement: In this settlement, the basis of
assessment was the produce of a mahal or estate and all the
proprietors of a mahal were jointly and severally responsible, in
their persons and property, for the sum assessed by the
government on the mahal.
Drain of Wealth: The constant flow of wealth from India to
England for which India could not get an adequate economic,
commercial or any type of return has been mentioned by the
economists and the then nationalist leaders as “Drain of Wealth”.
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5.11 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS AND
EXERCISES

Short Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on Brtish land revenue settlement.
2. What was permanent settlement?
3. What was Ryatwari settlement?
4. What was Mahalwari settlement?
5. What was the condition of the peasants during the British rule?
6. What do you mean by rural indebtedness?
7. What is commercialization of agriculture?
8. What do you mean by Drain of wealth?
9. What was the condition of cottage industries in pre-British rule?
10. What were the main causes of the decline of cottage industries?

Long Answer Questions

1. Give an account on the British land revenue settlements.
2. Write an essay on Permanent settlement.
3. Discuss the merits and demerits of permanent settlement.
4. Make an analysis on the Ryatwari settlement.
5. Give an account on the Mahalwari settlement.
6. Describe the condition of peasants of India during British rule.
7. Make an analysis on the rural indebtedness.
8. Write a note on commercialization of agriculture.
9. Write an essay on the drain of wealth.
10. Give an account on the decline of cottage industries.
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